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PREFACE.

WHILE submitting here some prefatory observations on
the version of the Shu King presented in this volume,
I- think it well to prefix also a brief account of what are

regarded as the Sacred Books of the Religions of China.

Those religions are three: Confucianism, Tdoism, and
Buddhism.

I. I begin with a few words about the last. To translate

any of its books does not belong to my province, and more
than a few words from me are unnecessary. It has been

said that Buddhism was introduced into China in the third

century BiC.; but it certainly did not obtain an authorita-

tive recognition in the empire till the third quarter of our

first century
1
. Its Texts were translated into Chinese, one

portion after another, as they were gradually obtained from

India; but it was not till very long afterwards that the

Chinese possessed, in their own language, a complete copy
of the Buddhist canon 2

. Translations from the Sanskrit

constitute the principal part of the Buddhistic literature

of China, though there are also* many original works in

Chinese belonging to it

1 I put the introduction of Buddhism into China "before our Christian era thus

uncertainly, because of what is said in the article on the history of Buddhism in

China, in the Records of the Sui Dynasty (A.D. 589-618), the compilers ofwhich

say that before the Han dynasty (began B. c. 202) Buddhism was not heard of

in China. They refer to contrary statements as what 'some say/ and proceed
to relate circumstances inconsistent with them. It is acknowledged on all sides

that Buddhist books were first brought to China between A.D. 60 and 70.
2 Mr. Beal (Catena of Buddkist Scriptures from the Chinese, pp. i t a) says

that 'the first complete edition of the Buddhist Canon in China dates from tie

seventh century ;
that a second and much enlarged edition of it, called the

Southern Collection, was prepared in A, D. 1410 ; that a third edition, called the

Northern Collection, appearetf about A. r>. 1590 ; which again was renewed antf

enlarged in the year 1 723.'
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II, Confucianism is the religion of China par excel-

lence, and is named from the great sage who lived in the

fifth and sixth centuries B.C, Confucius indeed did not

originate the system, nor was he the first to inculcate its

principles or enjoin its forms of worship. He said of him-

self (Analects, VII, i)
that he was a transmitter and not

a maker, one who believed in and loved the ancients; and

hence it is said in the thirtieth chapter of the Doctrine of

the Mean, ascribed to his grandson, that
e he handed down

the doctrines of Yao and Shun, as if they had been his

ancestors, and elegantly displayed the regulations of Wan
and Wu, taking them as his models.' .

In fulfilling what he considered to be his mission, Con-

fucius did little towards committing to writing the views of

antiquity according to his own conception of them. He
discoursed about them freely with the disciples of his

school, from whom we have received a good deal of what

he said ; and it is possible that his accounts of the ancient

views and practices took, unconsciously to hims.elf3
some

colour from the peculiar character of his mind." But his

favourite method was to direct the attention of his disciples

to the ancient literature of the nation. He would neither

affirm nor relate anything for which he could not adduce

some document of acknowledged authority. He said on

one occasion (Analects, III, ix) that he could describe the

ceremonies of the dynasties of Hsia (B. C. 2305-1767) and

Yin (B.C. 1766-1133), but did not do so, because the

records and scholars in the two states of -ATchij that had

been assigned to the descendants of their sovereigns, could

not sufficiently attest his words. It is an error even to

suppose that he compiled the historical documents, poems,
and other ancient books from various works existing in his

time. Portions of the oldest works had already perished.
His study of those that remained, and his exhortations to

his disciples also to study them, contributed to their preser-
vation. What he wrote or said about their meaning should

be received by us with reverence
;
but if all the works

which he handled had come down to us entire, we should

have been, so far as it is possible for foreigners to be, in
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the same position as he was for learning the ancient reli-

gion of his country. Our text-books would be the same

as his. Unfortunately most of the ancient books suffered

loss and injury after Confucius had passed from the stage

of life. We have reason
3 however, to be thankful that we

possess so many and so much of them. No other litera-

ture, comparable to them for antiquity, has come down to

us in such a state of preservation.

But the reader must bear in mind that the ancient books

of China do not profess to have been inspired, or to con-

tain what we should call a Revelation. Historians, poets,

and others wrote them as they were moved in their own
minds. An old poem may occasionally contain what it

says was spoken by God, but we can only understand that

language as calling attention emphatically to the state-

ments to which it is prefixed. We also read of Heaven's

raising up the great ancient sovereigns and teachers, and

variously assisting them to accomplish their undertakings ;

but all this need not be more than what ..a religious man of

any country might affirm at the present day of direction,

help, and guidance given to himself and others from above.

But while the old Chinese books do not profess to contain

any divine revelation, the references in them to religious

views and practices are numerous; and it is from these

that the student has to fashion for himself an outline of

the early religion of the people. I will now state what the

books are. j

First, and of greatest importance, there is the Book of
.j

Historical Documents, called the Shti and, since the;

period of the Han dynasty (began B.C. 302), the Shu

King. Its documents commence with the reign of Yao in

the twenty-fourth century B. C,, and come down to that of ,

king Hsiang of the K&u dynasty, B.C. 651-619. The earliest
j

chapters were not contemporaneous with the events which
;

they describe, but the others begin to be so in the twenty- !

second century B. a The reader will find a translation of;

the whole of this work without abridgment.
-

:.'.;

Second, and nearly as important as the Shu, there is:

the Shin/or the Book of Poetry. It contains in all 305;
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pieces, five of which are of the time of the Shang dynasty

(called also the Yin), B.C. 1766-1123. The others belong

to the dynasty ofXu, from the time of its founder, king

Wan, born B.C. 1231, to the reign of king Ting, B.C. 606-

586* The whole is divided into four Parts, the last of

which is occupied with
' Odes of the Temple and the

Altar.' Many pieces in the other Parts also partake of

a religious character, but the greater number are simply

descriptive of the manners, customs, and events of the

times to which they belong, and have no claim to be in-

cluded in the roll of Sacred Texts. In this volume will be

found all the pieces that illustrate the religious views of

their authors, and the religious practices of their times,

The third work Is the Yi, commonly called the Book of

Changes. Confucius himself set a high value on it, as

being fitted to correct and perfect the character of the

learner (Analects, VII, xvi); and it is often spoken of by

foreigners as the most ancient of all the Chinese classics.

But It is not so. As it existed in the time of the sage, and

as it exists now, no portion of the text is older than the

time of king Wan, mentioned above. There were and are,

indeed, in it eight trigrams ascribed to Fu-hsi, who is geae^

rally considered as the founder .of the Chinese nation, and

whose place in chronology should, probably, be assigned in

the thirty-fourth century B.C. The eight trigrams are again

increased to sixty-four hexagrams. To form these figures,

two lines, one of them whole
( } and the other divided

( ),
are assumed as bases. Those lines are then placed,

each over itself, and each over the other
;
and four bino-

grams are formed. From these, by the same process with

the base lines, are obtained eight figures, the famous tfi-

grams. Three other repetitions of the same process give

us successively sixteen, thirty-two, and sixty-four figures*

The lines in the figures thus increase in an arithinfetical

progression, whose common difference is one, and the num-
ber of the figures increases in a geometrical progression/
whose common ratio is two. But what ideas Fft~hsl at-

tached to his primary lines, the whole and the divided
;

what significance he gave to his trigrams; what to the
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sixty-four hexagrams, if indeed he himself formed so

many figures ;
and why the multiplication of the figures

was stayed at sixty-four : of none of these points have we

any knowledge from him. There is some reason to believe

that there were texts to the hexagrams under the dynasties
of Hsia and Shang, but none of them have been preserved.
It may be that king Wan and his equally famous son, the

duke of K&\ji3 adopted much of what they found already

existing, and incorporated it with their own interpretations

of the figures ;
but they, and they alone, are accepted as

the authors of the text of the Yi. King Wan, we are told,

at a time when he was imprisoned by the tyrannical sove-

reign with whom the dynasty of Shang or Yin ended, took

in hand the ever-changing hexagrams, and appended to

each a brief explanation of the meaning which the trigrams

composing it suggested by their union to his mind
;
and in

some cases the practical course in affairs to which that

meaning should direct. His son did for the separate lines

of each hexagram what Wan had done for the whole figure.

Confucius is said to have entered into their labours about

600 years afterwards. Several appendixes are ascribed to

him, in which there is an attempt to explain the origin

of the Fft-hsf figures, and many of the interpretations of

Wan and his son. The early linear figures; the notes

of Wan and the duke of K&u
;
and the Confucian appen-

dixes : these constitute the Yl.

The work was from the first intimately connected with

the practice of divination, which, we know from the Shu,

entered largely into the religion of the ancient Chinese,

This goes far to account for its obscure and enigmatical

character ;
but at the same time there occur in it, though

in a fragmentary manner, so many metaphysical, physical,

moral, and religious utterances, that the student of it is

gradually brought under a powerful fascination. In conse-

quence, moreover, of its use in divination, it was exempted

by the superstitious tyrant of XMn from the flames to

which he condemned all the other Confucian literature in

B*C. 313* It has thus come down to us entire, and a trans-

lation of the whole of it will be given.

CO b '
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An additional interest belongs to the Yi as the fountain-

head from which the comparatively modern &*"PV
of the Sung dynasty (began

A. D. 960) Proff
sed

J
dr

^
what has been called their

'

atheo-pohtical system.
As

an appendix to the translation of the Yi, there will be given

an outline of that system, and an attempt wdl be made to

test the correctness of the interpretation
of this classic by

its authors. ^ <

The fourth of the great classics is the Li Ki
9
or tne

Record of Rites ;
but it is only one of a class that we may

denominate the Constitutional and Ritual Books of ancient

China, especially under the /fau dynasty. They are often

mentioned together as 'the Three Rituals.
5 The first of

them is called ^Tau L!
}
the Rites of ATau, and also ^au

Kwan. the Officers of Tau, which latter is the better name

for it. It is the official book of the K& dynasty. The

prevailing opinion is that it was the production of the duke

of AMu; and if.it were not composed in its present form by

him, it contains, no doubt, the substance of the regulations

which he made for the administration of the government,

after the dyna ity of Shang had passed, through the achieve-

ments of his father and brother, into that of ATau. Under

the various departments in which that administration was

arranged, it enumerates the principal and subordinate

officers belonging to each, and describes their duties. After

the fires of ATAin, the work was recovered nearly complete

m the first century B. C. A good translation of the whole

work was published in 1851, at Paris, by M.Edouard Biot

The second Ritual Collection bears the name of 1 Li,

which has been translated 'the Decorum Ritual,' and 'the

Rules of Demeanour.
3

It was recovered earlier than the

former, and Is as voluminous. It consists of the rules by

which a scholar or officer should regulate his behaviour on

social and state occasions. It has not yet, so far as I

know, been translated into any European language.

The third Collection, more voluminous than either of

the others, was made also under the Han dynasty. In the

V JLrst century B.C., it was an immense compilation of 214

arranged in five divisions. The 214. were reduced
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to eighty-five by Tii Teh, a scholar of the time, and his

eighty-five again to forty-six by a cousin, called 131 .Oang.
Three other books were added to these towards the end of

the Han period, forming forty-nine in all, which have come
down to us under the title of~Li K^ or 'the Record of

Rites,' and have long constituted by imperial authority one

of the five King. An abridgment of this work was trans-

lated by M. J. M, Gallery, at Turin, in 1853, with the

title, 'Li JTi, ou Memorial des Rites, traduit pour la

premiere fois du Chinois, et accompagn6 de notes, de

commentaires, et du texte original.' Gallery's work, how-

ever, contains only thirty-six of the forty-nine books of

the Li K\ and most of those thirty-six in a condensed

form. Whether it will be possible to give in these Sacred

Books of the East translations of the whole of these Rituals
;

and if that be not possible, by what principles to be guided
in the selection of portions of them : these are questions

to be determined after further deliberation. Many passages

contain more of the mind of Confucius himself on the

sacrificial worship of his country, and the ideas underlying

it, than we find else\vhere.

But it must not be forgotten that these ritual books do

not throw so valuable a light on the ancient religion of

China as the older Shft and Shih. They belong to the

period of the -STdu dynasty, and do not go back as contem-

poraneous records to the dynasties beyond it and the still

remoter age of Y&o and Shun. The views of Confucius,

moreover, as given in them, do not come to us at first hand.

They were gathered up by the Han scholars five and six

centuries after his death, nor can we be sure that these

did not sometimes put ideas of their own into the mouth of

the sage, and make additions to the writings which were

supposed, correctly or incorrectly, to have come from his

immediate disciples,

We owe the fifth and last of the Kings of China to

Confucius himself, It is what he called Khun Khih, or

< the Spring and Autumn,' a very brief chronicle compiled

by him of the annals of his native state of Lu for 24$

years, from B. C. 72$ to 481, But there is not much to be

b 2
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gleaned from it for the Sacred Texts; and if we were to

launch out into the three supplements to it of So. KM&-

mmg, Kung-yang, and Ku-Kang, the result would not repay

the labour. A translation of the whole of BO'S supplement,

much the most important, is given in my work on the

K/mn AVnu, published at Hong Kong in 1872.

There Is another short treatise attributed to Confucius,

the Hsi&o King, or 'Classic of Filial Piety.' Though not

like one of the five great works that have been described,

,- it*Was the first to receive the denomination of a King,
and that from the lips of the sage himself

5
if the account

which we have received of the matter is to be relied on.

This little work does not come to us, like the KJmn jOiu,

as directly from the pencil of Confucius, but in the shape of

conversations between him and his disciple Bang-gze, put

on record in the first place, probably, by some members of

gang's school. No portion of the ancient literature has

more exercised the minds and engaged the attention of

many of the emperors of successive dynasties. The Hsido

seems to me an attempt to construct a religion on the

basis of the cardinal virtue of Filial Piety, and is open
to criticism in many respects. A translation of it is given

in the present volume.

The classical books are often spoken of as being
' the

five King' and 'the four Shu.' The King have all been

separately referred to above; the four Shu is an abbrevia-

tion for the Shu or Books of the four Philosophers, The
first is the Lun Yii, or c Discourses and Conversations/

occupied chiefly with sayings of Confucius and conversations

between him and many of his disciples. The second is the

Works of Mencius, perhaps the greatest thinker and writer

of the Confucian school after the Master. I hope to be
able to give both these works. The third of the Shu is

the Ta Hsio, or 'Great Learning,
5

ascribed, like the Hsido,
to Bang^ze. The fourth is the Kung Yung, or '

Doctrine

of the Mean/ the production of Bze-sze, the sage's grandson.
Both of these treatises, however, are taken from the LI Kl
The whole of the Four Books were translated and published

]>y me in i86i.
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III. The third Religion in China is what is called Taoism.
It was, like Confucianism, of native origin, and its acknow-
ledged founder was Lf R, called also Lf Po-yang, and, after
his death, Lt Tan. More commonly he is designated Ldo-
$ze, translated by some 'the Old Philosopher/ and by
others < the Old Boy

5

from a fabulous story that his mother
carried him in her womb for seventy-two years, so that
when he was at length cut out of it, his hair was already
white. His birth is referred to the year 604 B. C., so that
he was between fifty and sixty years older than Confu-
cius. There are accounts, hardly reliable, of interviews and
discussions between the two men.

Lao-jze's system often goes with English writers by the
name of Rationalism

;
but if that name be retained, the

term must be taken in quite a peculiar sense. His doc-
trine was that of the To, but it is not easy to determine
what English term will best express the meaning of the
Chinese character. The only record which we have of

Lio-jze's views is the Tdo-teh King, or c

Classic of Tao
and Virtue,' a treatise of no great length. It was published
at Paris in 1843, with a translation in French, by the late

Stanislas Julien, under the title of l Le Livre de la Voie
et de la Vertu.' Appealing to the views of -fiTwang-jze and
other writers of the Tdoist school, M. Julien says that 6 Le
To est ddpourvu 4'action, de pensde, de jugement, d'intel-

ligence/ and adds that <

it appears impossible therefore to

take it for the primordial reason, the Sublime Intel-

ligdnce, which created and rules the world.
1

A translation in English was published, in 1868, by
the Rev. Dr. Chalmers of Canton, under the title of *

the

Speculations in Metaphysics, Polity, and Morality, of " the

Old Philosopher.'" Dr. Chalmers retains the term TSo
in his English Text, and says,

'

I have thought it better

to leave the word Tdo untranslated, both because it has

given the name to the sect, the Tdoists, and because no

English word is its exact equivalent. Three terms suggest

themselves, the Way, Reason, and the Word
; but they

are all liable to objection. Were we guided by etymology,
"the Way" would come nearest to the original^ and in one
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or two passages the idea of a Way seems to be in the

term
;
but this is too materialistic to serve the purpose of

a translation. Reason again seems to be more like a

quality or attribute of some conscious Being than Tao is,

I would translate it by the Word in the sense of the

Logos, but this would be like settling the question which

I wish to leave open3 viz. what amount of resemblance there

is between the Logos of the New Testament and this Tdo,
which is its nearest representative in Chinese.

5

Two other translations of the Tao-teh King have ap-

peared, both in German: 'Lao-tsze's Tao Te King, aus

dem Chinesischen ins Deutsche ubersetzt, eingeleitet, und

commentirt, von Victor von Strauss (Leipzig, 1870),'

and *

Lao-tse, Tao-te-king, "Der Weg zur Tugend,"
aus dem Chinesischen ubersetzt und erklart von Reinhold

von Planckner,' also published at Leipzig. Strauss closely

follows Julien, while Planckner allows himself great free-

dom in dealing with his original. Notwithstanding these

four attempts to give the meaning of *

the. Old Philosopher'
in three European languages, there is room for a new ver-

sion, which will be submitted to the reader in due course.

It is only by an intense and long-continued study of the

original that we can come to an agreement as to. the mean-

ing of the Tao. I propose not only to give a translation of

the Tao-teh King, but also of the works of JTwarig^ze, the
most remarkable of the early writers of the Taoist school.

Whatever Lao-^ze intended by the Tao, Taoism has, in

the course of time, borrowed largely, both from Confu-
cianism and Buddhism. It inculcates a morality of a high
order in some respects, and has developed a system of

grotesque beliefs and practices, ministering to superstition,
and intended to refine and preserve the breath of life. Its

practical teachings will be exhibited in the most popular of
all the Taoist writings, the treatise on Actions and their

Recompenses,
5

and perhaps in one or more, besides, of the
characteristic productions of the system.

The version of the Shu that appears in this volume is

substantially the same as that in the third volume of my
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large edition of the Chinese Classics, and which was pub-
lished in 1865. I wrote out the whole afresh, however,
having before me not only my own version, but the earlier

translations of P. Gaubil in French and Dr. Medhurst in

English. Frequent reference was made likewise to a larger

apparatus of native commentaries than I had formerly used.

Going to the text anew, after more than twelve years
devoted mainly to the continuous study of the Chinese

classics, I yet hardly discovered any errors which it was

necessary to correct, A few verbal alterations were made
to make the meaning clearer. Only in one case will a

reader, familiar with the former version, be struck with any
alteration in this* The Chinese character^ (Tf), applie4

repeatedly to the ancient Yao and Shun in the commencing
books of the classic, and once in the 27th Book of the fifth

Part, was there translated by
'

emperor,
3

while it is left

untranslated in the present volume, and its name trans-

ferred to the English text.

Before adopting this change, I had considered whether

I ought to translate Ti in all other instances of its occur-

rence in the Shu (and invariably in the Shih), and its in-

tensified form Shang Ti (J^ ^T), by our term 'God,
5

Gaubil rendered Tf for the most part by
c

le Seigneur/ and

Shang Ti by
c

le Souverain Maitre/ adding sometimes to

these names Tf and Shang Ti in brackets. Medhurst trans-

lated Tf by
' the Supreme/ and ' the Supreme Ruler/ and

Shang Ti by 'the Supreme Ruler/ More than twenty-
five years ago I came to the conclusion that Ti was the

term corresponding in Chinese to our *

God/ and that

Shang Ti was the same, with the addition of Shang, equal
to '

Supreme.' In this view I have never wavered, and I

have rendered both the names by
e God '

in all the volumes

of the Chinese Classics thus far translated and published.

What made me pause before doing so in the present

volume, was the consideration that the object of 'the

Sacred Texts of the Religions of the East/ as I' under-

stand it, is to give translations of those texts without any

colouring in the first place from the views of the trans-
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lators. Could It be that my own view of Ti, as meaning

God, had grown up in the heat of our controversies in

China as to the proper characters to be used for the words

God and Spirit/ in translating the Sacred Scriptures?

A reader, confronted everywhere by the word God, might

be led to think more highly of the primitive religion of

China than he ought to think. Should 1 leave the names

Ti and Shang Ti untranslated? Or should I give for

them, instead of God, the terms Ruler and Supreme

Ruler? I could not see my way to adopt either of these

courses.

The term Heaven (^, pronounced Thien) is used

everywhere in the Chinese Classics for the Supreme Power,

ruling and governing all the affairs of men with an omni-

potent and omniscient righteousness and goodness ;
and

this vague term is constantly interchanged in the same

paragraph; not to say the same sentence, with the personal

names Ti and Shang Ti. Thien and Ti in their written

forms are perfectly distinct. Both of them were among

the earliest characters, and enter, though not largely, as

the phonetical element into other characters of later for-

mation. According to the oldest Chinese dictionary, the

Shwo Wan (A. D. 100), Thien is formed,
'

by association of

ideas/ from yi ( )> 'one,' and ta (^), 'great,
3

meaning

what is one and undivided, and great. Tai Thung, of our

thirteenth century, in his remarkable dictionary, the Liu

Shu Ku
} explains the top line of it as indicating

' what

is above/ so that the significance of the character is
' what

isabove^and great.' In both these dictionaries Ti (fff ) is

derived from -L- or -^-
(shang), 'above,' or 'what is

above :

'

and they say that the whole character is of pho-

netical formation, in which I am not able to follow them 1

;

1
It is said in the Shwo Wan that the phonetical element in T$ is

; but

this is pronounced 3 hze. Neither in form nor sound is there any similitude

between it and TI An error, probably, has crept into the text. Dr. Chalmers,
in his treatise on e the Origin of the Chinese,' attempts (p. 12) to analyse the

character into its constituent parts in the following way :

' The peculiar nature

of the Chinese written language has done good service in stereotyping the primi-
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but Tii Thung gives the following account of its mean-

ing:
e Tt is the honourable designation of lordship and

rule/ adding, 'Therefore Heaven is called Shang Tf
;
the

five Elementary Powers are called the five Ti
; and the

Son of Heaven 1 that is, the Sovereign is called Ti.'

Here then is the name Heaven, by which the idea of

Supreme Power in the absolute is vaguely expressed ;
and

when the Chinese would speak of it by a personal name,

they use the terms Ti and Shang Ti; saying, I believe,

what our early fathers did, when they began to use the

word God. Ti is the name which has been employed in

China for this concept for fully 5000 years. Our word
God fits naturally into every passage where the character

occurs in the old Chinese Classics, save those to which I

referred above on p. xxiii. It never became with the people
a proper name like the Zeus of the Greeks. I can no

more translate TiorShangTiby any other word but God

than I can translate #an (J^) by anything else but man.

The preceding is a brief abstract of the reasoning by
which I was determined to retain the term God for Ti and

Shang Ti in this volume, excepting in the cases that have

called for these observations. But in the account of Ti
which I have adduced from T& Thung, it is skid that ' the

sovereign is also called Ti;' and most of my readers know

that Hwang Ti
(j|| f^f) is the title of the emperor of

China. How did this application of the name arise? Was
it in the first place a designation of the ruler or emperor ;

and was it then given to the Supreme Power, when the

vague Heaven failed to satisfy the thinker and worshipper,

tive belief in one Supreme Tt(^fr), who is yr "great," over, and 1 >

"
ruling," heaven (

- N s j *
) and earth

(|"~ j ).'
This is ingenious? but not

entirely satisfactory. The three last steps are so ;
but the finding ~^*

(great) in the top part of <?& does not in the same way carry conviction to

the mind.

1 Thien 3ze,
' the Son of Heaven/ is a common designation of the sovereign

of China. Originally gze performed in the expression the part of a verb, and

Thien 3z was equivalent to 'he whom Heaven sons/ that is, considers and

treats as its son. See the second line of the ode, p, 318,
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and he wished to express his recognition of a personal

Being who was to himself his almighty ruler? If these

questions be answered in the affirmative, Ti would be a

name applied to the Supreme Being, just as we rise from

the paternal relation among ourselves and call him'Fat her.

Or, on the other hand, was Tf the designation of the

Supreme Lord and Ruler, corresponding to our God, and

was it subsequently applied to the earthly ruler, thereby

deifying him, just as the title Divus was given to a Roman

emperor? I believe that it was in this latter way that Ti

came to be used of the sovereigns of China
;
and therefore

in again publishing a translation of the Shu, I resolved,

that where the appellation is given in it to Yao and Shun,
and it is only to them that it is given, I would retain

the Chinese term instead of rendering it, as formerly, by
4

emperor/
The following are the reasons which weighed with me in

coming to this resolution :

First, the first really historical sovereign of China who
used the title of Hwang Ti was the founder of the AVmi

dynasty; and he assumed it in B.C. 221, when he had sub-

jugated all the sovereignties into which the feudal kingdom
of K$n had become divided, and was instituting the

despotic empire that has since subsisted.

The K&u dynasty had continued for 867 years, from
B. c .1132 to 356, and its rulers had been styled Wang or

kings.

K&u superseded the dynasty of Shang or Yin, that had
endured for 644 years, from B.C. 1766 to 1133; and its

rulers had similarly been styled Wang or kings.
Shang superseded the dynasty of Hsi&, which had lasted

for 439 years, from B.C. 3305 to 1767, and its rulers had
been styled Wang, or kings, and Hlu, or sovereigns.

Thus, from the great Yii, B.C. 2305 to B. C. 331, that is,
for nearly 3000 years, there was no Ti or emperor in
China. During all that time the people had on the whole
been increasing in numbers, and the nation growing in

territory ;~~how did it come to pass, that the higher title, if
it had

previously existed, gave place to an inferior one?
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Prior to the dynasty of Hsii, with the exception of the

period of Yao and Shim, the accounts which we have of the

history of China have been, and ought to be, pronounced
'fabulous

5

and 'legendary.' The oldest documents that

purport to be historical are the books in the Shti about

Ylo and Shun, and even they do not profess to be con-

temporaneous with those personages. The earlier accounts

open with a Phan-ku, in whose time c heaven and earth

were first separated/ To him succeeded the period of the

San Hwang, or Three August Lines, consisting of twelve

Celestial, eleven Terrestrial, and nine Human Sovereigns,

who ruled together about 50,000 years. After them come a

host of different Lines, till we arrive at the Wu Ti, or Five

Emperors. The first of these is commonly said to be Fu-

hsi, while he and two others are sometimes put down as

the San Hwang, in order to bring in Yao and Shun as the

last two of the Tis.

I have entered into these details because of the account

which we have of the king of -Oin's assuming the title of

Hwang Tl. We are told:
* As soon as the king had

brought the whole country Into subjection, thinking that he

united in himself the virtues of the three Hwangs, and that

his merits exceeded those of the five Tis, he changed his

title into Hwang Ti.
3 The three Hwangs are entirely fabu-

lous, and the five Tis are, to say the least, legendary*

That there were either Hwangs or Tis ruling in China

before the age of the Hsid dynasty cannot be admitted.

Second, it has been stated above, and is shown in the

Introduction to the Shu, pp. 13-19, that the books in the

Shu, previous to the Hsii dynasty, are not historical in
'

the sense of their being contemporaneous documents of the

times about which they speak. They profess to be compi-

lations merely from older documents ;
and when they

speak of Yao and Shun as Tis, the title Ti precedes the

name or designation, instead of following it, as it ought to

do, according to Chinese usage, if Ti is to be taken in the

sense of emperor, Yao Ti would be 'the emperor YAp,"

but we have Ti Yao, where Ti performs the part of an

adjective. King Wan, the founder of the ATau dynasty, is
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invariably mentioned as Wan Wang, 'Wan the king/ To

say Wang Wan would be felt -at once by every Chinese

scholar to be inadmissible; and not less so is Ti Ydo for

' the emperor Yao/ It was the perception of this violation

of usage in Chinese composition, five years ago, that first

showed me the error of translating Ti Yao and Ti Shun

by
< the emperor Yio

' and <

the emperor Shun/ It is true

that in the early books of the Shu, we have Ti used alone,

without the adjunct of Yao or Shun, and referring to those

personages. In those cases it does perform the part of a

substantive, but its meaning depends on. that which be-

longed to it as an adjective in the phrases Ti Yao and Ti

Shun. If it be ascertained that in these it means 'the

Deified/ then when used singly as a noun, it will mean

Divus, or the Divine One.

Third, the sovereigns of the Hsii, the Shang, and the

K&n dynasties, it has been seen, were styled Wang and

not Ti. Confucius speaks repeatedly in the Analects of

Yao and Shun, but he never calls either of them by the

title of Ti. Mencius, however, uses it both of the one and

the other, when he is quoting in substance from the

accounts of them in the Shu. This confirms the view that

the early books of the Shu were current after the middle of

the JSTau dynasty, very much in the form in which we now
have them

;
and the question arises whether we can show

how the application of the title Ti as given in them to Yao
and Shun arose. We can.

The fourth Book of the Li Kl is called Yiieh Ling,
c

the Monthly Record of the Proceedings of Government/
In it certain sacrificial observances paid to the* five Tis are

distributed through the four seasons. The Tis are Fft-hst,

Shan-nang, Yu-hsiung or Hsien-ylian/THn-thien, and Kao-

yang, who are styled TMi Hao (the Greatly Resplendent),
Yen Ti (the Blazing Ti), Hwang Ti (the Yellow Ti), Shao
Hao (the Less Resplendent), and JTwan Hsu (the Solely

Correct) ;
with each Ti there is associated in the ceremony

a personage of inferior rank, who is styled Shan (Sil-a
Spirit), The language descriptive of the ceremony is the
same in all the cases, with the exception of the names and
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months. Thus the first entry is :

< In the first month of

spring, on such and such days, the Ti is Thai H^o, and the
Shin is Kiu-mang.' Now this K^u-mang was a son of
SMo Ho, several hundreds of years later than Thii Hio,
so that the associating them together in this ceremony
could only have arisen in later times.

However we explain the ceremony thus curtly described;
whether we see in it the growing prevalence of nature-

worship, or an illustration of the practice of worshipping
ancient heroes and worthies : Ti appears in the account of
it plainly used in the sense of God. In each of the five

instances, we have a Ti and a Shan, not an emperor and a
spirit, but a God and a Spirit, a Spirit standing in the

same relation to the God, that KJ&n (gl= a subject or

minister)^stands in to a ruler. Thus it was that, by a process
of

deification, the* title of Ti came to be given, in the time
of the .ATau dynasty, to the great names, fabulous and

legendary, of antiquity; and thus it was that it was applied
to the heroes Yio and Shun. It may well be that the title

Hwang Ti, used by a Chinese of the present emperor or of

any emperor of the past, does not call up to his mind any
other idea than that of a human sovereign ;

but being
satisfied as to the proper signification of Ti as God, and as

to the process by which the title came to be applied to the

ancient Ydo and Shun, I could no longer render it, when
used of them in the Shu, by emperor, and elected to leave

it untranslated in the present volume.

To any unimportant changes of translation it is unneces-

sary to refer. The dates B.C. in the introductions and notes

are all one year more than in the translations formerly

published. They are thus brought into accordance with

those of P. Gaubil and the useful Chinese Chronological
Tables of the late Mr. Mayers.

The changes in the transliteration of Chinese names are

very considerable. As foreigners are now resident in Pe-

king, it seemed proper to adopt the pronunciation of the
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capital as given by Sir T. F. Wade in his Hsin Ching Lu
and Tzu Erh Chf. At the same time, in order to secure

as near an approach as possible to uniformity in all the

volumes of the Sacred Books of the East, the letters em-

ployed were made to conform to those in Professor Max
Miiller's Scheme for the Transliteration of Oriental Alpha-
bets. It was not easy at first to do this, for Chinese, having
no alphabet, reluctated against being made to appear as

if it had; but use has more than reconciled me to the

method now employed. It was not possible to introduce

into the table all the diphthongs in which Chinese speech is

rich. The reader has to be informed that i before another

vowel or a diphthong approximates to the sound of y,
so that the whole utterance is still monosyllabic. The
powers of r and ze must be "heard before they can be

appreciated.

To call the attention of the reader to passages in the

Shu, embodying, more or less distinctly, religious ideas, an
asterisk (*) will be found appended to them. ^

J,L,
OXFORD,

1 8th April, 1879.
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INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

THE NATURE AND HISTORY OF THE SnO.

i. The Shu is the most ancient of the Chinese classical

books, and contains historical documents of various kinds,

relating to the period from about B.C. 3357-627. The

Meanin of
c^aracter Shu shows us by its composition

the name that it denotes 'the pencil speaking/ and
mg *

hence it is often -used as a designation of the

written characters of the language. This, indeed, was the

earliest meaning of it, but from this the transition was easy
to its employment in the sense of writings or books, applica-

ble to any consecutive compositions ;
and we find it further

specially employed by Confucius and others to designate

the historical remains of antiquity, in distinction from the

poems, the accounts of rites/ and other monuments of

former times. Not that those other monuments might not

also be called by the general name of "Shu. The peculiar

significancy of the term, however, was well established, and

is retained to the present day.

The book has come down to us in a mutilated condition
;

but even as it is said to have existed in the time of Confu-

cius, it did not profess to contain a history of China, and

much less, to give the annals of that history. It was simply

a collection of historical memorials, extending over a space

of about 1700 years, but on no connected method, and with

frequent and great gaps between them.

W B



The name King (now in Pekinese ATing) was not added
to Shu till the time of the Han dynasty (began B, C. 202).
If Confucius applied it to any of the classical works, it was
to the classic of Filial Piety, as will be seen in the Intro-

duction to the translation of that work. The Han scholars,

however, when engaged in collecting and digesting the

ancient literary monuments of their country, found it con-

venient to distinguish the most valuable of them, that had
been acknowledged by Confucius, as King, meaning what
was canonical and of unchallengeable authority.

3. In the Confucian Analects, the sage and one of his

disciples quote from the Shu by the simple formula

The SM was

' The Sh^ says.' In the Great Learning, four
an existing different books or chapters of the classic

collection of -11 ;, < .,
*

documents
a11 m as we have it now, are mentioned,

Coatdk
ea h by its proper name ' Mencius sometimes
uses the same formula as Confucius, and at

other times designates particular books. It is most natural
for us to suppose that Confucius, when he spoke of the
Shu, had in his mind's eye a collection of documents bearing
that title.

b

One passage in Mencius seems to put it beyond a doubt
that the Shfl existed as such a collection in his time.
Having said that it would be better to be without the
Sha than to give entire credit to it,' he makes immediate
reference to one of the books of our classic by name,and adds, 'In the Completion of the War I select two or
three passages only, and believe them 1/ In Mo-^ze, Hsun-
3ze, and other writers of the last two centuries of the #Au
dynasty, the Shft is quoted in the same way, and also fre-
quently with the specification of its parts or larger divisions,-The Books of Yu;

<

of Hsi4,'
<
of Shang,'

<

of JTfa.' A^d
fine, in many of the narratives of 3o -Ott-ming's com-

mentary on the Spring and Autumn, the Shu is quoted in
the same way, even when the narratives are about menand events Jong anterior to the sage*. All these consi-

undor tte^ year of duke Yin,
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derations establish the thesis of this paragraph, that the
Shu was an existing collection of historical documents
before Confucius.

3. From the above paragraph it follows that Confucius
did not compile the collection of documents that form the

Confucius did
Sht^' 'The earliest assertion that he did so we

not' compile have from Khung An-kwo, his descendant in

of* the eleventh generation, in the second century,
documents in B. c. Recounting the labours of his ancestor,
it in his time. A , . ,

_ _ , .

The Preface An-kwo says, m the Preface to his edition of
ascribed to the Shu, that fi he examined and arranged themm. ill-

old literary monuments and records, deciding
to commence with Yio and Shun, and to come down to

the times of Ku. Of those deserving to be handed down
to other ages and to supply permanent lessons, he made
in all one hundred books, consisting of canons, counsels,

instructions, announcements, speeches, and charges.' The
same thing is stated by Sze-ma K&ien in his Histo-

rical Records, completed about B.C. 100, but Khiztis

information was derived from An-kwo. Such a compila-
tion would have been in harmony with the character which

Confucius gave of himself, as
e a transmitter and not a

maker, believing and loving the ancients 1
/ and with what

his grandson says of him in the Doctrine of the Mean,
that ' he handed down (the lessons of) Y&o and Shun, as if

they had been his ancestors, and elegantly displayed those

of Wan and Wti,.whom he took for his model 2
.'

We have seen, however, that the collection existed in

his time and before it. Did it then, as An-kwo says,

consist of a hundred books ? His authority for saying so

was a Preface, which was found along with the old tablets

of the Shu that were discovered in his time and deciphered

by him,. as will be related farther on. He does not say, how-

ever, that it was the work of Confucius, though -Oien does.

It still exists, a list of eighty-one documents in a hun-

dred books. The prevailing opinion of scholars in China

is now, that it was not written by the sage. I entirely

1
Analects, VII, i.

3 The Doctrine of the Mean, XXX, I.

B 2
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agree myself with the judgment of $k&i Khln> the disciple

of Kb Hst, whose Collected Comments, first published

A.D. 12 10, are now the standard of orthodoxy in the in-

terpretation of the Shu. He says of the document: 'It

sheds light on nothing, and there are things in it at vari-

ance with the text of the classic. On the books that are

lost it is specially servile and brief, affording us not the

slightest help. That it is not the work of Confucius is

exceedingly plain.'

The eighty-one documents mentioned in it, and more,

may have been in the Shu of the time of Confucius.

I think, however, that several of them must have been

lost subsequently, before the rise of the tyrant of K/im,

who doomed the whole collection to the flames. Mencius

complains that in his days the feudal princes destroyed

many of the records of antiquity that they might the better

perpetrate their own usurpations and innovations 1
. Other

considerations, on the exhibition of which I need not enter,

confirm me 'in this conclusion.

4. It will be well here to devote a paragraph to the

The sources sources of the Shu. Have we sufficient proofs
of the Shi Of t]ie exposition in ancient times of such

documents as it contains, and of their preservation, so that

they could be collected in a sort of historical canon ?

We have. Under the dynasty of Km (B.C. 1132-356),
at the royal court, and at the courts of the feudal princes

on a smaller scale, there were officers styled Szc, which has

been translated
'

Recorders/ 'Annalists/
*

Historiographers/
and simply

'

Clerks/ There were the Grand Recorder, the

Assistant Recorder, the Recorder of the Interior, the Re-
corder of the Exterior, and the Recorder in Attendance on
the Sovereign. Among the duties of the Recorder of the

Interior were the following :
e In case of any charge given

by the king to the prince of a state, or to any other digni-

tary, he writes it on tablets;' 'In case of any memorials
on business coming in from the different quarters of the

kingdom, he reads them (to the king);' <It is his business

1
Mencius, V, ii, ch. 3.
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:

to write all charges of the king, and to do so in duplicate,'
Of the duties of the Recorder of the Exterior it is said :

;
He has charge of the histories of the states in all parts of

the kingdom ;

' ' He has charge of the most ancient books
;

'

It is his business to publish in all parts of the kingdom
the books and the characters in them 1/

These entries show that under the 7*Tau dynasty there

was provision made for the recording and preservation of

royal charges and ordinances, of the operations of the

general government, and of the histories of the different

^
states

; and, moreover, for the preservation and interpre-
tation of documents come down from more ancient times.

Confucius himself tells us that in his early days a recorder

would leave a blank in his text, rather than enter anything
of which he had not sufficient evidence 2

. Mencius also

mentions three works, the Shang of ^Tin, the Thao-wu of

j&T/zu, and the K/mn K/iiu of Lu, which must have come
from the recorders of those states.

Of the existence of a similar class of officers under the

previous dynasties of Shang or Yin (B.C. 1766-1133) and

Hsia (B. C. 2205-1765)3 we have not such abundant evi-

dence. Chapter a in the loth Book of the 5th Part of our

classic, however, seems to speak of them in the time of the

former. Wu-ting (B. C. 1324-1264), the twentieth sovereign of

it, is described as communicating; in writing, a dream which

he had had, to his ministers 3
;
and fully four hundred years

earlier, 1 Yin, the chief-minister, remonstrates, in writing,

with his young and careless sovereign Th&i ATia 4
. Going

back to the dynasty of Hsia, we find the prince of Yin,

during the reign 'of JSTtmg Khang (B.C. 2159-2145), in ad-

dressing his troops, quotes the Statutes of Government in

a manner which makes us conceive of him as referring to

a well-known written compilation
5

. The grandsons of the

great Yu, its founder (B.C. 2205-2196). likewise, make

mention, in the Songs of the Five Sons/ of. his Lessons, in

a style that suggests to us the formula that Mencius was

;j.__ _ ___ ___
:

.

;v
^

.-.'
'

,

. .
.

* See for all these statements the Ritual or Official Book ofZau, XXXI, 35-42.
2

Analects, XV, xxv.
3 Part IV, viii, section I.

VPart IV, v, section i.
5 Part III, iv,
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wont to employ when referring to the documents acknow-

ledged to be of authority in his day *.

Mi Twan-lin, the encyclopedist, in his General Examina-

tion of Records and Scholars, first published A. D. 1321,

says that
*
the pencil of the recorders was busy from the

time of Hwang Tl (B. C. 2697).' The compilers of the

records of the Sui dynasty (A.D. 589-617) say that

'historical documents began immediately with the inven-

tion of written characters.' That invention I must place

myself at an earlier date than the time assigned to Hwang
TJ, When once the characters were invented, they would

come in time to be employed in the writing of history.

The early dates alleged for many of the documents in the

Shft are no valid reason for rejecting them without further

examination. We may rather be surprised that, when the

compilation was made, it did not contain many more than

a hundred documents.

5. The dynasty of K&u came to an end in B. c. 256, and
after an anarchic interval of thirty-five years, the kiny of

Khm succeeded in uniting all the feudal states under his

Destruction of
own Swa7> an^ proclaimed himself emperor.

Htotureb^
UP t0 thfS timC the Sh(i llad SU 'sfeainccl <>

the emperor other damage than all human works arc
of ZAm.

jjaye to jn tj)e course Of tjme , kut n()W j t

narrowly escaped an entire destruction. An edict went forth

from the tyrant in B.C. 313, commanding that all the old
classical books should be consigned to the flames, excepting
those belonging to the great scholars in the service of the

court, and the Yt His rage was hottest against the Shft
and the Shih (the Book of Poetry). Death was the doom
of scholars who should be known to meet together aw!
speak of these works, and all who should be discovered

having copies of them in their possession, when thirty days
had elapsed after the publication of the edict, were to be
branded, and sent to labour for four years on the Great
Wall, which was then building.
This is not the place to explain the reasons that led to

1 Part III, ttl
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this insane attempt to extinguish, with the exception of one

work, the ancient literary monuments of China, The edict

was ruthlessly enforced, and hundreds* of scholars who re-

fused obedience to the imperial command were buried alive.

The Shu had nearly perished from off the earth,

6. The tyrant, however, died in B. c. 210, within four years

from the issuing of his edict The dynasty which he had

sought to establish passed away in B. C. 206, That of Han
dates from the year B.C. 202, and in 191 the edict against

the ancient books was formally repealed. They had been

Recovery of under the ban for less than a quarter of a

the SM.
century. There would probably have been

no difficulty in recovering copies of them, but for the sack

of the capital in B.C. 206 by the most formidable opponent

of the founder of the House of Han. Then the fires blazed,

we are told, for three months among the palaces and public

buildings, and proved as destructive to the copies that might

have been preserved about the court as the edict of 7C/zin

had been to those among the people.

Among the scholars of KMn, however, there had been

one, of the surname Fu, who, when the edict was issued,

hid his tablets of the Shu in a wall. Returning for them,

after the rule of Han was established, he found that many
were perished or gone. He recovered only twenty-nine

of the documents, containing, according to the division of

them that has long been followed, thirty-five books in all.

About one of them there is some difficulty, on the discussion

of which I need not enter. Fu commenced teaching them,"

and from all parts scholars resorted to him, and sat at his

feet The emperor Wan (B.C. 179-155) lieard of him, and

sent one of the recorders of the court to visit him, and

bring the recovered tablets themselves, or a copy of them,

to the capital. They were in the form of the character

that was prevalent at that time, different from that which

had been used in previous centuries, and are known as

*<the Shft of the modern text' The Catalogue of the

Imperial Library, prepared by Liu Hin for the emperor-

Ai (B.C. 6-1
),

contains an entry of ' the text of the Shu

in twenty-nine portions/ the same, no doubt, which was
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received from Fti. Fti himself commented on his Shu.

The text was engraved on the stone tablets of the emperor

Ling (A.D, 168-189). Very many scholars of the Han
times laboured on this text, taught it to their disciples, and

published their views on it. Not one of their writings,

however, survived, in a complete form
3
the troubles which

desolated the empire during the reign of the emperor Hwai

(A. D. 307-312) of the western dynasty of Km.
In the reign of the Han emperor Wti (B. C. 140-85) a

discovery was made in the wall of the house of the Khung
or Confucian family of the tablets of the Shu, the Spring
and Autumn, the classic of Filial Piety, and the Lun-yii or

Confucian Analects. How long they had lain there we do
not know. It is commonly said that they had been hidden

by some one of the Khung family to save them from the

fires ofKhm. But they were in a form of the character that

had long gone into disuse, and which hardly any one could

decipher, and must have been deposited towards the be-

ginning of the fifth century B. C. They were committed to

the care of Khung An-kwo, who was then one of the *

great
scholars

'

of the empire, and the chief of the Khung family.
By means of the current text of FA and other resources he
made out all the tablets of the Shft that were in good pre-
servation, and in addition to Fti's twenty-nine documents
several others. He found also that Fft had in three cases

incorporated two different documents under one name, and
taken no note ofthe division of one other into three books or
sections. Altogether there were now forty-six documents or
different portions of the old Shfl brought anew to light.
They appear in Lift Kin's Catalogue as 'the text of the
Shti in old characters in forty-six portions.'men An-kwo had made out the tablets, he presentedthem to the emperor in B. a 97, with a

transcript of themm the
Current characters of the time, keeping a second

transcript of them for himself; and he received an order
to make a commentary on the whole. He did so, butwhen he was about to lay the result of his labours beforethe court, troubles had arisen which prevented for seveS
years the paying attention to

literary matters. It was
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owing to these that his commentary was neglected for a

time, and the enlarged text which he had deciphered was

not officially put in charge of the Board of
' Great Scholars,'

to which the care of the five King, so far as they had been

recovered; had been committed in B.C. 136.

An-kwo's commentary, however, was not lost; but

before speaking of it, I must refer to a third recovery of

a large portion of the Shu early in our first century.

A scholar and officer, named Tfi Lin, had been a fugitive,

having many wonderful escapes, during the usurpation of

Mang (A. D. 9-22). During his wanderings he discovered

a portion of the Shu on f

lacquered' tablets, or perhaps on

lacquered cloth, which he thenceforth guarded as his richest

treasure, and kept near his person. When the empire was

again settled by the first emperor of the eastern Han, he

communicated his text to other scholars. Wei Hung pub-
lished a commentary on it, and subsequently K\. Khwei, M
Yung, and /l^ang Khang-/Mang (all, great names in Chinese

literature) did the same. Tu Lin's {

lacquered
'

books were

the same in number as An-kwo's, but they contained five

documents in thirteen books, which were not in the text

of the other, and wanted nine documents, also in thirteen

books, which An-kwo's text had. The commentary of

A'ang Khang-Mang continued till the Sui dynasty, after

which we lose sight of it.

I return to the commentary of An-kwo, which, of course,

contained his text. Its transmission from hand to hand

down to the close of the western Han dynasty is clearly

traced. Less distinctly, but surely, we can discover evi-

dence of its preservation, till we come to the commencement

of the eastern dynasty of Kin, when Mei 3eh, a recorder

of the Interior, having come into possession of a copy, pre-

sented it to the emperor Yuan (A. D. 317-333). The

Canon of Shun was wanting in it, and was supplied from

the commentary of Mi Yung, based on the text of Til Lin.

From this time the text and commentary of An-kwo had

their place assigned them in the Imperial College. They
are mentioned in the Catalogue of the Imperial Library of

Sui, The second emperor of the Thang dynasty gave orders
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for a grand edition of the SW, under the superintendence

of Khung Ying-ta, assisted by others. They adopted the

commentary of An-kwo, and enriched it with profuse
anno-

tations. In A. D. 654 their work was ordered to be printed,

and happily remains to the present day. The text of the

SM, that is, of all of it that had been recovered by An-

kwo, was still further secured, being engraved with that oi

all the other classics on the Thang tablets of stone which

were completed in the year 837, and are still preserved
at

/sT/ang-an, in Shen-hst.

It is not necessary to trace the history of the Shu further

on. The titles of more than 500 works, on the whole of it

or on portions, from the dynasty of Thang to the present day,

could easily be adduced. Under the Sung dynasty, indeed,

there began the sceptical criticism, which, setting compara-

tively little store on external evidence,
decides^

on the

genuineness of documents principally from their style.

The results of such criticism always vary according to the

knowledge and the subjective character of the mind of its

author. Many maintain that the commentary said to be

that of An-kwo was not really from him, but was made by

Mei 3eh, and palmed on the world under the name of the

great Han scholar. Even if it were so, the work would

remain, produced nearly 1600 years ago. And to the anno-

tations of the Thang scholars upon it we are indebted for

most of what we know of the earlier views of M4 Yung,

^Tang Khang-Ai&ng, and other writers of the Han period,

Whether its author were the true Khung or a false Khung, its

value cannot be over-estimated. But I do not believe that it

was a forgery, That An-kwo did write a commentary on his

' Shu in the ancient characters' is admitted by all When
did it perish? There is no evidence that it ever did so.

On the contrary, its existence rises as a fact, here and there,

at no great intervals of time, on the surface of the literary

history of the empire, till we arrive at Mei 3d*, who
received it, as Khung Ying-tS. proves, from a scholar named

Sang 3h&>.

Then as to the text of the Shu, there is no controversy
about the documents which were recovered in the first
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place by Fa ;
but the adMQif1 f$| f|gd f||j

kwo are so much more easily understood, that
'

wonder that the charge of not being genuine has been
raised against them. But even they are not easy. They
only appear to be so, when we come to one of them, after

toiling through some of the more contorted portions com-
mon to both texts. And, moreover, the style of the dif-

ferent books differs according to their subjects. The
'Announcements' are the hardest to understand of all.

The c

Charges,'
'

Speeches,' and ' Instructions
'

are much

simpler in their construction; and the portions which we
owe to An-kwo consist principally of these. In making
out his obsolete characters he had, in the first place, to

make use of the Books of Fu. That he did not servilely

follow his text we conclude from the readings of Fu's

followers, different from his in many passages which the

industry of critics has gathered up. When he came, how-

ever, to new books, which were not in Fu's copy, he had to

make out his tablets as he best could. His most valuable

aid had ceased. We can conceive that, when he had

managed to read the greater portion of a paragraph, and

yet there were some stubborn characters that defied him,

he completed it according to his understanding of the

sense with characters of his own. That he was faithful

and successful in the main we find by the many passages

of his peculiar books that are found quoted in writings of

the ^Tau dynasty. This is a fact worthy of the most

attentive consideration. I do not think there is an im-

portant statement in his chapters that is not thus vouched

for. The characteristics of his books which have exposed

them to suspicion are not sufficient to overthrow their claims

to be regarded as genuine transcripts of the tablets dis-

covered in the wall of the house of the Khung family.

The conclusion to which I come, at the close of this

chapter, is, that there is nothing seriously to shake our

confidence in the portions of the Shu that we now possess,

as being substantially the same as those which were in

the collection of the K&a dynasty both before and after

Confucius.
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CHAPTER II.

THE CREDIBILITY OF THE RECORDS IN THE Snu.

i. Accepting the conclusion which I have stated imme-
diately above, I now go on to enquire whether the docu-

Whether the ments in the Shti can be relied on as genuine
r

the

r

sM
n narratives of the transactions which they pro-

are reliable fess to relate. And it may be said at once,
or not.

jn reference to tjie greater nuinbcr of them,
that there is no reasonable ground to call their credibility in

question. Allowance must be made, indeed, for the colour-

ing with which the founders of one dynasty set forth the
misdeeds of the closing reigns of that which they were

superseding, and for the way in which the failures of a
favourite hero may be glossed over. But the documents
of the Shfi are quite as much entitled to credit as tin;

memorials and edicts which are published at the present
day in the Peking Gazette.

The more recent the documents arc, the more, of course,
are they to be relied on. And provision was made, wo haw
seen, by the statutes of A'au, for the preservation of tin-
records of previous dynasties. But it was not to be ex-
pected that many of those should not perish in the lapseof time, and others suffer mutilation* and corruptions.And this, we find, was the case. Of the dtfhtyonc docu-
ments that the ShA at one time contained, only one be-
longed to the period of Yao

; seven to the period of Shun
;four to the dynasty of Hsia, much the larger one of which

narrates what was done in the time of Yao; thirty-onc to

vtLT, fTgJ ^ thirt^ht to the- Lt .100
years of that of ATAu. AH this seems to bear on he
surface of it the stamp of verisimilitude.

a. The Books of JTau were contemporaneous with the
The Books events which they describe, and became public

after their >mpo8ition.to be received without hesitation.
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Nor are those of the previous dynasty of Shang open
The Books to suspicion. We ascend by means of them
of Shang. to Thang the Successful, its founder, with a

confident step. The beginning of his rule is placed chrono-

logically in B.C. 1766.

Of the still earlier dynasty of Hsia, there are only four

The Books documents, and We have no evidence that
of Hsia, there were any more when the collection of

the Shu was made in the times of K&u. The first and

longest of the four, though occupied with the great achieve-

ment of Yii, the founder of Hsii, whose chronological

place is B. C. 2205-3196", really belongs to the reign of

Yo, and is out of place among the records of Hsia. The
other three documents bring us down only to the reign of

^Tung Khang (B.C. 2159-2145), and I see no grounds for

doubting their genuineness. In the last of them a celestial

phenomenon is mentioned, which has always been under-

stood to have been an eclipse of the sun in Fang, a space of

about 5i from IT to o- of Scorpio, on the first day of the

last month of autumn. P. Gaubil thought he had deter-

mined by calculation that such an eclipse really took

place in the fifth year of j&Tung Khang, B. C. 2155. Doubts,

however, have been cast, as will be seen in the next chapter,

on the accuracy of his calculation, and therefore I do not

avail myself of it here as a confirmation of the. truth of

the document.

3. We come to the earlier records, those of the reigns

The Bool's
ofYio and Shun, with which must be classed

of Thang the Tribute of .Yii, the first of the documents
and Yft.

of H j. and it must be adm itte(i that there

is not the same evidence that they existed originally in

their present form.

i. The Canon of Yao and three of the four still exist-

ing books of the time of Yu, all commence

with the words,
<

Examining into antiquity,

later coropi- we find.' They are therefore, on their own
a 10nS*

showing, the compilations of a later age. The

writer separates himself from the date of the events, which

he narrates, and while professing to draw from the records
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of *

antiquity/ yet writes himself from a modern standpoint.

The Yi and Ki, the last of the documents of the Shun

period, formed one book with the preceding in the Shu of

Fu, and came under the opening words of that, as being

a result of
'

the examination of antiquity,' I will draw sepa-

rate attention farther on to the Tribute of Yii,

ii. Much of what is related in the Canons of Yao and

Shun, as well as in the other documents, has more the air

They are of legend than of history. When Yao has

legendary, been on the throne for seventy years, he pro-

poses to resign in favour of his principal minister, who is

styled the Four Mountains. That worthy declares him-

self unequal to the office. Yao then asks him whom he

can recommend for it
;
be the worthiest individual a noble

or a poor man, he will appoint him to the dignity. This

brings Shun upon the stage* All the officers about the

court can recommend him, Shun of Yii 1
,
an unmarried

man among the lower people. His father, a blind num,
was obstinately unprincipled; his mother, or stepmother,
was insincere; his brother was arrogant; and yd Slum
had been able by his filial piety to live harmoniously with

them, and to bring them to a considerable measure of .self*

government and good conduct. Yao is delighted, He had

himself heard something of Shun. He resolved to jjive him
a preliminary trial. And a strange trial it was. He fpivu

him his own two daughters in marriage, and declared that

he would test his fitness for the throne fay seeing his beha-
viour with his two wives.

Shun must have stood the test Yao continued to em-

ploy him as General Regulator for three years, ami then
called him to ascend the throne. Shun refu.sed to du so,

but discharged the royal duties till the death of Yao in

3357, becoming himself sole ruler in ]j,c 2235. These

i yi is the dynastic designation of Shun. It is to ) tiUtjn .

guished from Yii (^) the name of Shvn's successor, the founder of ihv

dynasty of Hsil Bunsen confounded the two appellations (Kgypt' Plucc in

Universal History, III, p. 399).
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and other marvellous notices of Y3.o and Shun are

largely added to by Mencius and Sze-ma AT/zien, but

their accounts are of the same extraordinary character.

I must believe that the oldest portions of the Shu do not

give us the history of Yio and Shun, but legendary tales

about them.

At the same time it must be, allowed that the compiler

-, .
-

.,
of these books in their present form had in

Their compiler .

r

had ancient nis possession some documents as old as the

^whicTL
011 ^0 f Yao. To my mind three things ren-

base his der this admission necessary. First, the titles

representations. of the high officers of Ydo and Shun are dif-

ferent from those of the corresponding dignitaries at a later

age. The principal personage was called the Four Moun-
tains

;
next to him was the General Regulator ;

and the

Minister of Religion was the Arranger of the Ancestral

Temple. It is more probable that the compiler received

these and other peculiar designations from old documents

than that he invented them himself. Second, the style of

these early books is distinguished in several particulars from

the style of those of Hsi&, Shang, and ATau. I need only

specify the exclamations/ Alas f *Ah! J and Oh !* which are

expressed by characters that we do not elsewhere find used

in the same way. Third, the directions of Yao to his astro-

nomers, telling them how to determine the equinoxes and

solstices, by means of the stars culminating at dusk in those

seasons, could not be the inventions of a later age. The

reader will find this subject discussed in the next chapter,

where it is shown how those culminating stars may be

employed to ascertain the era of Yao. No compiler,

ignorant of the precession of the equinoxes, which was

not known in China till about the middle of our fourth

century, could have framed Yao's directions with such an

adjustment to the time assigned to him in chronology.

When the Books of Thang and Yu received their present

form, we cannot tell. Probably it was in the early period of

the j&Tdu dynasty,.- though I am not without a suspicion

that some verbal changes were made in. them under the

short-lived dynasty of KMty which intervened between
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the dynasties of Kiu and Han, and possibly some also
when they were recovered under the latter.

4- It remains for us to consider the case of the Tribute
The Tribute of Yii, the first, as the books are now arranged,

of Yu' of those of Hsia, but belonging, as has been
already said, to the period of Ydo, or at least to the period
when Yao and Shun were together on the throne. It thus
appears out of its chronological order, and must share in the
general uncertainty which attaches to the documents of
the first two parts of our classic.

Yao, in what year of his reign we are not told, appears
suddenly startled by the ravages of a terrible inundation.
The waters were overtopping the hills, and threatening the
heavens in their surging fury. The people, everywhere were
groaning and murmuring Was there a capable man to
whom he could assign the correction of the calamity? All
the nobles recommend one Khwan, to whom Yao, againsthis own better judgment, delegates the difficult task, on
which Khwan labours without success for nine years. His
son Yfl then entered on the work. From beyond the
western bounds of the present China proper he is repre-sented as trackmg the great rivers, here

burning the woods

obTt^r
1*3

'^ CUtting thr Ugh the -"ntains ttt
obstructed that

progress, and there
deepening their chan-nelsuntd the, waters flow

peacefully into the eastern Tea.
'rd

,

faiSeS mighty embankments, till at

wood
; andac * er s woo
; andaccess to the capital was secured for all within the four"~
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shoes with spikes in them in ascending the hills,
c and all

along the hills hewed down the woods,. at the same time,

along with Yi, showing the people how to get flesh to

eat,
5

that is, by capturing fish and birds and beasts.
C

I

opened passages for the streams throughout the nine pro-

vinces, and conducted them to the sea. I deepened the

channels and canals, and conducted them to the streams,

at the same time, along with JO. sowing grain, and showing
the people how to procure the food of toil in addition to

flesh meat. I urged them to exchange what they had for

what they had not, and to dispose of their accumulated

stores. In this way all the people got grain to eat, and

the myriad regions began to come under good rule.' And

again :

c When I married in Tu-shan, I remained with my
wife only four days/ Mencius says that while engaged on

his task, he thrice passed the door of his house, but did not

enter it. His own words are:
c When Kh\ (my son) was

wailing and weeping, I did not regard him, but kept -plan-

ning with all my might my labour on the land.
3

Along with his operations to assuage the wide-spread

inundation, Yli thus carried on other most important labours

proper to. an incipient civilization. We gather from the Shu

that it did not take him many years to accomplish his

mighty undertaking. It was successfully finished before

the death of Yao. All this is incredible. The younger

Blot, in an article on the Tribute of Yu, published in the

Journal Asiatique, in 1843, says :

' If we are to believe

the . commentators,. Yii will become a supernatural being,

who could lead the immense fivers of China as if he had

been engaged in regulating the course of feeble stream-

lets/ There is no occasion to say, If we are to believe

the commentators;' if we are to believe the Shu, this is

the judgment that we must form about Yii.

The general conclusion to which Biot came about the

document under our notice was that we are to
,

find in it

only the progress of a great colony. Yu was the first

explorer of the Chinese world. He established posts of

colonists or planters in different parts of the territory.

He caused the wood around those posts to be cut down,

[r]
C
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and commenced the cultivation of the soil. After Yli, the

labours of draining the country and clearing the forests

continued during some ages, and the result of all was

attributed by Chinese tradition to the first chief. I have

no doubt there is an inkling of the truth in this view of

the Preach sinologue, but the idea of Yii's being the leader

of a Chinese colony had better be abandoned. We recog-

nise the primitive seat of the Chinese people, in the

southern parts of the present Shan-hst, with the Ho on

the west and south of it. His son fought a battle with

the Chief of Hil at a place in the present department of

Hsi-an, in Shen-hsl, across the Ho, and his grandson was

kept a sort of prisoner at large in the present province of

Ho-nan, south of the river. The people or tribe extended

itself westward, eastward, and southward, and still later

northward, as it increased in numbers, and was able to

subdue the earth.

The flood of Ydo was probably an inundation of the

Ho, similar to many in subsequent times which have pro-

cured for that river the name of 'China's Sorrow/ and

Yti distinguished himself in the assuaging of it, and the

regulation of its course to the sea. The extent of the

country came to be ascertained under the dynasties of

Hsi& and Shang, and its different parts were gradually

occupied by the increasing numbers of the people, and

contributed their various proportions of revenue to the

central government There were memorials of the toils

which Yii had undergone, and of allotments of territory

which he had made to the most distinguished among his

followers. It occurred to some historiographer to form a

theory as to the way in which the whole' country might
have been brought to order by the founder of the Hsi

dynasty, and he proceeded to glorify Yii by ascribing so

grand an achievement to him. About the same time,

probably, the popular stories of Yii's self-denial had found
their expression in the Yt and K\, prompting at once
the conception of the Tribute of Yii, and obtaining for

it a favourable reception. Yii entered well into associa-

tion with Ydo and Shun, and formed a triad with them
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at the beginning of the Chinese monarchy. Their wisdom

and benevolence appeared in him, combined with a prac-

tical devotion to the duties of his position, in which all

sovereigns would have a model, to win them from indolence

and self-indulgence, and stimulate them to a painstaking

discharge of their responsibilities.

In the nineteenth of the Books of Part V, the duke of

.O.U counsels his young sovereign,, king Kh&wg (B. C. 1115-

1077)? to have his armies in a good state of preparation,

so that he might go forth '

beyond the footsteps of Yu,
} and

travel over all beneath the sky, everywhere meeting with

submission. The duke's reference to c the footsteps of Yii'

does not prove that Yii really travelled and toiled as the

Tribute of Yii reports, but only that such was the current

belief at the commencement of the Kau dynasty, while it

affords at the same time a presumption that our document

was then among the archives of the kingdom. It may have

been compiled before the end of the Hsia dynasty, or under

that of Shang. From Shang it passed to K&u, and came

under the care of the recorders of the Exterior. Then

subsequently it was very properly incorporated In the

collection of the Shu.

5. While we are thus unable to receive the six earliest

documents in our classic as contemporaneous in their pre-

sent form with the events which they relate, it is not meant

to throw doubt on the existence of Yao,

Shun, and Yii as historical personages. More
all historical

especially does Yii stand forth as the first

persoiagL.
SOVQYeig^. of tliQ dynasty of Hsia, the man

who laid the foundation of the hereditary monarchy in

China, its feudal sovereign who 'conferred surnames and

lands.' The documents which follow the Tribute of Yii,

commencing with the Speech at Kan, delivered in B.C. 2197

by Yti's son and successor, may all be received as veritable

monuments of antiquity.

C 2
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE CHRONOLOGY OF CHINA, AND THE PRINCIPAL

ERAS IN THE SHtf.

i. I do not enter here on the subject of the chronology
of China further than is necessary to show that there is no

chronological difficulty in the way of our accepting the

documents of the Shu, which I have just specified, as being

possessed of the antiquity ascribed to them.

The Shu itself does not supply the means of laying down

No detailed an7 scheme of chronology for the long period
chronological of time which it covers. We learn from it that
system, can
be made out the dynasty of K&u. succeeded to that of
from the Shi

Shang (another name for wWch wagy^ and
the dynasty of Shang to that of Hsid, and that prior to Yii,

the founder of the Hs&, there were the reigns of Shun
and Ydo. As P. Gaubil has observed,

f

If we had only
the Shti King, we should have but confused ideas of the
time comprised in the different parts of the book/ There
is nothing in this to awaken our surprise. The chronology
of a nation comes to be cultivated as a science only when
a necessity is felt to arrange the events of its history in

regular series on the course of time.

2. It was under the Han dynasty that it was first

Attempts at
attemP^d to construct a chronological

chSnXS
sc
?
eme of the histoly of the nation * For

began in thl
'

s purpose its scholars employed the well-

y%L
' known c^cle of sixty y^s, in the fifteenth

year of the seventy-sixth revolution of which
I am now writing. It was assumed that this cycle was first

devised by Ti-ndo, an officer of Hwang T
f
in B,C. 2637

which is the first year of the first cycle. But all scholarsm China, whether they call in question this origin of the
cycle or not, now agree in saying that the use of the cyclic
characters to chronicle years was not the ancient method,and did not begin earlier than the time of the usurper
Mang (A. D. 9-32).
In the Shrt itself the current cycle Is used to chronide
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days, and days only. Yedrs are specified according to their

order in the reign of the sovereign to whom they are re-

ferred. Such specification of years in it, however, is rare.

Before the Han dynasty a list of sovereigns, and of the

Ancient length of their several reigns, was the only
method of method which the Chinese had of determining

the duration of their national history. And
of Chinese ft would still be a satisfactory method,- if we

had a list of sovereigns, and of the years that

each reigned, that was complete and reliable. But we do

not have this. Even in the early part of the Han dynasty,
Sze-m .Oien's father and himself, in their Historical

Records, completed about B. C. 100, were obliged to content

themselves with giving simply the names and order of most

of the rulers of Shang and Hsia. It is right to state also

that in A. D. 379, when the grave of king Hsiang of Wei

(died in B. C. 295) was opened, there were found a number

of bamboo tablets in it, written in the ancient seal characters,

among which the most valuable portion was a book of

annals, beginning with the reign of Hwang Ti, and coming
down to the sixteenth year of the last king of /iT&u, B.C. 299.

This work is still current under the name ofthe Annals of the

Bamboo Books. The chronology derived from it is shorter

than the received system by rather more than 300 years.

If in any of the classical books of the K&u dynasty we

had a statement of the length of the national history from

any given era to the time of the writer, the notice would

be exceedingly valuable ) or, if the length of the reigns of

the sovereigns of Shang and Hsi&, cursorily mentioned in it,

were correctly given, we should be in a position to make

an approximate computation for ourselves. But there are

only two passages in all those books which are helpful to

us in this point The former of them is in a narrative in

3o -Oiu-ming's supplement to the Spring and Autumn,

under the third year of duke Hsiian, where it is said that

the dynasty of Shang possessed the throne for 600 years.

The other passage is the last chapter of the works of Men-

cms, where that philosopher says that 'from Yo and Shun

to Thang a period including all the dynasty of Hsid
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'there were 500 years and more; from Thang to king

Wan' the period of the Shang dynasty
c

500 years and

more
;
and from king Wan to Confucius, 500 years and

more.' We know that Confucius was born in B. C. 55 1 .

Adding 551 to the 1500 years 'and more/ given by Mcncius,

we have the era of Y^o and Shun at 3100 years
* and

more
'

before our Christian era. And the received chro-

nology places Ytfs accession to the throne, as the successor

of Shun, in B. C. 2305. Vague as the language of Mencius

is, I do not think that with the most painstaking research,

apart from conclusions based on astronomical considera-

tions, we can determine anything more precise and definite

concerning the length of Chinese history than it conveys.

3. The Charge to the Marquis Wan, which now forms

The eriod
the ^8th Bo k f the 5th Part f tllC Sha

ofthe-Kau is understood to have been delivered by
dynasty. j^ pj^ ^ thirteenth of his jjna ]jj s

place in historical time is well ascertained. Confucius'

chronicle of the Spring and Autumn commences in

B. c. 733. The first of the thirty-six solar eclipses men-
tioned in it took place three years after, on the 141!*

February (N.S.) 719, and it is recorded that in the month
after king Piling died. Here therefore is a point of lime-

about which there can be no dispute. An earlier date in

the K&u dynasty is known with the same certainty. The
Book of Poetry mentions an eclipse of the sun which took

place on the 29th August, B. c. 776, in the sixth year of

king Yu, who preceded Phing. Yu reigned eleven years,
and his predecessor, Hslian, forty-six, whose reign conse-

quently commenced B. c. 837, Up to this date Chinese

chronologers agree. To the ten reigns before king Hsiian,
the received chronology assigns 395 years, making the

dynasty begin in B.C. iiaa, which cannot be far from the
truth.

4. In the period of the Shang dynasty we cannot fix a

The period
sin le reiSn b7 means of astronomical facts.

0f

4*J!r
g ^

he received chronol gy assigns to it twenty-
eight reigns, extending over 644 years, so

that its commencement was in B.C. 1766. The scheme
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derived from the bamboo books makes the sovereigns to

be thirty, but the aggregate of their reigns is only 508.
Mencius says that between Thang, the founder of the

dynasty, and Wu-ting, the twentieth sovereign (in the

common scheme),
' there had been six or seven worthy and

sage rulers 1
/ leading to the conclusion that the number

of twenty-eight sovereigns in all is not beyond the truth.

In the fifteenth of the Books of Ku the names of three

of the Shang rulers are given, and the duration of their

reigns, to show how Heaven is likely to crown a good

king with length of sway. They are Thai Mau, who reigned

seventy-five years; Wft-ting, who reigned fifty-nine; and

3u -
/ict, who reigned thirty

- three. The two schemes

agree in the length of those reigns and of five others.

From the statement in the 3-wan, to which I have

referred above, that the Shang dynasty possessed the throne

for 600 years, and Mencius' language that it lasted 'for 500

years and more,' we may believe that the 644 years of the

common scheme are more likely to be correct than the 508
of the shorter.

5. The dynasty of Hsia lasted, according to the received

chronology, 439 years, and according to the bamboo books,

The period 43 1
\
so that the difference here between the

of Hsia. two schemes is small. The former estimate

carries us up to B.C. 3305, as the first year of Yii's reign.

I referred on page 13 to an eclipse of the sun, mentioned

in the fourth of the Books of Hsi.4, as having occurred in

the reign of Kung Khang, a grandson of Yii, and stated

that P. Gaubil had found by calculation that on the day

and month stated in the document, and in the quarter of

the heavens given, an eclipse did occur in the fifth year

of /ifung Khang, that is, in B.C. 2156, and was visible at

his capital at 6h 49', A.M. In 1840, J. B, Biot submitted a

copy of GaubiPs calculations to the younger Largeteau, a

member, like himself, of the Institute of France, who went

over them with the lunar tables of Damoiseau and the

_ solar tables of Delambre, and brought out the result that

1 Mencius, II, i, cb.. i.
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there was indeed an eclipse on the day stated, but before

the rising of the sun at the then capital of China 1
* My

friend, the Rev. Dr. Chalmers of Canton, not knowing any-

thing of the examination made by Largeteau, undertook

to verify the eclipse in 1861, and found that while the year,

the month, and the day, as given by Gaubil, were correct,

the eclipse had taken place during the night, and could not

have been seen by the Chinese astronomers. The eclipse

mentioned in the document of the Shft cannot therefore

be used at present to confirm the received chronology of

China
;
but I am unwilling to give it up entirely. M. Biot

says that,
c

Notwithstanding the failure of the attempt of

Largeteau to verify the eclipse, the hope of yet finding it

in some one of the years of the twenty-second century
before our era is not entirely lost. We ought to wait till

the further perfecting of the lunar tables brings us new

lights, by means of which we can form a surer judgment'
6. We come to the earliest period of Chinese history of

which the Shft makes more than a cursory mention, that

The period
^ ^ anc* Shun. It says that Shun was

of vao thirty years on the throne with Yaio, and that,m'

fifty years after, he died and went on high.
We learn from it also that it was in the seventieth year of

his reign that Ydo sought for another to relieve him of the

toils of government. The period covered by the two there-

fore is 150 years, which both the schemes of chronology
accept Adding two years of mourning between Shim's
dqath and Yti's accession to the throne, we have a c,

as the first year of Ydo.

In the Canon of Ydo, when that personage is giving
directions to his astronomers how to determine the equi-
noxes and solstices, he tells them that at the vernal equinox
they would find the star in Nido, and at the autumnal in
Hsu

;
at the summer solstice, the star in Hwo, and at the

winter in Mdo. It has always been assumed by Chinese
scholars that when Ydo said, 'The star of mid-spring is in

382.

1
Etudes sur I'Astronomie Micnne el sur 1'Astronomic Chinoiwi, pp,
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Niao,' he meant the star culminating at dusk at that season,

at the point of observation. And so of the other stars and

seasons. A Chinese astronomer at the present day would

similarly express himself.

Further, the most common, and what was the earliest

division of the ecliptic in China, is that of the twenty-eight

lunar mansions, forming what we may call the Chinese

zodiac. These mansions are grouped together in four

classes of seven each, assigned to the four quarters of the

heavens 1
. Of the celestial spaces which Yio specified, Niio

is the general name for the seven mansions- or constellations

belonging to the southern quarter ;
Hwo is an old name of

what is now called Fang, the central constellation of the

eastern quarter ;
Hsu and Mao are the central .constella-

tions of the northern and southern quarters respectively.

What Yao meant therefore was, that his astronomers could

determine the solstices and the autumnal equinox by the

culmination of the stars in the mansions which he specified

for those seasons. And we may assume that he directed

them, for the star of the vernal equinox, to Hsing, the

central mansion in the southern space Niao. Now, Hsing

corresponds to a (Alphard) Hydrae, and small stars near

it, in our stellar nomenclature; Hwo, to /3,
5 in Scorpio ;

Hsu, to /3 Aquarii ;
and Mao, to Pleiades. When we wish

to make the directions of Yao available for the purpose

of chronological enquiry, the question that arises is this :

When did the above-named stars culminate at dusk in China

at the equinoctial and solstitial seasons?

Bunsen tells us that Ideler, computing the places of the

constellations backwards, fixed the accession of Yao at

B. C. 3163, and that Freret was of opinion that the observa-

tions left an uncertainty of 3, leaving a margin of 210

1 In the Official Book of att, a work of the twelfth century before our

era, Book XXVI, par. 25, in the enumeration of the duties of the astronomer

royal of that day, there is mentioned the determination of the places of the

twenty-eight stars,' meaning
'
the principal stars in the twenty-eight lunar man-

sions.' The names of the stars and their mansions are not mentioned
.^surely

a sufficient indication that they were even then well known. See Blot's Etudes

sur 1'Astronomic Indienne, &c,, pp. H2, 113,
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years \ On the other hand, J. B. Biot found in the direc-

tions a sufficient confirmation of the received date for

Yio's accession, B.C. 2357
2

. Appended to this Introduc-

tion is a chart of the stars as they were visible in China in

B. C. 2300, which the Rev. C. Pritchard3 Savilian Professor of

Astronomy in the University of Oxford, kindly prepared

for me. An inspection of it, in the manner directed by

him, will show that the phenomena indicated by Yao to

his astronomers were all apparent at that date. This

fact must be accepted as a strong proof of the approxi-

mate correctness of the chronology, which places Yao in

the twenty-fourth century B. C. The precession of the equi-

noxes, it has already been observed, was not known in

China till more than 2500 years after the time assigned to

Y&o, so that the culminating stars at the equinoxes and

solstices of his remote period could not have been com-

puted back scientifically in the time of the K u dynasty,

during which the collection of the Shft existed. The form

in which the directions are given, and other things in the

Canon, savour, indeed, of legend, and I have not claimed

for it that in its present form it be received as a document

contemporaneous with the reign of Yao. I have argued,

however, that the compiler of it had before him ancient

documents, and one of them must have contained the facts

about the culminating of the stars, which I have now en-

deavoured to set in a clear light.

The mention of these culminating stars docs seem to fix*

Ydo's place in chronology in the twenty-fourth century a C,
and to show that at that remote era it was the custom to

make and to record astronomical observations of the heavenly
bodies. Having respect to these things, my claim to have
the documents of the Shft from the Speech at Kan,
nearly two centuries later than Ydo, downwards, regarded
as contemporaneous with the events which they describe,
cannot be considered extravagant.

7. In the 37th Book of the 5th Part, the Marquis of

1

Egypt's Place in Universal History, TIT, pp. 400, 401 ,

3
Etudes sur 1'Astronomie Indienne^&c., pp, 361-366,
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Lii on Punishments, there is a historical reference which

would carry us back four centuries beyond the time of

Yao. It is said that,
'

According to the teachings of anti-

quity, K/iih Yu was the first to create disorder.' There

is no intimation, however, of the time when this rebel

disturbed the happy order and innocence which had pre-

viously prevailed ; and the very same sentence brings the

review of antiquity down to the time of Shun. But the

chronologers place him in the reign of Hwang Ti, towards

the end of the twenty-seventh century B.C. Other writers

describe the struggle between him and Hwang Ti, in which

dragons, mists, and the invention of the compass play con-

spicuous parts. It is to the credit of the Shu,, and an

evidence of its being a genuine collection of historical me-

morials, that this cursory reference to K/iih Yu is the only

mention in it of any name older than that of Yao.

THE USE OF THE CHART.

This chart is intended to represent approximately the aspect of

the principal zodiacal stars as seen above the horizon of any

place in central China, at any hour of any day, about the year

B.C. 2300.
In order to apply the chart to a practical purpose, the reader is

advised to cut out a sheet of paper (cardboard is preferable) with

its upper edge exactly fitting the curved line A BO CD^and to

draw, near to the bottom of the paper, a line coinciding .with .' the

hour-line
' on the chart.

This being done, if it be asked what will be the aspect of the

heavens when the Sun sets at the Vernal Equinox, the reader is to

move the line at the bottom of the cardboard along the horizontal

' hour-line' of the chart until the place of the Sun in the Ecliptic at

the Vernal Equinox O just touches the curved top of the paper;

then all the stars not covered over are above the horizon at the time

of that sunset, viz. in this case Aldebaran, Sirius, Spica, &c. ;
the

Pleiades are just setting, Reguius and a Hydrse are very near the

meridian, ft Centauri is on the point of rising, and a Serpentis is

well up above the horizon, This exactly corresponds with that

state of the heavens which Yo, (alleged in the Chinese records to

have flourished about B.C. 2300,) indicated to his astronomers (Hsf

and Ho) would be the case, viz. that he would find the star (or the
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stellar division) Shun Hwo (corresponding, it is said, to a Hydne)

culminating at the time of sunset at the Vernal Equinox
1

.

Again, if it be required to find what constellation is culminating

at the time of sunset at the Summer Solstice, the cardboard must

be moved, as before, towards the right hand until the position of

the Sun at the Summer Solstice, viz, G, just touches the horizon

curve, when it will be seen that a Serpentis and Antares are then

culminating, Regulus and Centauri are just setting, while the

constellations of Aquila and Aquarius are rising; Vega is a con-

spicuous object above the eastern horizon, This again corresponds
to the indications given by Y&o to his astronomers, viz. that they
would find the constellation Scorpio culminating at the time.

Thirdly, to find what constellation is culminating at sunset at the

Winter Solstice, the cardboard horizon is to be moved, as before,
until the Sun at F falls upon it, when the constellations Aries and
Taurus with the Pleiades will be seen near to their culmination,

This is a third correspondence with the indications of the astro-

nomical sovereign,

Lastly, at sunset of the Autumnal Equinox the movable horizon
is to be shifted to the left until the point A falls upon it, where it

will be seen in this position that the stars in Aquarius are cul-

minating at the time. It is scarcely possible that all these indica-
tions of the positions of the stars at these several times of the year
could be simultaneously correct at any other epoch than some-
where about B.C. 2300 or a very small number of centuries before
or after.

The reader may easily make for himself many other interesting
applications of the chart. A general notion of the effects of
precession on the positions of the stars may be seen at once by
observing the three positions of the Pleiades, at the three epochs
B.C. 2300, A.D. i, and A.D. 1878, marked in the chart by the letters

K, L, M; and as the approximate effect of precession is to cause
all stars to move parallel to the Ecliptic and through the same arc,
if the reader will imagine every star to be shifted parallel to the

Ecliptic through spaces equal respectively to K L, L M, he will get
the aspect of the heavens at the epochs A.D. i and A.D, 1878.
The following table has been calculated for the apparent posi-

tions of the principal stars in the years B.C. 2300, B.C. 1500, A.D. i,and AD. 1000; except in one instance it will be found to confirm
a similar calculation made by Biot for the earliest of these dates.

A
l

t
ee ^dkrt.aeaw by Mr. Williams, the late Assistant Secretary ofthe Royal Astronomical Society on Chinese Comets, procurable at the apart-ments of the Royal Astronomical Society, Burlington House, London.
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PART I.' THE BOOK OF THANG.

THE CANON OF YAO.

KING, the name of the whole work, has been sufficiently

explained in the Introduction. The name of this Part, the

first of the five into which the whole is divided, is the

Book of Thang, Thang being taken as the dynastic designa-

tion of Ya"o, who before his elevation to the throne had been

marquis of the small state of Thang, the name of which is

supposed to be still retained in Thang, one of the districts of

the department Po-ting, in ^ih-lf. It is said that after his

elevation he established his capital in Phing-yang, lat. 36 06',

long, in 33', in Shan-hst. But all this is very uncertain. See

on Part III, Book iii, ch. 2. The one Book, forming this Part,

is called the Canon of Yo. The character which we trans-

late
* Canon 9 means a document of the most exalted nature,

the contents of which are entitled to the greatest regard. The

name is given expressly only to one other Book in the

Shu. The Canons are the first of the six classes of documents

which the Shu contains.

Yo is the subject of the Book: In ch. i, in his personal character

and the general results of his government; in ch. 2, in his

special care for the regulation of the calendar and the labours

of agriculture ; in ch. 3, in his anxiety to find one who could

cope with the ravages of a terrible inundation, and take his

place on the throne. The third chapter introduces to oiir

notice Shun, the successor of Yo,
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1. Examini-ng into antiquity, (we find that) the Tt

Yio 1 was styled Fang-hsun
2

. He was reverential,

intelligent, accomplished, and thoughtful, naturally

and without effort. He was sincerely courteous, and

capable of (all) complaisance. The bright (influence

of these qualities) was felt through the four quarters

(of the land), and reached to (heaven) above and

(earth) beneath.

He made the able and virtuous distinguished, and

thence proceeded to the love of
(all in) the nine

classes of his kindred, who (thus) became harmo-

nious. He (also) regulated and polished the people

(of his domain), who all became brightly intelligent

(Finally), he united and harmonized the myriad

states; and so the black-haired people were trans-

formed. The result was (universal) concord.

2. He commanded the Hsis and Hos 3
,
in reve-

rent accordance with (their observation of) the wide

heavens, to calculate and delineate (the movements
and appearances of) the sun, the moon, the stars,

and the zodiacal spaces, and so to deliver respect-

fully the seasons to be observed by the people.

1 Yao is to us now the name of the ancient ruler so de-

nominated. The character means 'high/
'

lofty and grand/ It

may originally have been an epithet,
f

the Exalted One/ On
the meaning of Tl in Ti Y^o, see what has been said in the

Preface.

2 The Han scholars held that Fang-hsiin was the name of Ydo,
Those of Sung, taking the characters as an epithet, make them
signify

'

the Highly Meritorious.'
3 The Hsis and Hos seem to have been brothers of two

families, on whom devolved the care of the calendar, principally
with a view to regulate the seasons of agriculture. See Partfe III,
iv, and V, xxvii. On Y^o's directions to them, see the Introduc-
tion, pp. 24-28.
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He separately commanded the second brother

Hsl to reside at Yii-t 1
,

in what was called the

Bright Valley, and (there) respectfully to receive

as a guest the rising sun, and to adjust and arrange
the labours of the spring.

* The day/ (said he),
'

is

of the medium length, and the star is in Ni&o; you
may thus exactly determine mid-spring. The people
are dispersed (in the fields), and birds and beasts

breed and copulate/
He further commanded the third brother Hst to

reside at Nan~/iao 2
, (in what was called the Bril-

liant Capital), to adjust and arrange the transforma-

tions of the summer, and respectfully to observe the

exact limit (of the shadow).
f The day/ (said he),

*

is at its longest, and the star is in Hwo
; you may

thus exactly determine mid-summer. The people
are more dispersed ;

and birds and beasts have their

feathers and hair thin, and change their coats/

He separately commanded the second brother

Ho to reside at the west, in what was called the

Dark Valley, and (there) respectfully to convoy the

setting sun, and to adjust and arrange the completing

labours of the autumn. ' The night/ (said he),
c

is

of the medium length, and the star is in Hsu
; you

may thus exactly determine mid-autumn. The people
feel at ease, and birds and beasts have their coats in

good condition/

He further commanded the third brother Ho to

1
Yii-1 is by some identified with Tang-Mu, in Shan-tung,

lat 37 48', long. 121 4'; by others, it is sought in. Corea,

2 Nan-Mo was south, it is said, on the border of An-nan

or Cochin-China. The characters for 'in what was called the

Brilliant Capital' are supposed to have dropt out of the text.

[i] D
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reside in the northern region, in what was called

the Sombre Capital, and (there) to adjust and ex-

amine the changes of the winter. 'The day/ (said

he),
'

is at. its shortest, and the star is in Mao
; you

may thus exactly determine mid-winter. The people

keep in their houses, and the coats of birds and

beasts are downy and thick/

The Tf said, 'Ah ! you, Hsis and Hos, a round

year consists of three hundred, sixty, and six days.

Do you, by means of the intercalary month, fix the

four seasons, and complete (the period of) the year.

(Thereafter), the various officers being regulated

in accordance with this, all the works (of. the year)

will be fully performed/

3, The Ti said,
* Who will search out (for me) a

man according to the times, whom I can raise and

employ?' Fang-^1 said,
'

(Your) heir-son ffu 1
is

highly intelligent.' The Tf said,
' Alas ! he is in-

sincere and quarrelsome : can he do ?'

The Tf said,
c Who will search out (for me) a man

equal to the exigency of my affairs ?' Hwan-tau 2

said,
' Oh ! the merits of the Minister of Works

have just been displayed on a wide scale/ The Tt

said, 'Alas! when all is quiet, he talks; but when

employed, his actions turn out differently, He is

respectful (only) in appearance. See! the floods

assail the heavens!'

The Tf said/
4 Ho! (President of) the Four

1 In Part II, iv, 2, Yii speaks of this son of Ydo as
'
the haughty

JTu of Tan/ Tan probably being the name of a state, over which,

according to tradition, he had been appointed.
2 Hwan-tau and the Minister of Works, whom he recommends,

appear in the next Book as great criminals.
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Mountains 1
,
destructive in their overflow are the

waters of the inundation. In their vast extent they
embrace the hills and overtop the great heights,

threatening the heavens with their floods, so that the

lower people groan and murmur ! Is there a capable
man to whom I can assign the correction (of this

calamity)?' All (in the court) said, 'Ah! is there

not Khwan 2
?' The Tl said, 'Alas ! how perverse is

he ! He is disobedient to orders, and tries to injure

his peers/ (The President of) the Mountains said,
* Well but . Try if he can (accomplish the work)/

(Khwan) was employed accordingly. The T! said (to

him), 'Go; and be reverent!' For nine years he

laboured, but the work was unaccomplished.
The Ti said,

' Ho ! (President of) the Four Moun-

tains, I have been on the throne seventy years. You
can carry out my commands

;
I will resign my place

to you/ The Chief said,
'

I have not the virtue
;

I should disgrace your place/ (The Ti) said,
' Show

me some one among the illustrious, or set forth

one from among the poor and mean/ All (then)

said to the Ti,
* There is an unmarried man among

the lower people, called Shun of Yii 3/ The T!

1
(President of) the Four Mountains, or simply Four Moun-

tains, appears to have been the title of the chief minister of Ydo,

The four mountains were mount Thdi in the east
;
Hwd in the

west, in Shan-hsi; Hang in the south, in Hti-nan; and Hang in

the north, in jSTih-lf. These, probably, were the limits of the

country, so far as known, and all within these points were the care

of the chief minister.

2 Khwan is believed to have been the father of Yli, who after-

wards coped successfully with the inundation. We are told that

he was earl of jOung, corresponding to the present district of Hu,

in Shen-hsl
8 See on the title of next Book.

D 2
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said,
'*

Yes, I have heard of him. What have you
to say about him ?' The Chief said,

' He is the son

of a blind man. His father was obstinately unprin-

cipled; his (step-)mother was insincere; his (half-)

brother Hsiang was arrogant He has been able,

(however), by his filial piety to live in harmony with

them, and to lead them gradually to self-government,

so that they (no longer) proceed to great wicked-

ness/ The Ti said,
*
I will try him

;
I will wive

him, and thereby see his behaviour with my two

daughters/ (Accordingly) he arranged and sent

down his two daughters to the north of the Kwei - 1
,

to be wives In (the family of) Ytl The Ti said to

them,
( Be reverent !

'

1 The Kwei is a small stream in Shan-hst, which flows into

the Ho.



PART II. THE BOOKS OF YtX

BOOK I. THE CANON OF SHUN.

THE Books of Yti is the name of this Part of the Shu, Yii

being the dynastic designation of Shun, as Thang was that

of Yo. It does not appear so clearly, however, how it came

to be so, Yti must be the name of a state, and is commonly
identified with the present district of An-yi, in jSTieh -&u,
Shan-hst. Some think that Ysto, after marrying his two daughters

to Shun, appointed him lord of this state; but in the first

mention of him to Yao in the last Book, he is called Sham of

Yii.
'

It is generally said that Shun's ancestors had been lords

of the principality of Yii up to the time of his father, who lost

his patrimony and was reduced to the rank of a private man.

But after what has been said, in the Introduction, on the Books

in the first two Parts of the Shu, it will not be thought surprising

that much in the accounts about Ydo and Shun should be open
to suspicion. According to Mencius, IV, Part ii, ch. i, Shun was

from the country of the wild tribes on the east. Sze-mi -Oien

makes him to have been descended from Hwang-T% in which

case he and his wives, the daughters of Y&o, would have had

the same ancestor. Nothing more injurious to the fame of

Y&o and Shun, according to Chinese notions of propriety, could

be alleged against them.

Shun is the subject of this Canon, as Ydo was of the former.

As it now stands, we may divide it into six chapters : the first,

describing Shun's virtues and gradual advancement; the second,

YaVs satisfaction with his administration of affairs, and asso-

ciating of Shun with himself on the throne
;
the third, the acts

of Shun in that position ;
the fourth, the demise of Y&o, and

Shun's accession as sole monarch; the fifth, his choice of

ministers and complete organization of his government; and

the sixth, his death,
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*

PART n.

1. Examining into antiquity, (we find that) the

Tt Shun l was styled ^Oimg-hwa
2

. His character

was entirely conformed to (that of) the (former) Ti ;

he was profound, wise, accomplished, and intelligent.

He was mild and courteous, and truly sincere. The

report of his mysterious virtue was heard on high,
and he was appointed to office.

2. (Shun) carefully set forth the beauty of the

five cardinal duties, and they came to be (univer-

sally) observed. Being appointed to be General

Regulator, the affairs of every (official) department
were arranged in their proper seasons. (Being

charged) to receive (the princes) from the four

quarters of the land, they were all docilely sub-

missive. Being sent to the great plains at the foot

of the mountains, notwithstanding the tempests of

wind, thunder, and rain, he did not go astray.
The Tl said, Come, you Shun. I have consulted

you on
(all) affairs, and examined your words, and

found that they can be carried into practice ; (now)
for three years, Do you ascend the seat of the Ti.'

Shun wished to decline in favour of some one more
virtuous, and not to consent to be (Yao's) successor.
On the first day of the first month, (however), he
received (Yao's) retirement (from his duties) in the

temple of the Accomplished Ancestor 3.*

3. He examined the pearl-adorned turning sphere,

1
If Shun be taken as an epithet, it will mean 'the Benevo-

lent and Sage/
2

^ung-hwa, the name of Shun according to the Han scholars
may mean '

the Glorious (Y&>) repeated/
3 The Accomplished Ancestor would be, probably, the indi-

vidual m some distant time to whom Yao traced his possession of
the throne,
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with its transverse tube of jade, and reduced to a

harmonious system (the movements of) the Seven

Directors 1
.

Thereafter, he sacrificed specially, but with the

ordinary forms, to God ;
sacrificed with reverent

purity to the Six Honoured Ones
;

offered their

appropriate sacrifices to the hills and rivers
;.
and

extended his worship to the host of spirits
2.*

He called in (all) the five jade-symbols of rank ;

and when the month was over, he gave daily audi-

ence to (the President of) the Four Mountains, and

all the Pastors 3
, (finally) returning their symbols to

the various princes.

In^the second month of the year he made a tour

of inspection eastwards, as far as Th&i-jung
4

,
where

he presented a burnt-offering to Heaven, and sacri-

ficed in order to the hills and rivers.* Thereafter

he gave audience to the princes of the east. He set

in accord their seasons and months, and regulated

the days ;
he made uniform the standard-tubes, with

the measures of length and of capacity, and the steel-

yards ;
he regulated the five* (classes of) ceremonies,

with (the various) articles of introduction, the five

1
Probably the seven stars of the Great Bear.

2 Who the Six Honoured Ones were cannot be determined

with certainty. An-kwo thought they were,
< the seasons, cold and

heat, the sun, the moon, the stars, and drought/ that is, certain

spirits, supposed to rule over these phenomena and things, and

residing probably in different stars. The whole paragraph describes

Shun's exercise of the prerogative of the sovereign, so far as reli-

gious worship was concerned.

8 The princes of the various states, whose official chief was th

President of the Four Mountains, all
'

shepherds of men/

*
Th^i-jung is mount Thai, in Shan-tung. See note on the

President of the Four Mountains, p. 35.
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symbols of jade, the three kinds of silk, the two

living (animals) and the one dead one. As to the

five instruments of rank, when all was over, he re-

turned them. In the fifth month he made a similar

tour southwards, as far as the mountain of the south 1
,

where he observed the same ceremonies as at Thai.

In the eighth month he made a tour westwards, as

far as the mountain of the west 1
,
where he did as

before. In the eleventh month he made a tour

northwards, as. far as the mountain of the north 1

,

where he observed the same ceremonies as in the

west He (then) returned (to the capital), went to

(the temple of) the Cultivated Ancestor 2
,
and sacri-

ficed a single bull.*

In five years there was one tour of inspection, and
there were four appearances of the princes at court.

They gave a report (of their government) in words,
which was clearly tested by their works. They re-

ceived chariots and robes according to their merits,

He instituted the division (of the land) into twelve

provinces
3

, raising altars upon twelve hills in them,*
He (also) deepened the rivers.

He exhibited (to the people) the statutory punish-
ments, enacting banishment as a mitigation of the

five (great) inflictions 4
; with the whip to be em-

ployed in the magistrates' courts, the stick to be

1 See note on the President of the Four Mountains, p, 35,
2

Probably the same as the Accomplished Ancestor on
'p. 38,

^

3 As Yti, according to Part III, i, divided the land into nine pro-
vinces, this division of it into twelve must have been subsequent to
the completion of Yti's work. See on the Tribute of YU,

4 Those five great inflictions werebranding on the forehead
;

cutting off the nose; cutting of? the feet; castration; and death!
inflicted in various ways.
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employed in schools 1
,
and money to be received

for redeemable offences. Inadvertent offences and

those which could be ascribed to misfortune were

to be pardoned, but those who transgressed pre-

sumptuously and repeatedly were to be punished
with death.

' Let me be reverent ! Let me be

reverent!' (he said to himself.) 'Let compassion

rule in punishment !

'

He banished the Minister of Works to Yft island ;

confined Hwan-tdu on mount JZAung ;
drove (the

chief of) San-miio (and his people) into San-wei,

and kept them there ;
and held Khwan a prisoner

till death on mount Yli. These four criminals being

thus dealt with, all under heaven acknowledged the

justice (of Shuns administration)
2

.

$4. After twenty-eight years the Tl deceased,

when the people mourned for him as for a parent

for three years. Within the four seas all the eight

kinds of instruments of music were stopped and

hushed. On the first day of the first month (of the)

next year, Shun went to (the temple of) the Accom-

plished Ancestor.*

1 This punishment was for officers in training; not for boys at

school.
2 The Minister of Works, Hwan-t3u, and Khwan are mentioned

in the former Canon. Yu island, or Y& jS^u, was in the extreme

north of the present district of Mt-yun, department Shun-thien,

-.

Mount JEiung was in the district of Yung-ting, LI jKu, Hu-nan,

San-mido was the name of a territory, embracing the present

departments of Wfl-A&ang in H-pei, -Yo-Mu in Eft-nan, and

Zift-Aiang in Ziang-hs*. San-wei was a tract of country round

a mountain of the same name in the present department ofAn*

hst, Kan-su. Mount Yii was in the present district

Shan-tung.
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5, He deliberated with (the President of) the

Four Mountains how to throw open the doors (of

communication between himself and the) four

(quarters of the land), and how he could see with

the eyes, and hear with the ears of all.

He consulted with the twelve Pastors *, and said

to them,
' The food ! it depends on observing the

seasons. Be kind to the distant, and cultivate the

ability of the near. Give honour to the virtuous,

and your confidence to the good, while you discoun-

tenafice the artful
;

so shall the barbarous tribes

lead on one another to make their submission/

Shun said,
' Ho ! (President of) the Four Moun-

tains, is there any one who can with vigorous ser-

vice attend to all the affairs of the Ti, whom I may
appoint to be General Regulator, to assist me in

(all) affairs, managing each department according to

its nature?' All (in the court) replied,
' There is

Po-yli
2

,
the Minister of Works/ The Ti said, 'Yes,

Ho! Yu, you have regulated the water and the
land. In this (new office) exert yourself/ Yti did

obeisance with his head to the ground, and wished
to decline in favour of the Minister of Agriculture,
or Hsieh, or K^o-yao. The Ti said, 'Yes, but do
you go (and undertake the duties)/
The Ti said, *Khl\ the black-haired people are

(still) suffering from famine. Do you, prince, as

1
These were the twelve princes holding the chief sway and

superintendence in his twelve provinces.
2

Po-yii is the great Yu, the founder of the Hsift dynasty Po
denotes, probably, his order as the eldest among his brothers

.1 fuT
aS

*5
C name f the Minister ofAglture, better knownm e Shzh and other books as Hftu-fl, the progenitor of the kings-01 &m. See the legend about him in the Shih, Part III, ii, Ode i
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Minister of Agriculture, (continue to) sow (for them)
the various kinds of grain/
The Ti said, 'Hsieh 1

,
the people are

(still)

wanting in affection for one another, and do not

docilely observe the five orders of relationship. It

is yours, as the Minister of Instruction, reverently
to set forth the lessons of duty belonging to those

five orders. Do so with gentleness/
The Tt said,

'

Kio-ydo
2
, the barbarous tribes

trouble our great land. There are (also) robbers,

murderers, insurgents, and traitors. It is yours, as

the Minister of Crime, to use the five punishments
to deal with their offences. For the infliction of

these there are the three appointed places. There
are the five cases in which banishment in the appro-

priate places is to be resorted to, to which places,

though five, three localities are assigned. Perform

your duties with intelligence, and you will secure a

sincere (submission)/

The Ti said,
*Who can superintend my works, as

they severally require ?' All (in the court) replied,

<Is there not Zui 3
?' The Tl said, 'Yes. Ho!

Zui, you must be Minister of Works/ Zui did

obeisance with his head to the ground, and wished

to decline in favour of Shft, ^T^iang, or Po-yli. The ,

1 Hsieh was honoured by the kings of the Shang dynasty as their

progenitor. See the Shih, Part IV, Hi, Odes 3 and 4.
2 See the preliminary note to Book iii.

*
Z\ti was not claimed by any gre'at family as its progenitor,

but he was handed down by tradition as a great artificer. See

a reference to him in Part V, xxii, a. Shu and jOiang must

have been named from their skill in making halberds and

The Yti (quite different from the name of the great Yti)'in

gives us no indication of the skill of that individual. *
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Ti said, 'Yes, but do you go (and undertake the

duties). Effect a harmony (in all the departments).'
The Ti said,

' Who can superintend, as the nature

of the charge requires, the grass and trees, with the

birds and beasts on my hills and in my marshes ?
'

All (in the court) replied,
'

Is there not Yi 1
?' The

Ti said,
'

Yes. Ho ! Yi, do you be my Forester/

Yi did obeisance with his head to the ground, and
wished to decline in favour of Kb, Hfi, Hsiung,
or Pi 1

. The Ti said,
'

Yes, but do you go (and
undertake the duties). You must manage them

harmoniously.'
The Ti said,

' Ho ! (President of the) Four Moun-
tains, is there any one able to direct my three

(religious) ceremonies 2
?' All (in the court) an-

swered,
'

Is there not Po-i 3
?' The Ti said,

<

Yes.
Ho . ! Po, you must be the Arranger in the Ancestral

Temple. Morning and night be reverent. Be upright,
be pure/ Po did obeisance with his head to "the

ground, and wished to decline in favour of Khwei
or Lung. The Ti said,

'

Yes, but do you go (and
undertake the duties). Be reverential !

' *

The Ti said, 'Khwei*, 'I appoint you to be Di-
rector of Music, and to teach our sons, so that the

straightforward shall yet be mild
;
the gentle, dig-

nified
; the strong, not tyrannical ; and the impetuous,

1 For Yi, see the preliminary note to Book iv. He wishes here
to decline his appointment in favour of AH (/The Cedar') lift

(' The Tiger'), Hsiung (<
The Bear'), or Pi

(< The Grisly Bear'),The three ceremonies were the observances in the -worship of
the Spirits of Heaven, the Spirits of Earth, and the Spirits ofMen

1 01 was the progenitor of the great family ofJKamr, member*of which ruled in Kh\ and other states.

rotmocrs

* Of Khwei we know nothing more than what is here told usThe character denotes a monstrous animal,
<
a dragon with one leg/
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not arrogant. Poetry is the expression of earnest

thought ; singing is the prolonged utterance of that

expression ;
the notes accompany that utterance, and

they are harmonized themselves by the standard-

tubes. (In this way) the eight different kinds of

musical instruments can be adjusted so that one

shall not take from or interfere with another ;
and

spirits and men are brought into harmony/ Khwei

said/ 1 smite the (sounding-) stone, I gently strike it,and

the various animals lead on one another to dance.'

The Tl said,
*

Lung
1

,
I abominate slanderous

speakers and destroyers of the (right) ways, who

agitate and alarm my people. I appoint you to

be the Minister of Communication. Early and late

give forth my orders and report to me, seeing that

everything is true.'

The Tt said,
c Ho ! you, twenty and two men, be

reverent ;
so shall you be helpful to the business

(entrusted to me by) Heaven/ *

Every three years there was an examination of

merits, and after three examinations the undeserving

were degraded, and the deserving advanced. (By

this arrangement) the duties of all the departments

were fully discharged; the (people of) San-miio

(also) were discriminated and separated.

6. In the thirtieth year of his age, Shun was

called to employment. Thirty years he was on the

throne (with-Ydo). Fifty years afterwards ke went

on high and died 2.*

1 We are in ignorance of Lung, as we are of Khwei. The

character denotes 'the dragon/
* The Chinese text is here difficult to construe. K& Hs$ says

that the term 'went on high' is appropriate to the death of the Son

of Heaven; and that the meaning is that Shun went to heaven.
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BOOK II. THE COUNSELS OF THE GREAT Yti.

OF the six classes of documents in the Shu,
' Counsels

'

are the

second, containing the wise remarks and suggestions of high

officers on the subject of government.
This Book may be divided into three chapters : the first, con-

taining counsels of Yii and Yi on principles and methods of

government; the second, occupied with Shun's resignation of

the administration to Yii, and containing also many sage

observations and maxims; and the third, describing Yifs

operations against the people of Mi&o, and counsels addressed

to him by Yi. The style differs from that of the Canons
; being

more sententious, and falling occasionally into rhyme.

i. Examining into antiquity, (we. find that) the

Great Yu 1 was styled Wan-ming
2

. Having ar-

ranged and divided (the land), all to the four seas,

in reverent response to the Tl, he said,
'

If the

sovereign can realize the difficulty of his sovereign-

ship, and the minister the difficulty of his ministry,

the government will be well ordered, and the black-

haired people will sedulously seek to be virtuous/

The Tl said,
*

Yes; let this really be the case,

and good words will nowhere lie hidden
; no men of

virtue and talents will be left neglected, away from

court, and the myriad states will all enjoy repose.

(But) to obtain the views of all
;
to give up one's

opinion and follow that of others
;
to keep from

oppressing the helpless, and not to neglect the

1 The name Yti, taken as an epithet, would mean 'the Un-
constrained/ As an epithet after death, it has the meaning of
'

Receiving the Resignation and Perfecting the Merit;' but this is

evidently based on the commonly received history of Yti.
2

Wan-ming may be translated,
'

the Accomplished and the Issuer
of Commands/
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straitened and poor; it was only the (former) Ti
who could attain to this/

Yi said,
' Oh ! your virtue, O T !, is vast and in-

cessant. It is sagely, spirit-like, awe-inspiring, and

adorned with all accomplishments. Great Heaven

regarded you with its favour, and bestowed on you its

appointment. Suddenly you possessed all within the

four seas, and became ruler of all under heaven/*

Yli said,
' Accordance with the right leads to good

fortune
; following what is opposed to it, to bad

;

the shadow and the echo/ Yl said,
c Alas ! be

cautious ! Admonish yourself to caution, when there

seems to be no occasion for anxiety. Do not fail to

observe the laws and ordinances. Do not find your

enjoyment in idleness. Do not go to excess in

pleasure. In your employment of men of worth, let

none come between you and them. Put away evil

without hesitation. Do not carry out plans, of (the

wisdom of) which you have doubts. Study that all

your purposes may be with the light of reason. Do
not go against what is right, to get the praise of the

people. Do not oppose the people's (wishes),to follow

your own desires. (Attend to these things) without

idleness or omission, and the barbarous tribes all

around will come and acknowledge your sovereignty/

Yu said, 'Oh! think (of these things), O Ti. The

virtue (of the ruler) is seen in (his) good govern-

ment, and that government in the nourishing of

the people. There are water, fire, metal, wood,

the earth, and grain, these must be duly regu-

lated; there are the rectification of (the people's)

virtue, (the tools and other things) that supply the

conveniences of life, and the securing abundant

means of sustentation, these must be harmoniously
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attended to. When the nine services (thus indicated)

have been orderly accomplished, that accomplish-
ment will be hailed by (the people's) songs. Caution

them with gentle (words), correct them with the

majesty (of law), stimulate them with the songs on

those nine subjects, in order that (your success) may
not suffer diminution/ The Ti said,

* The earth has

been reduced to order, and the (influences of) heaven

produce their complete effect
;
those six magazines

and three departments of (governmental) action are

all truly regulated, and may be depended on for a

myriad generations : this is your merit/

2. The Tl said, 'Come, you Ytt. I have occu-

pied my place for thirty and three years, vl. am
between ninety and a hundred years old, and the

laborious duties weary me. Do you, eschewing all

indolence, take the leading of my people/ Yii re-

plied,
'

My virtue is not equal (to the position), and
the people will not repose in me, (But there is)

Kdo-y^o with vigorous activity sowing abroad his

virtue, which has descended on the black-haired

people, till they cherish him in their hearts. () Ti,
think of him ! When I think of him, (my mind) resin

on him (as the man fit for this place); when I

would put him out of my thoughts, (my mind still)
rests on him; when I name and speak of him, (my
mind) rests on him (for this) ;

the sincere outjfoinji;
of my thoughts about him is that he is the man, O
Tt, think of his merits/

The Tt said, 'Kdo-yio, that of these my minis-
ters and all (my people) hardly one is found to
offend against the regulations of the government is

owing to your being Minister of Crime, and intelli-

gent m the use of the five punishments, thereby
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assisting (the inculcation of) the five cardinal duties,

with a view to the perfection of my government,
and that through punishment there may come to

be no punishments, but the people accord with (the

path of) the Mean. (Continue to) be strenuous/

Klo-yio replied, 'Your virtue, O Ti, is faultless.

You condescend to your ministers with a kindly
ease ; you preside over the multitudes with a gene-
rous forbearance. Punishments do not extend to

(the criminal's) heirs, while rewards reach to (suc-

ceeding) generations. You pardon inadvertent

faults, however great, and punish purposed crimes,

however small. In cases of doubtful crimes, you
deal with them lightly ;

in cases of doubtful merit,

you prefer the high estimation. Rather than put an

innocent person to death, you will run the risk of

irregularity and error. This life-loving virtue has

penetrated the minds of the people, and this is why

they do not render themselves liable to be punished

by your officers/ The Ti said, 'That I am able

to follow and obtain what I desire in my govern-

ment, the people responding everywhere as if moved

by the wind, this is your excellence/

The TI said, 'Come Yli. The inundating waters

filled me with dread, when you accomplished truly

(all
that you had represented), and completed your

service ;
thus showing your superiority to other

men. Full of toilsome earnestness in the service of

the country, and sparing in your expenditure on

your family, and this without being full of yourself

&jxi .elated, you (again) show your superiority to

'q$^;$i&.. , You are without any prideful assump;

^m^lfy^ ao one under heaven can contest witfe ye^t

the palm bf ability ; you make no boasting, Ibujfc no

W *
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one under heaven can contest with you the palm of

merit I see how great is your virtue, how admir-

able your vast achievements. The determinate

appointment of Heaven rests on your person ; you

must eventually ascend (the throne) of the great

sovereign.* The mind of man is restless, prone (to

err) ;
its affinity to what is right is small. Be dis-

criminating, be uniform (in the pursuit of what is

right), that you may sincerely hold fast the Mean,

Do not listen to unsubstantiated words
;
do not

follow plans about which you have not sought

counsel. Of all who are to be loved, is not the

ruler the chief? Of all who are to -be -feared, are

not the people the chief? If the multitude were

without their sovereign Head, whom should they
sustain aloft ? If the sovereign had not the multi-

tude, there would be none to guard the country for

him. Be reverential ! Carefully maintain the throne

which you are to occupy, cultivating (the virtues)

that are to be desired in you. If within the four

seas there be distress and poverty, your Heaven-

conferred revenues will come to a perpetual end,

It is the mouth which sends forth what is good, and
raises up war. I will not alter my words/

Yti said, 'Submit the meritorious ministers one

by.one to the trial of divination 1
,
and let the favour-

ing indication be followed/ The T i replied, *.{
Ac-

cording to the rules for) the regulation of divination,
one should first make up his mind, and afterwards

refer (his judgment) to the great tortoise-shell My
mind (in this matter) was determined in the first

place; I consulted and deliberated with all (my

1 On Divination, see Part V, iv.
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ministers and people), and they were of one accord

with me. The spirits signified their assent, and the

tortoise-shell and divining stalks concurred. Divi-

nation, when fortunate, should not be repeated/*
Yii did obeisance with his head to the ground, and

firmly declined (the place). The Ti said, 'You must

not do so. It is you who can suitably (occupy my
place)/ On the first morning of the first month, (Yu)
received the appointment in the temple (dedicated by

Shun) to the spirits of his ancestors 1
,
and took the

leading of all the officers, as had been done by the Tl

at the commencement (of his government).
*

3. TheTi said, 'Alas! O Yu, there is only the

lord of Miio 2 who refuses obedience; do you go
and correct him/ Yii on this assembled all the

princes, and made a speech to the host, saying,
' Ye

multitudes here arrayed, listen all of you to my
orders. Stupid is this lord of Mido, ignorant, erring,

and disrespectful. Despiteful and insolent to others,

he thinks that all ability and virtue are with himself.

A rebel to the right, he destroys (all the obliga-

tions of) virtue. Superior men are kept by him in

obscurity, and mean men fill (all) the offices. The

people reject him and will not protect him. Heaven,

1
Many contend that this was the ancestral temple of

But we learn from Confucius, in the seventeenth chapter of the

Doctrine of the Mean, that Shun had established such a temple,

for his own ancestors, which must be that intended here.

2 The lord of Mido against whom Yii proceeded would not

be the one whom Shun banished to San-wei, as related in th6

former Book, but some chieftain of the whole or a portion, of the

people, who had been left in their native seat That Ydo, Shun,

and Ya were all obliged to take active measures against, &$

people of Mio, shows the difficulty with which the Chinese

was established over the country.

E 2
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is sending down calamities upon him.* I therefore,

along with you, my multitude of gallant men, bear

the instructions (of the T!) to punish his crimes.

Do you proceed with united heart and strength, so

shall our enterprize.be crowned with success/

At the end of three decades, the people of Mido
continued rebellious against the commands (issued
to them), when Yi came to the help of Yii, saying,
*

It is virtue that moves Heaven; there is no dis-

tance to which it does not reach. Pride brings loss,

and humility receives increase ;
this is the way of

Heaven.* In the early time of the Tl, when he was

living by mount Li 1
,
he went into the fields, and

daily cried with tears to compassionate Heaven,
and to his parents, taking to himself all guilt, and

charging himself with (their) wickedness.* (At the

same time) with respectful service he appeared be-

fore Kit-sau, looking grave and awe-struck, till Ktl

also became transformed by his example. Entire

sincerity moves spiritual beings, how much more
will it move this lord of Miao !

' * Yu did homage to

the excellent words, and said,
' Yes/ (Thereupon)

he led back his army, having drawn off the troops.
The Ti set about diffusing on a grand scale the

..virtuous influences of peace; with shields and
feathers they danced between the two staircases (in
his courtyard). In seventy days, the lord of
came (and made his submission).

* Mount U is found in a hill near Phu A^u, department of
Phing-yang, Shan-hsl It is difficult to reconcile what Yf says
here of Shun 'in his early life' and his father Kfi-s&i with the
account of it as happening when Shun was

fifty years old see
Mencius V, Part i, ch. .5, The whole is legendary, and there were,no doubt, more forms of the legend than one.
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BOOK III. THE COUNSELS OF KAO-YAO.

KAO-Y^O was Minister of Crime to Shun, and is still celebrated

in China as the model for all administrators of justice. There

are few or no reliable details of his history. Sze-mS. Kkien.

says that Yii, on his accession to the throne, made Kdo-ydo
his chief minister, with the view of his ultimately succeeding

him, but that the design was frustrated by K&o-y&o's death.

But if there had been such a tradition in the time of Mencius,
he would probably have mentioned it, when defending Yii from

the charge of being inferior to Ydo and Shun, who resigned the

throne to the worthiest, whereas he transmitted it to his son.

Kdo-yaVs surname was Yen, but an end was made of his

representatives, when the principality belonging to them was

extinguished in the dynasty of J&u by the ambitious state of

.A7zu. There is still a family in China with the surname Kao,

claiming to be descended from this ancient worthy ; but K&O
and Yao are to be taken together in the Shu as his name.

The ' Counsels
'

in the Book do not appear as addressed directly

to Shun, but are found in a conversation between Yii and

Kao-yao, the latter being the chief speaker. The whole may
be divided into four chapters: the first, enunciating the

principle that in government the great thing is for the ruler

to pursue the course of his virtue, which will be seen in his

knowledge and choice of men for office, thereby securing the

repose of the people ;
the second, illustrating how men may be

known ;
the third, treating of the repose of the people ;

in the

fourth, the speaker asserts the reasonableness of his sentiments,

and humbly expresses his own desire to be helpful to the

sovereign.

i. Examining into antiquity, (we find that) Kio-

yio said,
'

If (the sovereign) sincerely pursues the

course of his virtue, the counsels (offered to him)

will be intelligent, and the aids (of admonition that

he receives) will be harmonious/ Yii said, 'Yes,

but explain yourself/ Kio-yio said,
' Oh ! let him

be careful about his personal cultivation, wkh

thoughts that are far-reaching, and thus he will
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produce a generous kindness and nice observance

of distinctions among the nine branches of his

kindred. All the intelligent (also) will exert them-

selves in his service
;
and in this way from what

is near he will reach to what is distant/ Yu did

homage to the excellent words, and said, 'Yes/

Kdo-yao continued,
' Oh J it lies in knowing men,

and giving repose to the people/ Yu said, Alas !

to attain to both these things might well be a diffi-

culty even to the Ti. When (the sovereign) knows

men, he is wise, and can put every one into the

office for which he is fit. When he gives repose
to the people, his kindness is felt, and the black-

haired race cherish him in their hearts. When he
can be (thus) wise and kind, what occasion will he
have for anxiety about a Hwan-tin ? what to be

removing a lord of Miio ? what to fear any one
of fair words, insinuating appearance, and great
artfulness ?'

2. Kio-y^o said, 'Oh! there are in all nine
virtues to be discovered in conduct, and when we
say that a man possesses (any) virtue, that is as
much as to say he does such and such things/,
Yu asked,

' What (are the nine virtues) ?
9

Kdo
yio replied,

'

Affability combined with dignity ;

mildness combined with firmness
; bluntness com-

bined with respectfulness ; aptness for government
combined with reverent caution

; docility combined
with boldness

; straightforwardness combined with
gentleness; an easy negligence combined with dis-

crimination
; boldness combined with

sincerity; and
valour combined with righteousness. (When these
qualities are) displayed, and that

continuously, have
we not the good (officer) ? When there is a daily
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display of three (of these) virtues, their possessor

could early and late regulate and brighten the clan

(of which he was made chief). When there is a

daily severe and reverent cultivation of six of them,

their possessor could brilliantly conduct the affairs

of the state (with which he was invested).
When

(such men) are all received and advanced, the pos-

sessors of those nine virtues will be employed in

(the public) service. The men of a thousand and

men of a hundred will be in their offices ;
the

various ministers will emulate one another ;
all the

officers will accomplish their duties at the proper

times, observant of the five seasons (as the several

elements predominate in them), and thus their

various duties will be fully accomplished. Let not

(the Son of Heaven) set to the holders of states

the example of indolence or dissoluteness. Let hifri

be wary and fearful, (remembering that) in one day

or two days there may occur ten thousand springs

of things. Let him not have his various officers

cumberers of their places. The work is Heaven s
;

men must act for it P *

3,
* From Heaven are the (social) relationships

with their several duties
;
we are charged with (the

enforcement of) those five duties ;
and lo ! we have

the five courses of honourable conduct
1

. From

Heaven arc the (social) distinctions with their

several ceremonies ;
from us come the observances

of those five ceremonies ;
and lo ! they appear in

> The five duties are those belonging to the five relationships,

which are the constituents of society ; -those between husband

and wife, father and son, ruler and subject, elder brother and

younger, friend and friend
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regular practice
1

. When (sovereign and ministers

show) a common reverence and united respect for

these, lo ! the moral nature (of the people) is made

harmonious. Heaven graciously distinguishes the

virtuous; are there not the five habiliments, five

decorations of them 2
? Heaven punishes the

guilty ; are there not the five punishments, to be

severally used for that purpose ? The business of

government ! ought we not to be earnest in it ?

ought we not to be earnest in it ?
*

' Heaven hears and sees as our people hear and

see; Heaven brightly approves and displays its

terrors as our people brightly approve and would

awe
;

such connexion is there between the upper
and lower (worlds). How reverent ought the masters

of territories to be !

' *

4. Kio-yao said,
'

My words are in accordance with

reason, and may be put in practice/ Yii said,
'

Yes,

your words may be put in practice, and crowned
with success/ Kao-yio added,

'

(As to that) I do
not know, but I wish daily to be helpful. May (the

government) be perfected V

BOOK IV. THE Yf AND Kl.

Yi and K\, the names of Shun's Forester and Minister of
Agriculture, both of whom receive their appointments in Book i

occur near the commencement of this Book, and occasion is
thence taken to give its title to the whole. But without goodreason ; for these worthies do not appear at all as interlocutors

1 The five ceremonies are here those belonging to the distinctions
of rank in connexion with the five constituent relations of society

See in next Book, ch. r.
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in it. Yti is the principal speaker; the Book belongs to the

class of * Counsels.
7

To Yi there is, of course, assigned an ancient and illustrious

descent
; what is of more importance, is that the lords of JMn,

who finally superseded the kings of -fflu, traced their lineage to

him. Kh\ was the name of K^ the character for the latter term

meaning
'

Millet/ and Kh\ was so styled from his labours in

'teaching the people to sow and reap, so that K\ became equi-

valent to
'

Minister of Agriculture/

The contents of the Book have been divided into three chapters.

The first gives a conversation between Shun and Yii. Ytt

relates his own diligence and achievements as a model to Shun,

and gives him various admonitions, while Shun insists on what

his ministers should be, and wherein he wished them to help

him. In the second chapter, Khwei, the Minister of Music,

makes his appearance ;
it has no apparent connexion with the

former. In the third, Shun and Kao-yao sing to each other

on the mutual relation of the sovereign and his ministers.

i. The Ti said, 'Come Ytt, you also must have

excellent words (to bring before me)/ Yti did

obeisance, and said,
' Oh ! what can I say, O T i,

(after Kao-y4o) ? I can (only) think of maintaining
a daily assiduity/ Ko-ylo said,

' Alas ! will you
describe it ?

'

Yti replied,
' The inundating waters

seemed to assail the heavens, and in their vast

extent embraced the hills and overtopped the great

mounds, so that the people were bewildered and

overwhelmed. I mounted my four conveyances
1

,

and all along the hills hewed down the trees, at the

same time, along with Yt, showing the multitudes

how to get flesh to eat I (also) opened passages for

the streams (throughout the) nine (provinces), and

conducted them to the four seas. I deepened (more-

over) the channels and canals, and conducted them

to the streams, sowing (grain), at the same time,

1 See the Introduction, pp, 16, 17.
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along with Ki, and showing the multitudes how to

procure the food of toil, (in addition to) the flesh meat.

I urged them (further) to exchange what they had for

what they had not
?
and to dispose of their accumu-

lated stores. (In this way) all the people got grain

to eat, and the myriad regions began to come under

good rule/ K^o-yao said,
'

Yes, we ought to model

ourselves after your excellent words.

Yu said,
' Oh ! carefully maintain, O T t, the throne

which you occupy/ The Ti replied, 'Yes;' and

Yu went on,
' Find your repose in your (proper)

resting-point Attend to the springs of things ; study

stability ;
and let your assistants be the upright :-~-

then shall your movements be grandly responded to,

(as if the people only) waited for your will Thus

you will brightly receive (the favour of) God
;

will not Heaven renew its appointment of you, and

give you blessing ?'*

The Ti said,
* Alas ! what are ministers? are

they not (my) associates ? What are associates ?~
are they not (my) ministers ?

' Yu replied,
' Yes

;

'

and the Tt went on, 'My ministers constitute my
legs and arms, my ears and eyes. I wish to help

and support my people ; you give effect to my
wishes. I wish to spread the influence (of my
government) through the four quarters ; you act

as my agents, I wish to see the emblematic figures

of the ancients, the sun, the moon, the stars, the

mountain, the dragons, and the flowery fowl (a the

pheasant), which are depicted (on the upper gar-

ment) ;
the temple cups, the pondweed, the flatties,

the grains of rice, the hatchet, and the symbol of

distinction, which are embroidered (on the lower

garment), (I wish to see all these) fully displayed
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in the five colours, so as to form the (ceremonial)
robes

;
it is yours to see them clearly (for me).

I wish to hear the six pitch-tubes, the five notes

(determined by them), and the eight kinds of musical

instruments (regulated again by these), examining

thereby the virtues and defects of government,

according as (the odes that) go forth (from the

court, set to music), and come in (from the people),

are ordered by those five notes
;

it is yours to hear

them (for me)- When I am doing wrong, it is yours
to correct me ; do not follow me to my face, and,

when you have retired, have other remarks to make.

Be reverent, ye associates, who are before and behind

and on each side of me ! As to all the obstinately

stupid and calumniating talkers, who are found not

to be doing what is right, are there not the target

to exhibit (their true character)
1

,
the scourge to

make them recollect, and the book of remem-

brance 2
? Do we not wish them to live along with

us ? There are also the masters (of music) to re-

ceive their compositions, (set them to music), and

continually publish them (as corrected by them-

selves)* If they become reformed they are to be

received and employed; if they do not, let the

terrors (of punishment) overtake them/

1
Archery was anciently made much of in China, and supposed

to be a test of character. Unworthy men would not be found

hitting frequently, and observing the various rules of the exercise.

Confucius more than once spoke of archery as a discipline of

virtue; see Analects, III, xvi,

3 In the Official Book of -&u, the heads of districts are

required to keep a register of the characters of the people.

Shun's Book of Remembrance would be a record on wood

or cloth. The reference implies the use of writing,
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Yti said,
' So far good ! But let your light shine,

Ti, all under heaven, even to every grassy corner

of the sea-shore, and throughout the myriad regions

the most worthy of the people will all (wish) to be

your ministers. Then, O Ti, you may advance

them to office. They will set forth, and you will

receive, their reports ; you will make proof of them

according to their merits
; you will confer chariots

and robes according to their services. Who will

then dare not to cultivate a humble virtue ? who
will dare not to respond to you with reverence ? If

you, O Ti, do not act thus, all (your ministers) toge-

ther will daily proceed to a meritless character*'
' Be not haughty like. Kb. of Tan 1

,
who found

his pleasure only in indolence and dissipation, and

pursued a proud oppressive course. Day and night
without ceasing he was thus. He would make boats

go where there was no water. He introduced licen-

tious associates into his family. The consequence
was that he brought the prosperity of his house to

an end. I took warning from his course. When I

married in Thu-shan 2
, (I remained with my wife only

the days) hsin, an? kwei, and /ia. When (my son)
Khi was wailing and weeping, I did not regard him,
but kept planning with all my might my labour on
the land. (Then) I assisted in completing" the five

Tenures 3
, extending over 5000 l!

4
; (in appointing)

in the provinces twelve Tutors, and in establishing

1 This was the son of Ydo, He must have been made lorti of
some principality, called Tan.

2
Yii married the daughter of the lord of Thfl-shan, a principality

in the present department of F&ng-yung, An4mL
3 See in the Tribute of Yii, Part II.
4 The H is what is called the Chinese mile, generally reckoned

to be 360 paces,
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in the regions beyond, reaching to the four seas,

five Presidents. These all pursue the right pg.th,

and are meritorious
;
but there are still (the people

of) Mi&o, who obstinately refuse to render their

service. Think of this, O Tt.
1 The Tl said,

* That my virtue is followed is the result of your
meritorious services so orderly displayed. And now

Kao-y^o, entering respectfully into your arrange-

ments, is on every hand displaying the (various) pun-

ishments, as represented, with entire intelligence/

2. Khwei said,
'When the sounding-stone is tapped

or struck with force, and the lutes are strongly swept
or gently touched, to accompany the singing, the

progenitors (of the Ti) come (to the service),* the

guest of Yti 1
is in his place, and all the princes

show their virtue in giving place to one another.

(In the court) below (the hall) there are the flutes

and hand-drums, which join in at the sound of the

rattle, and cease at that -of the stopper, when the

organ and bells take their place. (This makes)

birds and beasts fall moving. When the nine parts

of the service, as arranged by the T t, have all been

performed, the male and female phoenix come with

their measured gambolings (into the court)/

Khwei said,
* Oh ! when I smite the (sounding-)

stone, or gently strike it, the various animals lead

on one another to dance 2
,
and all the chiefs of the

official departments become truly harmonious/

1 JTCt of Tan.
2 These last words of Khwei have already appeared in Book i,

ch. 5. They are more in place here, though this second chapter

has no apparent connexion with what precedes. 'The stone'

is the sonorous stone formed, often in the shape of a carpenter's

square, into a musical instrument, still seen everywhere in China*
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3. The Tl on this made a song, saying,
' We

must deal cautiously with the favouring appoint-

ment of Heaven, at every moment and in the smallest

particular/
* He then sang,

< When the members (work) joyfully,

The head rises (grandly) ;

And the duties of all the offices are fully- dis-

charged !

'

Kdo-yao did obeisance with his head to his hands

and then to the ground, and with a loud and rapid

voice said,
' Think (O Ti). It is yours to lead on and

originate things. Pay careful attention to your laws

(in doing so).'
Be "reverential! and often examine

what has been accomplished (by your officers), Be

reverential 1/ With this he continued the song,

( When the head is intelligent,

The members are good ;

And all affairs will be happily performed!'

Again he continued the song,

''.When the head is vexatious,

The members are idle
;

And all affairs will go to ruin I

'

The Tl said, 'Yes, go and be reverently (attentive

to your duties)/



PART III. THE BOOKS OF HSlA.

BOOK I. THE TRIBUTE OF Yif.

HsiA is the dynastic designation under which Yii and his descend-

ants held the throne for 439 years (B.C. 2205-1767). On the

conclusion of his labours, according to what was the universally

accepted tradition in the -!u period, Yii was appointed by
Yo to be earl of Hsid, a small principality in Ho-nan, identified

with the present Yii-Mu, department KMi-fang, which thus still

retains the name of Yii.

It has been repeatedly said in the Introduction that the Tribute

of Yii describes what was done before the death of Ya*o. The

reason why it got its place as the first of the Books of Hsi& was,

no doubt, because the merit set forth in it was the ground of

Yii's advancement to the throne.

Altogether the Books of Hsi& are properly no more than three ;

a fact which shows that in so early a period the duty of the

recorder was little exercised, or that the destruction of its

monuments in the course of time was nearly complete, We
may assume that it was in consequence of both of these things

that, when the collection of the Shu was made, only three

documents of Hsi& were found, to go into it.

The word 'Tribute' in the name of this first Book is not to be

understood only in the sense of a contribution paid by one -

nation to another in acknowledgment of subjection, but also

as the contribution of revenue paid by subjects to their proper

ruler. The term, moreover, gives a very inadequate idea of

the contents, which describe generally the labours of Yii in

remedying the disasters occasioned by the inundation with

which he had to cope, and how he then defined the boundaries

of the different provinces, made other important territorial

divisions, and determined the quality of the soil in each pro-

vince, and the proportion of revenue it should pay, with other

particulars. The Book, if we could fully credit it, would be

a sort of domesday book of China in the twenty-third century
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B.C., in the compass of a few pages. In the classification of

the Books of the Shu, according to their subject-matter, this is

rightly considered as a Canon, The first section of it is divided

into one short introductory chapter, and nine others, each con-

taining the account of one province.

Section 1.

1. Yu divided the land. Following the course of

the hills, he cut down the trees. He determined

the highest hills and largest rivers (in the several

regions).

2. With respect to Ki K&u l
>
he did his work

at Hu~khu, and took effective measures at (the

mountains) Liang and Khi. Having repaired the

works on Thii-yiian, he proceeded on to the south

of (mount) Yo. He was successful with his labours

on Tan-hwai, and went on to the cross-flowing' stream

of-ATang.

The soil of this province was whitish and mellow.

Its contribution of revenue was the highest of the

highest class, with some proportion of the second,

Its fields were the average of the middle class.

1 JTf K&xx. embraced the present provinces of Shan-hst, -Alh-lf,

the three most northern departments of Ho-nan
7
and the western

portion of Liao-tung. It had the Ho what we call the Yellow

river on three sides of it. On the west was all that part of the

Ho which forms the dividing line between Shen-hsl and Shan-hst

At the south-western corner of Shan-hst, the Ho turns to the

east; and in Yii's time it flowed eastwards to about the place
where jSih-K, Shan-tung, and Ho-nan all touch, forming the

southern boundary of Kl K&> Thence it ran north and east,

till its waters entered the present gulph of JCih-W, forming, so

far, the eastern boundary of the province. The northern boundary
must be left undefined,

It would be foreign to the object of the present publication of

the Shu, and take too much space, to give notes on the details*

of Yifs operations in Kl Jlu and the other provinces*
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The (waters of the) Hang and Wei were brought
to their proper channels, and Td-lii was made capable

of cultivation.

The wild people of the islands (brought) dresses

of skins
(i.

e. fur dresses); keeping close on the right

to the rocks of ^Tieh, they entered the Ho.

3. Between the Ki and the Ho was Yen TTAu 1
.

The nine branches of the Ho were made to keep
their proper channels. Li-hsi was made a marsh,

in which (the waters of) the Yung and the 3ti were

united. The mulberry grounds were made fit for

silkworms, and then (the people) came down from

the heights, and occupied the grounds (below).

The soil of this province was blackish and rich
;

the grass in it was luxuriant, and the trees grew

high. Its fields were the lowest of the middle class,

Its contribution of revenue was fixed at what would

just be deemed the correct amount ;
but it was not

required from it, as from the other provinces, till

after it had been cultivated for thirteen years. Its

articles of tribute were varnish and silk, and, in

baskets, woven ornamental fabrics.

They floated along the Ki and TM, and so

reached the Ho.

4. The sea and (mount) Ti were the boundaries

of.Oing.Srau
2
.

1 Yen JTu was a small province, having the Ho on the north,

the ^! on the south, the gulph of JTih-lt on the east, and Yii

K&> Ytfs seventh province, on the west. It embraced the

department of Timing, with portions of those of Ho-/fcien and

ThienwKng, in Jfih-B, and the department of Tung-AAang, with

portions of those of -"i-nan and Yen-Mu, in Shan-tung,
2
JEXing .STdu, having mount Tdi and Hsu X&XL (the next

province) on the west and south, Yen JEZtu and the sea on the

north-west and the north, and the sea on the east and south,

[I]
F
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(The territory of) Yu-1 was defined ;
and the Wei-

and 3ze were made to keep their (old) channels.

Its -soil was whitish and rich. Along the shore

of the sea were wide tracts of salt land. Its fields

were the lowest of the first class, and its contri-

bution of revenue the highest of the second. Its

articles of tribute were salt, fine cloth of dolichos

fibre, productions of the sea of various kinds
;
with

silk, hemp, lead, pine trees, and strange stones, from

the valleys of Tai. The wild people of Lai "were

taught tillage and pasturage, and brought in their

baskets the silk from the mountain mulberry tree.

They floated along the Wan, and so reached

the" m.
5. The sea, mount T&i, and the Hwai were (the

boundaries of) Hsu A^u 1
.

The Hwcii and the t (rivers) were regulated. The

(hills) Mang and Yti were made fit for cultivation.

(The waters of) Ta-yeh were confined (so as to form

would be still smaller than Yen 7^u, and contain the three

departments of jOing-/du, Ldi-Mu, and T&ig-Mu, with the

western portion of that of JTi-nan, in Shan-tung. From the text

we should never suppose that it passed across the sea which

washes the north and east of Shan-tung, and extended indefinitely
into Li^o-tung and Cork. This, however, is the view of many
Chinese geographers.

1 The western boundary of Hsu K&M, which is not given in

the text, was Yii '$&, and part of A7/ing jTau. It embraced
the present department of Hsu-^au, the six districts Thao-ylian,

.Oing-ho, An-tung, Hsu-Mien, Sui-ning, and Kan-yti, department
of Hwal-an, with Phei JSfcu and Hal JEUu, all in jfiang-sft j the

whole of Yen-^au department, Tung-phmg l"au and the south
of Phing-yin district in the department of Thal-an, the department
of l-/Ku, and portions of those of Al-nan and JSf*ing-Hu, all

in Shan-tung; with the four districts Hwdi-ytian,.Wfi-ho, Hung,
and Ling-pr, department of Fang-yang, with Sze Xfa and Hstt

, all in An-hui,
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a marsh) ; and (the tract of) Tung-yUan was success-

fully brought under management
The soil of this province was red, clayey, and rich.

Its grass and trees grew more and more bushy. Its

fields were the second of the highest class
;

its con-

tribution of revenue was the average of the second.

Its articles of tribute were earth of five different

colours, variegated pheasants from the valleys of

mount Yti, the solitary dryandra from the south of

mount Yi, and the sounding-stones that (seemed to)

float on the (banks of the) Sze. The wild tribes

about the Hwai brought oyster-pearls and fish, and

their baskets full of deep azure and other silken

fabrics, chequered and pure white.

They floated along the Hwcli and the Sze, and so

reached the Ho.

6. The Hwdi and the sea formed (the boundaries

of) Yang K&M\
The (lake of) Phang-ll was confined to its proper

limits, and the sun-birds
(
= the wild geese) had places

1 The Hwdi was the boundary of Yang J&u on the north,

and we naturally suppose that the other boundary mentioned,

the sea, should be referred to the south of the province. If it

were really so, Yang JT&i must have extended along th.e coast

as far as Cochin-China, and not a few Chinese scholars argue that

it did so. But that no southern boundary of the province is

mentioned may rather be taken as proving that when this Book

was compiled, the country south of the JTiang the present

Yang-gze was unknown.

Along the greater part of its course, the province was con-

terminous on the west with jSlng -Sau, and in the north-west

with Yii JTaU We may safely assign to it the greater portion of

An-hui, and a part of the department of Hwang-^u, in Hft-peL

All this would be the northern portion of the province. How far

it extended southwards into ,ST6-iang and ^lang-hst, it is impos-

sible to say.

F 2
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to settle on. The three TTiang were led to enter

the sea, and it became possible to still the marsh of

A"an. The bamboos, small and large, then spread

about
;
the grass grew thin and long, and the trees

rose high ;
the soil was miry.

The fields of this province were the lowest of the

lowest class; its contribution of revenue was the

highest of the lowest class, with a proportion of the

class above. Its articles of tribute were gold, silver,

and copper ; ydo and khwan stones ; bamboos, small

and large ; (elephants') teeth, hides, feathers, hair,

and timber. The wild people of the islands brought

garments of grass, with silks woven in shell-patterns

in their baskets. Their bundles contained small

oranges and pummeloes, rendered when specially

required.

They followed the course of the /ifiang and the

sea, and so reached the Hwai and the Sze-

7. (Mount) jfTmg and the south of (mount) Hang-
formed (the boundaries of) Ifing /I'iu *.

The ^Tiang and the Han pursued their (common)
course to the sea, as if they were hastening to court.

The nine Alang were brought into complete order.

The Tho and Jffiien (streams) were conducted by

1 Mount ATing, which bounded /ung ATui on lite north, is

in the department of Hsiang-yang, Htl-pei, and in called ih*'

southern
-fiTing, to distinguish it from another mountain of the

same name farther north in Yung A7iu* Mount Ifiintf* fa southern

boundary, is 'the southern mountain' of the Canon of Shun
in Hang-Mu department, Hft-nan. Yang ATui was on the cast,

and the country on the west was almost unknown* Alng A?w
contained the greater portion of the present provinces of Ilft-pci
and Hu-nan, and parts also of Kwei-X'du and &flc-X

f

/*ttan. Home
geographers also extend it on the south into Kwang-tung and

Kwang-hsi, which is very unlikely.
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their proper channels. The land in (the marsh of)

Ytin (became visible), and (the marsh of) Mang was

made capable of cultivation.

The soil of this province was miry. Its fields

were the average of the middle class ;
and its con-

tribution of revenue was the lowest of the highest

class. Its articles of tribute were feathers, hair,

(elephants') teeth, and hides
; gold, silver, and

copper ;
Mun trees, wood for bows, cedars, and

cypresses ; grindstones, whetstones, flint stones to

make arrow-heads, and cinnabar; and the kh\x\

and 111 bamboos, with the hti tree, (all good for

making arrows) of which the Three Regions were

able to contribute the best specimens. The three-

ribbed rush was sent in bundles, put into cases.

The baskets were filled with silken fabrics, azure

and deep purple, and with strings of pearls that

were not quite round. From the (country of the)

nine ^fiang, the great tortoise was presented when

specially required (and found).

They floated down the A'iang, the Tho, the IZMen,

and the Han, and crossed (the country) to the Lo,

whence they reached the most southern part of

the Ho.

8. The Kmg (mountain) and the Ho were (the

boundaries of) Yu K$u l
.

The 1, the Lo, the A^an, and the A"ien were

conducted to the Ho. The (marsh of) Yung-po was

1 Yii JTdu was the central one of Yii's nine divisions of the

country, and was conterminous, for a greater or less distance, with

all of them, excepting JE&ing JESta, which lay off in the east by
*

itself. It embraced most of the present Ho-nan, stretching also

into the east and south, so as to comprehend parts of Shwi-tang

and Hft-pei.
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confined within its proper limits. The (waters of

that of) Ko were led to (the marsh of) Mang-M.

The soil of this province was mellow ;
in the lower

parts it was (in some places) rich, and (in others)

dark and thin. Its fields were the highest of the

middle class; and its contribution of revenue was the

average of the highest class, with a proportion of

the very highest. Its articles of tribute were varnish,

hemp, fine cloth of dolichos fibre, and the bcehmerea.

The baskets were full of chequered silks, and of fine

floss silk. Stones for polishing sounding-stones were

rendered when required.

They floated along the Lo, and so reached

the Ho.

9, The south of (mount) Hwa and the Black-

water were (the boundaries of) Liang K&\\ '

.

The (hills)
Min and Po were made capable of

cultivation. The Tho and ATsien streams were

conducted by their proper channels. Sacrifices were

offered to (the hills) 3hai and Mdng on the regula-

tion (of the country about them),* (The country

of) the wild tribes about the Ho was successfully

operated on.

1

Liang JTau was an extensive province, and it is a remarkable* fact

that neither the dominions of the Bhang nor the Alia dynasty, which

followed Hsia", included it. Portions of it were embraced in the Yii

and Yung provinces of ^Tau,. but the greater part was considered an

wild, savage territory, beyond the limits of the Middle Kingdom, It

is difficult to believe that the great Yii operated upon it, as thin

chapter would seem to indicate. The Hwa at its north-eastern

corner is the western mountain of Shun, The Black-water, or
'

the ^Tiang of the Golden Sands/ is identified with the present
Lu, The province extended over most of the present Sze-Aillan,

with parts of Shen-hsi and Kan-sfl, I can hardly believe, as many
do, that it extended far into Yiin-nan and Kwci-X'itu,
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The soil of this province was greenish and light.

Its fields were the highest of the lowest class
; and

its contribution of revenue was the average of the

lowest class, with proportions of the rates immedi-

ately above and below. Its articles of tribute were
the best gold, iron, silver, steel, flint stones to

make arrow-heads, and sounding-stones ; with the

skins of bears, foxes, and jackals, and (nets) woven
of their hair.

From {the hill of) Hsi-Ming they came by the

course of the Hwan
;
floated along the -Oien, and

then crossed (the country) to the Mien; passed to

the Wei, and (finally) ferried across the Ho.

10. The Black-water and western Ho were (the

boundaries of) Yung K&u. 1
.

The Weak-water was conducted westwards. The

ling was led to mingle its waters with those of the

Wei. The Khi and the Khu. were next led in a

similar way (to the Wei), and the waters of the Fng
found the same receptacle.

(The mountains) JKlng and Khi were sacrificed to.*

(Those of) ^Tung-nan and .Oun-wu (were also regu-

lated), and (all
the way) on to Niao-shu. Successful

measures could now be taken with the plains and

swamps, even to (the marsh of) ^Tu-yeh. (The

country of) San-wei was made habitable, and the

(affairs of the) people of San-miao were greatly

arranged.

1 The Black-water, which was the western boundary ofYung J5Tu,

was a different nver from that which, with the same name, ran along

the south of Liang jST&u, Yung K&u. was probably the largest of *

Yu's provinces, embracing nearly all the present provinces of

Shen-hst and Kan-su, and extending indefinitely northwards to the

Desert.
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The soil of the province was yellow and mellow.

,

Its fields were the highest of the highest class, and

its contribution of revenue the lowest of the second.

Its articles of tribute were the kJi\\\ jade and the

lin, and (the stones called) lang-kan.

Past Jsfi-shih they floated on to Lung-man on the

western Ho. They then met on the north of the

Wei (with the tribute-bearers from other quarters).

Hair-cloth and skins (were brought from) Khwan-

lun, Hsi-/ih, and A7m-sau
;

the wild tribes of the

west (all) coming to (submit to Yii's) arrangements,

Section 2.

The division of the Book into two sections is a convenient arrange-

ment, but modern, and not always followed. The former section

gives a view of Yii's labours in each particular province. This

gives a general view of the mountain ranges of the country, and
of the principal streams; going on to other labours, subse-

quently, as was seen in the Introduction, ascribed to Y(l,~-his

conferring lands and surnames, and dividing the whole territory
into five domains. The contents are divided into five chapters :

the first, describing the mountains
;
the second, describing

the rivers ; the third, containing a summary of all the labours of
Yii thus far mentioned; the fourth, relating his other labours ;

and the fifth, celebrating Yii's fame, and the completion of his

work.

i. (Yii) surveyed and described (the hills), begin-
ning with JSf/Sien and Khi and proceeding to mount
King- then, crossing the Ho, Hu-khau, and Le>
shau, going on to Thai-yo. (After these came)
Ti-/6a and Hsi-ffing, from which he went on to

Wang-wu; (then there were) Thai-hang and mount
Hang, from which he proceeded to 'the rocks of
^Tieh, where he reached the sea.

(South of the Ho, he surveyed)
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and Niio-shu, going on to Thai-hwa; (then) Hsiung-r,

Wai-fang, and Thung-pai, from which he proceeded to

Pei-wei.

He surveyed and described Po-^ung, going on to

(the other) mount .ATing ;
and Nei-fang, from which

he went on to Ta-pieh.

(He did the same with) the south of mount Min,
and went on to mount Hang. Then crossing the nine

^Tiang, he proceeded to the plain of Fu-//ien.

2. He traced the Weak-water as far as the Ho-li

(mountains), from which its superfluous waters went

away among the moving sands.

He traced the Black-water as far as San-wei,from
which it (went away to) enter the southern sea.

He traced the Ho from ^i-shih as far as Lung-
man

;
and thence, southwards, to the north of (mount)

Hwa; eastward then to Tl-Mu
; eastward (again)

to the ford of Mang ;
eastward

(still)
to the junction

of the Lo ;
and then on to Ta-pei. (From this the

course was) northwards, past the ^fiang-water, on to

Ta-lli
,
north from which the river was divided, and

became the nine Ho, which united again, and formed

the Meeting Ho, when they entered the sea.

From Po-^ung he traced the Yang, which, flowing

eastwards, became the Han. Farther east it became
the water of 3hang-lang ;

and after passing the three

Dykes, it went on to Td-pieh, southwards from which

it entered the .A3ang. Eastward still, and whirling

on, it formed the marsh of Phang-l! ;
and from, that

its eastern flow was the northern jSTiang, as which it

entered the sea.

From mount Min he traced the .ff'iang, which,

branching off to the east, formed the Tho ; eastward

again, "it reached the L4, passed the nine ^Tiang, and
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went on to Tung-ling; then flowing east, and winding

to the north, it joined (the Han) with its eddying

movements. From that its eastern flow was the

middle ^Tiang, as which it entered the sea.

He traced the Yen water, which, flowing eastward,

became the Ki, and entered the Ho. (Thereafter)

it flowed out, and became the Yung (marsh). East-

ward, it issued forth on the north of Thao-Miu, and

flowed farther east to (the marsh of) Ko ;
then it

went north-east, and united with the Wan
;
thence it

went north, and (finally) entered the sea on the

east.

He traced the Hwai from the hill of Thung-pai,

Flowing east, it united with the Sze and the I, and

(still) with an eastward course entered the sea.

He traced the Wei from (the hill) Niao-shu-thung-
hsiieh. Flowing eastward, it united with the Feng,

and eastwards again with the ATing. Farther east

still, it passed the Khi and the K/m, and entered

the Ho.

He traced the Lo from (the hill) Hsiung-r.

Flowing to the north-east, it united with the A'ien

and the A7zan, and eastwards still with the t, Then
on the north-east it entered the Ho.

3. (Thus), throughout the nine provinces a

similar order was effected : the grounds along the:

waters were everywhere made habitable
;
the hills

were cleared of their superfluous wood and sacri-

ficed to ;* the sources of the rivers were cleared
; the

marshes were well banked
; and access to the capital

was secured for all within the four seas.

The six magazines (of material wealth) were fully
attended to

; the different parts of the country were

subjected to an exact comparison, so that con-
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tribution of revenue could be carefully adjusted

according to their resources. (The fields) were all

classified with reference to the three characters of

the soil; and the revenues for the Middle Region
were established.

4. He conferred lands and surnames. (He
said),

' Let me set the example of a reverent atten-

tion to my virtue, and none will act contrary to my
conduct.'

Five hundred li formed the Domain of the

Sovereign. From the first hundred they brought
as revenue the whole plant of the grain ;

from the

second, the ears, with a portion of the stalk
;
from

the third, the straw, but the people had to perform
various services

;
from the fourth, the grain in the

husk
;
and from the fifth, the grain cleaned.

Five hundred li (beyond) constituted the Domain
of the Nobles. The first hundred li was occupied

by the cities and lands of the (sovereign's) high
ministers and great officers ; the second, by the

principalities of the barons
,
and the (other) three

hundred, by the various other princes.

Five hundred If (still beyond) formed the Peace-

securing Domain. In the first three hundred, they

cultivated the lessons of learning and moral duties ;

in the other two, they showed the energies of war

and defence.

Five hundred 11 (remoter still) formed the Do-

main of Restraint. The (first)
three hundred were

occupied by the tribes of the 1
;

the (other) two

hundred, by criminals undergoing the lesser banish-

ment.

Five hundred 1! (the most remote) constituted

the Wild Domain, The (first) three hundred were
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occupied by the tribes of the Man
;

the (other)

two hundred, by criminals undergoing the greater

banishment.

5. On the east, reaching to the sea
;
on the west,

extending to the moving sands
;

to the utmost

limits of the north and south : his fame and in-

fluence filled up (all within) the four seas. Yti

presented the dark-coloured symbol of his rank,

and announced the completion of his work.

BOOK II. THE SPEECH AT KAN.

WITH this Book there commence the documents of the Shu that

may be regarded, as I have said in the Introduction, as con-

temporaneous with the events which they describe. It is the

first of the 5 Speeches,' which form one class of the documents
of the classic.

The text does not say who the king mentioned in it was, but
the prevalent tradition has always been that he was Kh\, the son
and successor of Y. Its place between the Tribute of Ytl

and the next Book belonging to the reign of Thai Khang, A7/fs

son, corroborates this view.

Kan is taken as the name of a place in the southern border of the

principality of Hu, with the lord of which Kh\ fought. The name
of Hil itself still remains in the district so called of the depart-
ment Hst-an, in Shen-hst.

The king-, about to engage in battle with a rebellious vassal,
assembles his generals and troops, and addresses them. He
declares obscurely the grounds of the expedition which he had
undertaken, and concludes by stimulating the soldiers to the

display of courage and observance of order by promises of
reward and threats of punishment.

There was a great battle at Kan. (Previous to

it), the king called together the six nobles, (the
leaders of his six

hosts), and said, VUi ! all ye who



are engaged in my six hosts, I have a solemn
announcement to make to you.

' The lord of Hu wildly wastes and despises the

five elements (that regulate the seasons), and has

idly abandoned the three acknowledged commence-
ments of the year

l
. On this account Heaven is

about to destroy him, and bring to an end his

appointment (to Hu); and I am now reverently

executing the punishment appointed by Heaven.*
'

If you, (the archers) on the left 2
, do not do your

work on the left, it will be a disregard of my orders.

If you, (the spearmen) on the right
2
,
do not do your

work on the right, it will be a disregard of my
orders. If you, charioteers 2

,
do not observe the

rules for the management of your horses, it will be

a disregard of my orders. You who obey my orders,

shall be rewarded before (the spirits of) my ances-

tors
;
and you who disobey my orders, shall be put

to death before the altar of the spirits of the land,

and I will also put to death your children.' *

1 The crimes of the lord of Hu are here very obscurely stated.

With regard to the second.of them, we know that Hsia" commenced

its year with the first month of spring, Shang a month earlier,

and -ATiiu about mid-winter. It was understood that every dynasty

should fix a new month for the beginning of the year, and the

dynasty of -Oin actually earned its first month back into our

November. If the lord of Hu claimed to begin the year with

another month than that which Yti had fixed, he was refusing

submission to the new dynasty. No doubt, the object of the

expedition was to put down a dangerous rival,

8 The chariots were the principal part of an ancient Chinese

army ; it is long before we read of cavalry.

'

A war-chariot gene-

rally carried three. The driver was in the centre; on his left was

an archer, and a spearman occupied the place on his light. They
all wore mail.
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BOOK III. THE SONGS OF THE FIVE SONS.

This Book ranks in that class of the documents of the Shti which

goes by the name of ' Instructions/ Though the form of it be

poetical, the subject-matter is derived from the Lessons left by
Yii for the guidance of his posterity.

Thai Khang succeeded to his father in B.C. 2188, and his reign con-

tinues in chronology to 2160. His character is given here in the

introductory chapter. ^7/iung, the principality oft who took the

field against" him, is identified with the sub-department ofTe-
Ki\a, department ^Tl-nan, Shan-tung. There is a tradition that

I, at an early period of his life, was lord of a state in the present
Ho-nan. This would make his movement against Thai Khang,
' south of the Ho,' more easy for him. The name of Thai Khang
remains in the district so called of the department A

r
/$an-Mu,

Ho-nan. There, it is said, he died, having never been able to

recross the Ho.

In his song the king's first brother deplores how he had lost

the affections of the people ; the second speaks of his dissolute

extravagance; the third mourns his loss of the throne; the
fourth deplores his departure from the principles of Yii, and its

disastrous consequences; and the fifth is a wail over the misera-
ble condition of them all.

i. Thai Khang occupied the throne like a per-
senator of the dead l

. By idleness and dissipation he

extinguished his virtue, till the black-haired people;
all wavered in their allegiance. He, hoxvever,
pursued his pleasure and wanderings without any

1 The character that here as a verb governs the character signi-
fying

'

throne
'

means properly 'a corpse/ and is often used for the
personator of the dead, in the sacrificial services to the dead which
formed a large part of the religious ceremonies of the ancient
Chinese. A- common definition of it is 'the semblance of the
spirit, -the image into which the spirit entered, ThSi Khan*
was but a personator on the throne, no better than a sham
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self-restraint. He went out to hunt beyond the Lo,
and a hundred days elapsed without his returning.

(On this) f
,
the prince of .Oiung, taking advantage

of the discontent of the people, resisted (his return)
on (the south of) the Ho. The (king's) five brothers

had attended their mother in following him, and were

waiting for him on the north of the Lo
;
and (when

they heard of t's movement), all full of dissatisfac-

tion, they related the Cautions of the great Yu in

the form of songs.

2. The first said,
'

It was the lesson of our great ancestor :

The people should be cherished,

And not looked down upon.
The people are the "root of a country ;

The root firm, the country is tranquil.

When I look at all under heaven,

Of the simple men and simple women,

Any one may surpass me.

If the One man err repeatedly
1
,

Should dissatisfaction be waited for* till it appears ?

Before it is seen, it should be guarded against.

In my dealing with the millions of the people,

I should feel as much anxiety as if I were driving

six horses with rotten reins.

The ruler of men
How should he be but reverent (of his duties) ?

'

The second said,
'

It is in the Lessons :

When the palace is a wild of lust,

And the country is a wild for hunting ;

________,______-__^__________,____________.
* - -

1
Any king, in the peison of Yu, may be understood to be the.
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When spirits are liked, and music is the delight ;

When there are lofty roofs and carved walls
;

The existence of any one of these things

Has never been but the prelude to ruin.'

The third said,
' There was the lord of Thio and Thang

l
,

Who possessed this region of K\.

Now we have fallen from his ways,

And thrown into confusion his rules and laws
;

-

The consequence is extinction and ruin.'

The fourth said,

Brightly intelligent was our ancestor,

Sovereign of the myriad regions.

He had canons, he had patterns,

Which he transmitted to his posterity.

The standard stone and the equalizing quarter
Were in the royal treasury.

Wildly have we dropt the clue he gave us,

Overturning our temple, and extinguishing our

sacrifices/ *

The fifth said,
' Oh .! whither shall we turn ?

The thoughts in my breast make me sad.

All the people are hostile to us
;

On whom can we rely ?

Anxieties crowd together in our hearts
;

Thick as are our faces, they are covered with blushes.
We have not been careful of our virtue

;

And though we repent, we cannot overtake the

past'

1 The lord of Thao and Thang is Ydo, who was lord of the prin-
cipalities of Tha-o and Thang, but of which first and which last is

uncertain, before his accession to the throne. K\ is the K\ ATm
of the Tribute of Yii,
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BOOK IV. THE PUNITIVE EXPEDITION OP YIN.

THIS Book is another of the '

Speeches
'

of the Shu, belonging to

the reign of JTung Khang, a brother of Thli Khang, the fourth

of the kings of Shang (B c. 2159-2147).
Hst and Ho, the principal ministers of the Boaid of Astronomy,

descended from those of the same name m the time of Ya"o, had

given themselves over to licentious indulgence in their piivate

cities, and grossly neglected their duties. Especially had they
been unobservant of an eclipse of the sun in autumn. The

king considered them worthy of death, and commissioned the

marquis of Yin to execute on them the sentence of his justice.

Wheie Yin was is not now known
The piincipal part of the Book consists of the speech made by the

marquis to his troops.

1. When Jung Khang commenced his reign
over all within the four seas, the marquis of Yin
was commissioned to take charge of the (king's)

six hosts. (At this time) the Hs! and Ho had

neglected the duties of their office, and were aban-

doned to drink in their (private) cities; and the

marquis of Yin received the king's charge to go and

punish them.

2. He made an announcement to his hosts, saying,
' Ah 1 ye, all my men, there are the well-counselled

instructions of the sage (founder of our dynasty),

clearly verified in their power to give stability and

security :

'" The former kings were carefully atten-

tive to the warnings of Heaven 1
,* and their minis-

ters observed the regular laws (of their offices). All

the officers (moreover) watchfully did their duty to

1 That is, here, such warnings as were supposed to be conveyed

by eclipses and other unusual celestial phenomena,,

[i] G
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assist (the government), and their sovereign became

entirely intelligent." Every year, in the first month

of spring, the herald, with his wooden-tongued bell,

goes along the roads l
, (proclaiming),

" Ye officers

able to instruct, be prepared with your admonitions.

Ye workmen engaged in mechanical affairs, remon-

strate on the subjects of your employments. If any
of you do not attend with respect (to this require-

ment), the country has regular punishments for

you."
' Now here* are the Hsl and Ho. They have

allowed their virtue to be subverted, and are be-

sotted by drink. They have violated the duties of

their office, and left their posts. They have been the

first to let the regulating of the heavenly (bodies) get
into disorder, putting far from them their proper busi-

ness. On the first day of the last month of autumn,
the sun and moon did not meet harmoniously in

Fang
3

. The blind musicians beat their drums; the

inferior officers galloped, and the common people
(employed about the public offices) ran about 3

. The
Hsl and the Ho, however, as if they were (mere)
personators of the dead in their offices, heard nothing-

, i t .
"

and knew nothing; so stupidly went they astray
(from their duties) in the matter of the heavenly
appearances, and rendered themselves liable to the
death appointed by the former kings. The statutes
of government say, "When they anticipate the time,
let them be put to death without mercy ; when (their

1 A similar practice existed in the Mu dynasty.
.

2
See the Introduction, p. 13.

3
Similar observances are still practised on occasion of an

eclipse of the sun. See Blot's Etudes sur 1'Astronomie Indienne
etChmoise, pp. 357-360.



reckoning) is behind the time, let them be put to

death without mercy."
' Now I, with you all, am entrusted with the exe-

cution of the punishment appointed by Heaven.*
Unite your strength, all of you warriors, for the

royal House. Give me your help, I pray you, reve-

rently to carry out the dread charge of the Son of

Heaven.

'When the fire blazes over the ridge of Khwan 1
,

gems and stones are burned together ;
but if a

minister of Heaven exceed in doing his duty, the

consequences will be fiercer than blazing fire. While

I destroy, (therefore), the chief criminals, I will not

punish those who have been forced to follow them
;

and those who have long been stained by their

filthy manners will be allowed to renovate them-

selves.
' Oh ! when sternness overcomes compassion,

things are surely conducted to a successful issue.

When compassion overcomes sternness, no merit

can be achieved. All ye, my warriors, exert your-

selves, and take warning, (and obey my orders) !'

1 Khwan is perhaps a part of the Khwan-lun mountain in the

west of the Ko-ko-nor, where the Ho has its sources. The

speaker evidently thought of it as volcanic.

G 2



PART IV. THE BOOKS OF SHANG.

BOOK I. THE SPEECH OF THANG.

SHANG was the name under which the dynasty that superseded
Hsia" (B.C. 1766) held the kingdom for fully 300 years. Yin

then began to be used as well as Shang, and the dynasty was
called indifferently Shang or Yin, and sometimes Yin-Shang by
a combination of the two names. The ruling House traced its

origin into the remote times of antiquity, through Hsieh, whose

appointment by Shun to be Minister of Instruction is related in

the Canon of Shun. For his services Hsieh was invested with

the principality of Shang, corresponding to the present small

department of the same name in Shen-hsl From Hsieh to

Thang, the founder of the dynasty, there are reckoned fourteen

generations, and we find Thang, when he first becomes prominent
in history, a long way from the ancestral fief, in

'

the southern
Po/ corresponding to the present district of Shang-^/iu, depart-
ment Kwei-teh, Ho-nan. The title of the dynasty, however, was
derived from the original Shang.

There were in the Shu, when the collection was formed, thirty-one
documents of Shang in forty Books, of which only eleven remain
in seventeen Books, two of them containing each three parts or
sections. The Speech of Thang, that is now the first Book in
the Part, was originally only the sixth. Thang was the designa-
tion of the hero, whose surname, dating from Hsieh, was Bze,Mid name Li. Thang may be translated, 'the Glorious One '

His common style in history is as Ming Thang, "Thane the
Complete!,' or '

Thang the Successful.'
He had summoned his people to take the field with him against

^ieh
the cruel and doomed sovereign of Hsia, and findingthem backward to the enterprise, he sets forth in this Book his

reasons for
attacking the tyrant, argues against their reluctance

using in the end both promises and threats to induce them to
ooey his orders.



The king said,
'

Come, ye multitudes of the

people, listen all to my words. It is not I, the

little child 1
,
who dare to undertake a rebellious

enterprise; but for the many crimes of the sovereign

of Hsia, Heaven has given the charge to destroy

him.*
'

Now, ye multitudes, you are saying,
" Our prince

does not compassionate us, but (is calling us) away
from our husbandry to attack and punish Hsia."

I have indeed heard (these) words of you all
; (but)

the sovereign of Hsia is guilty, and, as I fear God,

I dare not but punish him.*
' Now 'you are saying,

" What are the crimes of

Hsia to us ?
" The king of Hsia in every way

exhausts the strength of his people, and exercises

oppression in the cities of Hsia. His multitudes

are become entirely indifferent (to his service), and

feel no bond of union (to him). They are saying,

"When wilt thou, O sun, expire? We will all

perish with theeV Such is the course of (the

sovereign) of Hsia, and now I must go (and punish

him).
'

Assist, I pray you, me, the One man, to carry

out the punishment appointed by Heaven. I will

greatly reward you. On no account disbelieve me ;

I will not eat my words. If you do not obey the

words which I have thus spoken to you, I will put

1 ' The little child' is a designation used humbly of themselves

by the kings of Shang and JK&u. It is given also to them and

others by such great ministers as 1 Yin and the duke of Jftta.

8
JZleh, it is said, had on one occasion, when told of the danger

he was incurring by his ciuel&es, pointed to the sun, and said that

as surely as the sun was in the heavens, so firm was he on the

throne.
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your children to death with you ; you shall find no

forgiveness/

BOOK II. THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF

THIS Book is the first of the
' Announcements,' which form a large

class of the documents in the Shu. They are distinguished

from the Speeches, as being made in a general assembly, or

published, for the information of all, whereas the Speeches were

made to an army.

JTung-hui, of an old family, whose surname was ^an, with its seat in

the territory of Hsieh, corresponding to the present district of

Thang, department Yen-Hu, Shan-tung, was a minister of Thang.

Thang has been successful against /fieri, and dethroned him, but

is haunted by some feeling of remorse, and afraid that what he

has done may be appealed to in future ages as an apology for

rebellion. This gives occasion to the Announcement, in which

^ung-hui vindicates the proceeding of the king, showing, first,

that he had only obeyed the guidance of Heaven, and, then, that

men consented with Heaven in the matter. He concludes with

various counsels addressed to the king.

1. When Thang the Successful was keeping A'ieh

in banishment in Nan-^ao 1

,
he had a feeling of

shame on account of his conduct, and said,
'

I am
afraid that in future ages men will fill their mouths

with me, (as an apology for their rebellious pro-

ceedings.)
'

2. On this ^Tung-hui made the following announce-

ment :

' Oh I Heaven gives birth to the people with

(such) desires, that without a ruler they must fall

into all disorders
;
and Heaven again gives birth

1 Nan-/SMo is identified with the present district of Kh&Q, depart-
ment Lu-/C'au, An-hui.
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to the man of intelligence to regulate them.* The

sovereign of Hsia" had his virtue all-obscured, and

the people were (as if they had fallen) amid mire

and (burning) charcoal. Heaven hereupon gifted

(our) king with valour and prudence, to serve as

a sign and director to the myriad regions, and

to continue the old ways of Yu. You are now

(only) following the proper course, honouring and

obeying the appointment of Heaven. The king
of HsicL was an offender, falsely and calumniously

alleging the sanction of supreme Heaven, to spread
abroad his commands among the people. On this

account God viewed fcim with disapprobation,

caused our Shang to receive his appointment, and

employed (you) to enlighten the multitudes (of the

people).'
*

3.
' Contemners of the worthy and parasites of

the powerful, many such followers he had indeed ;

(but) from the first our country was to the sovereign
of Hsia like weeds among the springing corn, and

blasted grains among the good. (Our people), great

and small, were in constant apprehension, fearful

though they were guilty of no crime. How much
more was this the case, when our (prince's) virtues

became a theme (eagerly) listened to! Our king
did not approach to (dissolute) music and women ;

he did not seek to accumulate property and wealth,

To great virtue he gave great offices, and to great

merit great rewards. He employed others as if

(their excellences) were his own ; he was not slow

to change his errors. Rightly indulgent and rightly

benevolent, from the display (of such virtue), con*

fidence was reposed in him by the millions of $e
people.
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' When the earl of Ko 1 showed his enmity to the

provision-carriers, the work of punishment began
with Ko. When it went on in the east, the wild

tribes of the west murmured; when it went on in

the south, those of the north murmured : they said,
"
Why does he make us alone the last ?

" To what-

ever people he went, they congratulated one another in

their families, saying, "We have waited for our prince ;

our prince is come, and we revive." The people's

honouring our Shang is a thing of long existence.'

4.
' Show favour to the able and right-principled

(among the princes), and aid the virtuous; distinguish
the loyal, and let the good have free course. Absorb
the weak, and punish the wilfully blind

; take their

states from the disorderly, and deal summarily with

those going to ruin. When you (thus) accelerate

the end of what is (of itself) ready to perish, and

strengthen what is itself strong to live, how will

the states all flourish ! When (a sovereign's) virtue
is daily being renewed, he is cherished throughout
the myriad regions ; when his mind is full (only) of

himself, he is abandoned by the nine branches of
his kindred. Exert yourself, king, to make your
virtue

(still more) illustrious, and set up (the standard

of) the Mean before the people. Order your affairs

1 Ko was a principality corresponding to the present district of

Ning-Iing, department of Kwei~teh, Ho-nan. It was thus near the
southern Po, which belonged to Thang. Mencius tells us

(III, ii,
ch. 3) that Thang sent a multitude of his people to assist the farmers'
of Ko, about the poor produce of which their chief had lamented
to him. That chief, however, instead of showing any gratitude,
surprised and robbed those who were carrying provisions from Po
to the labourers in the field, and committed various atrocities uponthem. This aroused Thang's indignation, and he made him the
first object of his punitive justice,



by righteousness ;
order your heart by propriety ;

so shall you transmit a grand example to posterity.
I have heard the saying,

" He who finds instructors

for himself, comes to the supreme dominion; he

who says that others are not equal to himself,

comes to ruin. He who likes to put questions,

becomes enlarged; he who uses only his own

views, becomes smaller (than he was)." Oh! he

who would take care for the end must be attentive

to the beginning. There is establishment for the

observers of propriety, and overthrow for the blinded

and wantonly indifferent. To revere and honour

the path prescribed by Heaven is the way ever to

preserve the favouring appointment of Heaven.' *

BOOK III. THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THANG.

THANG had made an end of the dynasty of HSI&, and retained to

Po, when he issued this Announcement, which may be con-

sidered as a solemn inauguration of the new dynasty. He
shows how he had taken possession of the throne in reverent

submission to the will of Heaven, what appreciation he had of

the duties devolving on him, and the spirit in which he would

dischaige them. In the end he calls on the prmces and the

people to sympathize and co-operate with him.
*

1. When the king returned from vanquishing
Hsia and came to Po, he made a grand announce-

ment to the myriad regions.

2. The king said, 'Ah! ye multitudes of the

myriad regions, listen clearly to the announcement

of me, the One man \ The great God has conferred

1 'The One man' has occurred before, in the Songs of the

Five Sons, as a designation of the sovereign. It continues to be

so to the present day,
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(even) on the inferior people a moral sense, com-

pliance with which would show their nature invaria-

bly right.'" To make them tranquilly pursue the

course which it would indicate is the work of the

sovereign.
' The king of Hsia extinguished his virtue, ando o

played the tyrant, extending his oppression over you,

the people of the myriad regions. Suffering from

his cruel injuries, and unable to endure the worm-

wood and poison, you protested with one 1

, accord

your innocence to the spirits of heaven and earth,'""

The way of Heaven is to bless the good, anil make
the bad miserable, It sent down calamities on (the

House of) Hsicl, to make manifest its guilt. Therefore

I, the little child, charged with the decree of Heaven
and its bright terrors, did not dare to forgive (the.

criminal). I presumed to use a dark-coloured victim-

bull, and, making clear announcement to the Spiritual

Sovereign in the high heavens 1

, requested leave to

deal with the ruler of Hsia as a criminal, * Then
I sought for the great Sage % with whom I might
unite my strength, to request the favour (of I fcavcn)
for you, my multitudes. High Heaven truly showed
its favour to the inferior people, and the criminal

lias been degraded and subjected. What Heaven

appoints is without error ;- brilliantly (now), like

the blossoming of plants and trees, the millions of

the people show a true reviving/
*

3. Tt is given to me, the One man, to secure the

1 For '

the Spiritual Sovereign in the high heavens/ we have in

the Confucian Analects, XX, *, professing to quote this passage,
'

the most great and Sovereign God,'

^'
The great Sage' must be 1 Yin, Thang's chief adviser and

minister, who appears prominently in the next Book,



harmony and tranquillity of your states and clans
;

and now I know not whether I may not offend

against (the Powers) above and below.* I am fearful

and trembling, as if I were in danger of falling into

a deep abyss. Throughout all the regions that

enter on a new life under me, do not, (ye princes),

follow lawless ways ;
make no approach to insolence

and dissoluteness ;
let every one be careful to keep

his statutes; that so we may receive the favour

of Heaven.* The good in you I will not dare

to keep concealed; and for the evil in me I will

not dare to forgive myself. I will examine these

things in harmony with the mind of God.* When

guilt is found anywhere in you who occupy the

myriad regions, let it rest on me, the One man 1
.

When guilt is found in me, the One man, it shall

not attach to you who occupy the myriad regions.
' Oh ! let us attain to be sincere in these things,

and so we shall likewise have a (happy) consum-

mation.'

1 There was a tradition in the JSTdu dynasty, given with varia-

tions by Hsun-jze, Sze-md Khvm, and others, which may be quoted

to illustrate these noble sentiments of Thang, For seven years

after his accession to the throne, B. c. 1766-1760, there was a great

drought and famine. It was suggested at last that some human

being should be offered in sacrifice to Heaven, and prayer made for

ram. Thang said, 'If a man must be the victim, I will be he.
1 He

fasted, cut off his hair and nails, and in a plain carnage, drawn by

white horses, clad in rushes, in the guise of a sacrificial victim, he

proceeded to a forest of mulberry tiees, and there prayed, asking

to what error or crime of his the calamity was owing. He had not

done speaking when a copious rain fell,
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BOOK IV. THE INSTRUCTIONS OF 1.

THANG died in B.C. 1754 or 1753, and was succeeded, so far as the

evidence of the Shft goes, by his grandson, known as Thai Ala.

The chief minister of Thang had been 1 Yin, who delivers these

Instructions to his young sovereign soon after his accession,

t was a great and wise man,
' a great sage/ as Thang calls him

in the last Book, and is classed by Mencius among other

celebrated ministers as 'the one most inclined to take office.'

He reasons thus :

' Heaven's plan with mankind is that they

who are first informed should instruct those who are later in

being informed, and they who first apprehend principles should

instruct those who are later in doing so.' He thought he was

one of the former class, and a fire burned within him, impelling
him to seek for office with a view to benefit the ignorant and

erring. There were many legends about him "in the times of

ATSu. He was surnamed 1, from having been born near the

river of that name, an affluent of the Ho. His name is said to

have been ffih, and also A-hang (see the beginning of next

Book). Yin was his designation. Thang had, probably, entrusted

to him the guardianship of his grandson, and so he now went

over the history of the kingdom from Yii, till it was transferred

from the line of Hsid to that of Shang, celebrated the virtues of

Thang and his government, and warned the young king of the

fate that he must incur, if he neglected the instructions given to

him.

i. In the twelfth month of the first year, on (the

clay) Yi-M&n, I Yin sacrificed to the former king,
and presented the heir-king reverently before (the
shrine of) his grandfather.

* All the princes from
the domain of the nobles and the royal domain were

present; all the officers
(also), each continuing to

discharge his particular duties, were there to receive

the orders of the chief minister, 1 Yin then clearly
described the complete virtue of the Meritorious

Ancestor for the instruction of the (young) king.
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2. He said,
' Oh ! of old the former kings of Hsia

cultivated earnestly their virtue, and then there

were no calamities from Heaven. The spirits of

the hills and rivers likewise were all in tranquillity;

and the birds and beasts, the fishes and tortoises, all

enjoyed their existence according to their nature.*

But their descendant did not follow (their example),
and great Heaven sent down calamities, employing
the agency of our (ruler) who was in possession of

its favouring appointment.* The attack (on Hsia)

may be traced to (the orgies in) Ming-thido
1

,
but our

(rise) began in Po. Our king of Shang brilliantly

displayed his sagely prowess ;
for oppression he sub-

stituted his generous gentleness; and the millions

of the people gave him their hearts. Now your

Majesty is entering on the inheritance of his

virtue
;

all depends on (how) you commence your

reign. To set up love, it is for you to love (your

relations) ; to set up respect, it is for you to respect

(your elders). The commencement is in the family

and the state ;
the consummation is in (all within)

the four seas.'

3.
' Oh ! the former king began with careful

attention to the bonds that hold men together.

He listened to expostulation, and did not seek to

resist it; he conformed to (the wisdom of) the

ancients ; occupying the highest position, he dis-

played intelligence ; occupying an inferior position,

he displayed his loyalty; he allowed (the good

qualities of) the men (whom he employed), and did

1
Ming-thia~o was a place not far from the capital of .Kleb (in the

present district of An-yJ, Hdi^u, Shan-hsi), He had a palace

there, where the vilest orgies were celebrated that alienated the

minds of the people from him.
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not seek that they should have every talent
;

in the

government of himself, he seemed to think that he

could never (sufficiently)
attain. It was thus he

arrived at the possession of the myriad regions.

How painstaking was he in these things !

' He extensively sought out wise men, who should

be helpful to you, his descendant and heir. He
laid down the punishments for officers, and warned

those who were in authority, saying, "If you dare

to have constant dancing in your palaces, and

drunken singing in your chambers,---that is called

the fashion of sorcerers
;

if you dare to set your

hearts on wealth and women, and abandon your-

selves to wandering about or to the chase, that

is called the fashion of extravagance ; if you dare

to despise sage words, to resist the loyal and up-

right, to put far from you the aged and virtuous,

and to seek the company of procacious youths,

that is called the fashion of disorder. Now if a

high noble or officer be addicted to one of theseo

three fashions with their ten evil ways
1

,
his family

will surely come to ruin
;

if the prince of a country

be so addicted, his state will surely come to ruin.

The minister who does not (try to) correct (such

vices in the sovereign) shall be punished with

branding." These rules were minutely inculcated

(also) on the sons of officers and nobles in their

lessons.'

4.
' Oh I do you, who now succeed to the throne,

revere (these warnings) in your person, Think of

1 The 'ten evil ways' are those mentioned in connexion with

the three evil fashions
;

two under the sorcerers' fashion, ami four

under each of the other two fashions,
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them ! sacred counsels of vast importance, admira-

ble words forcibly set forth ! (The ways) of God
are not invariable: on the good-doer he sends

down all blessings, and on the evil-doer he sends

down all miseries.* Do you but be virtuous, be it

in small things (or in large), and the myriad regions
will have cause for rejoicing. If you be not vir-

tuous, be it in large things (or in small), it will bring

the ruin of your ancestral temple/

BOOK V. THE Tuli

THIS Book also belongs to the class of
' Lessons or Instructions,' and

is called
'
the Tha"! JZitt,' because the Instructions were addressed

to the young monarch so named. It is divided into three sec-

tions or parts, 1 Yin finds the young sovereign disobedient to his

counsels, and proceeds to a high-handed measure. He removes

him fiom his palace and companions, and keeps him in a sort of

easy confinement, near the giave of his grandfather, all the period

of mourning , and Thdi li becomes sincerely penitent and vir-

tuous. This is related in the first section In the second, 1 Yin

brings the king back with honour to Po, to undertake the duties

of the government, and congratulates him on his reformation.

The bng responds suitably, and asks the minister to continue to

afford him his counsels, which the other at once proceeds to do.

The third section is all occupied with further and important

counsels.

Section 1.

i. The king, on succeeding to the throne, did not

follow (the advice of) A-h^ng
1
. (A-hang or) 1 Yin

1
A-hang, it is said by Sze-ma" .Oien, was the name oft

make it the title of the chief minister under the dynasty o~
"

'the Support and Steelyard/ 'the Buttress aad Director/
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then made the following writing
1 :' The former

klng kept his eye continually on the bright require-

ments of Heaven, and so he. maintained the worship

of the spirits of heaven and earth, of those presiding

over the land and the grain, and of those of the

ancestral temple; all with a sincere reverence.*

Heaven took notice of his virtue, and caused its

great appointment to light on him, that he should

soothe and tranquillize the myriad regions.* I, Yin,

then gave my assistance to my sovereign in the

settlement of the people ;
and thus it is that you,

heir-king, have received the great inheritance,

1 have seen it myself in Hsia with its western

capital
2

,
that when its rulers went through a pros-

perous course to the end, their ministers also did

the same, and afterwards, when their successors

could^ not attain to such a consummation, neither

did their ministers. Take warning, O heir-king.

Reverently use your sovereignty. If you do not

play the sovereign, as the name requires, you will

disgrace your grandfather/

2, The king would not think (of these words),
nor listen to them. On this I Yin said,

' The
former king, before it was light, sought to have

-large and clear views, and then sat waiting for

the dawn (to carry them into practice), He (also)

sought on every side for men of ability and virtue,
to instruct and guide his posterity. Do not frus-

trate his charge (to me), and bring on yourself your
own overthrow. Be careful to strive after the virtue

1 This is the first direct statement in the Shfi of a communica-
tion made in writing.

2
An-yf;

the capital of Hsid, might be described as '

western,
1

from the standpoint of Po.
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of self-restraint, and cherish far-reaching plans. Be
like the forester, who, when he has adjusted the

spring, goes to examine the end of the arrow,
whether it be placed according to rule, and then
lets go ; reverently determine your aim, and follow

the ways of your grandfather. Thus I shall be

delighted, and be able to show to all ages that I

have discharged my trust.'

3, The king was not yet able to change (his

course), t Yin said (to himself), 'This is
(real)

unrighteousness, and is becoming by practice (a

second) nature. I cannot bear to be near
(so)

disobedient (a person). I will build (a place) in

the palace at Thung
1

,
where he can be in silence

near (the grave of) the former king, This will be
a lesson which will keep him from going astray all

his life/ The king went (accordingly) to the palace
at Thung, and dwelt during the period of mourning.
In the end he became sincerely virtuous.

Section 2.

i. On the first day of the twelfth month of his

third year, I Yin escorted the young king in the

royal cap and robes back to Po. (At the same time)
he made the following writing :

' Without the sovereign, the people cannot have

that guidance which is necessary to (the comfort of)

their lives
; without the people, the sovereign would

have no sway over the four quarters (of the kingdom)^

1
Thung was the place -where Thangfs tomb was ; probably in the'

present district of Yung-hb, department of Phu-/^u, Shan-bsf, Th^
site or supposed site of the grave there was washed away in an

overflow f the FSn river under the Yuan dynasty, and a stone

coffin was removed to another position, near which a royal

has been built,

[i] H
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Great Heaven has graciously favoured the House of

Shang, and granted to you, O young king, at last to

become virtuous.* This is indeed a blessing that will

extend without limit to ten thousand generations.'

2. The king did obeisance with his face to his

hands and his head to the ground, saying,
(

I, the

little child, was without understanding of what was

virtuous, and was making myself one of the un-

worthy. By my desires I was setting at nought all

rules of conduct, and violating by my self-indulgence

all rules of propriety, and the result must have

been speedy ruin to my person. Calamities sent by
Heaven maybe avoided, but from calamities brought
on by one's self there is no escape/* -Heretofore I

turned my back on the instructions of you, my tutor

and guardian ; my beginning has been marked by

incompetency. Let me still rely on your correcting

and preserving virtue, keeping this in view that my
end may be good !

l

3. I Yin did obeisance with his face to his

hands and his head on the ground, and said,
* To

cultivate his person, and by being sincerely virtuous,

bring (all) below to harmonious concord with him
;

this is the work of the intelligent sovereign. The
former king was kind to the distressed and suffering,

as if they were his children, and the people sub-

mitted to his commands, all with sincere delight.
Even in the states of the neighbouring princes, (the

people) said, "We are waiting for our spvereign ;

when our sovereign comes, we shall not suffer the

punishments (that we now do)."
' O king, zealously cultivate your virtue. Regard

(the example of) your meritorious grandfather. At
no time allow yourself in pleasure and idleness, In



worshipping your ancestors, think how you can prove
your filial piety ;* in receiving your ministers, think
how you can show yourself respectful ;

in looking to

what is distant, try to get clear views
; have your

ears ever open to lessons of virtue
;

then shall I

acknowledge (and respond to) the excellence of your
majesty with an untiring (devotion to your service).

Section 3.

1. 1 Yin again made an announcement to the

king, saying, 'Oh! Heaven has no (partial) affec-

tion
; only to those who are reverent does it show

affection.* The people are not constant to those

whom they cherish
; they cherish (only) him who

is benevolent. The spirits do not always accept the

sacrifices that are offered to them ; they accept only
the sacrifices of the sincere.* A place of difficulty

is the Heaven-(conferred) seat. When there are

(those) virtues, good government is realized ; when

they are not, disorder comes. To maintain the same

principles as those who secured good government
will surely lead to prosperity ;

to pursue the courses

of disorder will surely lead to ruin. He who at

last, as at first, is careful as to whom and what he

follows is a truly intelligent sovereign. The former

king was always zealous in the reverent cultivation

of his virtue, so that he was the fellow of God 1.*

Now, O king, you have entered on the inheritance

of his excellent line
;

fix your inspection on him/

2.
'

(Your course must be) as whe'n in ascending

1 This phrase is used, as here, with reference to the virtue of a

soveieign, making him as it were the mate of Qod, ruling on earth

as He rules above ;
and with reference to the honours paid to 9,

departed sovereign, when he is associated with God m~

sacrificial services.
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high you begin from where it is low, and when in

travelling far you begin from where it is near. Do
not slight the occupations of the people ;

think of

their difficulties. Do not yield to a feeling of repose

on your throne
;

think of its perils. Be careful for

the end at the beginning. When you hear words

that are distasteful to your mind, you must enquire

whether they be not right ;
when you hear words

that accord with your own views, you must enquire
whether they be not contrary to what is right. Oh !

what attainment can be made without anxious

thought ? what achievement can be made without

earnest effort? Let the One man be greatly good,
and the myriad regions will be rectified by him.'

3. 'When the sovereign does not with disputations
words throw the old rules of government into con-

fusion, and the minister does not, for favour and gain,
continue in an office whose work is done, then the

country will lastingly and surely enjoy happiness.'

BOOK VI.

THE COMMON POSSESSION OF PURE VIRTUE.

THIS is the last of the 'Instructions' of I Yin; addressed, like those
of the last two Books, to Th& 7tfa, but at a later period when
the great minister wished to retire from the toils of administra-
tion, He now disappears from the stage of history,, though
according to Sze-mi jOien, and a notice in the Preface to the
Shu, he lived on to B.C, 1713, the eighth year of Thai grid's son
and successor.

In this Book, his subject is
' Pure or Single-eyed Virtue/ and the

importance of it to the ruler of the kingdom. He dwells on
the fall of JTieh trough his want of this virtue, and the eleva-
tion of Thang through his possession of it

; treats generally on its
nature and results; and urges the cultivation of it on Thai Aid.

I. I Yin, having returned the government into
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the hands of his sovereign, and being about to

announce his retirement, set forth admonitions on
the subject of virtue.

2. He said,
' Oh! it is difficult to rely on Heaven ;

its appointments are not constant.* (But if the

sovereign see to it that) his virtue be constant, he

will preserve his throne
;

if his virtue be not con-

stant, the nine provinces will be lost by him, The

king of Hsia could not maintain the virtue (of his

ancestors) unchanged, but contemned the spirits

and oppressed the people. Great Heaven no (longer)

extended its protection to him. It looked out among
the myriad regions to give its guidance to one who
should receive its favouring appointment, fondly

seeking (a possessor of) pure virtue, whom it might
make lord of all the spirits.* Then there were I,

Yin, and Thang, both possessed of pure virtue, and

able to satisfy the mind of Heaven. He received

(in consequence) the bright favour of Heaven, so as

to become possessor of the multitudes of the nine

provinces, and proceeded to change Hsil's com-

mencement of the year. It was not that Heaven

had any private partiality for the lord of Shang ; it

simply gave its favour to pure virtue. * It was not

that Shang sought (the allegiance of) the lower

people; the people simply turned to pure virtue*

Where (the sovereign's) virtue is pure, his enter-

prizes are all fortunate ;
where his virtue is wavering

and uncertain, his enterprizes are all unfortunate.

Good and evil do not wrongly befal men, but

Heaven sends down misery or happiness according

to their conduct' *

3.
'

Now, O young king, you are newly ente#ig'0n

your (great) appointment, you should be seeking to
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make new your virtue. At last, as at first, have this

as your one object, so shall you make a daily reno-

vation. Let the officers whom you employ be men

of virtue and ability, and let the ministers about you

be the right men. The minister, in relation to (his

sovereign) above him, has to promote his virtue,

and, in relation to the (people) beneath him, has

to seek their good. How hard must it be (to find

the proper man) ! what careful attention must be

required ! (Thereafter) there must be harmony

(cultivated with him), and a oneness (of confidence

placed in him).

'There is no invariable model of virtue
;

a su-

preme regard to what is good gives the model of it.

There is no invariable characteristic of what is good
that is to be supremely regarded ;

it is found where

there is a conformity to the uniform consciousness

(in regard to what is good). (Such virtue) will

make the people with their myriad surnames all say,
" How great are the words of the king !

"
and also,

" How single and pure is the king's heart!" It will

avail to maintain in tranquillity the rich possession
of the former king, and to secure for ever the

(happy) life of the multitudes of the people.'

4. 'Oh! (to retain a place) in the seven-shrined

temple
x of ancestors is a sufficient witness of virtue.*

To be acknowledged as chief by the myriad heads of

families is a sufficient evidence of one's government.

1
It is beyond a doubt that the ancestral temple of the kings of

^"au contained seven shrines or seven small temples, for the occu-

pancy of which, by the spirit-tablets of such and such kings, there
were definite rules; as the line of sovereigns increased. It would

1

appear from the text that a similar practice prevailed in the time of
the Shang dynasty.
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The sovereign without the people has none whom
he can employ ;

and the people without the sovereign

have none whom they can serve. Do not think your-

self so large as to deem others small. If ordinary

men and women do not find the opportunity to give

full development to their ability, the people's lord

will be without the proper aids to complete his

merit.'

BOOK VII. THE PAN-KANG.

PAN-KJ(NG was the seventeenth sovereign m the line of Thang. From

ThSi K\& to him, therefore, there was a space of 32 1 years, which

are a gap in the history ofthe Shang dynasty, so far as the existing

documents of the Shu are concerned. When the collection was

complete, there were seven other documents between 'the Com-

mon Possession ofPure Virtue
'

and ' the Pan-tang/ but the latest

of them belonged to the leign of flft-yf, B.C. 1525-1607.

The reign of Pan-kang extended from B. c. 1401 to 1374, and is

remarkable as that m which the dynasty began to be called Yin,

instead of Shang. The Book belongs to the class of 'Announce-

ments,' and is divided into three sections.

The contents centre round the removal of the capital from the

north of the Ho to Yin on the south "of it. The king saw that

the removal was necessary, but had to contend with the unwill-

ingness of the people to adopt such a step, and the opposition of

the great families, The first section relates how he endeavoured

to vindicate the measure, and contains two addresses, to the

people and to those in high places, respectively, designed to

secure their coi dial co-operation. The second section brings before

us the removal in progress, but there continue to be dissatisfac-

tions, which the king endeavours to remove by a long and

earnest defence of his course. The third section opens with the

removal accomplished. The new city has been founded, and

the plan of it laid out The king makes a fresh appeal to the-

people and chiefs, to forget all their heart-burnings, an4 joto

with him in building up in the new capital a great detftm} for

the dynasty.
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Section 1.

i, Pan-kang wished to remove (the capital) to Yin 1
,

but the people would not go to dwell there. He
therefore appealed to all the discontented, and made
the following protestations.

' Our king, (3u-yi),

came, and fixed on this (Kang for his capital). He
did so from a deep concern for our people, and not

because he would have them all die, where they
cannot (now) help one another to preserve their

lives. I have consulted the tortoise-shell, and ob-

tained the reply
" This is no place for us." When

the former kings had any (important) business, they

gave reverent heed to the commands of Heaven.* In

a case like this especially they did not indulge (the
wish for) constant repose, they did not abide ever

in the same city. Up to this time (the capital has

been) in five regions
2

. If we do not follow (the

example) of these old times, we shall be refusing to

acknowledge that Heaven is making an end of our

dynasty (here) ;
how little can it be said of us that

we are following the meritorious course of the former

kings ! As from the stump of a felled tree there are

sprouts and shoots, Heaven will perpetuate its de-
cree in our favour in this new city; the great
inheritance of the former kings will be continued
and renewed, and tranquillity will be secured to the
four quarters (of the kingdom).'

*

1 The removal was probably necessitated by an inundation of the
Ho, Kang had been fixed on by 3u-yi for his capital. The Yin
to which Pan-kSng removed was in the present district of Yen-sze
department Ho-nan, Ho-nan.

'

2
This fact the frequent change of capitaldoes not give us a

great idea of the stability and resources of the Bhang dynasty.



2. Pan-kang, in making the people aware of

views, began with those who were in (high) places,

and took the constantly-recurring circumstances of

former times to lay down the right law and measure

(for the present emergency), saying,
' Let none of

you dare to suppress the remonstrances of the poor

people.' The king commanded all to come to him
in the courtyard (of his palace).

The king spoke to this effect :

'

Come, all of

you ;
I will announce to you my instructions. Take

counsel how to put away your (selfish) thoughts.
Do not with haughty (disregard of me) follow after

your own ease. Of old, our former kings planned
like me how to employ the men of old families to

share in (the labours of) government. When they
wished to proclaim and announce what was to be

attended to, these did not conceal the royal views
;

and on this account the kings greatly respected them.

They did not exceed the truth (in their communica-

tions with the people), and on this account the people
became greatly changed (in their views). Now, (how-

ever), you keep clamouring, and get the confidence

(of the people) by alarming and shallow speeches ;

I do not know what you are wrangling about. (In

this movement) I am not myself abandoning my
proper virtue, but you conceal the goodness of my
intentions, and do not stand in awe of me, the One

man. I see you as clearly as one sees a fire
; but I,

likewise, by my undecided plans, have produced your,

error.
' When the net has its line, there is order and not

confusion ;
and when the husbandman labours upon

his fields, and reaps with all his might, there is the

(abundant) harvest If you can put away your
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(selfish) thoughts, and bestow real good upon the

people, reaching (also) to your own relatives and

friends, you may boldly venture to make your words

great, and say that you have accumulated merit.

But you do not fear the great evils which (through
our not removing) are extending far and near

; (you
are like) idle husbandmen, who yield themselves to

ease, and are not strong to toil and labour on their

acres, so that they cannot get their crop of millets,

You do not speak in a spirit of harmony and good-
ness to the people, and are only giving birth to bitter

evils for yourselves. You play the part of destroyers
and author's of calamity, of villains and traitors, to

bring down misery on your own persons. You set

the example of evil, and must feel its smart
;

what
will it avail you (then) to repent ? Look at the

poor people ; they are still able to look to one
another and give expression to their remonstrances,
but when they begin to speak, you are ready with

your extravagant talk
; how much more ought you

to have me before your eyes, with whom it is to

make your lives long or short ! Why do you not re-

port (their words) to me, but go about to excite one
another by empty speeches, frightening and involving
the multitudes in misery ? When a fire is blazing
in the flames so that it cannot be approached, can it

still be beaten out ? So, it will not be I who will be
to blame, that you all cause dispeace in this way,
(and must suffer the

consequences.)
'-A7zih Zan 1 has said, "In men we seek those of

old families
;
in vessels, we do not seek old ones,

1 Who .Oih Zan was is not known. The general opinion is,
:hat he was an ancient

historiographer. A ttu Zan is introduced
n a similar way in the Confucian Analects, XVI, i.
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but new." Of old, the kings, my predecessors, and

your forefathers and fathers shared together the

ease and labours (of the government) ;
how should

I dare to lay undeserved afflictions on you ? For

generations the toils of your (fathers) have been

approved, and I will not conceal your goodness.
Now when I offer the great sacrifices to my pre-

decessors, your forefathers are present to share in

them.* (They all observe) the happiness I confer

and the sufferings I inflict, and I cannot dare to

reward virtue that does not exist.

*

I have announced to you the difficulties (of the

intended movement), being bent on it, like an archer

(whose only thought is to hit). Do not you despise

the old and experienced, and do not make little of

the helpless and young. Seek every one long con-

tinuance in this (new city), which is to be your abode ;

exert yourselves and put out your strength (in fur-

thering the removal), and listen to the plans of me,

the One man. I will make no distinction between

men as being more distantly or more nearly related

to me
;

the criminal (in this matter) shall die the

death, and the good-doer shall have his virtue dis-

tinguished. The prosperity of the country (ought

to) come from you all. If it fail of prosperity, that

must arise from me, the One man, erring in the

application of punishment. Be sure, all of you, to

make known this announcement. From this time

forward, attend respectfully to your business ;
have

(the duties of) your offices regularly adjusted ; bring

your tongues under the rule of law : lest punish-

ment come upon you, when repentance will be of no

avail/
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Section 2.

I. Pan-kang arose, and (was about- to) cross the

Ho with the people, moving (to the new capital).

Accordingly, he addressed himself to those of them

who were (still) dissatisfied, and made a full announce-

ment to their multitudes, to induce a sincere acqui-

escence (in the measure). They all attended, and

(being charged) to take no liberties in the royal

courtyard, he called them near, and said,
'

Listen

clearly to my words, and do not disregard my
commands.

' Oh ! of old time my royal predecessors cherished,

every one and above every other thing, a respectful

care of the people, who (again) upheld their sovereign

with a mutual sympathy. Seldom was it that they

were not superior to any (calamitous) time sent by
Heaven. When great calamities came down on

Yin, the former kings did not fondly remain in their

place. What they did was with a view to the

people's advantage, and therefore they moved (their

capitals). Why do you not reflect that 1, according

to what -I have heard of the ancient sovereigns, in

my care of you and actings towards you, am only

wishing to rejoice with you in a common repose ?

It is not that any guilt attaches to you, so that (this

movement) should be like a punishment, If I call

upon you to cherish this new city, it is simply on

your account, and as an act of great accordance with

your wishes. My present undertaking to remove
with you, is to give repose and stability to the

country. You, (however), have no sympathy .with

the anxieties of my mind
;
but you all keep a great



reserve in declaring your minds, (when you might)

respectfully think by your sincerity to move me, the

One man. You only exhaust and distress yourselves,

The case is like that of sailing in a boat
;

if you do

not cross the stream (at the proper time), you will

destroy all the cargo. Your sincerity does not re-

spond to mine, and we are in danger of going together
to destruction. You, notwithstanding, will not exa-

mine the matter ; though you anger yourselves,

what cure will that bring?
* You do not consult for a distant day, nor think

of the calamity that must befal you (from not re-

moving). You greatly encourage one another in

what must prove to your sorrow. Now you have

the present, but you will not have the future ;
what

prolongation of life can you look for from above ?

My measures are forecast to prolong your (lease of)

life from Heaven ;
do I force you by the terrors of

my power ? My object is to support and nourish

you all. I think of my ancestors, (who are now)

the spiritual sovereigns;* when they made* your fore-

fathers toil (on similar occasions it was only for

their good), and I would be enabled in the same

W^y greatly to nourish you and cherish you.'

2.
' Were I to err in my government, and remain

long here, my high sovereign, (the founder of our

dynasty), would send down on me great punishment

for my crime, and say,
" Why do you oppress my

people ?"* If you, the myriads of the people, do not

attend to the perpetuation of your lives, and cherish

one mind with me, the One man, in my plans, the

former kings will send down on you great punish-

ment for your crime, and say,
" Why do you not

agree with our young grandson, but go on to forfeit
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your virtue ?" When they punish you from above,

you will have no way of escape.* Of old, my royal

predecessors made your ancestors and fathers toil

(only for their good). You are equally the people

whom I (wish to) cherish. But your conduct is inju-

rious
;

it is cherished in' your hearts. Whereas my
royal predecessors made your ancestors and fathers

happy, they, your ancestors and fathers, will (now)
cut you off and abandon you, and not save you from

death.* Here are those ministers of my govern-

ment/ who share with me in the offices (of the king-

dom) ;
and yet they (only think of hoarding up)

cowries and gems. Their ancestors and fathers

earnestly represent (their course) to my high

sovereign, saying,
" Execute great punishments on

our descendants." So do they advise my high

sovereign to send down great calamities (on those

men)/
*

3,
' Oh ! I have now told you my unchangeable

purpose; do you perpetually respect (my) great

anxiety; let us not get alienated and removed
from one another; share in my plans and thoughts,
and think (only) of following me

;
let every one; of

you set up the true rule of conduct in his heart
If there be bad and unprincipled men, precipitously
or carelessly disrespectful (to my orders), and taking

advantage of this brief season to play the part of

villains or traitors, I will cut off their noses, or

utterly exterminate them. I will leave none of

their children. I will not let them perpetuate
their seed in this new city.

'Go! preserve and continue your lives. I will

now transfer you (to the new
capital), and (there)

establish your families for ever,'
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Section 3,

j. Pan-kang having completed the removal, and

settled the places of residence, proceeded to adjust

the several positions (of all classes at an assembly) ;

and then he soothed and comforted the multitudes,

saying to them,
' Do not play nor be idle, but exert

yourselves to build (here) a great destiny (for us).
* Now I have disclosed my heart and belly, my

reins and bowels, and fully declared to you, my
people, all my mind. I will not treat any of you
as offenders ;

and do not you (any more) help one

another to be angry, and form parties to defame

me, the One man.
' Of old, my royal predecessor, (Thang), that his

merit might exceed that of those who were before

him, proceeded to the hill-site
1

. Thereby he re-

moved our evils, and accomplished admirable good

for our country. Now you, my people, were by

(your position) dissipated and separated; so that

you had no abiding place, (And yet) you asked

why I was troubling your myriads and requiring

you to remove. But God, being about to renew

the virtuous service of my high ancestor, and secure

the good order of our kingdom, I, with the sincere

and respectful (of my ministers), felt a reverent care

for the lives of the people, and have made a lasting

settlement in (this) new city.*
<

I, a youth, did not neglect your counsels ;

I (only) used the best of them. Nor did any of

* It is supposed that this 'hill-site
'
of Thang was the same as that

which Pan-fefeag but fcped on, but this does not ctearfy appear in

the text.
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you presumptuously oppose the decision of the

tortoise-shell
;

so we are here to enlarge our

great inheritance/^

2.
' Oh ! ye chiefs of regions, ye heads of depart-

ments, all ye, the hundreds of- officers, would Jhat

ye had a sympathy (with my people) 1 I will exert

myself in the choice and guiding of you ;
do ye

think reverently of my multitudes. I will not em-

ploy those who are fond of enriching themselves
;

but will use and revere those who are vigorously,

yet reverently, labouring for the lives and increase

of the people, nourishing them and planning for

their enduring settlement.
'

I have now brought forward and announced to

you my mind, whom I approve and whom I dis-

allow
;

let none of you but reverence (my will).

Do not seek to accumulate wealth and precious

things, but in fostering the life of the people, -seek

to find your merit. Reverently display your virtue

in behalf of the people. For ever maintain this

one purpose in your hearts/

BOOK VIII. THE CHARGE TO YUEI-I.

AFTER Pan-kang came the reigns of Hsia"o-hsin and Hsi&o-yf, of

which -we have no accounts in the Shu. Hsio-yt was followed by
Wu-ting (B. c. 1324-1264), to the commencement of whose reign
this Book, in three sections, belongs. His name is not in it,

but that he is the king intended appears from the prefatory
notice, and the Confucian Analects, XIV, xliii. The Book is the
first of the '

Charges
'

of the Shfi. They relate the designation
by the king of some officer to a particular charge or to some fief,
with the address delivered by him on the occasion. Here the

charge is to Yiieh, in the first section, on his appointment to be,
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chief minister. In the other two sections YUeh is the principal

speaker, and not the king They partake more of the nature of
the '

Counsels.' Ytieh had been a recluse, living ia obscurity,
The king's attention was diawn to him in the manner related
in the Book, and he was discovered in Fu-yen, or amidst the

Crags of Fu,' from which he was afterwards called Fu Yueh, as
if Fft had been his surname.

The first section tells us how the king met with Ytieh, and appointed
him to be his chief minister, and how Yueh responded to the

charge that he received In the second section, Yueh counsels the

king on a variety of points, and the king responds admiringly.
In the third, the king introduces himself as a pupil at the feet of

Yiieh, and is lectuied on the subject of enlarging his knowledge,
In the end the king says that he looks to Yueh as another 1 Yin,
to make him another Thang.

Section 1.

i. The king passed the season of sorrow in

the mourning shed for three years
1

,
and when the

period of mourning was over, he
(still)

did not

speak (to give any commands). All the ministers

remonstrated with him, saying,
' Oh ! him who is

(the first) to apprehend we pronounce intelligent,

and the intelligent man is the model for others.

The Son of Heaven rules over the myriad regions,

and all the officers look up to and reverence him.

They are the king's words which form the com-

mands (for them). If he do not speak, the minis-

ters have no way to receive their orders/ On this

the .king made a writing, for their information, to

the following effect : 'As it is mine to serve as the

1 A young king, mourning for his father, had to 'afflict' himself

in various ways for twenty-five months, nominally for three years.

Among other privations, he had to exchange the comforts of a

palace for a rough shed in one of the courtyards. During the time

of mourning, the direction of affairs was left to the chief minister,

[i]
- I
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director for the four quarters (of the kingdom),

I have been afraid that my virtue is not equal to

(that of my predecessors), and therefore have not

spoken. (But) while I was reverently and silently

thinking of the (right) way, I dreamt that God gave

me a good assistant who should speak for me/ * He

then minutely recalled the appearance (of the person

whom he had seen), and caused search to be made

for him everywhere by means of a picture. Yiieh,

a builder in the wild country of Fu-yen, was found

like to it.

2. On this the king raised and made (Yueh) his

prime minister, keeping him (also) at his side.

He charged him, saying,
'*

Morning and evening

present your instructions to aid my virtue. Sup-

pose me a weapon of steel
;

I will use you for a

whetstone. Suppose me crossing a great stream
;

I will use you for a boat with its oars. Suppose me
in a year of great drought; I will use you as a

copious rain. Open your mind, and enrich my mind.

(Be you) like medicine, which must distress the pa-

tient, in order to cure his sickness. (Think of me)
as one walking barefoot, whose feet are sure to be

wounded, if he do not see the ground.
' Do you and your companions all cherish the

same mind to assist your sovereign, that I may
follow my royal predecessors, and tread in the steps
of my high ancestor, to give repose to the millions

of the people. Oh! respect this charge of mine;-
so shall you bring your work to a (good) end/

3. Yiieh replied to the king, saying, 'Wood by
the use of the line is made straight, and the sove-

reign who follows reproof is made sage. When the

sovereign can (thus) make himself sage, his ministers,



without being specially commanded, anticipate his

orders
;

who .would dare not to act in respectful

compliance with this excellent charge of your

Majesty ?
'

Section 2.

i. Yueh having received his charge, and taken

the presidency of all the officers, he presented him-

self before the king, and said,
' Oh ! intelligent kings

act in reverent accordance with the ways of Heaven.
The founding of states and the setting up of capitals,

the appointing ofsovereign kings, of dukes and other

nobles, with their great officers and heads of depart-

ments, were not designed to minister to the idleness

and pleasures (of one), but for the good government
of the people. It is Heaven which is all-intelligent

and observing; let the sage (king) take it as his

pattern.* Then his ministers will reverently accord

with him, and the people consequently will be well

governed.
1

It is the mouth that gives occasion for shame ;

they are the coat of mail and helmet that give occa-

sion to war. The upper robes and lower garments

(for reward should not be lightly taken from) their

chests; before spear and shield are used, one should

examine himself. If your Majesty will be cautious

in regard to these things, and, believing this about

them, attain to the intelligent use of them, (your

government) will in everything be excellent. Good

government and bad depend on the various officers.

Offices should not be given to men because they are

favourites, but only to men of ability. Dignities
should not be conferred on men of evil practices, but

only on men of worth.

I 2
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' Anxious thought about what will be best should

precede your movements, which also should be taken

at the time proper for them. Indulging the con-

sciousness of being good is the way to lose that

goodness ; being vain of one's ability is the way to

lose the merit it might produce.
' For all affairs let there be adequate preparation ;

with preparation there will be no calamitous issue.

Do not open the door for favourites, from whom you
will receive contempt. Do not be ashamed of mis-

takes, and (go on to) make them crimes. Let your
mind rest in its proper objects, and the affairs of

your government will be pure. Officiousness in sacri-

ficing is called irreverence
;

* and multiplying cere-

monies leads to disorder. To serve the spirits

acceptably (in -this way) is difficult.'
*

2. The king said, 'Excellent! your words, O
Ytieh, should indeed be put in practice (by me).
If you were not so good in counsel, I should not

have heard these rules for my conduct.' Yiieh did

obeisance with his head to the ground, and said,
'

It

is not the knowing that is difficult, but the doing.

(But) since your Majesty truly knows this, there

will not be the difficulty, and you will become really

equal in complete virtue to our first king. Wherein
I, Yueh, refrain from speaking (what I ought to

'

speak), the blame will rest with me.'

Section 3.

i. The king said, 'Come, O Yueh. I, the little

one, first learned with Kan Pan l
. Afterwards I lived

1 From Part V, xvi, 2, we learn that Kan Pan was a great minister
of Wu-ting. It is supposed that he had been minister to Wu-ting's
father, and died during the king's period of mourning.
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concealed among the rude countrymen, and then I

went to (the country) inside the Ho, and lived there 1
.

From the Ho I went to Po
;

and the result has

been that I am unenlightened. Do you teach me
what should be my aims. Be to me as the yeast

and the malt in making sweet spirits, as the salt and

the prunes in making agreeable soup. Use various

methods to cultivate me
;
do not cast me away ;

so

shall I attain to practise your instructions.'

Yueh said,
' O king, a ruler should seek to learn

much (from his ministers), with a view to establish

his affairs
;
but to learn the lessons of the ancients

is the way to attain this. That the affairs of one,

not making the ancients his masters, can be perpetu-

ated for generations, is what I have not heard.
' In learning there should be a humble mind and

the maintenance of a constant earnestness ;
in such

a case (the learner s) improvement will surely come.

He who sincerely cherishes these things will find all

truth accumulating in his person. Teaching is the

half of learning; when a man's thoughts from first

to last are constantly fixed on learning, his virtuous

cultivation comes unperceived.
'

Survey the perfect pattern of our first king ; so

shall you for ever be preserved from error. Then

shall I be able reverently to meet your views, and

on every side to look out for men of eminence to

place in the various offices/

2. The king said,
' Oh! Yueh, that all within the four

1 We do not know the events of Wu-ting's early life sufficiently to

explain his language here. His living concealed among the rude

people of the country, and then crossing to the north of the Ho,

was owing probably to troubles in the kingdom.
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seas look up to my virtue is owing to you. As his

legs and arms form the man, so does a good minister

form the sage (king). Formerly, there was the first

premier of our dynasty, P&o-hang
1

,
who raised up

and formed its royal founder. He said,
"
If I cannot

make my sovereign like Ydo or Shun, I shall feel

ashamed in my heart, as if I were beaten in the

market-place." If any common man did not get

(all he should desire), he said,
"
It is my fault."

(Thus) he assisted my meritorious ancestor, so that

he became equal to great Heaven.* Do you give

your intelligent and preserving aid to me, and let

not A-hang engross all the good service to the

House of Shang.
' The sovereign should share his government with

none but worthy officers. The worthy officer should

accept his support from none but the proper sove-

reign. May you now succeed in making your sove-

reign a (true) successor of the founder of his line, and

in securing the lasting happiness of the people !'*

Yiieh did obeisance with his head to the ground,
and said, .'

I will venture to respond to, and display

abroad, your Majesty's excellent charge.'

BOOK IX. THE DAY OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY
SACRIFICE TO KAo SUNG.

KAO SUNG was the title given to Wu-ting, after his death, in the
ancestral temple. A supplementary sacrifice was offered on the

day following' the regular and more solemn service. What
special idea was connected with it, it would be difficult to say;

1

Styled A-hang in the beginning of 'the Thal-M.' P
'

the Protector and Steelyard.'
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but at the close of it, the representatives or personators of the

dead in the sacrifice of the preceding day were all feasted.

The title of this short Book leaves it uncertain whether the sacrifice

was offered to Wu-ting or by him* The prefatory notice proceeds

on the former view. Many critics of great intelligence decide

foi the latter, which a renewed consideration of the text has

induced me to adopt. The king then is 3^-kS.ng, Wu-tmg's son.

Something irregular or excessive in his sacrificing to his father

was the thing which his monitor 3u 3. wished to censuie,

taking occasion to do so from the incident mentioned in the first

sentence.

On the day of the supplementary sacrifice of

Kao Sung, there appeared a crowing pheasant *.

3u Ki said,
' To rectify this affair, the king must

first be corrected.' He delivered accordingly a

lesson to the king, saying, 'In its inspection of men

below, Heaven's first consideration is of their right-

eousness, and it bestows on them (accordingly) length

of years or the contrary.* It is not Heaven that

cuts short men's lives
; they bring them to an end

themselves, Some men who have not complied with

virtue will yet not acknowledge their offences, and

when Heaven has by evident tokens charged them

to correct their .conduct, they still say,
" What are

these things to us?"
' Oh I your Majesty's business is to care reve-

rently for the people. And all (your ancestors) were

the heirs of (the kingdom by the gift of) Heaven ;

-

in attending to the sacrifices (to them), be not so

excessive in those to your father/ *

* Szc-md JDien, after the prefatory notice, says that the pheasant

sat on the ear one of the handles of a tripod.
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BOOK X.

THE CHIEF OF THE WEST'S CONQUEST OF Li.

THE reigns of seven more kings of Yin or Shang have passed, and

this Book brings us to the time of -Sau-hsin or Shau, its last sove-

reign, B.C. 1 154-1 123. The House of K&u. begins to come to the

front, for 'the Chief of the West' was one of the acknowledged
founders of the -au dynasty ;

whether .Oang, known as king

Wan, or his son Fd, known as king Wu, is uncertain. jOang's

father, the duke ofKau. in the present department of Fang-hsiang,

Shen-hsi, had been appointed Chief of the West, that is, of all the

western portion of the kingdom, embracing Yii's provinces of

Yung, Liang, and ^ing. The same jurisdiction descended to his

son and grandson. The state of Li, the conquest of which is

mentioned, was in the present department of Lu-an, Shan-hsi,

within the royal domain, so that the Chief of the West was no

longer confining himself to the west, but threatening the king
himself.

3u 1, a loyal officer, hears of the conquest of Li, and hurries away
to inform the king and warn him of the danger threatening the

dynasty through his evil conduct. The king gives no heed to

his remonstrances, and 3^ i retires, sighing over the ruin, which

he sees is not to be averted.

The Book is classed, it would be hard to tell why, among the
' Announcements.'

The Chief of the West having subdued Lt, 3u 1

was afraid, and hastened to report it to the king.
He said, 'Son of Heaven, Heaven is bringing to

an end the dynasty of Yin
;

* the wisest men and the

shell of the great tortoise do not presume to know

anything fortunate for it* It is not that the former

kings do not aid us, the men of this later time
;

*

but by your dissoluteness and sport you are bring-

ing on the end yourself. On this account Heaven
has cast us off, and there are no good harvests to

supply us with food.* Men have no regard to their
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heavenly nature, and pay no obedience to the sta-

tutes (of the kingdom). (Yea), our people now all

wish (the dynasty) to perish, saying,
"
Why does not

Heaven send down its indignation ? Why does not

(some one with) its great appointment make his

appearance? What has the present king to do.

with us?'"

The king said, 'Oh! was not my birth in

accordance with the appointment of Heaven (in

favour of my House)?' (On this) 3u f returned

(to his own city), and said,
' Your crimes, which are

many, are registered above, and can you still appeal
to the appointment of Heaven in your favour ?

*

Yin will perish very shortly. As to all your deeds,

can they but bring ruin on your country?'

BOOK XI. THE COUNT OF WEI.

THE conversation recorded heie called, like the last Book, and

with as little reason, an 'Announcement* is referred to B.C.

1123, the year in which the dynasty of Shang perished.

Wei was a principality in the royal domain, corresponding to the

pi esent district oflA-khsing, department Lft-an, Shan-hsf, the lords

of which were counts. The count who appears here was, most

probably, an elder brother of the king, and by the same mother,

who was, however, only a concubine when the count was born,

but laised to be queen before the biith of -XTdu-hsin. Saddened

with the thought of the impending ruin of the dynasty, the count

seeks the counsel of two other high nobles, and asks them to

tell him what was to be done. One of them replies to him in

still stronger language about the condition and prospects of the

kingdom, and concludes by advising the count to make his

escape, and declaung that he himself would remain at his post,

and share in the unavoidable luin.
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1. The Count of Wei spoke to the following

effect: 'Grand-Master and Junior-Master
1

, (the

House of) Yin, we may conclude, can no longer

exercise rule over the four quarters (of the king-

dom). The great deeds of our founder were dis-

.played in former ages, but by our maddened indulg-

ence in spirits, we have destroyed (the effects of)

his virtue in these after-times. (The people of)

Yin, small and great, are given to highway rob-

beries, villainies, and treachery. The nobles and

officers imitate one another in violating the laws,

and there is no certainty that criminals will be

apprehended. The smaller people (consequently)
rise up, and commit violent outrages on one another.

Yin is now sinking in ruin
;

its condition is like

that of one crossing a stream, who can find neither

ford nor bank. That Yin should be hurrying to

ruin at the present pace!'

He added,
'

Grand-Master and Junior-Master, we
are manifesting insanity. The most venerable

members of our families are withdrawn to the

wilds; and you indicate no course (to be taken),
but (only) tell me of the impending ruin

;
what is

to be done ?
'

2. The Grand-Master made about the following

reply :

' O son of our (former) king; Heaven in

anger is sending down calamities, and wasting the

country of Yin.* Hence has arisen that mad in-

dulgence in spirits. (The king) has no reverence

1 For high ministers with these titles under the jSTdu dynasty,
see next Part, Book xx. The individuals whom the count of Wei
consulted were probably the count of Ki and Pi-kan, who are

classed with him in the Confucian Analects, XVIII, i.
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for things which he ought to reverence, but does

despite to the venerable aged, the men who have

long been in office. The people of Yin will now
steal even the pure and perfect victims devoted to

the spirits of heaven and earth
;

* and their conduct

is connived at, and though they proceed to eat the

victims, they suffer no punishment. (On the other

hand), when I look down and survey the people of

Yin, the methods by which they are governed are

hateful exactions, which call forth outrages and

hatred
;

and this without ceasing. Such crimes

equally belong to all in authority, and multitudes

are starving with none to whom to appeal. Now
is the time of Shang's calamity; I will arise and

share in its ruin. When ruin overtakes Shang,
I will not be the servant (of another House).

(But) I tell you, O king's son, to go away, as being

the course (for you). Formerly I injured you by
what I said; if you do not (now) go away, our

(sacrifices) will entirely perish. Let us rest quietly

(in our several parts), and each present himself to

the former kings
1
(as having done so).* I do not

think of making my escape/

1
It is understood that the former king, the father of both Kh\

and ^.u-hsin, had wished to leave the throne to jOt, and that the

Grand-Master had advocated such a measure; thereby injuring

Kh\ when it did not take effect, through making .KUu-hsm jealous

of him.
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BOOK I. THE GREAT DECLARATION.

is the dynastic designation under which king Wu and his

descendants possessed the throne from B. c. 1122 to 256, a period

of 867 years. They traced their lineage up to Kh\, who was

Minister of Agriculture under Shun. He was invested with the

principality of Thai, the present district of Fu-fang, department
of Fang-hsiang, Shen-hsi. Long afterwards Than-fu, claiming
to be one of his descendants, appears in B.C. 1326, founding
the state of K&\\, near mount Kft, in the same department of

Fang-hsiang. This Than-fu was the great-grandfather of king
Wu. The family surname was K\.

When the collection of the Shti was complete, it contained

thirty-eight different documents of the /iTau dynasty, of which

twenty-eight remain, twenty of them being of undisputed

genuineness.

This first Book,
'

the Great Declaration,' is one of the contested

portions ;
and there is another form of it, that takes the place

of this in some editions. It has appeared in the Introduction

that the received text of the Shft was formed with care, and that

everything of importance in the challenged Books is to be found

in quotations from them, while the collection was complete, that

have been gathered up by the industry of scholars.

King Wu, having at last taken the field against JSUu-hsin, the

tyrant of Shang, made three speeches to his officers and men,

setting forth the reasons for his enterprise, and urging them
to exert themselves with him in the cause of humanity and
Heaven. They are brought together, and constitute

{
the Great

Declaration/
' In the first Part,' says a Chinese critic,

'

king Wft addresses him-
self to the princes and nobles of inferior rank

;
in the second,

to their hosts; and in the third, to his officers, The ruling idea
in the first is the duty of the sovereign, what he ought to be
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and to do; with this it begins and ends. There is not the same

continuity of thought in the second, but the will and purpose of

Heaven is the pnncipal thing insisted on The last Part shows
the difference between the good sovereign and the bad, and
touches on the consent that there is between Heaven and men.
There is throughout an unsparing exhibition of the wickedness

of JSTdu-hsin.

Section 1.

In the spring of the thirteenth year
1 there was

a great assembly at Mng-/ing
2
. The king said,

* Ah ! ye hereditary rulers of my friendly states, and

all ye my officers, managers of my affairs, hearken

clearly to my declaration.
' Heaven and earth is the parent of all creatures

;

and of all creatures man is the most highly endowed**

The sincerely intelligent (among men) becomes the

great sovereign ;
and the great sovereign is the

parent of the people. But now, $ha"u, the king of

Shang, does not reverence Heaven above, and inflicts

calamities on the people below. * Abandoned to

drunkenness and reckless in lust, he has dared to

exercise cruel oppression. He has extended the

punishment of offenders to all their relatives. He
has put men into offices on the hereditary principle.

He has made it his pursuit to have palaces, towers,

pavilions, embankments, ponds, and all other extra-

vagances, to the most painful injury of you, the

myriads of the people. He has burned and roasted

the loyal and good. He has ripped up pregnant

1 The thirteenth year is reckoned from king Wu's succeeding

to his father as
' the Chief of the West.'

a
Mingling, or ' the Ford of Mfing,' is still the name of a

district in the department of Ho-nan, Ho-nan,
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women. Great Heaven was moved with indigna-

tion, and charged my deceased father Wan to dis-

play its terrors
;
but (he died) before the work was

completed.*
' On this account, I, Fa, the little child, have by

means of you, the hereditary rulers of my friendly

states, contemplated the government of Shang ;
but

Shciu has no repentant heart. He sits squatting
on his heels, not serving God nor the spirits of

heaven and earth, neglecting also the temple of his

ancestors, and not sacrificing in it.
* The victims

and the vessels of millet all become the prey of

wicked robbers, and still he says,
" The people are

mine; the (heavenly) appointment is mine," never

trying to correct his contemptuous mind.*
'

Heaven, for the help of the inferior people, made
for them rulers, and made for them instructors, that

they might be able to be aiding to God, and secure

the tranquillity of the four quarters (of the kingdom).
In regard to who are criminals and who are not, how
dare I give any allowance to my own wishes ?

*

' " Where the strength is the same, measure the

virtue of the parties ;
where the virtue is the same,

measure their righteousness." ShAu has hundreds
of thousands and myriads of officers, but they have
hundreds of thousands and myriads of minds

;
I have

(but) three thousand officers, but they have one mind.
The iniquity of Shang is full. Heaven gives command
to destroy it. If I did not obey Heaven, my iniquity
would be as great.*

'

I, the little child, early and late am filled with

apprehensions. I have received the command of

my deceased father Wan; I have offered special
sacrifice to God; I have performed the due ser-
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vices to the great earth; and I lead the multitude

of you to execute the punishment appointed by
Heaven. * Heaven compassionates the people.
What the people desire, Heaven will be found to

give effect to.* Do you aid me, the One man, to

cleanse for ever
(all within) the four seas. Now

is the time! It should not be lost.'

Section 2.

On (the day) Wu-wu 1
,
the king halted on the

north of the Ho. When all the princes with their

hosts were assembled, the king reviewed the hosts,

and made the following declaration :

' Oh ! ye mul-

titudes of the west, hearken all to my words.
'

I have heard that the good man, doing good,
finds the day insufficient; and that the evil man,

doing evil, also finds the day insufficient. Now
Shau, the king of Shang, with strength pursues
his lawless way. He has driven away the time-

worn sires, and cultivates intimacies with wicked

men. Dissolute, intemperate, reckless, oppressive,

his ministers have become assimilated to him
;
and

they form combinations and contract animosities,

and depend on their power to exterminate one

another. The innocent cry to Heaven. The odour

of such a state is felt on high.
*

' Heaven loves the people, and the sovereign
should reverently carry out (this mind of) Heaven.

JTieh, the sovereign of Hsia
1

,
would not follow the

1 In Book ni we are told that Wti commenced his march to

attack .ffau-hsin, on Kwei-i, the and day of the moon Calcu-

lating on to the day Wft-wu, we find that it was the a8th day of

the same moon.
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example of Heaven, but sent forth his poisonous

injuries through the states of the kingdom: Heaven-

therefore gave its aid to Thang the Successful, and

charged him to make an end of the appointment
of Hsia.* But the crimes of Shau exceed those of

-/Tien. He has degraded from office the greatly

good man 1
;
he has behaved with cruel tyranny to

his reprover and helper
2

. He says that with him

is the appointment of Heaven
;
he says that a reve-

rent care of his conduct is not worth observing ;
he

says that sacrifice is of no use
;
he says that tyranny

is no harm. * The beacon for him to look to was not

far off; it was that king of Hsia. It would seem
that Heaven is going by means of me to rule the

people. My dreams coincide with my divinations
;

the auspicious omen is double.* My attack on

Shang must succeed.
' Shiu has hundreds of thousands and millions of

ordinary men, divided in heart and divided in prac-
tice

;
I have of ministers, able to govern, ten men 3

,

one in heart and one in practice. Though he has
his nearest relatives with him, they are not like my
virtuous men. Heaven sees as my people see;
Heaven hears as my people hear.* The people are

blaming me, the One man, for my delay ;
I must

now go forward. My military prowess is displayed,
and I enter his territories to take the wicked tyrant.

My punishment (of evil) will be great, and more
glorious than that executed by Thang. Rouse ye,

1 The count of Wei. 2
pf_fcan-

s
Confucius tells us, in the Analects, VIII, xx, that one of

these ten was a woman; but whether the lady was Wu's wife or
mother is disputed.



my heroes 1 Do not think that he is not to be

feared
;

better think that he cannot be withstood.

(His) people stand in trembling awe of him, as if

the horns were falling from their heads. Oh!

unite your energies, unite your hearts; so shall

you forthwith surely accomplish the work, to last

for all agesl*

Section 3.

The time was on the morrow, when the king went

round his six hosts in state, and made a clear decla-

ration to all his officers. He said,
' Oh ! my valiant

men of the west, from Heaven are the illustrious

courses of duty, of which the (several) requirements

are quite plain. And now Shau, the king of Shang,

treats with contemptuous slight the five regular

(virtues), and abandons himself to wild idleness and

irreverence. He has cut himself off from Heaven,

and brought enmity between himself and the

people.
*

'He cut through the leg-bones of those who were

wading in the morning
1

;
he cut out the heart of the

worthy man
2
. By the use of his power, killing and

murdering, he has poisoned and sickened all within

the four* seas. His honours and confidence are

given to the villainous and bad. He has driven

from him his instructors and guardians. He has

thrown to the winds the statutes and penal laws.

He has imprisoned and enslaved the upright officer
8

.

He neglects the sacrifices to heaven and earth. He

1 This was in winter. Observing some people then wading

through a stream, jSTdu-hsin caused their legs to be, cut through

at the shank-bone, that he might see their marrow.
9 Pf-kan.
' The count of KJ&\ see Book iv.

[i] K
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has discontinued the offerings in the ancestral temple.

He makes contrivances of wonderful device and ex-

traordinary cunning to please his wife 1
. God will

no longer indulge him, but with a curse is sending

down on him this ruin.* Do ye with untiring zeal

support me, the One man, reverently to execute the

punishment appointed by Heaven. The ancients

have said, "He who soothes us is our sovereign ;

he who oppresses us is our enemy." This solitary

fellow Shau, having exercised great tyranny, is your

perpetual enemy. (It is said again),
" In planting

(a man's) virtue, strive to make it great ;
in putting

away (a man's) wickedness, strive to do it from the

roots." Here I, the little child, by the powerful

help of you, all my officers, will utterly exterminate

your enemy. Do you, all my officers, march forward

with determined boldness to sustain your prince.

Where there is much merit, there shall be large

reward
;
where you do not so advance, there shall be

conspicuous disgrace.
' Oh ! (the virtue of) my deceased father Wan

was like the shining of the sun and moon. His

brightness extended over the four quarters of the

land, and shone signally in the western* region.

Hence it is that our A"au has received (the alle-

giance of) many states. If I subdue Shin, it will

not be from my prowess, but from the faultless

(virtue of) my deceased father Wan. If Shau sub-

due me, it will not be from any fault of my deceased

father Wan, but because I, the little child, am not

good.'

1 The notorious Ta-^i, the accounts of whose shameless wicked-

ness and atrocious cruelties almost exceed belief.
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IT is the morning of the day of battle, for which the king has

prepared his host by the three speeches of the last Book.

Once more he addresses his confederate princes, his officers,

and his men. He sets forth more briefly the intolerable wicked-

ness of ShSu, and instructs and warns his troops how they are

to behave in the fight.

Mu was in the south of the present district of Khi, department

"Wei-hui, Ho-nan, a tract of open country stretching into the

district of Ki) and at no great distance from the capital of

Shau

i. The time was the grey dawn of the

On that morning the king came to the open country

of Mu, in the borders of Shang, and addressed his

army. In his left hand he carried a battle-axe,

yellow with gold, and in his right he held a white

ensign, which he waved, saying,
' Far are ye come,

ye men of the western regions!' He added, 'Ahl

ye hereditary rulers of my friendly states
; ye ma-

nagers of affairs, the Ministers of Instruction, of

War, and of Works ; the great officers subordinate

to these, and the many other officers ;
the master

of my body-guards ; the captains of thousands and

captains of hundreds
;
and ye, O men of Yung, Shu,

^fiang, Mao, Wei, Lu, Phang, and Pho 1
,

lift up

your lances, join your shields, raise your spears :

I have a speech to make.'

1 These are the names of eight different tribes or confedeiationg

of tribes of the south and west. We are to look for their sites in

Sze-^ttan, Ytin-nan, and Hu-pei. They were, no doubt, an

important poition of Wu's army, but only as auxiliaries. It is too

much to ascribe, as some have done, the overthrow of Shang to

an iiruplion of barbarous people from the west*

K 2
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2. The king (then) said,
' The ancients have said,

" The hen does not announce the morning. The

crowing of a hen in the morning (indicates) the sub-

version of the family/' Now Shau, the king of

Shang, follows only the words of his wife. In his

blindness he has neglected the sacrifices which he

ought to offer, and makes no response (for the

favours that he has received) ;

* he has also cast off

his paternal and maternal relations, not treating them

properly. They are only the vagabonds from all

quarters, loaded with crimes, whom he honours and

exalts, whom he employs and trusts, making them

great officers and high nobles, so that they can

tyrannize over the people, and exercise their vil-

lainies in the cities of Shang.
'

Now, I, Fa, am simply executing respectfully

the punishment appointed by Heaven.* In to-day's

business do not advance more than six or seven

steps, and then stop and adjust your ranks
; my

brave men, be energetic ! Do not exceed four

blows, five blows, six blows, or seven blows, and

then stop and adjust your ranks
; my brave men,

be energetic ! Display a martial bearing. Be like

tigers and panthers, like bears and grisly bears,

(here) in the borders of Shang. Do not rush on
these who fly (to us in submission), but receive

them to serve our western land
; my brave men,

be energetic! If you be not energetic (in all

these matters), you will bring destruction on your-
selves/
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BOOK III.

THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE WAR.

I HAVE divided this Book into three chapters : one, consisting of

brief historical notes of the commencement and dose of Wu's

expedition ;
a second, giving the address (or a part of it) deli-

vered by Wu to his nobles and officers on occasion, we may

suppose, of their recognition of him as king, and his confirming

some of them in their old states or appointments, and giving

new ones to others; the third again historical, and relating

several incidents of the battle between Wu and Sh3u, and going

on to subsequent events and important governmental measures

of the new dynasty.

Most Chinese critics hold that portions of the Book are lost, and

that the paragraphs of it aie, besides, erroneously arranged

In what division of the documents of the Shu it should be

classified, it is not easy to say. It is more like a ' Canon '

than

anything else.

I. In the first month, the day Zan-/&an im-

mediately followed the end of the moon's waning.

The next day was Kwei-^i, when the king, in the

morning, marched from ^sTau 1 to attack and punish

Shang. In the fourth month, at the first appear-

ance of the moon, the king came from Shang to

Fang
2

,
when he hushed all the movements of war,

and proceeded to cultivate the arts of peace. He

sent back his horses to the south of mount Hwa,

is, probably, Wu's capital, caljed Hdo, about ten miles

south of the present district city of -ESang-an, and not quite so far

from his father's capital of Fang. The river Fang ran between
j

them. .. ,. *

a In Fang there was the ancestral temple of the lords of 43ti,

and thither from the capital of Shang, Wu now repaired for the

purpose of sacrificing.
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and let loose his oxen in the open country of Thao-

lin x
, showing to all under heaven that he would not

use them (again).

On the day Ting-wei, he sacrificed in the ancestral

temple ofA"au,when (the princes) of the,. royal domain,

and of the Tien, Hau, and Wei domains, all hurried

about, carrying the dishes.* The third day after was

Kang-hsu, when he presented a burnt-offering to

Heaven, and worshipped' towards the hills and

rivers, solemnly 'announcing the successful com-

pletion of the war.*

After the moon began to wane, the hereditary

princes of the various states, and all the officers,

received their appointments from /sfau 2
.

2. The king spoke to the following effect : 'Oh !

ye host of princes, the first of our kings
3 founded

his state, and commenced (the enlargement of) its

territory. Kung Liu 4 was able to consolidate the

services of his predecessor. But it was the king

Thai who laid the foundations of the royal inherit-

ance. The king Ki was diligent for the royal

House
;
and my deceased father, king Wan, com-

pleted his merit, and grandly received the appoint-

1 The country about the hill of Mu-niu or Khw^-fu, in the south-

east of the present department of Thung-^au. Thdo-lin may be

translated 'Peach-forest.'

2 The new dynasty of Jin was now fully inaugurated.
3
By

c the first of our kings,' we must understand jOi, Shun's

Minister of Agriculture ; a,nd his state was that of Th&i.
4
Kung Liu, perhaps 'duke Lift,' appears in Pin, the present

Pin .au of Shen-hsi, about the beginning of the eighteenth

century B. c., reviving the fallen fortunes of the House of Kt&,

History is then silent about the family for more than four centuries,

when we find Than-fu, called here 'king Thai,' founding the state

ofjfau.
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ment of Heaven, to soothe the regions of our great
land.* The great states feared his strength ; the

small states thought fondly of his virtue. In nine

years, however, the whole kingdom was not united

under his rule, and it fell to me, the little child, to

carry out his will.

'

Detesting the crimes of Shang, I announced to

great Heaven and the sovereign Earth, to the famous
hill 1 and the great river *

by which I passed, saying,
"

I, F4, the principled, king of .ATau by a long

descent, am about to administer a great correction

to Shang. Shau, the present king of Shang, is

without principle, cruel and destructive to the crea-

tures of Heaven, injurious and tyrannical to the

multitudes of the people, lord of all the vagabonds
under heaven, who collect about him as fish in the

deep, and beasts in the prairie. I, the little child,

having obtained (the help of) virtuous men, presume

reverently to comply with (the will of) God, and make
an end of his disorderly ways.* Our flowery and great

land, and the tribes of the south and north, equally
follow and consent with me. Reverently obeying
the -determinate counsel of Heaven, I pursue my
punitive work to the east, to give tranquillity to its

men and women. They meet me with their baskets

full of dark-coloured and yellow silks, thereby show-

ing (the virtues) of us, the kings of ATau. Heaven's

favours stir them up, so that they come with their

allegiance to our great state of A"au. And now,

ye spirits, grant me your aid, that I may relieve

the millions of the people, and nothing turn out to

your shame."
' *

1

Probably mount Hw& and the Ho.
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3. On the day Wu-wu, the army crossed the ford

of Mdng, and on Kwei-Mi it was drawn up in array

in the borders of Shang, waiting for the gracious

decision of Heaven. On ICi^zz, at early dawn,

SMu led forward his troops, (looking) like a forest,

and assembled them in the wild of Mu. But they

offered no opposition to our army. Those in the

front inverted their spears, and attacked those be-

hind them, till they fled; and the blood flowed till it

floated the pestles of the mortars. Thus did (king

Wu) once don his armour, and the kingdom was

grandly settled. He overturned the (existing) -rule

of Shang, and made government resume its old

course. He delivered the count of Kki from

prison, and raised a mound over the grave of

Pi-kan. He bowed forward to the cross-bar of

his carriage at the gate of Shang Yung's village
1

.

He dispersed the treasures of the Stag Tower 2
,

and distributed the grain of /sfii-Miao 3
,
thus con-

ferring great gifts on all within the four seas, so

that the people joyfully submitted to him.

He arranged the nobles in five orders 4
, assign-

ing the territories to them according to a threefold

1

Shang Yung must have been some worthy in disgrace with

Shau, and living in the retirement of his village.
2 The Stag Tower was the name of a place in the present

department ofWei-hui, Ho-nan, where Sh&u had accumulated great
treasures. He fled to it after his defeat, and burned himself to

death; but it would appear he had not succeeded in consuming
at the same time all his wealth.

3 Ku-m&o was in the present district of JSTM-Mu, department
Kwang-phing, #ih-tf, where Shau had collected great stores of
grain.

.* Dukes, marquises, earls, counts, and barons,
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. He gave offices only to the worthy, and

employments only to the able, He attached great

importance to the people's being taught the duties

of the five relations of society, and to measures
for ensuring a sufficient supply of food, attention

to the rites of mourning, and to sacrifices.* He
showed the reality of his truthfulness, and proved

clearly his righteousness. He honoured virtue,

and rewarded merit. Then he had only to let

his robes fall down, and fold his hands, and the

kingdom was orderly ruled.

BOOK IV. THE GREAT PLAN.

THE Gieat Plan, ordinarily classed among the 'Counsels' or

among the '
Instructions

'

of the Shu, might as well have a

place among the ' Canons '

It is a remarkable production, and

though it appears among the documents of the Ju dynasty,
there is claimed for the substance of it a much greater antiquity.

According to the introductory sentences, king Wu, the founder

of -S"du, obtained it from the count of Kfa in the same year, the

thirteenth of his dignity as Chief of the West, that he took the

field against the tyrant of Shang. The count of Kh\, it is

understood, was the^Grand-Master at the court of Shang, who

appeals in the concluding Book of the last Part. He says there,

that, when ruin overtook the House of Shang, he would not be

the servant of another dynasty. Accordingly, he refused to

acknowledge the sovereignty of king Wu, who had delivered

him from the puson in which he had been confined by JTdu-

hsm, and fled or puiposed perhaps to flee to Corea. Wu
respected and admired his fidelity to the fallen dynasty, and

invested him with that teintory. He then, it is said, felt con-

strained to appear at the court ofJ&u, when the king consulted

1 Dukes and marquises had the same amount of territory assigned
to them, and counts and barons also.
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him on the principles of government ;
and the result was that

he communicated to him this Great Plan, with its nine divisions.

When we read the Book, we see that it belonged originally to

the time of Hsia^ and that the larger portion of it should be

ascribed to the Great Yii, and was as old, indeed, as the reign

of Yao. How it had come into the possession of the count of

Kh\ we cannot tell. Nor does it appear how far the language
of it should be ascribed to him. That the larger portion of

it had come down from the times of Hsi& is not improbable.
The use of the number nine and other numbers, and the

naming of the various divisions of the Plan, are in harmony
with Yii's style and practice in his Counsels in the second

Part of our Classic, and in the second Part also of the Tribute

of Yii. We are told in the introductory sentences, that Heaven
or God gave the Plan with its divisions to Yii. To explain
the way in which the gift was made, there is a tradition about
a mysterious tortoise that appeared in the waters of the Lo,

bearing well-defined marks on its back from one to nine, and
that thereupon Yii determined the meaning of those marks and
of their numbers, and completed the nine divisions of the Plan.

Of this legend, however, it is not necessary to speak in con-
nexion with the Shu, which does not mention it

;
it will come up

in connexion with the translation of the YJ King.
The Great Plan means the great model for the government of the

nation, the method by which the people may be rendered

happy and tranquil, in harmony with their condition, through
the perfect character of the king, and his perfect administration
of government.

P. Gaubil says that the Book is a treatise at once of physics,

astrology, divination, morals, politics, and religion, and that
it has a sufficiently close resemblance to the work of Ocellus
the Lucanian. There is a shadowy resemblance between the
Great Plan and the curious specimen of Pythagorean doctrine
which we have in the treatise on the Universe; but the dissimi-
larities are still greater and more numerous. More

especially
are the differences between the Greek mind, speculative,
and the Chinese mind, practical, apparent in the two works!
Where the Chinese writer loses himself in the sheerest follies of
his imagining, he yet gropes about for a rule to be of use in the
conduct of human affairs.

The whole of the treatise is divided into three chapters The
first is

introductory, and relates how the Great Plan with its
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nine divisions was at first made known to Yii, and came at this

time to be communicated to king Wfi; the second contains

the names of the nine divisions of the Plan
;
and in the third

we have a description of the several divisions. 'The whole/

says a Chinese writer,
'
exhibits the great model for the govern-

ment of the nation.' The fifth or middle division on royal

perfection is the central one of the whole, about which the

Book revolves. The four divisions that precede it show how

this royal perfection is to be accomplished, and the four that

follow show how it is to be maintained.

I. In the thirteenth year
1

,
the king went to

enquire of the count of Khl, and said to him,
' Oh ! count of Khl, Heaven, (working) unseen, se-

cures the tranquillity of the lower people, aiding

them to be in harmony with their condition 2
. I

do not know how the unvarying principles (of its

method in doing so) should be set forth in due

order.'

The count of Khi thereupon replied, 'I have

heard that in old time Khwan dammed up the

inundating waters, and thereby threw into disorder

the arrangement of the five elements. God was

consequently roused to anger, and did not give

him the Great Plan with its nine divisions, and

thus the unvarying principles (of Heaven's method)

were allowed to go to ruin.* Khwan was therefore

1 See the commencement of Book i.

9
Khung Ymg-tft of the Thang dynasty says on this :

' The

people have been produced by supreme Heaven, and both body and

soul are Heaven's gift. Men have thus the material body and the

knowing mind, and Heaven further assists them, helping them to

harmonize their lives. The right and the wrong of their language,

the correctness and errors of their conduct, their enjoyment of

clothing and food, the nghtness of their various movements ;
all

these things are to be harmonized by what they are endowed with

by Heaven.'
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kept a prisoner till his death, and his son Yii rose up

(and entered on the same undertaking). To him

Heaven gave the Great Plan with its nine divi-

sions, and the unvarying principles (of its method)

were set forth in their due order.'
*

2. '(Of those divisions) the first is called "the

five elements
;

"
the second, "'reverent attention to

the five (personal) matters;" the third, "earnest

devotion to the eight (objects of) government;"

the fourth,
" the harmonious use of the five dividers

of time;" the fifth, "the establishment and use of

royal perfection;" the sixth, "the discriminating

use of the three virtues
;

"
the seventh,

" the intel-

ligent use of (the means for) the examination of

doubts;" the eighth, "the thoughtful use of the

various verifications ;" the ninth, "the hortatory use

of the five (sources of) happiness, and the awing
use of the six (occasions of) suffering."

'

3. i.
'

First, of the five elements \ The first is

1 Gaubil gives here 'les cinq hing/ without translating the

Chinese term. English sinologists have got into the habit of

rendering it by 'elements,' but it hardly seems possible to deter-

mine what the Chinese mean by it. We intend by 'elements'
'
the first principles or ingredients of which all things are com-

posed/ The Pythagoreans, by their four elements of earth, water,

air, and fire, did not intend so much the nature or essence

of material substances, as the forms under which matter is actually

presented to us. The character hsing, meaning 'to move,' 'to

be in action,' shows that the original conception of the Chinese

is of a different nature
;
and it is said in the Khang-hsi Dictionary,

'The five hsing move and revolve between heaven and earth,

without ever ceasing, and hence they are named.' The* editors of

the latest imperial edition of the Shu say,
'

Distributed through the

four seasons, they make "the five dividers of time;" exhibited in

prognostications, they give rise to divination by the tortoise-shell

and the reeds
; having lodgment in the human body, they produce"

the five personal matters;
"
moved by good fortune and bad, they
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water
;

the second is fire
;

the third, wood
; the

fourth, metal
;
and the fifth, earth. (The nature of)

water .is to soak and descend
;
of fire, to blaze and

ascend
;

of wood, to be crooked and straight ;
of

metal, to yield and change ;
while (that of) earth is

seen in seed-sowing and in-gathering. That which

soaks and descends becomes salt
; that which blazes

and ascends becomes bitter
;
that which is crooked

and straight becomes sour
;

that which yields and

changes becomes acrid
;
and from seed-sowing and

in-gathering comes sweetness/

ii.
'

Second, of the five (personal) matters 1
. The

first is the bodily demeanour
;
the second, speech ;

the third, seeing ;
the fourth, hearing ; the fifth,

thinking. (The virtue of) the bodily appearance is

respectfulness ;
of speech, accordance (with reason) ;

of seeing, clearness
;

of hearing, distinctness ;
of

thinking, perspicaciousness. The respectfulness be-

comes manifest in gravity; accordance (with reason),

in orderliness
;
the clearness, in wisdom

;
the dis-

tinctness, in deliberation
;
and the perspicaciousness,

in sageness.'

iii. 'Third, of the eight (objects of) government
2
.

produce
" the various verifications /' communicated to organisms,

they produce the different natures, hard and soft, good and evil ;

working out their results in the changes of those organisms, they

necessitate here benevolence and there meanness, here longevity

and there early death : all these things are from the operation of

the five hsmg. But if we speak of them in their simplest and most

important character, they are what man's life depends on, what

the people cannot do without.' After all this, I should still be

sorry to be required to say what the five hsing are.

1 These five
' matters

'
are represented as being in the human

person what the five hsing are in nature. Demeanour is the

human correspondency of water, speech that of fire, &c.
8 Medhurst calls the eight (objects of) government

< the eight
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The first is food; the second, wealth and articles

of convenience
;
the third, sacrifices; the fourth, (the

business of) the Minister of Works
;
the fifth] (that

of) the Minister of Instruction
;
the sixth, (that of)

the Minister of Crime
;
the seventh, the observances

to be paid to guests ;
the eighth, the army/

iv.
'

Fourth, of the five dividers of time 1
. The

first is the year (or the planet Jupiter) ;
the second,

the moon
;
the third, the sun

;
the fourth, the stars

and planets, and the zodiacal spaces ;
and the fifth,

the calendaric calculations/

v.
'

Fifth, of royal perfection
2

. The sovereign,

having established (in himself) the highest degree
and pattern of excellence; concentrates in his own

person the five (sources of) happiness, and proceeds
to diffuse them, and give them to the multitudes

of the people. Then they, on their part, embody-
ing your perfection, will give it (back) to you, and
secure the preservation of it. Among all the mul-
titudes of the people there will be no unlawful con-

federacies, and among men (in office) there will be
no bad and selfish combinations

; let the sovereign

regulators/ and Gaubil calls them 'lea huit regies du gouverne-
ment.' The phrase means the eight things to be attended to in
government, its objects and departments.

1 'The five dividers of time' are with Medhurst 'the five
arrangers/ and with Gaubil <les cinq penodes.' This division of
the.GreatPlan is

substantially the same as YaVs instructions to his
astronomers.

_
% royal perfection' we are to understand the sovereignwhen he is, or has made himself, all that he ought to be <

Perfec-tion is 'the utmost point/ the extreme of
excellence/realized mthe person of the

sovereign, guiding his administrative measures'
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establish in (himself) the highest degree and pattern
of excellence.

'Among all the multitudes of the people there

will be those who have ability to plan and to act,

and who keep themselves (from evil): do you

keep such in mind; and there will be those who,
not coming up to the highest point of excellence,

yet do not involve themselves in evil : let the

sovereign receive such. And when a placid satis-

faction appears in their countenances, and they say,
" Our love is fixed on virtue," do you then confer

favours on them
;

those men will in this way ad-

vance to the perfection of the sovereign. Do not

let him oppress the friendless and childless, nor let

him fear the high and distinguished. When men

(in office) have ability and administrative power,
let them be made still more to cultivate their con-

duct ;
and the prosperity of the country will be pro-

moted. All (such) right men, having a competency,
will go on in goodness. If you cannot cause them

to have what they love in their families, they will

forthwith proceed to be guilty of crime. As to

those who have not the love of virtue, although

you confer favours (and emoluments) on them, they
will (only) involve you in the guilt of employing the

evil.

' Without deflection, without unevenness,

Pursue the royal righteousness.

Without selfish likings,

Pursue the royal way.
Without selfish dislikings,

Pursue the royal path.

Avoid deflection, avoid partiality;

Broad and long is the royal way.
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Avoid partiality, avoid deflection
;

Level and easy is the royal way.
Avoid perversity, avoid one-sidedness

;

Correct and straight is the royal way,

(Ever) seek for this perfect excellence,

(Ever) turn to this perfect excellence.'

He went on to say,
' This amplification of the

royal perfection contains the unchanging (rule),

and is the (great) lesson
; yea, it is the lesson of

God.* All the multitudes of the people, instructed

in this amplification of the perfect excellence, and

carrying it into practice, will thereby approximate
to the glory of the Son of Heaven, and say, "The
Son of Heaven is the parent of. the people, and so
becomes the sovereign of all under the sky."

'

vi. 'Sixth, of the three virtues \ The first is

correctness and straightforwardness ; the second,

strong rule; and the third, mild rule. In peace
and tranquillity, correctness and straightforwardness

(must sway) ;
in violence and disorder, strong rule

;

in harmony and order, mild rule. For the reserved
and retiring there should be (the stimulus of) the

strong rule; for the high (-minded) and distinguished,
(the restraint of) the mild rule.

^
It

^

belongs only to the sovereign to confer

dignities and rewards, to display the terrors of
majesty, and to receive the revenues (of the king-
dom). There should be no such thing as a minis-
ter's

conferring dignities or rewards, displaying the
terrors of majesty, or receiving^ revenues, Such

/
"The three virtues 'are not personal attributes 'of the sove-

reign, but characteristics of his rule, the varied manifestations of
the perfection described in the preceding division.
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a thing- is injurious to the clans, and fatal to the

states (of the kingdom) ;
smaller affairs are thereby

managed in a one-sided and perverse manner, and

the people fall into assumptions and excesses.'

vii.
'

Seventh, of the (means for the) examination

of doubts 1
. -Officers having been chosen and ap-

pointed for divining by the tortoise-shell and the

1 The practice of divination for the satisfaction of doubts was

thus used in China from the earliest times In the Counsels of

Yu, p 50, that sage proposes to Shun to submit the question of

who should be his successor on the throne to divination, and Shun

replies that he had already done so. Gaubil says that according to

the Great Plan divination was only used in doubtful cases ; but if

such was the practice of the sages, diviners and soothsayers must

have formed, as they do now, a considerable and influential class in

society The old methods of divination have fallen into disuss,

and we do not know how far other methods are employed and

sanctioned by the government Those old methods were by
means of the tortoise-shell, and the stalks of the Klti. plant.

* The

tortoise/ says K& Hst,
'
after great length of years becomes intelli-

gent; and the KKi plant will yield, when a hundred years old, a

hundred stalks from one root, and is also a spiritual and intelli-

gent thing. The two divinations were in icality a questioning of

spiritual beings, the plant and the shell being employed, because

of their mysterious intelligence, to indicate their intimations. The

way of divination by the shell was by the application of fire to

scorch it till the indications appeared on it ; and that by the stalks

of the plant was to manipulate in a prescribed way forty-nine of

them, eighteen different times, fall the diagrams were formed.'

The outer shell of the tortoise was removed, leaving the inner

portion on which were the marks of the lines of the muscles of the

creature. This was smeared with a black pigment, and, fire being

applied beneath, the pigment was examined, and according as it

had been vanously dried by the heat, presented the indications

mentioned in the text The KHi plant was probably the Achillea

millefolium It is cultivated largely on the mound over the grave

of Confucius. I brought from that two bundles of the dried stalks

in 1873,

[i] L
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stalks of the Achillea, they are to be charged (on

occasion) to execute their duties. (In doing this),

they will find (the appearances of) rain, of clearing

up, of cloudiness, of want of connexion, and of

crossing; and the inner and outer diagrams. In

all (the indications) are seven
;

five given by the

shell, and two by the stalks ;
and (by means) of these

any errors (in the mind) may be traced out. These

officers having been appointed, when the divination

is proceeded with, three men are to interpret the

indications, and the (consenting) words of two of

them are to be followed.'
54

'

'When you have doubts about any great matter,
consult with your own mind

;
consult with your high

ministers and officers
;
consult with the common

people; consult the tortoise-shell and divining
stalks. If you, the shell, the stalks, the ministers

and officers, and the common people, all agree about
a course, this is what is called a great concord, and
the result will be the welfare of your person and

good fortune to your descendants. If you, the shell,

and the stalks agree, while the ministers, and officers,
and the common people oppose, the result will be
fortunate. If the ministers and officers, with the
shell and stalks, agree, while you and the common
people oppose, the result will be fortunate. If the
common people, the shell, and the stalks agree,
while you, with the ministers and officers, oppose,
the result will be fortunate. If you and the shell

agree, while the stalks, with the ministers and
officers, and the common people, oppose, internal

operations will be fortunate, and external under-

takings unlucky. When the shell and stalks are
both opposed to the views of men, there will be
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good fortune in being still, and active operations
will be unlucky.'

*

viii.
'

Eighth, of the various verifications 3
.

They are rain, sunshine, heat, cold, wind, and

seasonableness. When the five come, all complete,
and each in its proper order, (even) the various

plants will be richly luxuriant. Should any one of

them be either excessively abundant or excessively

deficient, there will be evil.*
' There are the favourable verifications 2

: namely,

1 P. Gaubil renders by
'

les apparences
'

the characters which I

have tianslated
' the vanous verifications,' observing that he could

not find any woid which would cover the whole extent of the

meaning. He says, 'In the present case, the character signifies

meteors, phenomena, appeal ances, but in such sort that these have

relation to some other things with which they are connected
,

the meteor or phenomenon indicates some good or some evil. It

is a kind of correspondency which is supposed, it appears, to exiut

between the ordinary events of the life of men and the constitution

of the air, according to the different seasons ; what is here said

supposes I know not what physical speculation of those times. It

is needless to bung to beai on the text the interpretation of the

later Chinese, foi they aic full of false ideas on the subject of

physics. It may be also that the count of Kh\ wanted to play the

physicist on points which he did not know.' There seems to

undeilie the words of the count that feeling of the harmony
between the natural and spiritual woilds, which occurs at times to

most "men, and stiongly affects minds under deep lehgious thought

or on the wings of poetic laptuie, but the way in which he en-

deavours to give the subject a practical application can only be

characterised as grotesque.
a
Compare with this what is said above on the second division of

the Plan,
' the five (personal) matters.' It is observed here by Bh&i

JK4an, the disciple of j5Tu Hal, and whose commentary on the Shu

has, of all others, the greatest authority:' To say that on occasion

of such and such a personal matter being realized, there will be

the favourable verification conesponding to it, or that, on occasion

of the failure of such realization, there will be the corresponding

L 2
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of gravity, which is emblemed by seasonable rain
;

of orderliness, emblemed by seasonable sunshine ;
of

wisdom, emblemed by seasonable heat
;
of delibera-

tion, emblemed by seasonable cold
;
and of sageness,

emblemed by seasonable wind. There are (also)

the unfavourable verifications : namely, of reckless-

ness, emblemed by constant rain
;
of assumption,

emblemed by constant sunshine; of indolence, em-

blemed by constant heat
;
of hastiness, emblemed

by constant cold
;
and of stupidity, emblemed by

constant wind.'
*

He went on to say,
' The king should examine

the (character of the whole) year ; the high ministers

and officers (that of) the month
;
and the inferior

officers (that of) the day. If, throughout the year,
the month, the day, there be an unchanging season-

ableness, all the grains will be matured
; the measures

of government will be wise; heroic men will stand

forth distinguished; and in the families (of the

people) there will be peace and prosperity. If,

throughout the year, the month, the day, the season-

ableness be interrupted, the various kinds of grain
will not be matured

; the measures of government
will be dark and unwise

; heroic men will be kept in

unfavourable verification, would betray a pertinacious obtuseness,
and show ;that the speaker was not a man to be talked with on the

mysterious .operations of nature. It is not easy to describe the

reciprocal meeting of Heaven and men. The hidden springs
touched by failure and' success, and the minute influences that

respond to them: who can know these but the man that has
apprehended all truth?

'

This is in effect admitting that the state-
ments in the text can be of no practical use. And the same
thing is admitted by the latest imperial editors of the Shu on the
use which the text goes on to make of the thoughtful use of the
verifications by the king and others.
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obscurity ,
and in the families (of the people) there

will be an absence of repose.
'

By the common people the stars should be

examined. Some stars love wind, and some love

rain. The courses of the sun and moon give winter

and summer. The way in which the moon follows

the stars gives wind and rain.'

ix.
'

Ninth, of the five (sources of) happiness *.

The first is long life
;
the second, riches

;
the third,

soundness of body and serenity of mind ;
the fourth,

the love of virtue
;
and the fifth, fulfilling to the

end the will (of Heaven).* Of the six extreme

evils, the first is misfortune shortening the life
;
the

second, sickness
;

the third, distress of mind
;
the

fourth, poverty ;
the fifth, wickedness

;
the sixth,

weakness 2/

BOOK V. THE HOUNDS OF Lii.

Lu was the name of one of the lude tribes of the west, lying

beyond the provinces of JM. Its situation cannot be more

exactly defined. Its people, in compliment to king Wu, and

impressed by a sense of his growing power, sent to him some

of their hounds, and he having received them, or intimated thai

he would do so, the Grand-Guaidian remonstrated with him

showing that to receive such animals would be contrary to pre-

cedent, dangerous to the virtue of the sovereign, and was noi

the way to deal with outlying tnbes and nations. The Grand

Guaidian, it is supposed, was the duke of Shdo, authoi of the

Announcement which forms the twelfth Book of this Part. Th<

Book is one of the ' Instructions
'

of the Shu.

1
It is hardly possible to see how this division enters into th<

scheme of the Great Plan.

9 ' Wickedness* is, probably, boldness in what is evil, and
' weak

ness/ feebleness of will in what is good,
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1, After the conquest of Shang, the way being

open to the nine tribes of the I 1 and the eight of

the Man 1

,
the western tribe of Lti sent as tribute

some of its hounds, on which the Grand-Guardian

made 'the Hounds of Lu/ by way of instruction

to the king.

2. He said, 'Oh ! the intelligent kings paid careful

attention to their virtue, and the wild tribes on every

side acknowledged subjection to them. The nearer

and the more remote all presented the productions
of their countries,~in robes, food, and vessels for

use. The kings then displayed the things thus

drawn forth by their virtue, (distributing them) to

the (princes of the) states of different surnames from

their own, (to encourage them) not to neglect their

duties. The (more) precious things and pieces of

jade they distributed among their uncles in charge
of states, thereby increasing their attachment (to the

throne). The recipients did not despise the things,
but saw in them the power of virtue.

'Complete virtue allows no contemptuous fami-

liarity. When (a ruler) treats superior men with such

familiarity, he cannot get them to give him all their

hearts; when he so treats inferior men, he cannot

get them to put forth for him all their strength.
Let him keep from being in bondage to his ears
and eyes, and strive to be correct in all his measures.

By trifling intercourse with men, he ruins his virtue
;

by finding his amusement in things (ofmere pleasure),

1
By

'

the nine t and eight Man
'

we are to understand generally
the barbarous tribes lying round the China of Mu. Those tribes
are variously enumerated in the ancient books. Generally the 1
are assigned to the east, the Zung to the west, the Ti to the
north, and the Man to the south.
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he ruins his aims. His aims should repose in what

is right; he should listen to words (also) in their

relation to what is right.
' When he does not do what is unprofitable to the

injury of what is profitable, his merit can be com-

pleted. When he does not value strange things to

the contemning things that are useful, his people
will be able to supply (all that he needs). (Even)

dogs and horses that are not native to his country

he will not keep. Fine birds and strange animals

he will not nourish in his state. When he does

not look on foreign things as precious, foreigners

will come to him; when it is real worth that is

precious to him, (his own) people near at hand will

be in a state of repose.
' Oh ! early and late never be but earnest If you

do not attend jealously to your small actions, the

result will be to affect your virtue in great matters ;

in raising a mound of nine fathoms, the work may
be unfinished for want of one basket (of earth). If

you really pursue this course (which I indicate), the

people will preserve their possessions, and the throne

will descend from generation to generation.'

BOOK VI. THE METAL-BOUND COFFER.

A CERTAIN chest or coffer, that was fastened with bands of metal,

and in which important state documents were deposited, plays

an important part among the incidents of the Book, which is

therefore called 'the Metal-bound Coffer.' To what class

among the documents of the Shu it should be assigned is

doubtful.

King Wu is very ill, and his death seems imminent His brother,

the duke of -ffSu, apprehensive of the disasters which such an
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event would occasion to their infant dynasty, conceives the idea

of dying in his stead, and prays to
'
the three kings/ their imme-

diate progenitors, that he might be taken and king Wfi left.

Having done so, and divined that he was heard, he deposits

the prayer in the metal-bound coffer. The king gets well,

and the duke is also spared ;
but five years later, Wu does die,

and is succeeded by his son, a boy only thirteen years old.

Rumours are spread abroad that the duke has designs on the

throne, and he withdraws for a time from the court. At length,

in the third year of the young king, Heaven interposes. He has

occasion to open the coffer, and the prayer of the duke is found.

His devotion to his brother and to the interests of their family
is brought to light. The boy-monarch weeps because of the

unjust suspicions he had harboured, and welcomes the duke
back to court, amid unmistakeable demonstrations of the

approval of Heaven,

The whole narrative is a very pleasing episode in the history of
the times. It divides itself naturally into two chapters : the

first, ending with the placing the prayer in the coffer
; and the

second, detailing how it was brought to light, and the conse-

quences of the discovery.

It is in this Book that we first meet in the Shu with the duke of
.tfau, a name in Chinese history only second to that of Con-
fucius. He was the legislator and consolidator of the dynasty of
A'au, equally mighty in words and in deeds, a man of counsel
and of action. Confucius regarded -his memory with reverence,
and spoke of it as a sign of his own

failing powers, that the'
duke of. 3u no longer appeared to him in his dreams, Ho
was the fourth son of king Wan; his name was Tan and
he had for his appanage the

territory of Mu, where Than-fft
canonized by him as king Thai, first placed the seat of his
family m B.C. 1327, and hence he is commonly called 'the duke
01 JJL cLU,

. I- Two years after the conquest of ShangYthe
king fell ill, and was quite disconsolate. The' two
(other great) dukes' said,

'

Let us
reverently consult

B.C. II2I.

nTland
Thai-kung, who became the first of the lords



the tortoise-shell about the king;' but the duke of

^fau said, 'You must not so distress our former

kings
1
.' He then took the business on himself, and

reared three altars of earth on the same cleared

space ;
and having made another altar on the south

of these, and facing the north, he took there his own

position. Having put a round symbol of jade (on

each of the three altars), and holding in his hands the

lengthened symbol (of his own rank), he addressed

the kings Thai, Ki, and Wan*
The (grand) historiographer had written on tablets

his prayer, which was to this effect :

' A. B., your

great descendant, is suffering from a severe and

violent disease
;

if you three kings have in heaven

the charge of (watching over)* him, (Heaven's) great

son, let me Tan be a substitute for his person
2

.

I was lovingly obedient to my father ;
I am possessed

of many abilities and arts, which fit me to serve

spiritual beings. Your great descendant, on the

other hand, has not so many abilities and arts as

I, and is not so capable of serving spiritual beings.

And moreover he was appointed in the hall of God

to extend his aid all over the kingdom, so that he

might establish your descendants in this lower earth.

The people of the four quarters all stand in reverent

1 He negatives their proposal, having determined to take the

whole thing on himself.

2 Two things are here plain : first, that the duke ofJTau offeree

himself to die in the room of his brother ;
and second, that he

thought that his offer might somehow be accepted through the

intervention of the great kings, their progenitors. He proceeds tc

give his reasons for making such an offer, which are sufficient!]

interesting. It was hardly necessary for Chinese scholars to tab

the pains they have done to free the duke fxom the charge o

boasting m them.
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awe of him. Oh ! do not let that precious
Heaven-

conferred appointment fall to the ground,
and (all

the long line of) our former kings will also have one

in whom they can ever rest at our sacrifices.
* I will

now seek for your determination (in
this matter)

from the great tortoise-shell If you grant me (my

request), I will take these symbols and this mace,

and return and wait for your orders. If you do not

grant it, I will put them by'
1/

*

The duke then divined with the three tortoise-

shells, and all were favourable. He opened with a

key the place where the (oracular) responses were

kept, and looked at them, and they also were

favourable. He said,
'

According to the form (of

the prognostic) the king will take no injury. I, the

little child, have got the renewal of his appointment

from the three kings, by whom a long futurity has

been consulted for. I have now to wait for the

issue. They can provide for our One man.' *

When the duke returned, he placed the tablets

(of the prayer) in a metal-bound coffer
2

,
and next

day the king got better.

2. (Afterwards), upon the death of king Wu, (the

duke's) elder brother, he of Kwan, and his younger

brothers, spread a baseless report through theking-

1
I suppose that the divination took place before the altars,, and

that a different shell was used to ascertain the mind of each fcbg.
The oracular responses would be a few lines, kept apart by them-

selves, and consulted, on occasion, according to certain rules which
have not come down to the present day.

2

Many scholars think that it was this coffer which contained
the oracles of divination mentioned above. It may have been so

j

but I rather suppose it to have been different, and a- special chest
in which important archives of the dynasty, to be referred to on
great emergencies, were kept.
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dom, to the effect that the duke would do no good
to the (king's) young son. On this the duke said to

the two (other great) dukes,
*

If I do not take the

law (to these men), I shall not be able to make my
report to the former kings

1
.'
*

He resided (accordingly) in the east for two years
3

,

when the criminals were taken (and brought to jus-

tice). Afterwards he made a poem to present to

the king, and called it 'the Owl 3/ The king on

his part did not dare to blame the duke.

In the autumn, when the grain was abundant and

ripe, but before it was reaped, Heaven sent a great

storm of thunder and lightning, along with wind, by
which the grain was all broken down, and great trees

torn up. The people were greatly terrified ;
and

the king and great officers, all in their caps of state,

proceeded to open the metal-bound coffer and exa-

mine the writings in it, where they found the words

of the duke when he took on himself the business

of being a substitute for king Wu. The two (great)

dukes and the king asked the historiographer and

all the other officers (acquainted with the transac-

tion) about the thing, and they replied,
'

It was

really thus
;
but ah I the duke charged us that we

1 Wu died in B.C. 1116, and was succeeded by his son Sung,

tvho is known in histoiy as king JOSng, or 'the Completer.'

He was at the time only thirteen years old, and his uncle, the

duke of JZ&i, acted as regent. The jealousy of his elder brother

Hsien,
' lord of Kwan,' and two younger brothers, was excited, and

they spread the rumour which is referred to, and entered into a

conspiracy with the son of the tyrant of Shang, to overthrow the

new dynasty.
8 These two years were spent in military operations against the

revolters.

8 See the Book of Poetry, Part I, xv, Ode a.
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should not presume to speak about it' The king

held the writing in his hand, and wept, saying,
' We

need not (now) go on reverently to divine. For-

merly the duke was thus earnest for the royal House,

but I, being a child, did not know it. Now Heaven
has moved its terrors to display his virtue. That I,

the little child, (now) go with my new views and

feelings to meet him, is what the rules of propriety
of our kingdom require/*
The king then went out to the borders (to meet

the duke), when Heaven sent down rain, and, by
virtue of a contrary wind, the grain all rose up,
The two

(great) dukes gave orders to the people
to take up the trees that had fallen and replace
them. The year then turned out very fruitful*

BOOK VII. THE GREAT ANNOUNCEMENT.

Tms_<
Great Announcement 'was called forth by the emergencyreferred to in the second chapter of the last Book. The

prefatory notice says, 'When king Wu had
deceased, the three

overseers and the wild tribes of the Hwfii rebelled. The duke
of *au acted as minister for king Wag, and having purposed

L"fln
a

n

n

n

0f^ Hre0fYin(0r Sh^Ue made '

the**t Announcement/ Such was the occasion on which theBook

jas
composed. The young king speaks in it the word*and sentiments of the duke of ^u; and hence the style

.

whch it
commences, 'The king speaks to the following effect

'Sr??peaks f the->*W- S' to

f"he and ft* T^ ^ ** **"*^ss^
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i. The king speaks to the following effect :

' Ho !

I make a great announcement to you, (the princes

of) the many states, and to you, the managers of my
affairs. We are unpitied, and Heaven sends down
calamities on our House, without the least inter-

mission 1.* It greatly occupies my thoughts that I,

so very young, have inherited this illimitable patri-

mony with its destinies and domains. I cannot

display wisdom and lead the people to prosperity ;

and how much less should I be able to reach the

knowledge of the decree of Heaven I* Yes, I who
am but a little child am in the position of one who
has to go through a deep water

;
I must go and seek

where I can cross over. I must diffuse the elegant

institutions of my predecessor and display the

appointment which he received (from Heaven) ;

so shall I not be forgetful of his great work. Nor

.shall I dare to restrain the majesty of Heaven in

sending down its inflictions (on the criminals)V *

2.
' The Tranquillizing king

3 left to me the great

precious tortoise-shell, to bring into connexion with

me the intelligence of Heaven. I divined by it, and

it told me that there would be great trouble in the

region of the west*, and that the western people

would not be still
4.* Accordingly we have these

senseless movements. Small and reduced as Yin

1 With reference, probably, to the early death of his father, and

the revolt that followed quickly upon it.

a The duke had made up his mind that he would deal stern

justice even on his own brothers.

8
King Wu

* The troubles arose in the east, and not in the west. We
do not know the facts in the state of the kingdom sufficiently to

explain every difficulty in these Books. Perhaps the oracular

response had been purposely ambiguous.
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now is, (its prince) greatly dares to take in hand its

(broken) line. Though Heaven sent down its terrors

(on his House), yet knowing of the evils in our

kingdom, and that the people are not tranquil, he

says,
"

I will recover (my patrimony) ;

' ;

and so (he

wishes to) make our K&VL a border territory again.
' One day there was a senseless movement, and

the day after, ten men of worth appeared among the

people, to help me to go forward to restore tran-

quillity and perpetuate the plans (of my father)
1

.

The great business I am engaging in will (thus)

have a successful issue. I have divined (also) by the

tortoise-shell, and always got a favourable response.''"

Therefore I tell you, the princes of my friendly states,

and you, the directors of departments, my officers,

and the managers of my affairs, I have obtained

a favourable reply to my divinations. I will go for-

ward with you from all the states, and punish those

vagabond and transported ministers of Yin/

3.
'

(But) you the princes of the various states,

and you the various officers and managers of my
affairs, all retort on rne, saying,

" The hardships will

be great, and that the people are not quiet has its

source really in the king's palace and in the mansions

of the princes in that (rebellious) state 2
. We little

ones, and the old and reverend men as well, think

the expedition ill-advised
; why does your Majesty

not go contrary to the divinations ?" I, in my youth,

(also) think continually of these hardships, and say,

1 Who these
' ten men of worth

'

were, we do not know, nor

the circumstances in which they came forward to help the

government
2 Here is an allusion, as plain as the duke could permit himself

to make, to the complicity of his brothers in the existing troubles.
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Alas! these senseless movements will deplorably
afflict the wifeless men and widows ! But I am the

servant of Heaven, which has assigned me this

great task, and laid the hard duty on my person.*
I therefore, the young one, do not pity myself ;

and
it would be right in you, the many officers, the

directors of departments, and the managers of my
affairs, to comfort me, saying,

" Do not be distressed

with sorrow. We shall surely complete the plans of

your Tranquillizing father."
'

Yes, I, the little child, dare not disregard the

charge of God 1
.* Heaven, favourable to the Tran-

quillizing king, gave such prosperity to our small

country of .STau. The Tranquillizing king divined

and acted accordingly, and so he calmly received

his (great) appointment. Now when Heaven is

(evidently) aiding the people, how much more should

we follow the indications of the shell! Oh! the

clearly intimated will of Heaven is to be feared :

it is to help my great inheritance !'
*

4. The king says,
c

You, who are the old ministers,

are fully able to remember the past ; you know how

great was the toil of the Tranquillizing king. Where
Heaven (now) shuts up (our path) and distresses us,

is the place where I must accomplish my work ;-*

I dare not but do my utmost to complete the plans
of the Tranquillizing king. It is on this account that

I use such efforts to remove the doubts and carry

forward the inclinations of the princes of my friendly

states. And Heaven assists me with sincere expres-

sions (of sympathy), which I have ascertained among

1
Probably the charge understood to be conveyed by the result

of the divinations spoken of above.
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the people ;
how dare I but aim at the completion

of the work formerly begun by the Tranquillizer ?

Heaven, moreover, is thus toiling and distressing the

people ;
it is as if they were suffering from disease ;

how dare I allow (the appointment) which my pre-

decessor, the Tranquillizer, received, to be without its

happy fulfilment ?'
*

The king says,
'

Formerly, at the initiation of this

expedition, I spoke of its difficulties, and thought of

them daily. But when a deceased father, (wishing)
to build a house, had laid out the plan, if his son be

^r
^

unwilling to raise up the hall, now much less will he

be willing to complete the roof! Or if the father

had broken up the ground, and his son be unwilling
to sow the seed, how much less will he be willing to

reap the crop ! In such a case could the father, (who
had himself) been so reverently attentive (to his

objects), have been willing to say,
"

I have a sort

who will not abandon his patrimony?" How dare
I therefore but use all my powers to give a happy
settlement to the great charge entrusted to the

Tranquillizing king ? Ifamong the friends of an elder

brother or a deceased father there be those who
attack his son, will the elders of the people encou-

rage (the attack), and not (come to the) rescue ?'

5- The king says,
' Oh ! take heart, ye princes of

the various states, and ye managers of my affairs.

The
enlightening of the country was from the wise,

even from the ten men 1 who obeyed and knew the

The ten men '

here can hardly be the c

ten men of worth
'

above in the second chapter. We must find them rather in the
'ten virtuous men, one in heart and one in practice, capableof good,' mentioned by king Wu, in the second Part of the
Great Declaration, -



charge of God,* and the real assistance given by
Heaven. At that time none of you presumed to

change the rules (prescribed by the Tranquillizing

king). And now when Heaven is sending down

calamity on the country of jfifu, and the authors of

these great distresses (make it appear on a grand
scale as if) the inmates of a house were mutually
to attack one another, you are without any know-

ledge that the decree of Heaven is not to be

changed !
*

'
I ever think and say, Heaven in destroyingYin was

doing husbandman's work
1

;
how dare I but complete

the work on my fields ? Heaven will thereby show

its favour to my predecessor, the Tranquillizer. How
should I be all for the oracle of divination, and pre-

sume not to follow (your advice) ?
*

I am following

the Tranquillizer, whose purpose embraced all within

the limits of the land. How much more must I

proceed, when the divinations are all favourable ! It

is on these accounts that I make this expedition in

force to the east. There is no mistake about the

decree of Heaven. The indications given by the

tortoise-shell are all to the same effect/*

BOOK VIII. THE CHARGE TO THE COUNT OF WEI,

THE count of Wei was the principal character in the eleventh

Book of the last Part, from which it appeared that he was

& brother of the tyrant JTiu-hsin. We saw how his friends

advised him to withdraw from the court of Shang, and save

1 That is, thor&ugh work, clearing the ground of weeds, and.

not letting their roots remain,

[i]
M
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himself from the destruction that was impending over their

House. He had done so, and king Wu had probably continued

him in the possession of his appanage of Wei, while Wu-kang,
the son of the tyrant, had been spared, and entrusted with the

duty of continuing the sacrifices to the great Thang and the

other sovereigns of the House of Shang. Now that Wu-kang
has been punished with death for his rebellion, the duke of K&u.

summons the count of Wei to court, and in the name of king

JOang invests him with the dukedom of Sung, corresponding
to the present department of Kwei-teh, Ho-nan, there to be the

representative of the line of the departed kings of Shang.

The king speaks to the following effect :

' Ho !

eldest son of the king of Yin, examining into anti-

quity, (I find) that the honouring of the virtuous

(belongs to their descendants) who resemble them
in worth, and (I appoint) you to continue the line

of the kings your ancestors, observing their ceremo-
nies and taking care of their various relics. Come
(also) as a guest to our royal House 1

,
and enjoy the

prosperity of our kingdom, for ever and ever without
end.

'Oh! your ancestor, Thang the Successful, was
reverent and sage, (with a

virtue) vast and deep.
The favour and help of great Heaven lighted upon
him, and he grandly received its appointment, to
soothe the people by his gentleness, and remove the
wicked oppressions from which they were suffering.*
His achievements affected his age, and his virtue
was transmitted to his

posterity. And you are the
one who pursue and cultivate his plans ; this praise.

1 Under the dynasty of J5"au, the representatives of the two
previous dynasties of Shang and Hsia were distinguished above
the other prmces of the kingdom/and denominated 'guests' of&e sovereign, coming to his court and

assisting in the services
in his ancestral temple, nearly on a footing of

equality with him
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has belonged to you for long. Reverently and care-

fully have you discharged your filial duties
; gravely

and respectfully you behave to spirits and to men.*

I admire your virtue, and pronounce it great and not

to be forgotten. God will always enjoy your offer-

ings ;
the people will be reverently harmonious

(under your sway).* I raise you therefore to the

rank of high duke, to rule this eastern part of our

great land 1
.

' Be reverent. Go and diffuse abroad your instruc-

tions. Be carefully observant of your robes and

(other accompaniments of) your appointment
2

;
follow

and observe the proper statutes; so as to prove
a bulwark to the royal House, Enlarge (the fame

of) your meritorious ancestor; be a law to your

people; so as for ever to preserve your dignity,

(So also) shall you be a help to me, the One man
;

future ages will enjoy (the benefit of) your virtue
;

all the states will take you for a, pattern ;
and thus

you will make our dynasty of lu never weary
of you.

' Oh ! go, and be prosperous. Do not disregaj-d

my charge/

1
Sung lay east from Fang and Hao, the capitals of Wan and

Wu, which were in the present department of Hst-an, Shen-hst.

a
Meaning probably that he was to bear in mind that, however

illustrious his descent, he was still a subject of the king

M 2
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BOOK IX.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE PRINCE OF KHANG.

OF the ten sons of king Wan, the ninth was called Fa*ng, and

is generally spoken of as Khang Shu, or '

the uncle, (the prince

of) Khang.' We must conclude that Khang was the name
of Fang's appanage, somewhere in the royal domain. This

Book contains the charge given to him on his appointment
to be marquis of Wei (the Chinese name is quite different from

that of the appanage of the count of Wei), the chief city of

which was Jf&o-ko, that had been the capital of ^Sau-hsin. It

extended westward from the present Khal KQM, department

Ta-ming, ^ih-li, to the borders of the departments of Wei-hui

and Hwai-^ing, Ho-nan.

The Book is called an '

Announcement,' whereas it properly

belongs to the class of 'Charges.' Whether the king who

speaks in
it, and gives the charge be Wu, or his son king JOang,

is a point on which there is much difference of opinion among
Chinese critics. The older view that the appointment of Fang
to be marquis of Wei, and ruler of that part of the people

- who might be expected to cling most tenaciously to the memory
of the Shang dynasty, took place after the death of Wu-kang,
the son of the tyrant, and was made by the duke of Jf&u, in

the name of king ^ang, is on the whole attended with the
fewer difficulties..

The first paragraph, which appears within brackets, does not

really belong to this Book, but to the thirteenth, where it

will be found again. How it got removed from its proper
place, and prefixed to the charge to the prince of Khang, is

a question on which it is not necessary to enter. The key-note
of the whole charge is in what is said, at the commencement
of the first of the five chapters into which I have divided it,

about king Wan, that 'he was able to illustrate his virtue and
be careful in the use of punishments.' The first chapter cele-
brates the exhibition of these two things given by Wan, whereby
he laid the foundations of the great destiny of his House, and
set an -example to his descendants. The second inculcates on
Fang how he should illustrate his virtue,, as the basis of his
good government of the people entrusted to him. The third
inculcates on him how he should be careful in the use of
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punishments, and sets forth the happy effects of his being so.

The fouith insists on the influence of virtue, as being superior

in government to that of punishment, and how punishments
should all be regulated by die rulei's virtue The last chapter

winds the subject up with a reference to the uncertainty of the

appointments of Heaven, and their dependance for permanence
on the discharge of the duties connected with them by those

on whom they have lighted.

[On the third month, when the moon began to

wane, the duke of K&u. commenced the foundations,

and proceeded to build the new great city of Lo, of

the eastern states. The people from every quarter
assembled in great harmony. From the Hdu, Tien,

Nan, Bh&i, and Wei domains, the various officers

stimulated this harmony of the people, and intro-

duced them to the business there was to be done

for ./sfau. The duke encouraged all to diligence, and

made a great announcement about the performance

(of the works).]

i. The king speaks to this effect :

* Head of the

princes
1

,
and my younger brother 2

,
little one 2

, Fang,
it was your greatly distinguished father, the king

Wan, who was able to illustrate his virtue and be care-

ful in the use of punishments. He did not dare to

treat with contempt (even) wifeless men and widows.

He employed the employable, and revered the reve-

rend; he was terrible to those who needed to be

awed So getting distinction among the people.

It was thus he laid the foundations of (the sway

of) our small portion of the kingdom
8
,
and the one

1
Fang had, no doubt, been made chief or leader of all the

feudal lords in one of the K& or provinces of the kingdom.
8 The duke of .ATa'u, though speaking in the name of king

^Oang, yet addresses Fang from the standpoint of his own

relation to him.
8
Referring to the original principality
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or two (neighbouring) regions were brought under

his improving influence, until throughout our western

land all placed in him their reliance. The fame

of him ascended up to the high God, and God

approved. Heaven accordingly gave a grand charge

to king Wan, to exterminate the great (dynasty of)

Yin, and grandly receive its appointment, so that

the various countries belonging to it and their

peoples were brought to an orderly condition.*

Then your unworthy elder brother 1 exerted him-

self; and thus 'it is that you Fang, the little one,

are here in this eastern region/

2. The king says,
' Oh ! Fang, bear these things

in mind Now (your success in the management of)

the people will depend on your reverently following

your father Wan
;

do you carry out his virtuous

words which you have heard, and clothe yourself

with them. (Moreover), where you go, seek out

among (the traces of) the former wise kings of Yin

what you may use in protecting and regulating their

people. (Again), you must in the remote distance

study the (ways of) the old accomplished men of

Shang, that you may establish your heart, and know
how to instruct (the people). (Further still), you
must search out besides what is to be learned of the

wise kings of antiquity, and employ it in tranquil-

lizing and protecting the people. (Finally), enlarge

(your thoughts) to (the comprehension of
all)

heavenly (principles), and virtue will be richly dis-

played in your person, so that you will not render

nugatory the king's charge.'

1
Is it strange that the duke should thus speak of king Wl ?

Should we not think the better of him for it?
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The king says,
c Oh '

Fang, the little one, be

respectfully careful, as if you were suffering from

a disease. Awful though Heaven be, it yet helps

the sincere.* The feelings of the people can for

the most part be discerned; but it is difficult to

preserve (the attachment of) the lower classes.

Where you go, employ all your heart. Do not

seek repose, nor be fond of ease and pleasure.

I have read the saying,
"
Dissatisfaction is caused

not so much by great things, or by small things, as

by (a ruler's) observance of principle or the reverse,

and by his energy of conduct or the reverse." Yes, it

is yours, O little one, it is your business to enlarge

the royal (influence), and to protect the people of

Yin in harmony with their feelings. Thus also shall

you assist the king, consolidating the appointment of

Heaven, and renovating the people.'*

3. The king says, 'Oh! Fang, deal reverently

and intelligently in your infliction of punishments.

When men. commit small crimes, which are not mis-

chances, but purposed, they of themselves doing

what is contrary to the laws intentionally, though

their crimes be but small, you may not but put

them to death. But in the case of great crimes,

which were not purposed, but from mischance and

misfortune, accidental, if the transgressors confess

their guilt without reserve, you must not put them

to death/

The king says,
' Oh ! Fang, there must be the

orderly regulation (of this matter). When you show

a great discrimination, subduing (men's hearts), the

people will admonish one another, and strive to be.

obedient. (Deal firmly yet tenderly with evil), as if

it were a disease in your own person, and the people
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will entirely put away their faults. (Deal with them)

as if you were protecting your own infants, and the

people will be tranquil and orderly. It is not you,

Fang, who (can presume to) inflict a (severe)

punishment or death upon a man
;

do not, to please

yourself, so punish a man or put him to death.'

Moreover, he says,
'

It is not you, O Fang, who

(can presume to inflict a lighter punishment), cutting

off a man's nose or ears ; do not, to please yourself,

cause a man's nose or ears to be cut off.'

The king says,
' In things beyond (your immediate

supervision), have laws set forth which the officers

may observe, and these should be the penal laws of

Yin which were rightly ordered.' He also says,
' In examining the evidence in (criminal) cases,

reflect upon it for five or six days, yea, for ten days
or three months. You may then boldly come to a

decision in such cases 1
.'

The king says, 'In setting forth the business of

the laws, the punishments will be determined by (what
were) the regular laws of Yin. But you must see

that those^punishments, and (especially) the penalty
of death, be righteous. And you must not let them
be warped to agree with your own inclinations,

O Fang. Then shall they be entirely accordant

with right, and you may say,
"
They are properly

ordered;
3 '

yet you must say (at the same time),
"
Perhaps they are not yet entirely accordant with

right." Yes, though you are the little one, who has
a heart like you, O -Fang ? My heart and my virtue

are also known to you.

1 This is supposed to refer to a case where guilt would involve

death, so that there could be no remedying a wrong decision.
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'

All who of themselves commit crimes, robbing,

stealing, practising villainy and treachery, and who
kill men or violently assault them to take their

property, being reckless and fearless of death;

these are abhorred by all.'

The king says,
' O Fang, such great criminals are

greatly abhorred, and how much more (detestable)

are the unfilial and unbrotherly! as the son who
does not reverently discharge his duty to his father,

but greatly wounds his father's heart, and the father

who can (no longer) love his son, but hates him
;
as

the younger brother who does not think of the mani-

fest will of Heaven, and refuses to respect his elder

brother, and the elder brother who does not think

of the toil of their parents in bringing up their chil-

dren, and is very unfriendly to his junior. If we
who are charged with government do not treat

parties who proceed to such wickedness as offenders,

the laws (of our nature) given by Heaven to our

people will be thrown into great disorder and

destroyed. You must resolve to deal speedily with

such according to the penal laws of Idng Wan,

punishing them severely and not pardoning.
' Those who are disobedient (to natural principles)

are to be thus subjected to the laws ;
how much

more the officers employed in your state as the

instructors of the youth, the heads of the official

departments, and the smaller officers charged with

their several commissions, when they propagate

other lessons, seeking the praise of the people, not

thinking (of their duty), nor using (the rules for

their offices), but distressing their ruler ! These lead

on (the people) to wickedness, and are an abomina^

tion to me. Shall they be let alone? Do you
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speedily, according to what is right, put them to

death.
' And you will be yourself ruler and president ;

if you cannot manage your own household, with

your smaller officers, and the heads of departments
in the state, but use only terror and violence, you
will greatly set aside the royal charge, and be trying

to regulate your state contrary to virtue. You must

in everything reverence the statutes, and proceed by
them to the happy rule of the people. There were

the reverence of king Wan and his caution
;

in

proceeding by them to the happy rule of the people,

say,
"
If I could only attain to them ." So will

you make me, the One man, to rejoice.'

4. The king says,
' O Fang, when I think clearly

of the people, I see that they should be led (by

example) to happiness and tranquillity. I think of

the virtue of the former wise kings of Yin, whereby

they tranquillized and regulated the people, and

rouse myself to make it my own. Moreover, the

people now are sure to follow a leader. If one do

not lead them, he cannot be said to exercise a

government in their state.'

The king says,
' O Fang, I cannot dispense with

the inspection (of the ancients), and I make this

declaration to you about virtue in the use of punish-
ments. Now the people are not quiet ; they have
not yet stilled their minds; notwithstanding my
leading of them, they have not come to accord (with

my government). I clearly consider that severe as

are the inflictions of Heaven on me, I dare not

murmur. The crimes (of the people), though they
were not great or many, (would all be chargeable
on me), and how much more shall this be said,
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when the report of them goes up so manifestly to

heaven !'

The king says,
' Oh ! Fang, be reverent ! Do not

what will cause murmurings ;
and do not use bad

counsels and uncommon ways. With the determina-

tion of sincerity, give yourself to imitate the active

virtue (of the ancients). Hereby give repose to

your mind, examine your virtue, send far forward

your plans ;
and thus by your generous forbearance

you will make the people repose in what is good,
and I shall not have to blame you or cast you off.'

5. The king says,
' Oh ! you, Fang, the little one,

(Heaven's) appointments are not unchanging.* Think

of this, and do not make me deprive you of your

dignity. Make illustrious the charge which you
have received; exalt (the instructions) which you
have heard, and tranquillize and regulate the people

accordingly.*

The king speaks to this effect :

'

Go, Fang. Do
not disregard the statutes you should reverence

;

hearken to what I have told you ;
so shall you

among the people of Yin enjoy (your dignity), and

hand it down to your posterity/

BOOK X.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT DRUNKENNESS.

THIS Announcement was, like the last, made to Fang, the

prince of Khang, about the time when he was invested with

the principality of Wei. Mention has often been made m
previous documents of the Shu of the drunken debauchery of

^Tieh as the chief cause of the downfal of the dynasty of Hsi,

and of the same vice in jSTau-hsin, the last of the kings of
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Shang, The people of Shang had followed the example of

their sovereign, and drunkennessj with its attendant immoralities,

characterised both the highest and lowest classes of society.

One of Fang's most difficult tasks in his administration would

be, to correct this evil habit, and he is called in this Book to

the undertaking. He is instructed in the proper use and the

allowable uses of spirits; the disastrous consequences of drunken-

ness are set forth ; and he is summoned to roll back the flood

of its desolation from his officers- and people.

I have divided the Book into two chapters : the one preliminary,

showing the original use and the permissible uses of ardent

spirits; the other, showing how drunkenness had proved the

ruin of the Shang dynasty, and how they of j5*au, and par-

ticularly Fang in Wei, should turn the lesson to account.

The title might be translated
' The Announcement about Spirits,'

but the cursory reader would most readily suppose that the

discourse was about Spiritual Beings. ,The Chinese term Jiu,

that is here employed, is often translated by wine, but it denotes,

it seems to me, ardent spirits. As Gaubil says, 'We have

here to do with le vin du riz, the art of which was dis-

covered, according to most writers, in the time of Yii, the

founder of the first dynasty. The grape was not introduced to

China till that of the first Han.'

[Since the above sentences were in manuscript, the Rev. Dr.

Edkins of Pekin has stated at a meeting of the North-China

branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, and in a letter to myself

(April 24th), that he has lately investigated the question whether

the ,ffiu of the ancient Chinese was spirits or not, and found

that distillation was first known in China in the Mongol or

Yiian dynasty (A. D. 1280-1367), so that the Arabs must have

the credit of the invention
;
that the process in making JTiu was

brewing, or nearly so, but, as the term beer is inadmissible in

a translation of the classics, he would prefer to use the term

wine; and that jfiu with S,ha*o ('fired,' 'ardent') before it,

means spirits, but without Shfto, it means wine.
If the whole process of Dr. Edkins' investigation were before me,

I should be glad to consider it, and not hesitate to alter my
own view, if I saw reason to do so. Meanwhile, what he says
makes me glad that I adopted 'the Announcement about
Drunkenness' as the title of this chapter. It is drunkenness,

by whatever liquor occasioned, that the king of ^Tau condemns
and denounces.
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What we commonly understand by wine is never intended by
JTift. in the Chinese classics, and therefore I cannot use that

term. After searching as extensively as I could do in this

country, since I received Dr. Edkms' letter, I have found nothing

to make me think that the Chinese term is not properly trans-

lated by 'spirits'

Dr. Williams, in his Syllabic Dictionaiy of the Chinese Language

(Shanghai, 1874), gives this account of^STiu: 'Liquor; it in-

cludes spirits, wine, beer, and other dnnks. The Chinese make

no wine, and chiefly distil theii liquors, and say that Tu Khang,
a woman of the Ti tabes, first made it.' This account is to a

considerable extent correct. The Chinese distil their liquors.

I never saw beer or porter of native production among them,

though according to Dr Edkins they had been brewing 'or

nearly so
'

for more than 3000 years. Among his examples of

the use of .ffiu, Williams gives the combinations of ' red .ffiu
'

foi claret, 'white .ffiu' for sherry, and 'pi (simply phonetical)

.ATiu
'

for beer, adding that they
'
are all terms of foreign origin.'

What he says about the traditional account of the first maker of

JTiu is not correct. It is said certainly that this was Tft Khang,

but who he was, or when he lived, I have never been able to

discover. Some identify him with t-tl, said by Williams to have

been ' a woman of the Tf tribes.' The attributing of the invention

to 1-tl is probably an independent tradition. We find it in the

'Plans of the Warring States' (ch. xiv, art. 10), a work covering

about four centuries from the death of Confucius :
'

Anciently,

the daughter of the Tl ordered 1-tf to make JTiu. She admired it,

and presented some to Yu, who drank it, and found it pleasant.

He then discarded 1-tl, and denounced the use of such generous

JTiti, saying,
" In future ages there are sure to be those who by

-ffiu will lose their states."
'

According to this tradition intoxi-

cating -Siu was known in the time ofYu m the twenty-third

century B c. The daughter of the Tl would be Yii's wife, and

1-tl would probably be their cook. It does not appear as the

name of a woman, or one from the wild Tl tribes.

With regard to the phrase S h o K'\ ft, said to be the proper term

for ardent spirits, and unknown m China till the Yuan dynasty,

a reference to the Khang-hsl Tonic Thesaurus of the language

will show instances of its use as early at least as the Thang

dynasty (A.D. 618-906).]

I, The king speaks to the following effect :

' Do
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you clearly make known my great commands in the

country of Mei 1
.

' When your reverent father, the king Wan, laid

the foundations of our kingdom in the western

region, he delivered announcements and cautions

to (the princes of) the various regions, and to all

his (high) officers, with their assistants, and the

managers of affairs, saying, morning and evening,

"At sacrifices spirits should be employed."* When
Heaven was sending down its favouring decree, and

laying the foundations of (the eminence of) our

people, (spirits)
were used only at the great sacri-

fices. When Heaven sends down its terrors, and

our people.are thereby greatly disorganized and lose

their virtue, this may be traced invariably to their

indulgence in spirits; -yea, the ruin of states, small

and great, (by these terrors), has been caused inva-

riably by their guilt in the use of spirits
2

.

1 There is a place called 'the village of Mei,' in the north of

the present district of J^M, department Wei-hui, Ho-nan; a relic

of the ancient name of the whole territory. The royal domain

of Shang, north from the capital, was all called Mei. Fang's

principality of Wei must have embraced most of it.

2 Ku Hsl says upon the meaning of the expressions
' Heaven

was sending down its favouring decree
'

.(its
order to make ^Tiu, as

he understood the language), and ' when Heaven sends down its

terrors/ in this paragraph : 'jSTang Nan-hsien has brought out the

meaning of these two statements much better than any of the

critics who went before him, to the following effect:- jffiu is a

thing intended to be used in offering sacrifices and in entertaining

guests; such employment of it is what Heaven, has prescribed.

But men by their abuse of Rib. come to lose their virtue, and

destroy their persons ;
such employment of it is what Heaven has

annexed its terrors to. The Buddhists, hating the use of things

where Heaven sends down its terrors, put away as well the use of

them which Heaven has prescribed. It is not so with us of the

learned (i.e. the Confucian or orthodox) school; we only put
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'

King Wan admonished and instructed the young

nobles, who were charged with office or in any em-

ployment, that they should not ordinarily use spirits;

and throughout all the states, he required
that such

should drink spirits only on occasion of sacrifices,

and that then virtue should preside
so that there

might be no drunkenness 1
.'

He said,
' Let my people teach their young men

that they are to love only the productions
of the

soil, for so will their hearts be good. Let the young

also hearken wisely to the constant instructions of

their fathers; and let them look at all virtuous

actions, whether great or small, in the same light

(with watchful heed).
1

(Ye people of) the land of Mei, if you can employ

your limbs, largely cultivating your millets, and

hastening about in the service of your fathers and

elders ;
and if, with your carts and oxen, you traffic

diligently to a distance,- that you may thereby filially

minister to your parents ; then, when your parents

are happy, you may set forth your spirits
clear and

strong, and use them 2
.

' Hearken constantly to my instructions, all ye my

(high) officers and ye heads of departments,
all ye,

my noble chiefs
;

when ye have largely
done your

away the use of things to which Heaven has annexed its terrors,

and the use of them, of which it approves, remains as a matter

of course'
1 In sacrificing, the fragrant odour of spirits

was supposed to be

acceptable to the Beings worshipped. Here the use of spirits

seems to be permitted in moderation to the worshippers after the

sacrifices. Obseive how king Wan wished to guard the young

from acquiring the habit of drinking spirits.
2 Here is another permissible use of spirits;

at family feasts,

with a view especially to the comfoit of the aged.
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duty in ministering to your aged, and serving your

ruler, ye may eat and drink freely and to satiety.

And to speak of greater things : when you can

maintain a constant, watchful examination of your-

selves, and your conduct is in accordance with correct

virtue, then may you present the offerings of sacri-

fice,* and at the same time indulge yourselves in

festivity. In such case you will indeed be ministers

doing right service to your king, and Heaven like-

wise will approve your great virtue, so that you
shall never be forgotten in the royal House/*

2. The king says,
' O Fang, in our western region;

the princes of states, and the young (nobles), sons

of the managers of affairs, who in former days
assisted king Wan, were all able to obey his lessons,

and abstain from excess in the use of spirits; and
so it is that I have now received the appointment
which belonged to Yin/

The king says, 'O Fang, I have heard it said,

that formerly the first wise king of Yin manifested
a reverential awe of the bright principles of Heaven
and of the lower people, acting accordingly, stead-

fast in his virtue, and holding fast his wisdom.*
From him, Thang the Successful, down to Ti-yi

1
,

all completed their royal virtue and revered their

chief ministers, so that their managers of affairs

respectfully discharged their helping duties, and
dared not to allow themselves in idleness and
pleasure ; how much less would they dare to

indulge themselves in drinking! Moreover, in the
exterior domains, (the princes of) the Hau, Tien,

1

Tf-yf was the father of JTau-hsin, the twenty-seventh Shang
sovereign. The sovereigns between Thang and him had not all
been good, but the duke of $XL chooses here to say so.
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Nan, and Wei (states)
l

,
with their presiding chiefs ;

and in the interior domain, all the various officers,

the directors of the several departments, the inferior

officers and employes, the heads of great houses, and

the men of distinguished name living in retirement, all

eschewed indulgence in spirits. Not only did they
not dare to indulge in them, but they had not leisure

to do so, being occupied with helping to complete
the sovereign's virtue and make it more illustrious,

and helping the directors of affairs reverently to

attend to his service.
'

I have heard it said likewise, that the last

successor of those kings was addicted to drink, so

that no charges came from him brightly before the

people, and he was (as if) reverently and unchangingly

bent on doing and cherishing what provoked resent-

ment. Greatly abandoned to extraordinary lewdness

and dissipation, for pleasure's sake he sacrificed all

his majesty. The people were all sorely grieved

and wounded in heart ; but he gave himself wildly

up to drink, not thinking of restraining himself, but

continuing his'excess, till his mind was frenzied, and

he had no fear of death. His crimes (accumulated)

in the capital of Shang ; and though the extinction

of the dynasty (was imminent), this gave him no

concern, and he wrought not that any sacrifices of

fragrant virtue might ascend to Heaven.* The

rank odour of the people's resentments, and the

drunkenness of his herd of creatures, went loudly

up on high, so that Heaven sent down ruin on Yin,

1 These were the first, second, third, and fifth domains or terri-

torial divisions of the land under Ju, counting back from the

royal domain. It appears here that an arrangement akin te that of

had been made in the time of Shang.

[i]
N
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and showed no love for it, because of such excesses.

There is not any cruel oppression of Heaven; people
themselves accelerate their guilt, (and its punish-

ment)'*
The king says,

' O Fang, I make you this long

announcement, not
, (for the pleasure of doing so) ;

but the ancients have said,
" Let not men look into

water
; let them look into the glass of other people."

Now that Yin has lost its appointment, ought we
not to look much to it as our glass, (and learn) how
to secure the repose of our time ? I say to you,

Strenuously warn the worthy ministers of Yin, and

(the princes) in the Hau, the Tien, the Nan, and
the Wei domains

;
and still more your friends, the

great Recorder and the Recorder of the Interior,
and all your worthy ministers, the heads of great
Houses

; and still more those whom you serve, with
whom you calmly discuss matters, and who carry
out your measures; and still more those who are,
as it were, your mates, your Minister of War who
deals with the rebellious, your Minister of Instruc-
tion who is like a protector to the people, and your
Minister of Works who settles the boundaries; and
above all, do you strictly keep yourself from drink.

'If you are informed that there 'are companies
that drink together, do not fail to apprehend them
all, and send them here to JTau, where I may put

'

them to death. As to the ministers and officers of
Yin who were led to it and became addicted to
drink, it is not necessary to put them to death (at
once}; lef them be taught for a time. If they
follow these (lessons of mine), I will give them
bright distinction, If they disregard my lessons,tnen

1, the One man, will show them no
pity. As
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they cannot change their way, they shall be classed

with those who are to be put to death/

The king says,
' O Fang, give constant heed to

my admonitions. If you do not rightly manage the

officers, the people will continue lost in drunkenness/

BOOK XI. THE TIMBER OF THE ROTTLERA,
' THE wood of the Qze tree 'the Rottlera Japonica, according to

Dr. Williams is mentioned in the Book, and was adopted as

the name for it, The %ze was esteemed a very valuable tree for

making articles of furniture and for the carver's art The title

perhaps intimates that the administrator of government ought to

go about his duties carefully and skilfully, as the cabinet-maker
and carver deal with their materials.

The Book is wanting in unity. Divided into two chapters, the
fiist may be taken as a charge to

'
the prince of Khang.' He

is admonished of his duty to promote a good understanding
between the different classes in his state, and between them all

and the soveieign, and that, in order to this, his rule must be
gentle, eschewing the use of punishments, The second chapter
is of a different character, containing not the charges of a

sovereign, but the admonitions or counsels of a minister, loyally

cautioning him, and praying for the prosperity of his reign.
We might suppose them the response of Fang to the previous

charge, but the text does not indicate the introduction of a new
speaker,

i. The king says,
' O Fang, to secure a good

understanding between the multitudes of his people
and his ministers (on the one hand), and the great
families (on the other) ;

and (again) to secure the

same between all the subjects under his charge, and

the sovereign : is the part of the ruler of a state. .

1 If you regularly, in giving out your orders, sayV
" My instructors whom I am to follow, my Minister

of Instruction, my Minister of War, and my Minister

N 2
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of Works; my heads of departments, and all ye,

my officers, I will on no account put any to death

oppressively
1". Let the ruler also set the example

of respecting and encouraging (the people),
and

these will (also) proceed to' respect and encourage

them. Then let him go on, in dealing with villainy

and treachery, with murderers and harbourers of

criminals, to exercise clemency (where it can be

done), and these will likewise do the same with

those who have assaulted others and injured their

property. When sovereigns appointed overseers (of

states), they' did so in order to the government of

the people, and said to them, "Do not give way to

violence or oppression, but go on to show reverent

regard for the friendless, and find helping connexions

for (destitute) women
2
." Deal with all according to

this method, and cherish them. And when sovereigns

gave their injunctions to the rulers of states, and

their managers of affairs, what was their charge Pit

was that they should lead (the people) to the enjoy-

ment of plenty and peace. Such was the way of

the kings from of old. An overseer is to eschew

the use of punishments.'

(The king) says, 'As in the management of a

field, when the soil has been all laboriously turned

tip, they have to proceed by orderly arrangements
to make its boundaries and water-courses

;
as in

building a house, after all the toil on its walls, they
have to plaster and thatch it

;
as in working with

the wood of the rottlera, when the toil of the coarser

and finer operations has been completed, they have

1 The sentence here is incomplete. Many of the critics confess

that the text is unintelligible to them.
2 It is difficult to say what the exact meaning here is,
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to apply the paint of red and other colours
; (so do

you finish for me the work which I have begun in

the state of Wei.)'
2. Now let your majesty say,

' The former kings

diligently employed their illustrious virtue, and pro-
duced such attachment by their cherishing (of the

princes), that from all the states they brought offer-

ings, and came with brotherly affection from all

quarters, and likewise showed their virtue illustrious-,

Do you, O sovereign, use their methods to attach

(the princes), and all the states will largely come
with offerings. Great Heaven having given this

Middle Kingdom with its people and territories to

the former kings, do you, our present sovereign,

display your virtue, effecting a gentle harmony
among the deluded people, leading and urging
them on; so (also) will you comfort the former

kings, who received the appointment (from

Heaven).*

'Yes, make these things your study. I say so

simply from my wish that (your dynasty) may con-

tinue for myriads of years, and your descendants

always be the protectors of the people.'

BOOK XII.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE DUKE OF SnAo.

Snlo was the name of a territory within the royal domain, cor-

responding to the present district of Hwan-Mu, -ffiang JSTi&u,

Shan-hsf. It was the appanage of Shih, one of the ablest of the

men who lent their aid to the establishment of the dynasty of

JT&u. He appears in this Book as the Grand-Guardian sit the

court of king JSjfcang, and we hava met with him before in
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the Hounds of Lii and the Metal-bound Coffer. He is intro-

duced here in connexion with one of the most important enter-

prises of the duke of JZ&n, the building of the city of Lo, not

very far from the present city of Lo-yang, in Ho-nan, as a new

and central capital of the kingdom. King Wu had conceived

the idea of such a city ;
but it was not carried into effect till the

reign of his son, and is commonly assigned to JOang's seventh

year, in B.C. 1109.

Shih belonged to the royal House, and of course had the sur-

name JR. He is styled the duke of Shao, as being one of the
'
three dukes,' or three highest officers of the court, and also the

chief of Shao, all the country west of Shen being under him,
as all the east of it was under the duke of K&u. He was

invested by Wu with the principality of 'the Northern Yen,'

corresponding to the present department of Shun-thien, Xih-li,

which was held by his descendants fully nine hundred years. It

was in Lo while the building of it was proceeding that he

composed this Book, and sent it by the hands of the duke of

K&M to their young sovereign.

The whole may be divided into three chapters. The first contains

various information about the arrangements for the building of

Lo, first by the duke of Shdo, and then by the duke of j51u
;

and about the particular occasion when the former recited the

counsels which he had composed, that they might be made
known to the king. These form the second chapter. First, it

sets forth the uncertainty of the favour of Heaven, and urges the

king to cultivate the
'

virtue of reverence,' in order to secure its

permanence, and that he should not neglect his aged and ex-

perienced ministers. It speaks next of the importance and

difficulty of the royal duties, and enforces the same virtue of
reverence by reference to theorise and fall of the previous dynas-
ties. Lastly, it sets forth the importance, at this early period
of his reign, of the king's at once setting about the reverence
which was thus described. There is a concluding chapter,
where the duke gives expression to his loyal and personal
feelings for the king, and the purpose to be served by the

offerings, which he was then sending to the court,
The burden of the Announcement is

'

the virtue of reverence.'
Let the king only feel how much depended on his attending
reverently to his duties, and all would be well. The people
would Jove and support the dynasty of ^au, and Heaven would
smile upon and sustain it,
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i. In the second month, on the day Yt-wei, six

days after full moon, the king proceeded in the

morning from .ATau to Fang
1

, (Thence) the Grand-

Guardian went before the duke of K&u. to survey
the locality (of the new capital) ;

and in the third

month, on the day Wu-shan, the third day after the

first appearance of the moon on Ping-wu, he came
in the morning to Lo. He divined by the tortoise-

shell about the (several) localities, and having obtained

favourable indications, he set about laying out the

plan (of the city).* On Kang-hsu, the third day
after, he led the people of Yin to prepare the various

sites on the north of the Lo
;
and this work was

completed on j&Tia-yin, the fifth day after.

On Yt-mao, the day following, the duke of ^fau

came in the morning to Lo, and thoroughly inspected

the plan of the new city. On Ting-sze, the third day

after, he offered two bulls as victims in the (northern

and southern) suburbs 2
;
and on the morrow, Wu-wu,

at the altar to the spirit of the land in the new city,

he sacrificed a bull, a ram, and a boar.* After seven

days, on -STii-jze, in the morning, from his written

(specifications) he gave their several orders to the

people of Yin, and to the presiding chiefs of the

princes from the Hu, Tien, and Nan domains.

When the people of Yin had thus received their

orders, they arose and entered with vigour on

their work.

(When the work was drawing to a completion),

1 That is, from Wu's capital of H&o to king Wan's at Fang.
8
By the addition to the text here of ' northern and southern,'

I intimate my opinion that the duke of -&u offered two sacrifices,

one to Heaven at the altar in the southern suburb, and one to

Earth in the northern suburb.
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the Grand-Guardian went out with* the hereditary

princes of the various states to bring their offerings

(for the king)
z

;
and when he entered again, he gave

them to the duke of Alu,.saying, 'With my hands

to my head and my head to the ground, I present

these to his Majesty and your Grace 2
. Announce-

ments for the information of the multitudes of Yin

must come from you, with whom is the management

of affairs.'

2.
' Oh ! God (dwelling in) the great heavens has

changed his decree respecting his great son and the

great dynasty of Yin. Our king has received that

decree. Unbounded is the happiness connected with

it, and unbounded is the anxiety : Oh ! how can he

be other than reverent ?
*

' When Heaven rejected and made an end of the

decree in favour of the great dynasty of Yin, there

were many of its former wise kings in heaven.*

The king, however, who had succeeded to them,

the last of his race, from the time 'of his entering

into their .appointment, proceeded in such a way as

at last to keep the wise in obscurity and the vicious

in office. The poor people in such a case, carrying

their children and leading their wives, made their

moan to Heaven. They even fled away, but were

apprehended again. Oh ! Heaven had compassion
on the people of the four quarters ;

its favouring

1 These '

offerings
'

were the
'

presents of introduction,' which 1

the feudal princes brought with them to court, when they were to

have audience of the king. This has led many critics to think

that the king was now in- Lo, which was not the case.

8 The original text here is difficult and remarkable ; intended

probably to indicate that the king's majesty was revered in the

person of the duke of J&u, who was regent.
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decree lighted on our earnest (founders). Let the

king sedulously cultivate the virtue of reverence. *

'

Examining the men of antiquity, there was the

(founder of the) Hsia dynasty. Heaven guided (his

mind), allowed his descendants (to succeed him),

and protected them. * He acquainted himself with

Heaven, and was obedient to it. But in process of

time the decree in his favour fell to the ground.*
So also is it now when we examine the case of Yin.

There was the same guiding (of its founder), who
corrected (the errors of Hsia), and (whose descend-

ants) enjoyed the protection (of Heaven). He
(also) acquainted himself with Heaven, and was

obedient to it.
* But now the decree in favour of

him has fallen to the ground. Our king has now
come to the throne in his youth ;

let him not slight

the aged and experienced, for it may be said of

them that they have studied the virtuous conduct

of the ancients, and have matured their counsels in

the sight of Heaven.
1 Oh ! although the king is young, yet he is the

great son (of God).* Let him effect a great harmony
with the lower people, and that will be the blessing

of the present time. Let not the king presume to

be remiss in this, but continually regard and stand

in awe of the perilous (uncertainty) of the people's

(attachment).
'Let the king come here as the vice-gerent of

God, and undertake (the duties of government) in

this centre of the land.* Tan x
said,

" Now that this

great city has been built, from henceforth he may

1 Tan was the name of the duke of JEUu, and his brother

here refers to him by it, in accordance with the rule that 'ministers
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be the mate of great Heaven, and reverently sacri-

fice to (the spirits) above and beneath ;
from hence-

forth he may from this central spot administer

successful government." Thus shall the king enjoy

the favouring regard (of Heaven) all-complete, and the

government of the people will now be prosperous.*
( Let the king first subdue to himself those who

were the managers of affairs under Yin, associating

them with the managers of affairs for our A"au.

This will regulate their (perverse) natures, and they

will make daily advancement. Let the king make

reverence the resting-place (of his mind) ;
he must

maintain the virtue of reverence.

We should by all means survey the dynasties of

Hsia and Yin. I do not presume to know and say,
" The dynasty of Hsia was to enjoy the favouring
decree of Heaven just for (so many) years," nor do

I presume to know and say, "It could not continue

longer."
* The fact simply was, that, for want of

the virtue of reverence, the decree in its favour

prematurely fell to the ground. (Similarly), I do

not presume to know and say,
" The dynasty of Yin

was to enjoy the favouring decree of Heaven just

for (so many) years," nor do I presume to know
and say,

"
It could not continue longer."

* The fact

simply was, that, for want of the virtue of reverence,

the decree in its favour fell prematurely to the

ground. The king has now inherited the decree,
the same decree, I consider, which belonged to those

two dynasties. Let him seek to inherit (the virtues

should be called by their names in the presence of the sovereign.'
King jfMng, indeed, was not now really present in Lo, but "he
was represented by his uncle, the regent.
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of) their meritorious (sovereigns) ; (let him do this

especially) at this commencement of his duties.
' Oh ! it is as on the birth of a son, when all

depends on (the training of) his early life, through
which he may secure his wisdom in the future, as if

it were decreed to him. Now Heaven may have

decreed wisdom (to the king) ;
it may have decreed

good fortune or bad
;

It may have decreed a (long)

course of years ;
we only know that now is with

him the commencement of his duties Dwelling in

this new city, let the king now sedulously cultivate

the virtue of reverence. When he is all-devoted to

this virtue, he may pray to Heaven for a long-abiding
decree in his favour. *

' In the position of king, let him not, because of

the excesses of the people in violation of the laws,

presume also to rule by the violent infliction of

death
;

when the people are regulated gently, the

merit (of government) is seen. It is for him who is

in the position of king to overtop all with his virtue.

In this case the people will imitate him through-
out the kingdom, and he will become still more

illustrious.

' Let the king and his ministers labour with a

mutual sympathy, saying, "We have received the

decree of Heaven, and it shall be great as the long-
continued years of Hsia; yea, it shall not fail of

the long-continued years of Yin." I wish the king,

through (the attachment of) the lower people, to

receive the long-abiding decree of Heaven.'*

3. (The duke of Shao) then did obeisance with

his hands to his head and his head to the ground,
and said,

'

I, a small minister, presume, with the king's

(heretofore) hostile people and all their officers,
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and with his (loyal) friendly people, to maintain and

receive his majesty's dread command and brilliant

virtue. That the king
1 should finally obtain the

decree all-complete, and that he should become

illustrious, this I do not presume to labour for.

I only bring respectfully these offerings to present
to his majesty, to be used in his prayers to Heaven
for its long-abiding decree/ *

BOOK XIII. THE ANNOUNCEMENT CONCERNING Lo.

THE matters recorded in this Book are all connected, more or less

nearly, with Lo, the new capital, the arrangements for the

building of which are related at the commencement of the last

Book. According to the summary of the contents given by the

commentator ghal .Oan,
' The arrangements for the building

having been made, the duke of Km. sent a messenger to inform

the king of the result of his divinations. The historiographer
recorded this as the Announcement about Lo, and at the same
time related a dialogue between the king and his minister, and
how the king charged the duke to remain at Lo, and conduct
the government of it.' Passing over the commencing paragraph,
which I have repeated here from the ninth Book, ghai divides

all the rest into seven chapters. Ch. i contains the duke's

message concerning his divinations; and the next gives the

king's reply. Ch. 3 is occupied with instructions to the king
about the measures which he should pursue on taking up his

residence at Lo. In ch. 4, the king charges the duke to remain
at Lo, and undertake its government. In ch, 5, the duke re-

sponds, and accepts the charge, dwelling on the duties which
the king and himself would have to perform. Ch. 6 relates

the action of the duke in reference to a message and gift
from the king intended for his special honour. In ch. 7, the

historiographer writes of sacrifices offered by the king in Lo,
and a proclamation that he issued, and tells how long the duke
continued in his government ; showing how the duke began the

city and completed it, and how king .Oang, after offering the
sacrifices and inaugurating the government, returned to Hdo,
and did not, after all, make his capital at Lo.
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Many critics make much to do about the want of historical order

in the Book, and- suppose that portions have been lost, and other

portions transposed; but the Book may be explained without

icsorting to so violent a supposition.

[In the third month, when the moon began to

wane, the duke of .ATau commenced the foundations

and proceeded to build the new great city of Lo of

the eastern states. The people from every quarter

assembled in great harmony. From the Hau, Tien,

Nan, 3h&i, and Wei domains, the various officers

stimulated this harmony of the people, and intro-

duced them to the business that was to be done

for A"<iu. The duke encouraged all to diligence, and

made a great announcement about the performance

(of the works)
1
.]

i. The duke of A'au did obeisance with his hands

to his head and his head to the ground
2

, saying,
' Herewith I report (the execution ofmy commission)
to my son, my intelligent sovereign. The king

appeared as if he would not presume to be present
at Heaven's founding here the appointment (of our

dynasty), and fixing it, whereupon I followed the

(Grand-)Guardian, and made a great survey of this

eastern region, hoping to found the place where he

should become the intelligent sovereign ofthe people.

On the day Yl-mao, I came in the morning to this

capital of Lo. I (first) divined by the shell concern-

ing (the ground about) the Li-water on the north

of the Ho. I then divined concerning the east of

the ^Tien-water, and the west of the JAa.n, when

the (ground near the) Lo was indicated. Again I

1 See the introductory note to Book ix.

9 In sending his message to the king, the duke does obeisance

as if he were in the presence of his majesty. The king responds

with a similar ceremony.
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divined concerning the east of the .Oan-water,

when the (ground near the) Lo was also indicated,

I (now) send a messenger with a map, and to present
the (result of the) divinations/*

2. The king did obeisance with his hands to his

head and his head to the ground, saying,
' The

duke did not presume not to acknowledge reverently
the favour of Heaven, and has surveyed the locality

where our A'au may respond to that favour. Having
settled the locality, he has sent his messenger to

show me the divinations, favourable and always

auspicious. We two must together sustain the

responsibility. He has made provision for me
(and my successors), for myriads and tens of

myriads of years, there reverently to acknowledge
the favour of Heaven.* With my hands to my
head and my head to the ground, (I receive) his

instructive words.'

3. The duke of /sfau said l
,

' Let the king at first

employ the ceremonies of Yin, and sacrifice in the

new city,* doing everything in an orderly way, but
without display. I will marshal all the officers to

attend you from K%&, merely saying that probably
there will be business to be done (in sacrificing),
Let the king instantly issue an order to the effect

that the most meritorious (ministers) shall have the
first place in the sacrifices

;
and let him also say in

an order,
"
You, in whose behalf the above order is

issued, must give me your assistance with sincere

earnestness." Truly display the record' of merits, for

1 We must suppose that the duke of JTau,' after receiving the
reply to his message, had himself returned to H^o, to urge upon
the king the importance of his repairing in person to Lo, and-
solemnly inaugurating the new city as the capital of the kingdom. .
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it is you who must in everything teach the officers.

My young son, can you indulge partiality ? Eschew

it, my young son. (If you do not), the consequence
hereafter will be like a fire, which, a spark at first,

blazes up, and by and by cannot be extinguished.

Let your observance of the constant rules of right,

and your soothing measures be like mine. Take

only the officers that are in jfiTau with you to the

new city, and make them there join their (old)

associates, with intelligent vigour establishing

their merit, and with a generous largeness (of

soul) completing (the public manners) ; so shall

you obtain an endless fame.'

The duke said,
'

Yes, young as you are, be it

yours to complete (the work of your predecessors),

Cultivate (the spirit of) reverence, and you will know

who among the princes (sincerely) present their

offerings to you, and who do not. In connexion

with those offerings there are many observances. If

the observances are not equal to the articles, it must

be held that there is no offering. When there is no

service of the will in the offerings (of the princes),

all the people will then say, "We need not (be

troubled about) our offerings," and affairs will be

disturbed by errors and usurpations,
' Do you, my young son, manifest everywhere my

unwearied diligence, and listen to my instructions to

you how to help the people to observe the constant

rules of right If you do not bestir yourself in these

things, you will not be of lon'g continuance. If you

sincerely and fully carry out the course of your

Directing father, and follow exactly my example,

there will be no venturing to disregard your orders,

Go, and be reverent. Henceforth I will study
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husbandry
1

. There do you generously rule our

people, and there is no distance from which they
will not come to you.'

4. The king spoke to this effect 2
,

'

duke, you
are the enlightener and sustainer of my youth. You
have set forth the great and illustrious virtues, that

I, notwithstanding my youth, may display a brilliant

merit like that ofWan and Wu, reverently responding
to the favouring decree of Heaven

;
and harmonize

and long preserve the people of all the regions,

settling the multitudes (in Lo) ;
and that I may give

due honour to the great ceremony (of recording) the

most distinguished (for their merits), regulating the

order for the first places at the sacrifices, and doing

everything in an orderly manner without display.
' But your virtue, O duke, shines brightly above

and beneath, and is displayed actively throughout
the four quarters. On every hand appears the

deep reverence (of your virtue) in securing the

establishment of order, so that you fail in nothing
of the earnest lessons of Wan and Wu. It is for

me, the youth, (only) to attend reverently, early and

late, to the sacrifices.'*

The king said, 'Great, O duke, has been your
merit in helping and guiding me; let it ever con-

tinue so/

1

By this expression the duke indicates his wish and intention
now to retire from public life, and leave the government and
especially the affairs of Lo in the king's hands.

2 From the words of the king in this chapter, we receive the

impression that they were spoken in Lo. He must have gone
there with the duke from HSo. He deprecates the duke's intention

to^retire
into private life; intimates his own resolution to return to

Hao; and wishes the duke to remain in Lo, accomplishing all that
was still necessary to the establishment of their dynasty.
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The king said,
* O duke, let me, the little child,

return to my sovereignty in ./sTau, and I charge you,
O duke, to remain behind (here). Order has been
initiated throughout the four quarters ofthe kingdom,
but the ceremonies to be honoured (by general observ-

ance) have not yet been settled, and I cannot look
on your service as completed. Commence on a

great scale what is to be done by your remaining
here, setting an example to my officers and greatly

preserving the people whom Wan and Wft received ;

by your good government you will be a help to

the whole kingdom.'
The king said,

'

Remain, O duke. I will certainly

go. Your services are devoutly acknowledged and

reverently rejoiced in. Do not, O duke, occasion

me this difficulty. I on my part will not be weary
in seeking the tranquillity (of the people) ; do not

let the example which you have afforded me be

intermitted. So shall the kingdom enjoy for gene-
rations (the benefit of your virtue)/

5. The duke of ^ffau did obeisance with his hands

to his head and his head to the ground, saying,
' You

have charged me, O king, to come here. I under-

take (the charge), and will protect the people whom

your accomplished grandfather, and your glorious

and meritorious father, king Wu, received by the

decree (of Heaven). I will enlarge the reverence

which I cherish for you. (But), my son, come (fre-

quently), and inspect this settlement. Pay great

honour to (old) statutes, and to the good and wise

men of Yin. Good government (here) will make

you (indeed) the new sovereign of the kingdom, and

an example of (royal) respectfulness to all your

successors of

[i]
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(The duke) proceeded to say,
' From this time, by

the government administered in this central spot,

all the states will be conducted to repose ;
and this

will be the completion of your merit, O king.
'

I, Tan, with the numerous officers and managers

of affairs, will consolidate the achievements of our

predecessors, in response to (the hopes of) the people.

I will afford an example of sincerity to (future minis-

ters of) /iau, seeking to render complete the pattern

intended for the enlightenment of you, my son, and

thus to carry fully out the virtue of your accom-

plished grandfather.'

6. (Afterwards, on the arrival of a message and

gifts from the king, the- duke said l

),

'

(The king)

has sent messengers to .admonish (the people of)

Yin, and with a soothing charge to me, along with

two flagons of the black-millet herb-flavoured spirits,

saying,
" Here is a pure sacrificial

gift,
which with

my hands to my head and my head to the 'ground

I offer for you to enjoy Its excellence !

" *
I dare not

keep this by me, but offer it in sacrifice to king
Wan and king Wu.' (In doing so, he prayed),
'

May he be obedient to, and observant of your
course ! Let him not bring on himself any evil or

illness ! Let him satisfy his descendants for myriads
of years with your virtue 1 Let (the people of) Yin

enjoy prolonged (prosperity) !

' *
(He also said to

the messengers),
' The king has sent you to Yin,

1 We must suppose that the king had returned to Hao, and now
sends a message to the duke with an extraordinary gift; doing
honour to him as if he were a departed spirit, continuing in heaven
the guardianship of the dynasty which he had so long efficiently

discharged on earth. This gives occasion for the duke to exhibit
anew his humility, piety, and loyalty.
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and we have received his well-ordered charges,

(sufficient to direct us) for myriads of years, but let

(the people) ever (be able to) observe the virtue

cherished by my son/

7. On the day Wu-^^an, the king, being in the

new city
1

, performed the annual winter sacrifice,

offering (moreover) one red bull to king W&n and

another to king Wu.* He then ordered a declara-

tion to be prepared, which was done by Yl 2 in the

form of a prayer, and it simply announced the re-

maining behind of the duke of JEu. The king's

guests
3

, on occasion of the killing of the victims

and offering the sacrifice, were all present. The

king entered the grand apartment, and poured out

the libation.* He gave a charge to the duke of

./sTlu to remain, and Yt, the preparer of the docu-

ment, made the announcement; in the twelfth

month. (Thus) the duke of K&u. grandly sustained

the decree which Wan andWu had received through
the space of seven years

4
.

1 The duke had asked the king to come frequently to the new

city ; he is there now accordingly.
a Y! was the name of the Recorder who officiated on the

occasion.
8 All the princes present and assisting at the sacrifices, and

especially the representatives of the previous dynasties.
4 These seven years are to be calculated from the seventh year

of king .Aj&ang, after the duke had served as administrator of

the government seven years from the death of king Wu. Many

think, however, that the '
seven years' are only those of the duke's

regency.

O 2
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BOOK XIV. THE NUMEROUS OFFICERS.

WE have in this Book another '

Announcement,' addressed to the

people of Yin or Shang, and especially to the higher classes

among them,
'

the numerous officers/ to reconcile them to

their lot as subjects of the new dynasty. From the preceding

two Books it appears that many of the people of Yin had been

removed to the country about the Lo, before the dukes of Shao

and J.'au commenced the building of the new city.
Now that

the city was completed, another and larger migration of them, we

may suppose, was ordered, and the duke of K&u took occasion

to issue the announcement that is here preserved.

I have divided it into four chapters. The first vindicates the kings

of J^au for superseding the line of Shang, not from ambition,

but in obedience to the will of God. The second unfolds the

causes why the dynasty of Yin or Shang had been set aside.

The third shows how it had been necessary to remove them to

Lo, and with what good intention the new capital had been

built. The fourth tells how comfort and prosperity were open
to their attainment at Lo, while by perseverance in disaffection

they would only bring misery and ruin upon themselves.

i. In the third month, at the commencement (of

the government) of the duke of K&u. in the new city
of Lo, he announced (the royal will) to the officers

of the Shang dynasty, saying, 'The king speaks to

this effect :

" Ye numerous officers who remain
from the dynasty of Yin, great ruin came down on
Yin from the cessation of forbearance in compas-
sionate Heaven, and we, the lords of ..ATa'u, received
its favouring decree* We felt charged with its

"bright terrors, carried out the punishments which

kings inm'ct, rightly disposed of the appointment of

Yin, and finished (the work of) God.* Now, ye nume-
rous officers, it was not our small state that dared
to aim at the appointment belonging to Yin. But
Heaven was not with (Yin), for indeed it would not
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strengthen its misrule. It (therefore) helped us ;-

did we dare to seek the throne of ourselves ? God
was not for (Yin), as appeared from the mind and
conduct of our inferior people, in which there is the

brilliant dreadfulness of Heaven."
' *

2.
'

I have heard the saying,
" God leads men to

tranquil security,"
* but the sovereign of Hsii would

not move to such security, whereupon God sent

down corrections, indicating his mind to him. (Aleh),

however, would not be warned by God, but pro-
ceeded to greater dissoluteness and sloth and excuses

for himself. Then Heaven no longer regarded nor

heard him, but disallowed his great appointment, and

inflicted extreme punishment. Then it charged your

founder, Thang the Successful, to set HsiS. aside,

and by means of able men to rule the kingdom.
From Thang the Successful down to Tf-yl, every

sovereign sought to make his virtue illustrious, and

duly attended to the sacrifices. * And thus it was

that, while Heaven exerted a great establishing

influence, preserving and regulating the House of

Yin, its sovereigns on their part were humbly
careful not to lose (the favour of) God, and strove

to manifest a good-doing corresponding to that of

Heaven.* But in these times, their successor

showed himself greatly ignorant of (the ways of)

Heaven, and much less could it be expected of him

that he would be regardful of the earnest labours of

his fathers for the country. Greatly abandoned to

dissolute idleness, he gave no thought to the bright

principles of Heaven, and the awfulness of the

people.* On this account God no longer protected

him, but sent down the great ruin which we have

witnessed. Heaven was not with him, because he
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did not make his virtue illustrious.* (Indeed), with

regard to the overthrow of all states, great and

small, throughout the four quarters of the king-

dom, in every case reasons can be given for their

punishment.'
' The king speaks to this effect :

" Ye numerous

officers of Yin, the case now is this, that the kings

of our /ifau, from their great goodness, were charged

with the work of God. There was the charge to

them, 'Cut off Yin.' (They proceeded to perform

it), and announced the execution of their service to

God. In our affairs we have followed no double

aims
; ye of the royal House (of Yin) must (now

simply) follow us."
' *

3.
'"
May I not say that you have been very law-

less ? I did not (want to) remove you. The thing

came from your own city
1

. When I consider also

how Heaven has drawn near to Yin with so great

tribulations, it must be that there was (there) what

was not right."
' The king says,

" Ho ! I declare to you, ye nume-

rous officers, it is simply on account of these things
that I have removed you and settled you here in the

west 2
;

it was not that I, the One man, considered

it a part of my virtue to interfere with your tran-

quillity. The thing was from Heaven
;
do not offer

resistance
;

I shall not presume to have any subse-

quent (charge concerning you) ;
do not murmur

against me. Ye know that your fathers of the Yin

dynasty had their archives and statutes, (showing

3 That is, your conduct in your own city.
2 Lo is often called ''the eastern capital/ as being- east from

Ha-o, the capital of king Wu; but it was west from Alo-ko, the

capital of Yin.
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how) Yin superseded the appointment of Hsia.

Now, indeed, ye say further,
'

(The officers of) Hsia
were chosen and employed in the royal court (of

Shang), and had their duties among the mass of

its officers
'

(But) I, the One man, listen only to

the virtuous, and employ them; and it was \vith

this view that I ventured to seek you in your

capital of Shang (once sanctioned by) Heaven, (and
removed you here to Lo.) I thereby follow (the
ancient example), and have pity on you. (Your
present non-employment) is no fault of mine

;
it is

by the decree of Heaven." *

' The king says,
" Ye numerous officers, formerly,

when I came from Yen 1
,

I greatly mitigated the

penalty and spared the lives of the people of your
four states 2

. At the same time I made evident

the punishment appointed by Heaven, and removed

you to this distant abode, that you might be near

the ministers who had served in our honoured

(capital)
3

,
and (learn) their much obedience."

'.The king says,
"

I declare to you, ye numerous

officers of Yin, now I have not put you to death,

and therefore I reiterate the declaration of my
charge*. I have now built this great city here in

1 Yen was the name of a territory, corresponding to the present

district of jSTAu-fau, in Shan-tung The wild tribe inhabiting it,

had joined with Wu-kang and the king's uncles a few years before;

and the crushing of the Yen had been the last act m the sup-

pression of their rebellion,

8 The royal domain of Yin, which had been allotted to Wu-kang

and the king's three uncles.

8 Hsto. There were, no doubt, at this time many ministers and

officers from Hao in Lo; but the duke had intended that they

should in the mass remove from the old to the new capital.

* The charge which had been delivered on the first removal of

many of them to the neighbourhood of Lo.
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Lo, considering that there was no (central) place in

which to receive fny guests from the four quarters,

and also that you, ye numerous officers, might here

with zealous activity perform the part of ministers

to us, with the entire obedience (ye would learn).

Ye have still here, I may say, your grounds, and

may still rest in your duties and dwellings. If you
can reverently obey, Heaven will favour and com-

passionate you. If you do not reverently obey, you
shall not only not have your lands, but I will also

carry to the utmost Heaven's inflictions on your

persons. Now you may here dwell in your villages,

and perpetuate your families
; you may pursue your

occupations and enjoy your years in this Lo
; your

children also will prosper; (all) from your being
removed here."

' The king says
*

;
and again he says,

" Whatever
I may now have spoken is on account of (my anxiety

about) your residence here."
'

BOOK XV. AGAINST LUXURIOUS EASE.

THE name of this Book is taken from two characters in the first

sentence of it, which are the key-note of the whole. It is classi-

fied among the 'Instructions' of the Shu, and was addressed to

king A^ang by the duke of ATau soon after he had resigned the
administration of the government into his hands.

There are six pauses in the course of the address, which is resumed
always with 'The duke of J?Su said, "Oh."' This suggests a
division into seven chapters.

In^the
first, the duke suggests to the king to find a rule for himself

in the laborious toils that devolve on the husbandman. In the

second, he refers to the long reigns of three of the Yin sovereigns,

1 There are probably some sentences lost here.
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and the short reigns of others, as illustrating how the blessing of
Heaven rests on the diligent monaich. In the third, the example
of their own kings, Thai, Kl, and Wan, is adduced with the

same object In the fouith, the duke addresses the king directly,
and exhoits him to follow the pattern of king Wan, and flee from
that of .ATau-hsm In the fifth, he stimulates him, by icfeience to

ancient piecedents, to adopt his counsels, and shows the evil

effects that will follow if he refuse to do so In. the sixth, he
shows him, by the cases of the good kings of Yin and of king
Wan, how he should have regard to the opinions of the common
people, and gird himself to diligence The seventh chapter is a

single admonition that the king should lay what had been said

to heait

1 . The duke oflu said,
' Oh ! the superior man

rests in this, that he will indulge in no luxurious

ease. He first understands how the painful toil

of sowing and reaping conducts to ease, and thus

he understands how the lower people depend on

this toil (for their support). I have observed among
the lower people, that where the parents have

diligently laboured in sowing and reaping, their sons

(often) do not understand this painful toil, but

abandon themselves to ease, and to village slang,

and become quite disorderly. Or where they do

not do so, they (still)
throw contempt on their

parents, saying, "Those old people have heard

nothing and know nothing."
'

2. The duke of JSTau said,
' Oh I I have heard

that aforetime Jsfung Bung, one of the kings of Yin 1
,

was grave, humble, reverential, and timorously

cautious. He measured himself with reference to

the decree of Heaven, and cherished a reverent

apprehension in governing the people, not daring

1
Jfung Sung was the sacrificial title of Thai-wu, the Seventh of

the kings of Shangor Yin, who reigned B.C. 1637-1563.
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to indulge in useless ease.* It was thus that he en-

joyed the throne seventy and five years. Ifwe come

to the time of Kao Sung
1

,
he toiled at first away

from the court, and was among the lower people
2

.

When he came to the throne, and occupied the

mourning shed, it may be said that he did not speak
for three years. (Afterwards) he was

(still inclined)

not to speak ;
but when he did speak, his words

were full of harmonious (wisdom). He did not dare

to indulge in useless ease, but admirably and tran-

quilly presided over the regions of Yin, till through-
out them all, small and great, there was not a single

murmur. It was thus that he enjoyed the throne

fifty and nine years. In the case of 3u-/ia
3

,
he

refused to be king unrighteously, and was at first

one of the lower people. When he came to the

throne, he knew on what they must depend (for
their support), and was able to exercise a protecting
kindness towards their masses, and did not dare to

treat with contempt the wifeless men and widows.

Thus it was that he enjoyed the throne thirty and
three years. The kings that arose after these,

from their birth enjoyed ease. Enjoying ease from
their birth, they did not know the painful toil of

sowing and reaping, and had not heard of the hard
labours of the lower people. They sought for

nothing but excessive pleasure ; and, so not one
of them had long life. They (reigned) for ten years,

1 Kao Bung was the sacrificial title ofWft-ting, the nineteenth

sovereign of the Yin line, who reigned B.C. 1324-1266. He has

already appeared in the 8th and pth Books of Part IV.
2

Compare Part IV, viii, sect. 3, ch. i.
3

3&-ti& was the
twenty-first of the Yin sovereigns, and reigned

B.C. 1258-1226,
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for seven or eight, for five or six, or perhaps (only)
for three or four.'

3. The duke of JSTau said,
' Oh ! there likewise

were king Thai and king Ki of our own ^Tau, who
were humble and reverentially cautious. King Wan
dressed meanly, and gave himself to the work of

tranquillization and to that of husbandry. Admira-

bly mild and beautifully humble, he cherished and

protected the inferior people, and showed a fostering

kindness to the wifeless men and widows. From

morning to mid-day, and from mid-day to sun-

down, he did not allow himself leisure to eat
;

thus

seeking to secure the happy harmony of the myriads
of the people. King Wan did not dare to go to

excess in his excursions or his hunting, and from

the various states he would receive only the cor-

rect amount of contribution. The appointment (of

Heaven) came to him in the middle of his life *,

and he enjoyed the throne for fifty years.'*

4. The duke of .ATau said,
' Oh ! from this time

forward, do you who have succeeded to the throne

imitate Wan's avoiding of excess in his sight-seeing,

his indulgence in ease, his excursions, his hunting;

and from the myriads of the people receive only the

correct amount of contribution. Do not allow your-

self the leisure to say,
"
To-day I will indulge in

pleasure." This would not be holding out a lesson

to the people, nor the way to secure the favour

of Heaven. Men will on the contrary be prompt

to imitate you and practise evil. Become not like

1 This can only be understood of Wan's succeeding
1

to his father

as duke of K& and chief of the West m B.C 1185 He died

in 1135, leaving it to his son Wu to overthrow the dynasty of

Shang.
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Shau the king of Yin, who went quite astray, and

became abandoned to drunkenness/

5. The duke of ./sfau said,
' Oh ! I have heard

it said that, in the case of the ancients, (their

ministers) warned and admonished them, protected
and loved them, taught and instructed them; and

among the people there was hardly one who would

impose on them by extravagant language or de-

ceiving tricks. If you will not listen to this (and

profit by it), your ministers will imitate you, and

so the correct laws of the former kings, both small

and great, will be changed and disordered. The

people, blaming you, will disobey and rebel in

their hearts
;

-

yea, they will curse you with their

mouths.
3

6. The duke of A'au said,
' Oh ! those kings of

Yin, /lAing Sung, Kao Sung, and 3u-M, with king
Wan of our /fau, these four men carried their

knowledge into practice. If it was told them,
" The

lower people murmur against you and revile you,"
then they paid great and reverent attention to their

conduct
;
and with reference to the faults imputed

to them they said,
" Our faults are really so," thus

not simply shrinking from the cherishing of anger.
If. you will not listen to this (and profit .by it),

when
men with extravagant language and deceptive tricks

say to you, "The lower people are murmuring
against you and reviling you," you will believe them.

Doing this, you will not be always thinking of your
princely duties, and will not cultivate a large and

generous heart. You will confusedly punish the

guiltless, and put the innocent to .death. There
will be a general murmuring, which will be con-
centrated upon your person.

1
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7. The duke of K&u. said,
' Oh ' let the kinj

has succeeded to the throne, make a study of these"

things.'

BOOK XVI. THE PRINCE Sinn.

THE words ' Prince Shih
'

occur at the commencement of the

Book, and are taken as its title Shih was the name of the

duke of Sh&o, the author of Book xii. To him the address

or announcement here preserved -was delivered, and his name is

not an inappropriate tide for it.

The common view of Chinese critics is that the duke of ShSo had

announced his purpose to withdraw from office on account of

his age, when the duke ofJu persuaded him to remain at his

post, and that the reasons which he set before him were recorded

in this Book. It may have been so, but the language is far

fiom clearly indicating it A few expressions, indeed, may be

taken as intimating a wish that Shih should continue at court,

but some violence has to be put upon them.

I have divided the whole into four chapters, but the two principal

ideas in the address are these : that the favour of Heaven can

be permanently secured for a dynasty only by the virtue of its

sovereigns, and that that virtue is secured mainly by the counsels

and help of virtuous ministers. The ablest sovereigns of Shang

are mentioned, and the ministers by whose aid it was, in a great

measure, that they became what they were. The cases ofWan

and Wu, of their own dynasty, similarly aided by able men, are

adduced in the same way, and the speaker adverts to the ser-

vices which they the two dukes had already rendered to their

sovereign, and insists that they must go on to the end, and

accomplish stall greater things,

I. The duke of A'au spoke to the following

effect :

' Prince Shih, Heaven, unpitying, sent

down ruin on Yin. Yin has lost its appointment

(to the throne), which our House of .ATau has re-

ceived, I do not dare, however, to say, as if I knew
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it,
" The foundation will ever truly abide in pros-

perity. If Heaven aid sincerity,"
1
,* Nor do

I dare to say, as if I knew it,

" The end will issue in

our, misfortunes." Oh ! you have said, O prince,
"

It

depends on ourselves." I also do not dare to rest

in the favour of God, not forecasting at a distance

the terrors of Heaven in the present time, when

there is no murmuring or disobedience among the

people;* (the issue) is with men. Should bur

present successor to his fathers prove greatly unable

to reverence (Heaven) above and (the people) below,

and so bring to an end the glory of his predecessors,

could we in (the retirement of) our families be

ignorant of it ? The favour of Heaven is not easily

preserved ;
Heaven is difficult to be depended on.

Men lose its favouring appointment, because they

cannot pursue and carry out the reverence and

brilliant' virtue of their forefathers.* Now I, Tan,

the little child, am not able to make (the king)

correct. I would .simply conduct him to the glory of

his fathers, and' make him, who is my young charge,

partaker of that.' He also said,
' Heaven is not to

be trusted. Our course is only to seek the pro-

longation of the virtue of the Tranquillizing king,

that Heaven may not find occasion to remove its

favouring decree which king Wan received/*

2. The duke said,
'

Prince Shih, I have heard

that aforetime, when Thang the Successful had

received the appointment (to the throne), he had
with him J Yin, making (his virtue) like that of

great 'Heaven;* that Thai K\& had (the same

1 The text is here defective
;
or perhaps the speaker purposely

left his meaning only half expressed.
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1 Yin), the Pao-hang
1

; that Thai-wu 2 had 1

-ATih
2 and Kh&& Hu 2

, through whom (his virtue)

was made to affect God,* and Wu Hsien 8 who

regulated the royal House; that 3u-yi
3 had Wti

Hsien's son; and that Wu-ting had Kan Phan*.

(These ministers) carried out (their principles), and

displayed (their merit), preserving and regulating

the -dynasty of Yin, so that, while its ceremonies

lasted, (those sovereigns), when deceased, were as-

sessors to Heaven 5
,* and its duration extended over

many years. Heaven thus determinately maintained

its favouring appointment, and Shang was replen-

ished with men. The various heads of great sur-

names and members of the royal House, holding

employments, all held fast their virtue, and showed

an anxious solicitude (for the kingdom). The smaller

ministers, and the guardian princes in the Hau and

Tien domains, hurried about on their services. Thus

did they all exert their virtue and aid their sove-

reign, so that whatever affairs he, the One man,

had in hand, throughout the land, an entire faith

was reposed in their justice as in the indications of

the shell, or the divining stalks.'
*

The duke said,
'

Prince Shih, Heaven gives length

of days to the just and the intelligent ; (it
was thus

1 See Part IV, v, sect i, ch. i, where 1 Yin is called JL-hang,

nearly=Pfio-hang.
2 Th&-wfl is the jSTung 3ung of last Book I JCih would be a

son or grandson of 1 Yin. Of .Oan Hft we know only what is

stated here.

8
3u-yf was the eleventh Yin sovereign, reigning B. c 1525-1507.

We know of Wti Hsien only that he was Su-yl's minister.

* See Part IV, nil, sect. 3,
ch. i.

^

5 That is, they weft associated with Heaven in the sacrifices

to it.
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that those ministers) maintained and regulated the

dynasty of Yin.* He who came last to the throne

granted by Heaven was extinguished by its terrors.

Do you think of the distant future, and we shall

have the decree (in favour of Jfau) made sure, and

its good government will be brilliantly exhibited in

our newly-founded state.'

3. The duke said,
' Prince Shih, aforetime when

God was inflicting calamity (on Yin), he encouraged
anew the virtue of the Tranquillizing king, till at

last the great favouring decree was concentrated in

his person. (But) that king Wan was able to con-

ciliate and unite the portion of the great kingdom
which we came to possess, was owing to his having

(such ministers) as his brother of Kwo, Hung Ydo,
San I-shang, Thai Tien, and Nan-kung Kwo/
He said further,

' But for the ability of those men
to go and come in his affairs, developing his constant

lessons, there would have been no benefits descend-

ing from king Wan on the people. And it also

was from the determinate favour of Heaven that

there were these men of firm virtue, and acting ac-

cording to their knowledge of the dread majesty of

Heaven, to give themselves to enlighten king Wan,
and lead him forward to his high distinction and uni-

versal rule, till his fame reached the ears of God, and
he received the appointment that had been Yin's.*
There were still' four of those men who led on kingWu to the possession of the revenues of the king-
dom, and afterwards, along with him, in great reve-
rence of the majesty of Heaven, slew all his enemies.*
These four men, moreover, made king Wu so illus-

trious that his glory overspread the kingdom, and
(the people) universally and greatly proclaimed his
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virtue. Now with me Tan, the little child, it is as
I were floating on a great stream

; with you,
Shih, let me from this time endeavour to cross

it. Our young sovereign is (powerless), as if he
had not yet ascended the throne. You must by
no means lay the whole burden on me

;
and if you

draw yourself up without an effort to supply my
deficiencies, no good will flow to the people from
our age and experience. We shall not hear the
voices of the phcenixes \ and how much less can it

be thought that we shall be able to make (the king's

virtue) equal (to Heaven) !

' *

The duke said,
' Oh 1 consider well these things,

prince. We have received the appointment to

which belongs an unlimited amount of blessing, but

having great difficulties attached to it. What I

announce to you are counsels of a generous large-
ness. I cannot allow the successor of our kings
to go astray/

4. The duke said,
' The former king laid bare his

heart, and gave full charge to you, constituting you
one of the guides and patterns for the people, saying,
<( Do you with intelligence and energy second and

help the king; do you with sincerity support and

convey forward the great decree. Think of the

virtue of king Wan, and enter greatly into his

boundless anxieties."
'

The duke said,
' What I tell you, O prince, are

my sincere thoughts. O Shih, the Grand-Protector,

if you can but reverently survey with me the decay
and great disorders of Yin, and thence consider the

1 As a token of the goodness of the government and the general

prosperity. See Part II, iv, ch. 3.

M *
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dread majesty of Heaven (which warns) us ! Am
I not to be believed that I must reiterate my words ?

I simply say,
" The establishment (of our dynasty)

rests with us two." Do you agree with me ? Then

'you (also) will say,
"
It rests with us two." And

the favour of Heaven has come to us so largely :

it should be ours to feel as if we could not suf-

ficiently respond to it. If you can but reverently

cultivate your virtue (now), and bring to light our

men of eminent ability, then when you resign (your

position) to some successor in a time of established

security, (I will interpose no objection.)
' Oh ! it is by the earnest service of us two that

we have come to the prosperity of the present day.
We must both go on, abjuring all idleness, to com-

plete the work of king Wan, till it has grandly

overspread the kingdom, and from the corners of the

sea, and the sunrising, there shall not be one who is

disobedient to the rule (of K&u).'
The duke said,

' O prince, have I not spoken in

accordance with reason in these -many declarations'?

I am only influenced by anxiety about (the appoint-
ment of) Heaven, and about the people.'
The duke said, 'Oh! you know, O prince, the

ways of the people, how at the beginning they can
be (all we. could desire); but it is the end (that is

to be thought of). Act in careful accordance with
this fact. Go and reverently exercise the duties of

your office.'
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BOOK XVIL THE CHARGE TO ^UNG OF SHAI.

3ai was the name of the small state or territory, which had been

conferred on Tu, the next younger brother of the duke of J$u.
The name still remains in the district of Shang-jhdi, depait-
ment Zu-nmg, Ho-nan. Tft was deprived of his state because

of his complicity in the rebellion of Wu-^ng; but it was

subsequently restored to his son Hfl by this charge Hu is

here called -Sting, that term simply denoting his place in the

roll of his brothers or cousins. King ^OSng and Hfi weie

cousins,
'
brothers

'

according to Chinese usage of terms, and

Hu being the younger of the two, was called Shdi -Sung,
' the

second or younger brother, of 3haV
The Book consists of two chapters The formei is of the natuie

of a preface, giving the details necessary to explain the ap-

pointment of Hu. The second contains the king's charge,

delivered in his name by the duke of KSxn, directing Hu how
to conduct himself, so that he might blot out the memory of his

father's misdeeds, and win the praise of the king.

i . When the duke of -ATau was in the place of

prime minister and directed all the officers, the

(king's) uncles spread abroad an (evil) report, in

consequence of which (the duke) put to death the

prince of Kwan in Shang
1

;
confined the prince of

3ha"i in Kwo-lin 2
,
with an attendance of seven

chariots
;
and reduced the prince of Hwo 3 to be a

private man, causing his name to be erased from

the registers for three years. The son of the prince

1 The pnnce of Kwan corresponding to the present

, department KhaVfang, Ho-nan was the third of the sons

of king Wan, and older than the duke of^au. The Shang where

he was put to death was probably what had been the capital of

the Shang kings.
2 We do not know where Kwo-lin was.
8 The name of Hwo remains in Hwo JTdu, department Phing-

yang, Shan-hsi The prince of Hwo was the eighth of W&n's

sons.

P 2
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of 3hai having displayed a reverent virtue, the duke

of #u made him a high minister, and when his

father died, requested a decree from the king, in-

vesting him with the country of 3hai.

2. 'The king speaks to this effect :

"% little

child, Hu, you follow the virtue (of our ancestors),

and have changed from the conduct (of your father) ;

, you are able to take heed to your ways ;
I there-

fore appoint you to be a marquis in the east, Go

to your fief, and be reverent !

" In order that you may cover the faults of your

father, be loyal, be filial \ Urge on your steps in

your own way, diligent and never idle, and so shall

you hand down an example to your descendants.

Follow the constant lessons of your grandfather

king Wan, and be not, like your father, disobedient

to the royal orders.

" Great Heaven has no partial affections; it helps

only the virtuous.* The people's hearts have no

unchanging attachment; they cherish only the kind,

Acts of goodness are different, but they contribute

in common to good order. Acts of evil are different,

but they contribute in common to disorder. Be

cautious !

"In giving heed to the beginning think of the

end; the end will then be without distress. If you
do not think of the end, it will be full of distress,

even of the greatest.

"Exert yourself to achieve your proper merit.

Seek to be in harmony with all your neighbours.

1 Hu's father had not been filial. When he is told to be filial,

there underlies the words the idea of the solidarity of the family.
His copying the example of his grandfather would 'be. the best

service he could render to his father.
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Be a fence to the royal House. Live in amity
with your brethren. Tranquillize and help the

lower people.
" Follow the course of the Mean, and do not by

aiming to be intelligent throw old statutes into

confusion. Watch over what you see and hear, and
do not for one-sided words deviate frorri the right
rule. Then I, the One man, will praise you."

' The king says,
" Oh ' my little child, Hu, go,

and do not idly throw away my charge.'"

BOOK XVIII. THE NUMEROUS REGIONS.

THE king has returned to his capital in tnumph, having put down
rebellion in the east, and specially extinguished the state or

tiibe of Yen. The third chapter of Book xiv contained a

reference to an expedition against Yen. Critics are divided

on the point of whether the expedition mentioned in this Book
was the same as that, or another; and our souices of information

are not sufficient to enable us to pronounce positively m the

case If we may credit what Mencius says, the Records of

the Shu do not tell us a tithe of the wars earned on by the

duke of -SHu to establish the new dynasty
' He smote Yen,

and after three years put its ruler to death. He drove Fei-lien

to a corner by the sea, and slew him The states which he

extinguished amounted to fifty
'

(Mencius, III, ii, ch, 9)
However this point be settled, on the occasion when the announce-

ment m this Book was delivered, a great assembly of pnnces
and nobles the old officers of Yin or Shang, and chiefb

from many legions was met together. They are all supposed
to have been secretly, if not openly, in sympathy with the

rebellion which has been trampled out, and to grudge to yield

submission to the rule of "&u. The king, by the duke of JTftu,

reasons and expostulates with them. He insists on the leniency

with which they had been treated in the past; and whereas

they might be saying that TTSu's overthrow of the Yin dynasty

was a usurpation, he shows that it was from the will of Heaven.
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The history of the nation is then reviewed, and it is made to

appear that king Wfi had displaced the kings of Yin or Shang,

just as Thang, the founder of the Shang dynasty, had displaced

those of Hsia". It was their duty therefore to submit to K&u.

If they did not avail themselves of its leniency, they should be

dealt with in another way.

Having thus spoken, the duke turns, in the fourth of the five

chapters into which I have divided the Book, and addresses

the many officers of the states, and especially those of Yin, who

had been removed to Lo,. speaking to them, as 'the Numerous

Officers,' after the style of Book xiv. Finally, he admonishes

them all that it is time to begin a new course. If they do well,

it will be well with them; if they continue perverse, they will

have to blame themselves for the consequences,

i. In the fifth month, on the clay Ting-hai, the

king arrived from Yen, and came to (Hclo), the

honoured (capital of) /dii. The duke of A'dn said,
' The king speaks to the following effect :

" Ho I I

make an announcement to you of the four states,

and the numerous (other) regions. Ye who were the

officers and people of the prince of Yin, I have dealt

very leniently as regards your lives, as ye all 'know.
You kept reckoning greatly on (some) decree of

Heaven, and did not keep with perpetual awe
before your thoughts (the preservation of) your
sacrifices 1

,*

'"God sent down correction on Hsia, but the

sovereign (only) increased his luxury and sloth, and
would not speak kindly to the people. He showed
himself dissolute and dark, and would not yield
for a single day to the leadings of God,: this is

what you have heard.* He kept reckoning on the

1 The extinction of the sacrifices of a state was its utter over-
throw. None were left-or if some might be left, none of them
were permitted-to continue the sacrifices to its founder and his
descendants.
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decree of God (in his favour), and did not cultivate

the means for the people's support* By great
inflictions of punishment also he increased the dis-

order of the states of Hsia". The first cause (of his

evil course) was the internal misrule 1
,
which made

him unfit to deal well with the multitudes. Nor did

he endeavour to find and employ men whom he could

respect, and who might display a generous kindness

to the people ;
but where any of the people of Hsia"

were covetous and fierce, he daily honoured them,

and they practised cruel tortures in the cities.

Heaven on this sought a (true) lord for the people,

and made its distinguished and favouring decree

light on Thang the Successful, who punished and

destroyed the sovereign of Hsid.* Heaven's refusal

of its favour (to HsiS.) was decided. The righteous

men of your numerous regions were not permitted

to continue long in their posts of enjoyment, and

the many officers whom Hsid's (last sovereign)

honoured were unable intelligently to maintain the

people in the enjoyment (of their lives), but, on the

contrary, aided one another in oppressing them, till

of the hundred ways of securing (prosperity) they

could not promote (one).
' " In the case indeed of Thang the Successful, it

was because he was the choice of your numerous

regions that he superseded Hsia, and became the

lord of the people. He paid careful attention to the

essential virtue (of a sovereign)
2

,
in order to stimu-

late the people, and they on their part imitated him

1 The vile debaucheries of which JTieh was guilty through his

connexion with the notorious Mei-hsi.

8 That is, to benevolence or the love of the people.
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and were stimulated. From him down to Ti-yi,

the sovereigns all made their virtue illustrious, and

were cautious in the use of punishments ;
thus also

exercising a stimulating influence (over the people).

When they, having examined the evidence in

criminal cases, put to death those chargeable with

many crimes, they exercised the same influence
;

and they did so also when they liberated those who
were not purposely guilty. But when the throne

came to your (last) sovereign, he could not with (the

good will of) your numerous regions continue in the

enjoyment of the favouring decree of Heaven."
' *

2.
' Oh ! the king speaks to the following effect :

"
I announce and declare to you of the numerous

regions, that Heaven had no set purpose to do away
with the sovereign of Hsii or with the sovereign of
Yin. But it was the case that your (last) ruler,

being in possession of your numerous regions,
abandoned himself to great excess, and reckoned
on the favouring decree of Heaven, making trifling
excuses for his conduct. And so in the case of the

(last) sovereign of Hsia
; his plans of government

were
^not

of a tendency to secure his enjoyment (of
the

kingdom), and Heaven sent down ruin on him,
and the chief of the territory (of Shang) put an
end (to the line of Hsia). ,

In truth, the last sove-
reign of your Shang was luxurious .to the extreme
of luxury, while his plans of government showed
neither purity nor progress, and thus Heaven sent
down such ruin on him \*

'

^
her

,

e US
!
haVe been somethin& remarkable in the closing

period of Zau-hsin's history, to which the duke alludes in tho
enSP

-

CifiCati f fiVe yearS " We d not **ov thetofh t
-

" d not **ov the
events of the times

sufficiently to say what it was
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' " The wise, through not thinking, become foolish,

and the foolish, by thinking, become wise. Heaven
for five years waited kindly, and forbore with the

descendant (of Thang), to see if he would indeed

prove himself the ruler of the people ;
but there was

nothing in him deserving to be regarded. Heaven
then sought among your numerous regions, making
a great impression by its terrors to stir up some one

who would look (reverently) to it, but in all your

regions there was not one deserving of its favouring

regard. But there were the kings of our Jsfau, who
treated well the multitudes of the people, and were

able to sustain the burden of virtuous (government).

They could preside over (all services to) spirits and

to Heaven.* Heaven thereupon instructed us, and

increased our excellence, made choice of us, and gave
us the decree of Yin, to rule over your numerous

regions."
' *

3.
'

"Why do I now presume to make (these) many
declarations ? I have dealt very leniently as regards
the lives of you, the people of these four states.

Why do you not show a sincere and generous obedi-

ence in your numerous regions ? Why do you not

aid and co-operate with the kings of our -/sTau, to

secure the enjoyment of Heaven's favouring decree ?

You now still dwell in your dwellings, and cultivate

your fields ; why do you not obey our kings, and

consolidate the decree of Heaven ? The paths
which you tread are continually those of disquietude ;

have you in your hearts no love for yourselves
^

do you refuse so greatly to acquiesce in the ordi-

nance of Heaven ? do you triflingly reject that

decree ? do you of yourselves pursue unlawful

courses, scheming (by your alleged reasons) for the
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approval of upright men ? I simply instructed you,

and published my announcement 1

;
with trembling

awe I secured and confined (the chief criminals) :

I have done so twice and for three times. But if

you do not take advantage of the leniency with

which I have spared your lives, I will proceed to

severe punishments, and put you to death. It is

not that we, the sovereigns of /au, hold it virtuous

to make you untranquil, but it is you yourselves

who accelerate your crimes (and sufferings)."
'

4. 'The king says,
" Oh ! ho ! I tell you, ye many

officers of the various regions, and you, ye many
officers of Yin, now have ye been hurrying about,

doing service to my overseers for five years. There

are among you the inferior assistants, the chiefs, and

.the numerous directors, small and great ;
see that ye

all attain to the discharge of your duties. Want of

harmony (in the life) rises from (the want of it in)

one's (inner) self
;

strive to be harmonious. Want

of concord in your families (arises, from the want

of it in your conduct) ;
strive to be harmonious.

When intelligence rules in your cities, then will you
be proved to be attentive to your duties. Do not

be afraid, I pray you, of the evil ways (of the

people) ;
and moreover, by occupying your offices

with a reverent harmony, you will find it possible to

select from your cities individuals on whose assist-

ance you can calculate. You may thus long con-

tinue in this city of Lo 3
, cultivating your fields,

Heaven will favour and compassionate you, and we,

1

Referring probably to 'the Great Announcement' in Book vii.

2
It would almost seem from this that the announcement was

made in Lo
;
and some critics have argued that Lo was '

the

I, honoured capital
'

in the first sentence.
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the sovereigns of I<Cu, will greatly help you, and

confer rewards, selecting you to stand in our royal

court. Only be attentive to your duties, and you

may rank among our great officers."
1 The king says,

" Oh ! ye numerous officers, if

you cannot exhort one another to pay a sincere

regard to my charges, it will further show that you
are unable to honour your sovereign ;

and all the

people will (also) say,
' We will not honour him.'

Thus will ye be proved slothful and perverse,

greatly disobedient to the royal charges. Through-
out your numerous regions you will bring on your-

selves the terrors of Heaven, and I will then inflict

on you its punishments, removing you far from your

country
" '

5. 'The king says, "I do not (wish to) make
these many declarations, but it is in a spirit of awe

that I lay my commands before you." He further

says,
" You may now make a (new) beginning. If

you cannot reverently realize the harmony (which I

enjoin), do not (hereafter) murmur against me."
'

BOOK XIX. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF GOVERNMENT.

THE phrase, 'the Establishment of Government/ occurs several

times in the course of the Book, and is thence taken to de-

nominate it, appropriately enough. The subject treated of

throughout, is how good government may be established.

Some Chinese critics maintain that the text as it stands is very

confused, 'head and tail in disorder, and -without connexion/

and various re-arrangements of it have been pioposed, for

which, however, there is no manuscript authority. Keeping
to the received text, and dividing it into six chapters, we may

adopt a summary of its contents approved by the editors of

the Shu, which was published m the Yung-^ang reign of the
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present dynasty. In government there is nothing more im-

portant than the employment of proper men; and when such

men are being sought, the first care should be for those to

occupy the three highest positions. When these are properly

filled, all the other offices will get their right men, and royal

government will be established. The appointment of the officers

of business, of pastoral oversight, and of the law, is the great

theme of the whole Book, and the concluding words of chapter i

are its pulse, may be felt throbbing everywhere in all the senti-

ments. Chapters 2 and 3 illustrate the subject from the history

of the dynasties of Hsia and Shang; and in chapter 4 it is

shown how kings Wan and Wu selected their officers, and

initiated the happy state which was still continuing. In chapter 5

there is set forth the duty of the king to put away from him

men of artful tongues ;
to employ the good, distinguished by

their habits of virtue
;

to be always well prepared for war
;
and

to be very careful of his conduct in the matter of litigations.

Chapter 6 seems to have hardly any connexion with the rest

of the Book, and is probably a fragment of one of the lost

Books of the Shu
3
that has got tacked on to this.

The Book belongs to the class of '

Instructions/ and was made,

I suppose, after the duke of A^au had retired from his regency.

i. The duke of A'au spoke to the following

effect :

' With our hands to our heads and our

heads to the ground, we make our declarations to

the Son of Heaven, the king who has inherited the

throne.' In such manner accordingly all (the other

ministers) cautioned the king, saying,
' In close

attendance on your majesty there are the regular

presidents
1

,
the regular ministers 2

,
and the officers

of justice ;
the keepers of the robes (also), and the

guards,' The duke of K&.U. said, 'Oh! admirable

are these (officers). Few, however, know to be

sufficiently anxious about them.'

1 We must understand by these the chiefs or presidents who
had a certain jurisdiction over several states and their princes.

2 The high ministers of Instruction, War, Works, &c.
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2. 'Among the ancients who exemplified (this

anxiety) there was the founder of the Hsil dynasty.
When his House was in its greatest strength, he

sought for able men who should honour God (in the

discharge of their duties).* (His advisers), when

they knew of men thoroughly proved and trust-

worthy in the practice of the nine virtues 1
,
would

then presume to inform and instruct their sovereign,

saying, "With our hands to our heads and our

heads to the ground, O sovereign, we would say,

Let (such an one) occupy one of your high offices :

Let (such an one) be one of your pastors : Let

(such an one) be one of your officers of justice.

By such appointments you will fulfil your duty as

sovereign. If you judge by the face only, and

therefrom deem men well schooled in virtue, and

appoint them, then those three positions will all

be occupied by unrighteous individuals." The way
of ^sfieh, however, was not to observe this precedent.

Those whom he employed were cruel men ;
and he

left no successor.'

3. 'After this there was Thang the Successful,

who, rising to the throne, grandly administered the

bright ordinances of God.* He employed, to fill

the three (high) positions, those who were equal to

them
;
and those who were called possessors of the

three kinds of ability
2 would display that ability.

1 See chapter 2 of '
the Counsels of K&o-yio

'

in Part II.

3 Some suppose that men are intended here who possessed
{ the three virtues

'

of '
the Great Plan.' I think rather that men

are intended who had talents and virtue -which would make them

eligible to the three highest positions. Thang had his notice fixed

on such men, and was prepared to call them to office at the

proper time.
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He then studied them severely, and greatly imitated

them, making the utmost of them in their three

positions and with their three kinds of ability. The

people in the cities of Shang
1 were thereby all

brought to harmony, and those in the four quarters

of the kingdom were brought greatly under the

influence of the virtue thus displayed. Oh ! when

the throne came to Shau, his character was all

violence. . He preferred men of severity, and who

deemed cruelty a virtue, to share with him in the

government of his states
;
and at the same time, the

host of his associates, men who counted idleness a

virtue, shared the offices of his court. God then

sovereignly punished him, and caused us to possess

the great land, enjoy the favouring decree which

Shau had (afore) received, and govern all the people

in their myriad realms.' *

4.
' Then subsequently there were king Wan and

kingf Wu, who knew well the minds of those whomo J

they put in the three positions, and saw clearly the

minds of those who had the three grades of ability.

Thus they could employ them to serve God with

reverence, and appointed them as presidents and

chiefs of the people. In establishing their govern-

ment, the three things which principally concerned

them were to find the men for (high) offices, the

officers of justice, and the pastors. (They had also)

the guards ;
the keepers of the robes

;
their equerries ;

their heads of small departments ;
their personal

attendants
;
their various overseers

;
and their trea-

surers. They had their governors of the larger and

smaller cities assigned in the royal domain to the

1 That is, within the royal domain.
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nobles
;
their men of arts 1

; their overseers whose

offices were beyond the court
;
their grand historio-

graphers ;
and their heads of departments , all good

men of constant virtue.
1

(In the external states) there were the Minister

of Instruction, the Minister of War, and the Minister

of-Works, with the many officers subordinate to them.

Among the wild tribes, such as the Wei, the Lu,

and the A^ang
2

,
in the three Po, and at the danger-

ous passes, they had wardens.
c

King Wan was able to make the minds of those

in the (three high) positions his own, and so it was

that he established those regular officers and super-

intending pastors, so that they were men of ability

and virtue. He would not appear himself in the

various notifications, in litigations, and in precau-

tionary measures. There were the officers and

pastors (to attend to them), whom he (simply)

taught to be obedient (to his wishes), and not to

be disobedient. (Yea), as to- litigations and pre-

cautionary measures, he (would seem as if he) did

not presume to know about them, He was followed

by king Wu, who carried out his work of settle-

ment, and did not presume to supersede his right-

eous and virtuous men, but entered into his plans,

and employed, as before, those men. Thus it was

that they unitedly received this vast inheritance.
1

1 All who employed their arts in the seivice of the government,

officers of prayer, clerks, aichers, charioteers, doctors, diviners, and

the practisers of the various mechanical arts, &c.

a
Compare what is said in 'the Speech at Mu,

J

ch. i. The

.ff/&3,ng aie not mentioned there. It would seem to be the

name of a wild tribe The thiee Po had all been capitals of the

Shaug kings, and their people required the special attention of

the sovereigns of JTa'u.
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5.
' Oh ! young son, the king, from this time forth

be it ours to establish the government, appointing

the (high) officers, the officers of the laws, and the

pastors ;
be it ours clearly to know what courses

are natural to these men, and then fully to employ

them in the government, that they may aid us

in the management of the people whom we have

received, and harmoniously conduct all litigations

and precautionary measures. And let us never

allow others to come between us and them. (Yea),

in our every word and speech, let us be thinking

of (these) officers of complete virtue, to regulate

the people that we have received.

( Oh ! I, Tan, have received these excellent words

of others 1
,
and tell them all to you, young son, the

king. From this time forth, accomplished son

(of Wu), accomplished grandson (of Wan), do not

err in regard to the litigations
and precautionary

measures
;

let the proper officers manage them.

From of old to the..founder of Shang, and down-

wards to king Wan of our /sfau, in establishing

government, when they appointed (high) officers,

pastors, and officers of the laws, they settled them

in their positions, and allowed them to unfold their

talents; thus giving the regulation of affairs into

tneir hands. In the kingdom, never has there been

the establishment of government by the employment
of artful-tongued men ; (with such men), unlessoned

in virtue, never can a government be distinguished

in the world. From this time forth, in establishing

government, make no use of artful-tongued men,

1

Probably all the other officers or ministers referred to in ch. r.

They are there prepared to speak their views, when the duke of

takes all the discoursing on himself.
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but (seek for) good officers, and get them to use

all their powers in aiding the government of our

country. Now, O accomplished son (of Wu),

accomplished grandson (of Wan), young son, the

king, do not err in the matter of litigations ;
there

are the officers and pastors (to attend to them).
' Have well arranged (also) your military accoutre-

ments and weapons, so that you may go forth beyond
the steps of Yu, and traverse all under the sky, even

to beyond the seas, everywhere meeting with sub-

mission . so shall you display the bright glory of

king Wan, and render more illustrious the great

achievements of king Wu 1
.

1 Oh t from this time forth, may (our) future kings,

in establishing the government, be able to employ
men of constant virtue !

'

6. The duke of J&u spoke to the following

effect :

' O grand historiographer, the duke of Su,

the Minister of Crime, dealt reverently with all the

criminal matters that came before him, and thereby

perpetuated the fortunes of our kingdom. Here

was an example of anxious solicitude (for future

ministers), whereby they may rank with him in the

ordering of the appropriate punishments V

1 At the close of his address to prince Shih, Book xvi, the

duke of KXL breaks all at once into a warlike mood, as he does

here.
a I have said in the introductory note that this chapter does

not seem to have any connexion with the rest of the Book. From

a passage in the 3o -Swan, under the eleventh year of duke .Oang,

we learn that a Su Fan-shang, or Fan-shang of Sfc, was Minister

of Crime to king Wu. It is probably to him that the duke here

alludes.
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BOOK XX. THE OFFICERS OF

' THE Officers of Jf3u
'

contains a general outline of the official

system of the _ffau dynasty, detailing the names and functions

of the principal ministers about the court and others, to 'whom,

moreover, various counsels are addressed by the king who speaks
in it, no doubt, king A7^ang. Chinese critics class it with the

'Instructions' of the Shu", but it belongs rather to the 'An-

nouncements.'

There is no mention in it of the duke of Jau
;
and its date must

therefore be in some year after he had retired from the regency,
and resigned the government into the king's own hands.

The Book has a beginning, middle, and end, more distinctly

marked than they are in many of the. documents in the Shu.

The whole is divided into five chapters. The first is intro-

ductory, and describes the condition of the kingdom, when the

arrangements of the official system were announced. In the

second, the king refers to the arrangements of former dynasties.
In the third, he sets forth the principal offices of state, the

ministers of which had their residence at court, and goes on
to the arrangements for the administration of the provinces.
The two other chapters contain many excellent advices to the

ministers and officers to discharge their duties so that the

fortunes of the dynasty might be consolidated, and no dis-

satisfaction arise among the myriad states.

1. The king of K&\ brought the myriad regions

(of the kingdom) to tranquillity; he made a tour of

inspection through the Hau and Tien tenures; he

punished on all sides the chiefs who had refused to

appear at court
;

thus securing the repose of the
millions of the people, and all the (princes in the)
six tenures acknowledging his virtue. He then re-

turned to the honoured capital of ^fau, and strictly

regulated the officers of the administration.

2. The king said, 'It was the grand method of
former times to regulate the government while there
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was no confusion, and to secure the country while

there was no danger.' He said, 'Ya~o and Shun,

having studied antiquity
1

, established a hundred

officers. At court, there were the General Regu-
lator and (the President of) the Four Mountains

;

abroad, there were the pastors of the provinces and

the princes of states. Thus the various departments
ofgovernment went on harmoniously, and the myriad
states all enjoyed repose. Under the dynasties of

Hsid and Shang, the number of officers was doubled,

and they were able still to secure good government.

(Those early) intelligent kings, in establishing their

government, cared not so much about the number

of the offices as about the men (to occupy them).
Now I, the little child, cultivate with reverence my
virtue, concerned day and night about my defi-

ciencies
;

I look up to (those) former dynasties,

and seek to conform to them, while I instruct and

direct you, my officers/

3.
'

I appoint the Grand - Master, the Grand -

Assistant, and the Grand-Guardian. These are the

three Kung 2
. They discourse about the principles

1
It is the Same phiase heie, which occurs at the beginning

of the Canons of Ysfo and Shun, and of some other Boots. It

may be inferred, as P Gaubil says, that Ydo and Shun had certain

somces of knowledge, that is to say, some history of the times

anterior to their own.
8 That is, *the three dukes;' but the term is here a name of

office, more than of nobility, as is evident from the name of the

three Ku, who were next to them. Ku was not used as a term

expressing any order of nobility. It would seem to indicate that,

while the men holding the office -were assistant to the Kung, they

yet had a distinct standing of their own. The offices of Grand-

Mttster &c. had existed under the Shang dynasty j
see Book xi,

Part IV.

Q 2
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of reason l and adjust the states, harmonizing (also)

and regulating the operations (in nature) of heaven

and earth 2
. These offices need not (always) be

filled
;
there must

(first) be the men for them.
'

(I appoint) the Junior Master, the Junior Assist-

ant, and the Junior Guardian. These are called

the three Ku 3
. They assist the Kung to diffuse

widely the transforming influences, and display

brightly with reverence (the powers of) heaven

and earth, assisting me, the One man.
'

(I appoint) the Prime Minister, who presides over

the ruling of the (various) regions, has the general

management of all the other officers, and secures

uniformity within the four seas
;

the Minister of

Instruction, who presides over the education in the

states, diffuses a knowledge of the duties belonging
to the five relations of society, and trains the mil-

lions of the people to obedience
;
the Minister of

Religion, who presides over the (sacred) ceremonies

of the country, regulates the services rendered to

the spirits and manes, and makes a harmony
between high and low 4

;* the Minister of War, who
presides over the (military) administration of the

1

Meaning, I suppose, the courses or ways, which it was right
for the king, according to reason, to pursue.

z That is, probably, securing the material prosperity of the

kingdom, in good seasons, &c.
3 See note 2 on the preceding page.
* The name here for

'

the Minister of Religion' is the same as
that in the Canon of Shun. <The spirits and manes' are 'the

spirits of heaven, earth, and deceased men.' All festive, funeral,
and other ceremonies, as well as those of sacrifices, came under
the department of the Minister of Religion, who had therefore
to define the order of rank and precedence. This seems to be
what is meant by his

'

making a harmony between high and low.'
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country, commands the six hosts, and secures the

tranquillity of all the regions ; the Minister of Crime,
who presides over the prohibitions of the country,
searches out the villainous and secretly wicked, and

punishes oppressors and disturbers of the peace ;

and the Minister of Works, who presides over the

land of the country, settles the four classes of the

people, and secures at the proper seasons the pro-

duce of the ground
1
.

' These six ministers with their different duties

lead on their several subordinates, and set an

example to the nine pastors of the provinces, en-

riching and perfecting the condition of the millions

of the people. In six years (the lords of) the five

tenures appear once at the royal court ; and after

a second six years, the king makes a tour of inspec-

tion in the four seasons, and examines the (various)

regulations and measures at the four mountains.

The princes appear before him each at the moun-

tain of his quarter; and promotions and degrada-

tions are awarded with great intelligence.'

4. The king said,
' Oh ! all ye men of virtue, my

occupiers of office, pay reverent attention to your

charges. Be careful in the commands you issue;

for, once issued, they must be carried into effect,

and cannot be retracted. Extinguish all selfish

aims by your public feeling, and the people will

have confidence in you, and be gladly obedient.

Study antiquity as a preparation for entering on

1 Out of these six ministers and their departments have grown

the Six Boards of the Chinese Government of the present day

the Board of Civil Office ;
the Board of Revenue ; the Board of

Rites; the Board of War; the Boaid of Punishment; and the

Board of Works. -
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your offices. In deliberating on affairs, form your
determinations by help (of such study), and your
measures will be free from error. Make the regular
statutes of (our own) dynasty your rule, and do
not with artful speeches introduce disorder into

your offices. To accumulate doubts is the way to

ruin your plans; to be idle and indifferent is the

way to ruin your government. Without study, you
stand facing a wall, and your management of affairs

will be full of trouble.
'

I warn you, my high ministers and officers, that

exalted merit depends on the high aim, and a patri-

mony is enlarged only by diligence ;
it is by means

of
^bold

decision that future difficulties are avoided.
Pride comes, along with rank, unperceived, and ex-

travagance in the same way with emolument. Let
reverence and economy be (real) virtues with you,
unaccompanied with hypocritical display. Practise
them as virtues, and your minds will be at ease,
and you will daily become more admirable. Prac-
tise them in

hypocrisy, and your minds will be
toiled, and you will daily become more stupid. In
the enjoyment of favour think of peril, and never be
without a cautious apprehension ; he who is with-
out such apprehension finds himself amidst what
is really to be feared. Push forward the worthyand show deference to the able; and harmony will
prevail among all your officers. When they are
not harmonious, the government becomes a mass
of confusion. If those whom you advance be
able for their offices, the ability is yours; if youadvance improper men, you are not equal to your
position.

'*

5- The king said, 'Oh! ye (charged) with the
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threefold business (of government)
1

, and ye great

officers, reverently attend to your departments, and
conduct well the affairs under your government, so

as to assist your sovereign, and secure the lasting

happiness of the millions of the people ;
so shall

there be no dissatisfaction throughout the myriad
states.'

BOOK XXI. THE

was the successor in ' the eastern capital
'

of the duke

of K&o., who has now passed off the stage of the Shu, which

he occupied so long. Between ' the Officers of -A*au
' and this

Book, there were, when the Shft was complete, two others,

which are both lost. We must greatly deplore the loss of the

second of them, for it contained an account of the death of

the duke of Jxi, and an announcement made by king .Oing
by his bier.

Who Jfim-kf&n, the chaige to whom on entering on his important

government is here preserved, really was, we are not informed.

Some have supposed that he was a son of the duke of JTdu ;

but we may be sure, from the analogy of other charges, that

if he had been so, the fact would have been alluded to in the

text. JTun-Man might be translated
' the prince JE^an/ like

jffun Shih in the title of Book xvi, but we know nothing of any

territory with which he was invested

The following summary of the contents is given by a Chinese

critic: 'The whole Book may be divided into three chapters.

The first relates JEun-^an's appointment to the government
of the eastern capital. The concluding words,

" Be leverent,"

1 'The threefold business of government' is the appointment

of the men of office, the officers of law, and the pastors,
'
the three

concerns of those in the three highest positions,' as described in

the last Book, ch 4. The king, probably, intends the Kung,lhe
Ku, and the six ministers, whose duties he has spoken of. The

'great officers' will be all the officers inferior to these in their

several departments.
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are emphatic, and give the key-note to all that follows. The

second chapter enjoins on him to exert himself to
'

illustrate

the lessons of the duke of A'au, and thereby transform the

people of Yin. The third requires him to give full develop-

ment to those lessons, and instances various particulars
in

which his doing so would appear ;
all illustrative of the com-

mand at the commencement, that he should be reverent.'

I. The king spake to the following effect:

'

7<"im-/^an, it is you who are possessed of excel-

lent virtue, filial and respectful. Being filial, and

friendly with your brethren, you can display these

qualities in the exercise of goverment. I appoint

you to rule this eastern border. Be reverent/

2.
'

Formerly, the duke of Afau acted as teacher

and guardian of the myriads of the people, who

cherish (the remembrance of) his virtue. Go and

with sedulous care enter upon his charge; act in

accordance with his regular ways, and exert your-

self to illustrate his lessons
;

so shall the people

be regulated. I have heard that he said,
"
Perfect

government has a piercing fragrance, and influ-

ences the spiritual intelligences.* It is not the

millet which has the piercing fragrance ;
it is bright

virtue." Do you make this lesson of the duke

of A"au your rule, being diligent from day to day,
and not presuming to indulge in luxurious ease.

Ordinary men, while they have not yet seen a'

sage, (are full of desire) as if they should never

get a sight of him
; and after they have seen him,

they are still unable to follow him. Be cautioned

by this ! You are the wind
;

the inferior people
are the grass. In revolving the plans of your

government, never hesitate to acknowledge the

difficulty of the subject. Some things have to be

abolished, and some new things to be enacted
;
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going out and coming in, seek the judgment of your

people about them, and, when there is a general

agreement, exert your own powers of reflection.

When you have any good plans or counsels, enter

and lay them before your sovereign in the palace.

Thereafter, when you are acting abroad in accord-

ance with them, say,
" This plan or this view is all

due to our sovereign." Oh ! if all ministers were

to act thus, how excellent would they be, and how

distinguished !

*

3. The king said,
'

-/Tun-//an, do you give their

full development to the great lessons of the duke

of K&u.. Do not make use of your power to exer-

cise oppression ;
do not make use of the laws to

practise extortion. Be gentle, but with strictness

of rule. Promote harmony by the display of an

easy forbearance.
' When any of the people of Yin are amenable to

punishment, if I say
"
Punish," do not you therefore

punish ;
and if I say

"
Spare," do not you therefore

spare. Seek the due middle course. Those who

are disobedient to your government, and uninflu-

enced by your instructions, you will punish, remem-

bering that the end of punishment is to make an

end of punishing. Those who are inured to villainy

and treachery, those who violate the regular duties

of society, and those who introduce disorder into

the public manners: those three classes you will

not spare, though their particular offences be but

small.
' Do not cherish anger against the obstinate, and

dislike them. Seek not every quality in one indi-

vidual. You must have patience, and you will be

successful; have forbearance, and your virtue will
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be great. Mark those who discharge their duties

well, and also mark those who do not do so, (and

distinguish them from one another.) Advance the

good, to induce those who may not be so to follow

(their example).
( The people are born good, and are changed by

(external) things,* so that they resist what their

superiors command, and follow what they (them-

selves) love. Do you but reverently observe the

statutes, and they will be found in (the way of)

virtue; they will thus all be changed, and truly

advance to a great degree of excellence. Then

shall I, the One man, receive much happiness, and

your excellent services will be famous through long
ap-es !

'

BOOK XXII. THE TESTAMENTARY CHARGE.

THIS Book brings us to the closing act of the life of king J/iang,
whose reign, according to the current chronology, lasted thirty-

seven years, ending in B.C. 1079. From the appointment ofJun-
kh&n to his death, the king's history is almost a blank. The

only events chronicled by Sze-ma
1

.Oien are a coinage of round

money with a square hole in the centre, the prototype of the

present -cash
;

and an enactment about the width and length
in which pieces of silk and cloth were to be manufactured.

King Ar^ang, feeling that his end is near, calls his principal
ministers and other officers around his bed, and commits his

son .ffao to their care and guidance. The record of all these

things and the dying charge form a chapter that ends with the

statement of the king's death. The rest of the Book forms a

second chapter, in which we have a detailed account of the

ceremonies connected with the publication of the charge, and
the accession of JTao to the throne. It is an interesting account
of the ways of that distant time on such occasions.

i. In the fourth month, when the moon began to

wane, the king was indisposed. On the day
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jze, he washed his hands and face
;

his attendants

put on him his cap and robes l
; (and he sat up),

leaning on a gem-adorned bench 2
. He then called

together the Grand-Guardian Shih, the earls of Zm
and Thung, the duke of Pi, the marquis of Wei, the

duke of Mao, the master of the warders, the master

of the guards, the heads of the various departments,
and the superintendents of affairs 3

.

The king said,
' Oh I my illness has greatly in-

creased, and it will soon be over with me. The

malady comes on daily with more violence, and

maintains its hold. I am afraid I may not find

(another opportunity) to declare my wishes about

my successor, and therefore I (now) lay my charge

upon you with special instructions. The former

rulers, our kings Wan and Wu, displayed in suc-

cession their equal glory, making sure provision for

the support of the people, and setting forth their

1 The king's caps or crowns and robes were many, and for

each theie was the appropriate occasion. His attendants, no

doubt, now dressed king Kh&ng as the rules of court fashions

required.
a In those days they sat on the ground upon mats; and for

the old or mfiim benches or stools were placed, in front of them,

to lean forward on. The king had five kinds of stools variously

adorned. That with gems was the most honourable.

8 The Grand-Guardian Shih, or the duke of Shdo, and the other

five dignitaries were, no doubt, the six ministers of the 2oth Book,

Zm is refenedto the present district of -ffSo-yf, department Hsf-an?

and Thung to Hw J\i, department Thung-^u ;
both in Shen-

hst. The earl of Zm, it is supposed, was Minister of Instruction,

and he of Thung Minister of Religion. Pf corresponded to the

present district of ./T/fcang-an, department Hsl-an. The duke of

PJ was Minister of War, called Duke orKung, as Grand-Master.

It is not known where MSo was. The lord of it was Minister

of Works, and Grand-Assistant. The marquis of Wei, see on

Book ix. He was now, it is supposed, Minister of Crime.
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instructions. (The people) accorded a practical

submission, without any opposition, and the influ-

ence (of their example and instructions) extended

to Yin, and the great appointment (of Heaven) was

secured*. After them, I, the stupid one, received

with reverence the dread (decree) of Heaven, and

continued to keep the great instructions of Wan and

Wil, not daring blindly to transgress them.'*
' Now Heaven has laid affliction on me, and it

seems as if I should not again rise or be myself.

Do you take clear note of these my words, and in

accordance with them watch reverently over my
eldest son /"ao, and greatly assist him in the

difficulties of his position. Be kind to those who
are far off, and help those who are near. Promote
the tranquillity of the states, small and great, and

encourage them (to well-doing). I think how a man
has to govern himself in dignity and with decorum;

do not you allow K&o to proceed heedlessly on
the impulse of improper motives.' Immediately on

receiving this charge, (the ministers and others)
withdrew. The tent 1 was then carried out into

The tent had been prepared when the king sent for his

ministers and officers to give them his last charge, and set up
outside his chamber in the hall where he was accustomed to hold
'
the audience of government/ He had walked or been carried

to it, and then returned to his apartment when he had expressed
his last wishes, while the tent the curtains and canopy was
carried out into the courtyard.

.

The palace was much more long or deep than wide, con-

sisting of five series of buildings continued one after another,
so that, if all the gates were thrown open, one could walk in a
direct line from the first gate to the last. The different parts
of it were separated by courts that embraced a large space of
ground, and were

partly open overhead. The gates leading to
the different parts had their particular names, and were all fronting
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the king died.

2, The Grand - Guardian then ordered

Hwan 1 and Nan-Kung Ma"o x to instruct Lu
the marquis of Khi 2

,
with two shield-and-spearmen,

and a hundred guards, to meet the prince K&Q out-*

side the south gate
8

,
and conduct him to (one of)

the side-apartments (near to that where the king

lay), there to be as chief mourner 4
.

On the day Ting-m&o, (two days after the king's

death), he ordered (the charge) to be recorded on

the south Outside the second was held 'the outer levee,' where

the king received the princes and officers generally Outside the

fifth was held 'the audience of government,' when he met his

mimsteis to consult with them on the business of the state Inside

this gate were the buildings which formed the private apartments,
in the hall leading to which was held ' the inner audience,' and

where the sovereign feasted those whom he designed specially

to honour. Such is the general idea of the ancient palace given

by .ATd Hsl. The gateways included a large space, covered by a

roof, supported on pillars.
1 We know nothing more of these officers but what is here

related.

3 The marquis of Khi was the son of Thdi-kung, a friend and

minister of king Wan, who had been enfeoffed by king Wu with

the state of Kht, embracing the present department of ^Amg-^Lv.,
in Shan-tung, and other territory. His place at court was that of

master of the guards.
3 All the gates might be called

' south gates.' It is not certain

whether that intended here was the outer gate of all, or the last,

immediately in front of the hall, where the king had given his

charge. Whichever it was, the meeting J&o in the way described

was a public declaration that he had been appointed successor

to the throne.
* ' The mourning shed,' spoken of in Part IV, viu, ch. i, had

not yet been set up, and the apartment here indicated on the

east of the hall of audience was the proper one for the prince

to occupy in the mean time.
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tablets, and the forms (to be observed in publishing

it).
Seven days after, on Kwei-yu, as chief (of the

west) and premier, he ordered the (proper) .officers

to prepare the wood (for all the requirements of

the funeral)
l

.

The salvage men 2 set out the screens 3
,
orna-

mented with figures of axes, and the tents. -Between

the window (and the door), facing the south, they

placed the (three)fold mat of fine bamboo splints,

with its striped border of white and black silk,

and the usual bench adorned with different-coloured

gems. In the side-space on the west, which faced

the east, they placed the threefold rush mat, with

its variegated border, and the usual bench adorned

with beautiful shells. In the side-space on the east,

which faced the west, they placed the threefold mat
of fine grass, with its border of painted silk, and
the usual bench carved, and adorned with gems.
Before the western side-chamber, and facing the

south, they placed the threefold mat of fine bamboo,
with its dark mixed border, and the usual lacquered
bench 4

.

1 On the seventh day after his death the king had been shrouded

and put into his coffin. But there were still the shell or outer

coffin, &c., to be provided.
2 These 'salvage men' were, I suppose, natives of the wild

Ti tribes, employed to perform the more servile offices about the

court. Some of them., we know, were enrolled among the guards.
3 The screens were ornamented with figures of axe-heads, and

placed behind the king, under the canopy that overshadowed
him.

* All these arrangements seem to have been made in the hall

where king -Oang had delivered his charge. He had been
accustomed to receive his guests at all the places where the tents,

screens, and mats were now set. It was presumed he would be

present in spirit at the ceremony of proclaiming his son, and
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(They set forth) also the five pairs of gems (or

jade), and the precious things of display. There
were the red knife, the great lessons, the large
round-and-convex symbol of jade, and the rounded

and pointed maces, all in the side-space on the

west
;
the large piece of jade, the pieces contributed

by the wild tribes of the east, the heavenly sounding-
stone, and the river-Plan, all in the side-sj

on the east, the dancing habits of Yin, the

tortoise-shell, and the large drum, all in the we

apartment ;
the spear of Tui, the bow of Ho,

the bamboo arrows of jOui, all in the east*
-

apartment
l
.

The grand carriage was by the guests' stepSj,\

facing (the south) ; the next was by the eastern

(or host's) steps, facing (the south). The front

carriage was placed before the left lobby, and the-

one that followed it before the right lobby
2
.

making known to him his dying charge ; and as they could not

tell at what particular spot the spirit would be, they made all the

places ready for it.

1 The western and eastern apartments were two rooms, east

and west of the hall, forming part of the private apartments,

behind the side rooms, and of large dimensions. The various

articles enumerated were precious relics, and had been favourites

with king -ATMng. They were now displayed to keep up the

illusion of the king's still being present in spirit.
*

They were set

forth/ it is said,
'
at the ancestral sacrifices to show that the king

could preserve them, and at the ceremony of announcing a testa-

mentary charge *to show that he could transmit them
' About

the articles themselves it is not necessary to append particular

notes. They perished thousands of years ago, and the accounts

of them by the best scholars are little more than conjectural.
a The royal carnages were of five kinds, and four of them at

least were now set forth inside the last gate, that everything might

again be done, as when the king was alive. On the west side

of the hall were the guests' steps (or staircase), by which visitors
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Two men in brownish leather caps, and holding

three-cornered halberts, stood inside the gate leading

to the private apartments. Four men in caps of.

spotted deer-skin, holding spears with blades up-

turned from the base of the point, stood, one on

each side of the steps east and west, and near to

the platform of the hall. One man in a great
'

officer's cap, and holding an axe, stood in the hall,

(near the steps) at the east (end). One man in a

great officer's cap, and holding an axe of a different

pattern, stood in the hall, (near the steps) at the

west end. One man in a great officer's cap, and

holding a lance, stood at the front and east of

the hall, close by the steps. One man in a great
officer's cap, and holding a lance of a different

pattern, stood in the corresponding place on the

west. One man in a great officer's cap, and holding
a pointed weapon, stood by the steps on the north

side of the hall.

The king, in a linen cap and the variously figured
skirt, ascended by the guests' steps, followed by
the high ministers, (great) officers, and princes of

states, in linen caps and dark-coloured skirts 1
.

Arrived in the hall, they all took their (proper)
places. The Grand-Guardian, the Grand-Historio-

grapher, and the Minister of Religion were all in

ascended, and on the east were those used by the host himself.
If one of the royal carriages was absent on this occasion, it must
have been that used in war, as not being appropriate at such
a time.

1
All was now ready for the grand ceremony, and the performers,

in their appropriate mourning and sacrificial array, take their

places in the hall, ^ao is here for the first time styled 'king;
'

but still he goes up by the guests' steps, not presuming to ascend

by the others, while his father's corpse was in the hall.
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Imen caps and red skirts. The Grand-Guardian

bore the great mace. The Minister of Religion
bore the cup and the mace- cover. These two

ascended by the steps on the east 1
. The Grand-

Historiographer bore the testamentary charge. He
ascended by the guests' steps (on the west), and

advanced to the king with the tablets containing
the charge, and said,

' Our royal sovereign, leaning
on the gem-adorned bench, declared his last charge,
and commanded you to continue (the observance of)

the lessons, and to take the rule of the kingdom of

A"au, complying with the great laws, and securing the

harmony of all under the sky, so as to respond to and

display the bright instructions of Wan and Wft.'

The king twice bowed (low), and then arose, and

replied,
'

I am utterly insignificant and but a child,

how should I be able to govern the four quarters

(of the kingdom) with a corresponding reverent

awe of the dread majesty of Heaven!'* He then

received the* cup and the mace-cover. Thrice he

slowly and reverently advanced with a cup of spirits

(to the east of the coffin) ;
thrice he sacrificed (to the

spirit of his father),* and thrice he put the cup down.

The Minister of Religion said,
*
It is accepted V *

1 The Grand-Guardian and the Minister of Religion ascended

by the eastern steps, because the authority of king JPMng was

in their persons, to be conveyed by the present ceremony to his

son, 'The great mace' was one of the emblems of the royal

sovereignty, and ' the cup
'

also must have been one that only the

king could use.
' The mace-cover

' was an instrument by which

the genuineness of the symbols of their rank conferred on the

different princes was tested.

8
According to Khung Ymg-ta", when the king received the record

of the charge, he was standing at the top of the eastern steps, a

little eastwards, with his face to the north. The Historiographer

stood by king JOang's coffin, on the south-west of it, with his face

M R
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The Grand-Guardian received the cup, descended

the steps, and washed his hands 1
. He then took

another cup, (placed it on) a half-mace which he

carried, and repeated the sacrifice 2.* He then gave
the cup to one of the attendants of the Minister

of Religion, and did obeisance. The king returned

the obeisance. The Grand-Guardian took a cup

again, and poured out the spirits in sacrifice."
3 '" He

then just tasted the spirits, returned to his place,

gave the cup to the attendant, and did obeisance.

The king returned the obeisance. The Grand-'

Guardian descended from the hall, after which the

various (sacrificial) articles were removed, and the

princes all went out at the temple gate
3 and waited.

to the east. There he read the charge, after which the king
bowed twice, and the Minister of Religion, on the south-west

of the king, presented the cup and mace-cover. The king took

them, and, having given the cover in charge to an attendant,

advanced with the cup to the place between the pillars where the

sacrificial spirits were placed. Having filled a cup, he advanced

to the east of the coffin, and stood with his face to the west
;

then going to the spot where his father's spirit was supposed to

be, he sacrificed, pouring out the spirits on the ground, and then

he put the cup on the bench appropriated for it. This he repeated
three times. At the conclusion the Minister of Religion conveyed
to him a message from the spirit of his father, that his offering
was accepted.

1
Preparatory, that is, to his offering a sacrifice.

3 That is, probably, repeated the sacrifice to the spirit of king
JT/iang, as if to inform him that his charge had been communicated
to his son. The half-mace was used as a handle for the sacrificial

cup. This ceremony appears to have been gone through twice.

The Grand-Guardian's bowing was to the spirit of king JOang,
and the new king returned the obeisance for his father.

3
Meaning the fifth or last gate of the palace. The private

apartments had for the time, through the presence of the coffin

and by the sacrifices, been converted into a sort of ancestral

temple.
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BOOK XXIII.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF KING KHANG.

KHANG was the honorary sacrificial title conferred on Jfo, the

son and successor of king Jfiag. His reign lasted from

B.C. 1078 to 1053. Khang, as an honorary title, has various

meanings. In the text it probably denotes ' Who caused the

people to be tranquil and happy.'

Immediately on his accession to the throne, as described in the

last Book, king Khang made the Announcement which is here

recorded. Indeed the two Books would almost seem to form

only one, and as such they appeared in the Shu of Fu, as

related in the- Introduction.

The princes, with whose departuie from the inner hall. of the

palace the last Book concludes, are introduced again to the

king in the court between the fourth and fifth gates, and do

homage to him after their fashion, cautioning also and advising

him about the discharge of his high duties. He responds with

the declaration which has given name to the Book, referring

to his predecessors, and asking the assistance of all his hearers,

that his reign may be a not unworthy sequel of theirs. With

this the proceedings terminate, and the king resumes his

mourning dress which he had put off for the occasion. The
whole thus falls into three chapters.

i. The king came forth and stood (in the space)
within the fourth gate of the palace, when the

Grand-Guardian led in the princes of the western

regions by the left (half) of the gate, and the duke

of Pi those of the eastern regions by the right (half) \

They then all caused their teams of light bay horses,

with their manes and tails dyed red, to be exhibited ;

and, (as the king's) guests, lifted up their rank-

symbols, and (the other) presents (they had brought)
a
,

1 See note on these ministers, p. 235.
9 These presents were in addition to the teams of horses ex-

hibited in the courtyard; silks and lighter productions of theit

various territories.

R 2
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saying,
' We your servants, defenders (of the throne),

venture to bring the productions of our territories,

and lay them here.
7

(With these words) they all

did obeisance twice, laying their heads on the ground.
The king, as the righteous successor to the virtue

of those who had gone before him, returned their

obeisance.

The Grand-Guardian and the earl of 2ui, with

all the rest, then advanced and bowed to each other,

after which they did obeisance twice, with their

heads to the ground, and said,
* Son of Heaven,

we venture respectfully to declare our sentiments.

Great Heaven altered its decree which the great
House of Yin had received, and Wan and Wu of
our ATau grandly received the same, and carried

it out, manifesting their kindly government in the
western regions. His recently ascended majesty,*

rewarding and punishing exactly in accordance with
what was right, fully established their achievements,
and transmitted this happy state to his successors.
Do you, O king, now be reverent. Maintain your

- armies in great order, and do not allow the rarely
equalled appointment of our high ancestors to come
to harm.' *

2. The king spoke to the following effect :^ { Ye
princes of the various states, chiefs of the Hau, Tien,
Nan, and Wei domains, I, ATio, the One man, make
an announcement in return (for your advice). The
former rulers, Wan and Wu, were greatly just and
enriched (the people). They did not occupy them-
selves to find out people's crimes. Pushing to the
utmost and maintaining an entire

impartiality and
sincerity, they became gloriously illustrious all under
heaven. Then they had officers brave as bears and
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grisly bears, and ministers of no double heart, who

(helped them) to maintain and regulate the royal
House. Thus (did they receive) the true favour-

ing decree from God, and thus did great Heaven

approve of their ways, and give them the four

quarters (of the land).* Then they appointed and

set up principalities, and established bulwarks (to

the throne), for the sake of us,- their successors.

Now do ye, my uncles 1
,

I pray you, consider with

one another, and carry out the service which the

dukes, your predecessors, rendered to my prede-

.cessors. Though your persons be distant, let your
hearts be in the royal House. Enter thus into my
anxieties, and act in accordance with them, so that

I, the little child, may not be put to shame/

3. The dukes and all the others, having heard

this charge, bowed to one another, and hastily with-

drew. The king put off his cap, and assumed again
his mourning dress.

BOOK XXIV, THE CHARGE TO THE DUKE or PI.

THE king who delivers the charge in this Book was Khang, and

the, only events of his reign of twenty-six years of which we

have any account in the Shu and in Sze-mit. ^ff/fcien are it and

the preceding announcement.

Book xxi relates the appointment of K\m.-kh%&, by king ./JTMng,

to the charge which was now, on his death, entrusted to the

duke of Pf, who is mentioned at the commencement of '
the

Testamentary Charge.' By the labours of the duke of K&a.

and JTun-an a considerable change had been effected in the

character of the people of Yin, who had been transferred to

the new capital and its neighbourhood; and king Khang now

1
Meaning the various princes, and especially those bearsig fhe

same surname as himself.
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appoints the duke of Pf to enter into and complete their

work.

After an introductory paragraph, the charge, in three chapters,

occupies all the rest of the Book, The first of them speaks
of what had been accomplished, and the admirable qualities of

the duke which fitted him to accomplish what remained to be

done. The second speaks of the special measures which were

called for by the original character and the altered character of

the people. The third dwells on the importance of the charge,
and stimulates the duke, by various considerations, to address

himself to fulfil it effectually.

1. In the sixth month of his twelfth year, the day
of the new moon's appearance was Kang-wu, and on

Zan-shan, the third day after, the king walked in the

morning from the honoured capital ofTTau to Fang
1

,

and there, with reference to the multitudes of J^ang-
/au 2

, gave charge to the duke of Pi 3 to protect and

regulate the eastern border.

2. The king spoke to the following effect :

' Oh ! Grand-Master, it was when Wan and Wti
had diffused their great virtue all under heaven,
that they therefore received the appointment which
Yin had enjoyed.* The duke of 7Tau acted as
assistant to my royal predecessors, and tranquillized
and established their kingdom. Cautiously did he
deal with the 'refractory people of Yin, and removed
them to the city of Lo, that they might be quietly
near the royal House, and be transformed by its

1 That is, he went from Hta, founded by king Wft to Fang
the capital of Wan, The king wished to give his charge in the
temple of king Wan, because the duke of Pt had been one of
his ministers.

u was a name of the new or 'lower' capital of
Lo, perhaps as giving

'

completion,' or full establishment to the
dynasty.

* The duke of PJ had succeeded the duke of JTSu, in the office
ot Grand-Master, under
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lessons. Six and thirty years have elapsed
1

;
the

generation has been changed; and manners have

altered. Through the four -quarters of the land

there is no occasion for anxiety, and I, the One

man, enjoy repose.
' The prevailing ways now tend to advancement

and now to degeneracy, and measures of govern-
ment must be varied according to the manners

(of the time). If you (now) do not manifest your

approval of what is good, the people will not be led

to stimulate themselves in it. But your virtue,

O duke, is strenuous, and you are cautiously atten-

tive to the smallest things. You have been helpful

to and brightened four reigns
2

;
with deportment all

correct leading on the inferior officers, so that there

is not one who does not reverently take your words

as a law. Your admirable merits were many (and

great) in the times of my predecessors ; I, the little

child, have but to let my robes hang down, and fold

my hands, while I look up for the complete effect

(of your measures).'

3. The king said,
' Oh 1 Grand-Master, I now

reverently charge you with the duties of the duke of

jau. Go I Signalize the good, separating the bad

from them ; give tokens of your approbation in their

neighbourhoods
3

, making it ill for the evil by such

distinction of the good, and thus establishing the

influence and reputation (of their virtue). When
the people will not obey your lessons and statutes,

1
Probably, from the death of the duke of -Uu.

Those of Wan, Wu, .Mng, and the existing reign of Khang.
8

Setting up, that is, some conspicuous monument, with an

inscription testifying his approbation. All over China, at the

present day, such testimonials are met with.
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mark off the boundaries of their hamlets, making

them fear (to do evil), and desire (to do good).

Define anew the borders and frontiers, and be

careful to strengthen the guard-posts through the

territory, in order to secure tranquillity (within) the

four seas. In measures of government to be con-

sistent and constant, and in proclamations a combi-

nation of completeness and brevity, are valuable.

There should not be the love of what is extraordi-

nary. Among the customs of Shang was the flat-

tery of superiors ; sharp-tonguedness was the sign of

worth. The remains of these manners are not yet

obliterated. Do you, duke, bear this in mind.

I have heard the saying,
"
Families which have for

generations enjoyed places of emolument seldom

observe the rules of propriety. They become disso-

lute, and do violence to virtue, setting themselves in

positive opposition to the way of Heaven. They
ruin the formative principles of good ; encourage

extravagance and display; and tend to carry all

(future ages) on the same stream with them." . Now
the officers of Yin had long relied on the favour

which they enjoyed. In the confidence of their

prideful extravagance they extinguished their (sense

of) righteousness. They displayed before men the

beauty of their robes, proud, licentious, arrogant,
and boastful

; the natural issue was that they
should end In being thoroughly bad. Although
their lost minds have (in a measure) been recovered,
it is difficult to keep them under proper restraint.

If with their property and wealth they can be

brought under the influence of instruction, they may
enjoy lengthened years, virtue, and righteousness !

these are the great lessons. If you do not follow



in dealing with them these lessons of antiquity,

wherein will you instruct them ?
'

4. The king said,
' Oh ! Grand-Master, the secu-

rity or the danger of the kingdom depends on those

officers of Yin. If you are not (too) stern with them

nor (too) mild, their virtue will be truly cultivated.

The duke of .ATdu exercised the necessary caution at

the beginning (of the undertaking) ;
Jun-/ian dis-

played the harmony proper to the middle of it
;
and

you, O duke, can bring it at last to a successful issue.

You three princes will have been one in aim, and

will have equally pursued the proper way. The

penetrating power of your principles, and the good
character of your measures of government, will exert

an enriching influence on the character of the people,

so that the wild tribes, with their coats buttoning on

the left
1

,
will all find their proper support in them,

and I, the little child, will long enjoy much happi-

ness. Thus, O duke, there in ^T/zang-^au will you
establish for ever the power (of jOu), and you will

have an inexhaustible fame. Your descendants will

follow your perfect pattern, governing accordingly.

'Oh! do not say,
"

I am unequal to this," but

exert your-mind to the utmost. Do not say,
" The

people are few
;

"
but attend carefully to your busi-

ness. Reverently follow the accomplished achieve-

ments of the former kings, and complete the excel-

lence of the government of your predecessors.'

1 Confucius once praised Kwan JTung, a great minister of JZftl,

in the seventh century B c., for his services against the wild tribes

of his time, saying, that but for him they in China would be wear-

ing their hair dishevelled, and buttoning the lappets of their coats

on the left side. See Analects, XIV, xviii. The long robes and

jackets of the Chinese generally stretch over on the right side of

the chest, and are there buttoned.
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BOOK XXV. THE
:*"

ACCORDING to the note in the Preface to the Shu, the charge

delivered in this Book to ^Sun-yS, or possibly
'

the prince Ya/
was by king Mft; and its dictum is not challenged by any
Chinese critic. The reign of king JTMo, who succeeded to

Khang, is thus passed over in the documents of the Shu.. Mft

was the son and successor of Kh&Q, and reigned from B.C. 1001

to 947.

-ffiin-ya"s surname is not known. He is here appointed to be

Minister of Instruction, and as it is intimated that his father

and grandfather had been in the same office, it is conjectured
that he was the grandson of the earl of Zui, who was Minister

of Instruction at the beginning of the reign of king Khang.
The Book is short, speaking of the duties of the office, and

stimulating Ya to the discharge of them by considerations drawn
from the merits of his forefathers, and the services which he

would render to the dynasty and his sovereign.

i. The king spoke to the following effect :

' Oh ! Altn-ya, your grandfather and your father,

one after the other, with a true loyalty and honesty,
laboured in the service of the royal House, accom-

plishing a merit that was recorded on the grand
banner 1

. I, the little child, have become charged
by inheritance with the line of government trans-

mitted from Wan and Wu, from KJ&bg and Khang ;

I also keep thinking of their ministers who aided
them in the good government of the kingdom ;

the

trembling anxiety of my mind makes me feel as if

I were treading on a tiger's tail, or walking upon
spring ice. I now give you charge to assist me;

1 The grand banner was borne aloft when the king went to

sacrifice. There were figures of the sun and moon on -it, and
dragons lying along its breadth, one over the other, head above
tail. The names of meritorious ministers were inscribed on it

during their lifetime, preparatory to their sharing in the sacrifices
of the ancestral temple after their death.
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be as my limbs to me, as my heart and backbone.

Continue their old service, and do not disgrace your

grandfather and father.
' Diffuse widely (the knowledge of) the five in-

variable relations (of society), and reverently seek

to produce a harmonious observance of the duties

belonging to them among the people. If you are

correct in your own person, none will dare to be

but correct. The minds of the people cannot

attain to the right mean (of duty) ; they must be

guided by your attaining to it. In the heat and

rains of summer, the inferior people may be de-

scribed as murmuring and sighing. And so it is

with them in the great cold of winter. How great
are their hardships! Think of their hardships in

order to seek to promote their ease ; and the people
will be tranquil. Oh ' how great and splendid were

the plans of king Wan ! How greatly were they
carried out by the energy of king Wu! All in

principle correct, and deficient in nothing, they are

for the help and guidance of us their descendants.

Do you with reverence and wisdom carry out your

instructions, enabling me to honotir and follow the

example of my (immediate) predecessors, and to

respond to and display the bright decree conferred

on Wan and Wu
;

so shall you be the mate of your

by-gone fathers.'

2. The king spoke to the following effect :
-

<

^Tdn-ya, do you take for your rule the lessons

afforded by the courses of your excellent fathers.

The good or the bad order of the people depends

on this. You will thus follow the practice of your

grandfather and father, and make the good govern-

ment of your sovereign illustrious.'
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BOOK XXVI. THE CHARGE TO

THE charge recorded here, like that in the last Book, is assigned

to king Mu. It was delivered on the appointment of a .Oiung
or Po-X'/nung (that is, the eldest .Oiung, the eldest brother

in his family) to be High Chamberlain. -Of this .Oiung- we

know nothing more than we learn from the Shu. He was no

high dignitary of state. That the charge to him found a place

in the Shu, we are told, shows how important it was thought

that men in the lowest positions, yet coming into contact with

the sovereign, should possess correct principles and an earnest

desire for his progress in intelligence and virtue.

King Mu represents himself as conscious of his own incompetencies,

and impressed with a sense of the high duties devolving on

him. His predecessors, much superior to himself, were yet

greatly indebted to the aid of the officers about them
;

how
much more must this be the case with him !

He proceeds to appoint .A7ziung to be the High Chamberlain,

telling him how he should guide correctly all the other servants

about the royal person, so that none but good influences should

be near to act upon the king; telling him also the manner
of men whom he should employ, and the care he should exercise

in the selection of them.

The king spoke to the following effect :

'

Po-

/aung, I come short in virtue, and have succeeded

to the former kings, to occupy the great throne.

I am fearful, and conscious of the peril (of my posi-

tion). I rise at midnight, and think how I can avoid

falling into errors. Formerly Wan and Wu were
endowed with all intelligence, august and sage,
while their ministers, small and great, all cherished

loyalty and goodness. Their servants, charioteers,

chamberlains, and followers were all men of correct-

ness; morning and evening waiting on their sove-

reign's wishes, or supplying his deficiencies. (Those
kings), going out and coming in, rising up and sitting
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down, were thus made reverent. Their every warn-

ing or command was good. The people yielded a

reverent obedience, and the myriad regions were all

happy. But I, the One man, am destitute of good-

ness, and really depend on the officers who have

places about me to help my deficiencies, applying
the line to my faults, and exhibiting my errors, thus

correcting my bad heart, and enabling me to be the

successor of my meritorious predecessors,
' Now I appoint you to be High Chamberlain,

to see that all the officers in your department and

my personal attendants are upright and correct, that

they strive to promote the virtue of their sovereign,

and together supply my deficiencies. Be careful in

selecting your officers. Do not employ men of

artful speech and insinuating looks, men whose

likes and dislikes are ruled by mine, one-sided men
and flatterers

;
but employ good men. When these

household officers are correct, the sovereign will be

correct ;
when they are flatterers, the sovereign will

consider himself a sage. His virtue or his want of

it equally depends on them. Cultivate no intimacy

with flatterers, nor get them to do duty for me as

my ears and eyes ; they will lead their sovereign

to disregard the statutes of the former kings. If

you choose the men not for their personal goodness,

but for the sake of their bribes, their offices will be

made of no effect, your great want of reverence for

your sovereign will be apparent, and I will hold you

guilty.'

The king said, 'Oh 1 be reverent ! Ever help

your sovereign to follow the regular kws of duty

(which he should exemplify),'
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BOOK XXVII.

THE MARQUIS OF Lu ON PUNISHMENTS.

THE charge or charges recorded in this Book were given in the

hundredth year of the king's age. The king, it is again under-

stood, was Mu
;
and the hundredth year of his age would be

B.C. 952. The title of the Book in Chinese is simply 'Lii's

Punishments/ and I conclude that Lii, or the marquis of Lii,

was a high minister who prepared, by the king's orders, a code

of punishments for the regulation of the kingdom, in connexion

with the undertaking, or the completion, of which the king

delivered to his princes and judges the sentiments that are here

preserved.

The common view is that Lii is the name of a principality, the

marquis of which was Mu's Minister of Crime. Where it was

is not well known, and as the Book is quoted in the Li Ki

several times under the title of '

Fti on Punishments/ it is sup-

posed that Lii and Fu (a small marquisate in the present Ho-nan)
were the same.

The whole Book is divided into seven chapters. The first is

merely a brief introduction, the historiographer's account of the

circumstances in which king Mu delivered his lessons. Each

of the other chapters begins with the words,
* The king said.'

The first two of them are an historical resume* of the lessons

of antiquity on the subject of punishments, and an inculcation

on the princes and officers of justice to give heed to them, and

learn from them. The next two tell the princes of the diligence

and carefulness to be employed in the use of punishments, and

how they can make punishments a blessing. The fourth chap-
ter treats principally of the commutation or redemption of

punishments, and has been very strongly condemned by critics

and moralists. They express their surprise that such a docu^

ment should be in the Shu, and, holding that the collection was

made by Confucius, venture to ask what the sage meant by

admitting it. There is, in fact, no evidence that the redemption
of punishments on the scale here laid down, existed in China

before Mu's time. It has entered, however, into the penal code

of every subsequent dynasty. Great official corruption and de-

pravation of the general morality would seem to be inseparable

from such a system. The fifth chapter returns again to the
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reverence with which punishments should be employed; and the

sixth and last is addressed to future generations, and directs

them to the ancient models, in order that punishments may
never be but a blessing to the kingdom.

A. Chinese critic says that throughout the Book 'virtue' and 'exact

adaptation
'

are the terms that carry the weight of the meaning.
Virtue must underlie the use of punishments, of which their

exact adaptation will be the manifestation.

1. In reference to the charge to (the marquis of)

Lii : When the king had occupied the throne till he

reached the age of a hundred years, he gave great

consideration to the appointment of punishments,
in order to deal with (the people of) the four

quarters.

2. The king said, 'According to the teachings of

ancient times, .Oih Yti was the first to produce dis-

order, which spread among the quiet, orderly people,

till all became robbers and murderers, owl-like and

yet self-complacent in their conduct, traitors and

villains, snatching and niching, dissemblers and

oppressors *.

'Among the people of Miao, they did not use

the power of goodness, but the restraint of punish-

ments. They made the five punishments engines

of oppression
2
, calling them the laws. They

Yu, as has been observed in the Introduction, p. 27, is

the most ancient name mentioned in the Shu, and carries us back,

according to the Chinese chronologists, nearly to the beginning of

the twenty-seventh century B. c. P Gaubil translates the characters

which appear in the English text here as 'According to the

teachings of ancient tunes
'

by
' Selon les anciens documents/

which is more than the Chinese text says. It is remarkable that

at the commencement of Chinese history, Chinese tiadition pkced
a period of innocence, a season when order and virtue ruled in

men's affairs.

8 I do not think it is intended to say here that
' the five punish-

ments
'

were invented by the chiefs of the Mi^o
;
but only that
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slaughtered the innocent, and were the first also to

go to excess in cutting off the nose, cutting off the

ears, castration, and branding. All who became

liable to those punishments were dealt with without

distinction, no difference being made in favour of

those who could offer some excuse. The people

were gradually affected by this state of things, and

became dark and disorderly. Their hearts were no

more set on good faith, but they violated their oaths

and covenants. The multitudes who suffered from

the oppressive terrors, and were (in danger of) being

murdered, declared their innocence to Heaven. God

surveyed the people, and there was no fragrance of

virtue arising from them, but the rank odour of their

(cruel) punishments.*
'The great Tl 1

compassionated the innocent

multitudes that were (in danger of) being murdered,

and made the oppressors feel the terrors of his

majesty. He restrained and (finally) extinguished

the people of Miao, so that they should not con-

these used them excessively and barbarously. From two passages

in the Canon of Shun, we conclude that that monarch was

acquainted with ' the five great inflictions or punishments,' and

gave instructions to his minister Ka"o-ya;o as to their use.

1 Here is the name Hwang Ti by which the sovereigns of

China have been styled from B.C. 221, since the emperor of .Oin,

on his extinction of the feudal states, enacted that it should be

borne by himself and his descendants. I have spoken of the

meaning of Ti and of the title Hwang Tl in the note on the

translation of the Sliti appended to the Preface. There can

be no doubt that it was Shun whom king Mu intended by the

name. A few sentences further on, the mention of Po-i and

Yii leads us to the time subsequent to Ya"o, and there does not

appear to be any change of subject in the paragraph. We get
from this Book a higher idea of the power of the Miao than

from the Books of Part II.
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tinue to future generations. Then he commissioned

-ff^ung and Li * to make an end of the communica-

tions between earth and heaven; and the descents

(of spirits) ceased 1
. From the princes down to the

1
.Oung and Lf are nowhere met with in the previous parts of

the Shu, nor in any other reliable documents of history, as officers

of Shun. 3h& Kh&s\ and others would identify them with the

Hst and Ho of the Canon of Y&>, and hold those to have been

descended from a jOung and a Lt, supposed to belong to the

time of ShSo H&o in the twenty-sixth century B c.

Whoever they were, the duty with which they were charged

was remarkable. In the Narratives of the States (a book of

the .ffau dynasty), we find a conveisation on it, during the life-

time of Confucius, between king Khfo of JEM (B.C. 515-489)

and one of his ministers, called Kwan Yt-fu.
' What is meant,'

asked the king,
'

by what is said m one of the Books of K&&

about .Oung and Lf, that they really brought it about that there

was no intercourse between heaven and earth ? If they had not

done so, would people have been able to ascend to heaven?'

The minister replied that that was not the meaning at all, and

gave his own view of it at gieat length, to the following effect.

Anciently, the people attended to the discharge of their duties

to one another, and left the worship of spiritual beings the

seeking intercourse with them, and invoking and effecting their

descent on earth to the officers who were appointed for that

purpose. In this way things proceeded with great regularity.

The people minded their own aflfaiis, and the spirits minded

theirs Tranquillity and prosperity were the consequence. But

in the time of ShSo Hfio, through the lawlessness of JPiu-l$, a

change took place. The people intruded into the functions of

the regulators of the spirits and their worship. They abandoned

their duties to then- fellow men, and tried to bring down spirits

from above. The spirits themselves, no longer kept in check

and subjected to rule, made their appearance irregularly and

disastrously. All was confusion* and calamity, when .Swan Hstt

(B.C. 2510-2433) took the case hi hand. He appointed XSung,

the Minister of the South, to the superintendency of heavenly

things, to prescribe the laws for the spirits, and Lt, the Minister

of Fire, to the superintendency of earthly things, to prescribe the

rules for the people. In this way both spirits and people were

[i]
S
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inferior officers, all helped with clear intelligence

(the spread of) the regular principles of duty-, and

the solitary and widows were no longer overlooked.

The great Ti with an unprejudiced mind carried his

enquiries low down among the people, and the soli-

tary and widows laid before him their complaints

against the Miao. He awed the people by the

majesty of his virtue, and enlightened them by
its brightness. He thereupon charged the three

princely (ministers)
1 to labour with compassionate

anxiety in the people's behalf. Po-i delivered his

statutes to prevent the people from rendering them-

selves obnoxious to punishment; Yli reduced to

order the water and the land, and presided over the

naming of the hills and rivers
;
Ki spread abroad

a knowledge of agriculture, and (the people) exten-

sively cultivated the admirable grains. When the

three princes had accomplished their work, it was

abundantly well with the people. The Minister of

Crime 2 exercised among them the restraint of

brought back to their former regular courses, and there was no
unhallowed interference of the one with the other. This was the

work described in the text. But subsequently the chief of San-

miao showed himself a JTm-li redivivus, till Yo called forth

the descendants of .Oung and Lf, who had not forgotten the

virtue and functions of their fathers, and made them take the case

in hand again.

According to Yf-fu's statements Khung's functions were those
of the Minister of Religion, and Lfs those of the Minister of

Instruction; but Hsf and Ho were simply Ministers of Astronomy
and the Calendar, and their descendants continue to appear as
such in the Shu to the reign of .ffung Khang, long after we know
that men of other families were appointed to the important minis-
tries of .Oung and LI

1 Those immediately mentioned, Po-i, Yii, and 1. See the
Canon of Shun and other Books of Part II.

3

Kao-yao.
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punishment in exact adaptation to each offence,

and taught them to reverence virtue. The greatest

gravity and harmony in the sovereign, and the

greatest intelligence in those below him, thus

shining forth to all quarters (of the land), all were
rendered diligent in cultivating their virtue. Hence,

(if anything more were wanted), the clear adjudica-
tion of punishments effected the regulation of the

people, and helped them to observe the regular
duties of life. The officers who presided over

criminal cases executed the law (fearlessly) against
the powerful, and (faithfully) against the wealthy.

They were reverent and cautious. They had no
occasion to make choice of words to vindicate their

conduct. The virtue of Heaven was attained to by
them

; from them was the determination of so great
a matter as the lives (of men). In their low sphere

they yet corresponded (to Heaven) and enjoyed (its

favour)/
*

. 3. The king said,
' Ah ! you who direct the

government and preside over criminal cases through
all the land, are you not constituted the shepherds
of Heaven ?

* To whom ought you now to look

as your pattern ? Is it not to Po-1, spreading

among the people his lessons to avert punishments ?

And from whom ought you now to take warning ?

Is it not from the people of Miao, who would not

examine into the circumstances of criminal cases,

and did not make choice of good officers that should

see to the right apportioning of the five punish-

ments, but chose the violent and bribe-snatchers,

who determined and administered them, so as to

oppress the innocent, until God would no longer
hold them guiltless, and sent down calamity on

S 2
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Mido, when the people had no plea to allege in

mitigation of their punishment, and their name was

cut off from the world ?
' *

4. The king said,
f Ohi lay it to heart. My

uncles, and all ye, my brethren and cousins, my sons

and my grandsons
1

,
listen all of you to my words, in

which, it may be, you will receive a most important

charge. You will only tread the path of satisfaction

by being daily diligent; do not have occasion to

beware of the want of diligence. Heaven, in its

wish to regulate the people, allows us for a day to

make use of punishments.* Whether crimes have

been premeditated, or are unpremeditated, depends
on the parties concerned

;
do you (deal with them

so as to) accord with the mind of Heaven, and thus

serve me, the One man. Though I would put them

to death, do not you therefore put them to death
;

though I would spare them, do not you therefore

spare them. Reverently apportion the five punish-

ments, so as fully to exhibit the three virtues 2
.

Then shall I, the One man, enjoy felicity ; the

people will look to you as their sure dependance ;

the repose of such a state will be perpetual.'

5. The king said,
' Ho ! come, ye rulers of states

and territories 3
,

I will tell you how to make punish-
ments a blessing. It is yours now to give repose to

the people; what should you be most concerned

1

Meaning all the princes of the same surname as himself. As
he was a hundred years old, there might well be among them
those who were really his sons and grandsons.

3 'The three virtues' are those of the Great Plan; those of
'

correctness and straightforwardness,' of '

strong government/ and
of ' mild government.'

8

Meaning all the princes ;
of the king's own and other sur-

names;
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about the choosing of ? Should it not be the proper
men ? What should you deal with the most reve-

rently ? Should it not be punishments ? What
should you calculate the most carefully ? Should

it not be to whom these will reach ?

' When both parties are present, (with their docu-

ments and witnesses) all complete, let the judges
listen to the fivefold statements that may be made 1

.

When they have examined and fully made up their

minds on those, let them adjust the case to one of

the five punishments. If the five punishments do

not meet it, let them adjust it to one of the five

redemption-fines ;
and if these, again, are not suffi-

cient for it, let them reckon it among the five cases

of error 2
.

' In (settling) the five cases of error there are

evils (to be guarded against); being warped by
the influence of power, or by private grudge, or by
female solicitation, or by bribes, or by applications.

Any one of these things should be held equal to

the crime (before the judges). Do you carefully

examine, and prove yourselves equal to (every

difficulty),

'When there are doubts as to the infliction of

any of the five punishments, that infliction should

be forborne. When there are doubts as to the

1 That is, the statements, with the evidence on both sides,

whether incriminating or exculpating. They are called fivefold, as

the case might have to be dealt with by one or" other of ( the five

punishments/
a That is, the offences of inadvertence. What, should ensue

on the adjudication of any case to be so ranked does not appear.

It would be very leniently dealt with, and peihaps pardoned. In
' the Counsels of Ytl/ Kfio-ydo says to Shun,

' You pardon inad-

vertent offences however great,'
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infliction of any of the five fines, it should be for-

borne. Do you carefully examine, and prove your-

selves equal to overcome (every difficulty). When

you have examined and many things are clear, yet

form a judgment from studying the appearance of

the parties. If you find nothing out on examina-

tion, do not listen (to the case any more). In

everything stand in awe of the dread majesty of

Heaven.*

'When, in a doubtful case, the punishment of

branding is forborne, the fine to be laid on instead

is 600 ounces (of copper) ; but you must first have

satisfied yourselves as to the crime. When the case

would require the cutting off the nose, the fine must

be double this; with the same careful determina-

tion of the crime. When the punishment would

be the cutting off the feet, the fine must be 3000
ounces

;
with the same careful determination of

the crime. When the punishment would be castra-

tion l
,
the fine must be 3600 ounces

;
with the same

determination. When the punishment would be

death, the fine must
'

be 6000 ounces
; with the

same determination. Of crimes that may be re-

deemed by the fine in lieu of branding there are

1000
;
and the same number of those that would

otherwise incur cutting off the nose. The fine in

lieu of cutting off the feet extends to 500 cases;
that in lieu of castration, to 300 ;

and that in lieu

of death, to 200. Altogether, set against the five

punishments, there are 3000 crimes. (In the case

of others not exactly defined), you must class them
with the (next) higher or (next) lower offences, not

1 Or solitary confinement in the case of a female.
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admitting assumptive and disorderly pleadings, and
not using obsolete laws. Examine and act lawfully,

judging carefully, and proving yourselves equal (to

every difficulty).
1 Where the crime should incur one of the higher

punishments, but there are mitigating circumstances,

apply to it the next lower. Where it should incur one
of the lower punishments, but there are aggravating
circumstances, apply to it the next higher. The light
and heavy fines are to be apportioned (in the same

way) by the balance of circumstances. Punishments

and fines should (also) be light in one age, and

heavy in another. To secure uniformity in this

(seeming) irregularity, there are certain relations of

things (to be considered), and the essential principle

(to be observed).
' The chastisement of fines is short of death, yet

it will produce extreme distress. They are not

(therefore) persons of artful tongues who should

determine criminal cases, but really good persons,

whose awards will hit the right mean. Examine

carefully where there are any discrepancies in the

statements ;
the view which you were resolved not

to follow, you may see occasion to follow
;
with

compassion and reverence settle the cases
;

exa-

mine carefully the penal code, and deliberate with

all about it, that your decisions may be likely to

hit the proper mean and be correct
;

whether it be

the infliction of a punishment or a. fine, examining

carefully and mastering every difficulty. When the

case is thus concluded, all parties will acknowledge

the justice of the sentence ',*
and when it is reported,

the sovereign will do the same. In sending up

reports of cases, they must be full and complete.
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If a man have been tried on two counts, his two

punishments (must be recorded).'

6. The king said,
' Oh ! let there be a feeling of

reverence. Ye judges and princes, of the same sur-

name with me, and of other surnames, (know all) that

I speak in much fear. I think with reverence of the

subject of punishment, for the end of it is to promote
virtue. Now Heaven, wishing to help the people,
has made us its representatives here below."

5' Be

intelligent and pure in hearing (each) side of a case.

The right ordering of the people depends on the

impartial hearing of the pleas on both sides
;

do
not seek for private advantage to yourselves by
means of those pleas. Gain (so) got by the decision

of cases is no precious acquisition ;
it is an accumu-

lation of guilt, and will be recompensed with many
judgments: you should ever stand in awe of the

punishment of Heaven.* It is not Heaven that

does not deal impartially with men, but men ruin

themselves, If the punishment of Heaven were
not so extreme, nowhere under the sky would the

people have good government/
7. The king said,

' Oh ! ye who shall hereafter
inherit (the dignities and offices of) the present time,
to whom are ye to look for your models ? Must it

not be to those who promoted the virtue belonging
to the unbiassed nature of the people ? I pray you
give attention to my words. The wise men (of
antiquity) by their use of punishments obtained
boundless fame, Everything relating to the five

punishments exactly hit with them the due mean,
and hence came their excellence. Receiving from
your sovereigns the good multitudes, behold in the
case of those men punishments made felicitous !

'
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BOOK XXVIII.

THE CHARGE TO THE MARQUIS WXN.

THE king to whom this charge is ascribed was Phing (B c. 770-7 19).

Between him and Mu there was thus a period of fully two cen-

turies, of which no documents are, or ever were, in the collec-

tion of the Shu. The time was occupied by seven reigns, the

last of which was that of Nieh, known as king Yu, a woithless

ruler, and besotted in his attachment to a female favourite,

called Po-sze For her sake he degraded his queen, and sent

their son, t-^iu, to the court of the lord of Shan, her father,

'to leain good manners.' The lord, of Shan called in the

assistance of some barbarian tribes, oy^which the capital was

sacked, and the king slain
,
and with him ended the sway of

' the Western K&o..' Several of the feudal pimces went to the

assistance of the royal House, drove away the barbarians,

biought back t-Miu from Shan, and hailed him as king He
is known as king Phing, 'the Tranquillizer.' His first measure

was to transfer the capital from the ruins of Ha"o to Lo, thus

fulfilling at length, but under disastrous cucumstances, the

wishes of the duke of ^TSu; and from this time (B.C. 770) dates

the history of '
the Eastern .ATaU'

Among king Phing's early measures was the rewaiding the feudal

lords to whom he owed his throne. The marquis of ./Tin was

one of them. His name was jOiu, and that of 1-ho, by which

he is called in the text, is taken as his
(

style,' or designation

assumed by him on his marriage. Wan,
' the Accomplished/

was his sacrificial title. The lords of JTin were descended from

king Wu's son, Yu, who was appointed marquis of Thang, cor-

responding to the present department of Th&i-yuan, in Shan-hsJ.

The name of Thang was afterwaids changed into Kin. The

state became in course of time one of the largest and most

powerful in the kingdom.
The charge in this Book is understood to be hi connexion

WSin's appointment to be president or chief of several of
j

other princes, The king begins by celebrating the
virtues^

happy times of kings Wan and Wu, and the services

by the worthy ministers of subsequent reigns. He cor

with this the misery and distraction of bis own times, dej;

his want of wise counsellors and helpers, and praisii
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marquis for the services which he had rendered. He then

concludes with the special charge by which he would reward

the prince's merit in the past, and stimulate him to greater

exertions in the future.

i. The king spoke to the following effect:
'

Uncle I -ho, how illustrious were Wan and Wu !

Carefully did they make their virtue brilliant, till

it rose brightly on high, and the fame of it was

widely diffused here below. Therefore God caused

his favouring decree to light upon king Wan.*

There were ministers also (thereafter), who aided

and
illustriously served their sovereigns, following

and carrying out their plans, great and small, so that

my fathers sat tranquilly on the throne.
' Oh I an object of pity am I, who am (but as) a

little child. Just as I have succeeded to the throne,

Heaven has severely chastised me.* Through the

interruption of the (royal) bounties that ceased to

descend to the inferior people, the invading bar-

barous tribes of the west have greatly (injured) our

kingdom. Moreover, among the managers of my
affairs there are none of age and experience and

distinguished ability in their offices. I am (thus)

unequal (to the difficulties of my position), and say
to myself,

"
My grand-uncles and uncles, you ought

to compassionate my case/' Oh ! if there were
those who could establish their merit in behalf of

me, the One man, I might long enjoy repose upon
the throne.

(

Uncle I-ho, you render still more glorious your
illustrious ancestor. You were the first to imitate
the example of Wan and Wu, collecting (the scat-

tered powers), and continuing (the all but broken
line of) your sovereign. Your filial piety goes back
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to your accomplished ancestor, (and is equal, to his.)

You have done much
'

to repair my (losses), and

defend me in my difficulties, and of you, being such,

I am full of admiration.'

2. The king said,
' Uncle i-ho, return home,

survey your multitudes, and tranquillize your state.

I reward you with a jar of spirits, distilled from the

black millet, and flavoured with odoriferous herbs *,

with a red bow, and a hundred red arrows 2
;
with

a black bow, and a hundred black arrows
;
and with

four horses. Go, my uncle. Show kindness to

those that are far off, and help those who are

near at hand
;

cherish and secure the repose of

the inferior people ;
do not idly seek your ease ;

exercise an inspection and (benign) compassion in

your capital (and all your borders); thus com-

pleting your illustrious virtue.'

BOOK XXIX. THE SPEECH AT Pf.

THE Speech at Pf carries us back from the time of Phing to

that of king JfMng. In the Preface to the Shu it is attributed

to Po-^m, the son of the duke of J$XL ; and there is a general

acquiescence of tradition and critics in this view. We may
account for its position out of the chronological order from

1
Compare king JOa'ng's gift to the duke of ^Hu, in the

Announcement concerning Lo, ch. 6.

8 The conferring on a prince of a bow and anows, invested

him with the power of punishing throughout the states within his

jurisdiction all who were disobedient to the royal commands, but

not of taking life without first reporting to the court. The gift

was also a tribute to the merit of the receiver. See the Book of

Poetry, II, iii, ode i.
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the Book's being the. record not of any royal doings, but of

the words of the ruler of a state.

The speech has reference to some military operations against the

wild tribes on the Hwa"i river and in other parts of the pro-

vince of Hsu
;
and we have seen that they were in insurrection

many times during the reign of -Oang. We thus cannot tell

exactly the year in which the speech was delivered. Po-Min

presided over his state of Lu for the long period of fifty-three

years, and died B.C. 1063.

The name of Pi is retained in the district still so called of the

department of I-au, At first it was an independent territory,

but attached to Lu, and under the jurisdiction of its marquises,

by one of whom it had been incorporated with Lu before the

time of Confucius.

Po-^Ain appears at the head of his host, approaching the scene

of active operations. Having commanded silence, he issues his

orders, first, that the soldiers shall have their weapons in good

order; next, that the people of the country shall take care of

the oxen and horses of the army; further, that the troops on no

account leave their ranks or go astray ;
and finally, he names

the day when he will commence operations against the enemy,
and commands all the requisite preparations to be made.

The duke said,
' Ah ! ye men, make no noise, but

listen to my commands. We are going (to punish)
those wild tribes of the Hwai and of Hsu, which

have risen up together.
4 Have in good repair your buff coats and helmets ;

have the laces of your shields well secured; pre-
sume not to have any of them but in perfect order.

Prepare your bows and arrows
; temper your lances

and spears ; sharpen your pointed and edged wea-

pons ; presume not to have any of them but in

good condition.
' We must now largely let the oxen and horses

loose, and not keep them in enclosures; (ye

people), do you close your traps and fill up your
pitfalls, and do not presume to injure any of the

animals (so let loose). If any of them be injured,
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you shall be dealt with according to the regular

punishments.
' When the horses or cattle are seeking one

another, or when' your followers, male or female,

abscond, presume not to leave the ranks to pursue
them. But let them be carefully returned. I will

reward you (among the people) who return them

according to their value. But if you leave your

places to pursue them, or if you who find them do
not restore them, you shall be dealt with according
to the regular punishments.
'And let none of you presume to commit any

robbery or detain any creature that comes in your

way, to jump over enclosures and walls to steal

(people's) horses or oxen, or to decoy away their

servants or female attendants. If you do so, you
shall be dealt with according to the regular punish-
ments.

' On the day ^Tia-hsii I will take action against
the hordes of Hsti ; prepare tile roasted grain and
other provisions, and presume not to have any defi-

ciency. If you have, you shall suffer the severest

punishment. Ye men of Lu, from the three en-

vironing territories and the three tracts beyond
1

,

1 Outside the capital city was an environing territory called the

, and beyond the Ki&o was the Sui. The JSTi&o of the royal

domain was divided again into six Hsiang, which furnished the six

royal hosts, while the Sui beyond furnished subsidiary hosts The
JTia'o and" Sui of a large state furnished three hosts, and if need

were, subsidiary battalions. The language of the text is equivalent,

I conceive, simply to
'

ye men of the army of Lu ;

'

but, as P. Gaubil

observes, it is difficult at the present day to get correct ideas of

what is meant by the designations, and to account for the mention

of three&o and three Sui.
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be ready with your posts and planks. On .ATia-hsu

I will commence my intrenchments
;

dare not but

be provided with a supply of these. (If you be not

so provided), you shall be subjected to various

punishments, short only of death. Ye men of Lu,
from the three environing territories and the three

tracts beyond, be ready with the forage, and do not

dare to let it be other than abundant. (If you do),

you shall suffer the severest punishment.'

BOOK XXX.

THE state of Khm, at the time to which this speech belongs, was
one of the most powerful in the kingdom, and already giving

promise of what it would grow to. Ultimately, one of its princes
overthrew the dynasty of J&u, and brought feudal China to an
end. Its earliest capital was in the present district of .SHng-
shui, .Oin ^Tau, Kan-su.

Khm and Jin were engaged together in B. c. 631 in besieging the

capital of ^Tang, and threatened to extinguish that state. The
marquis of Jhw, however, was suddenly induced to withdraw
his troops, leaving three of his officers in friendly relations with
the court of .ffang, and under engagement to defend the state

from aggression. These men played the part of spies in the
interest of JOin, and in B. c. 629, one of them, called Khi-%ZQ,
sent word that he was in charge of one of the gates, and if

an army were sent to surprise the capital, ^ang might be
added to the territories of %n. The marquis known in

history as duke Mu laid the matter before his counsellors.
The most experienced of them Pai-lt Hsi and .Oien-shu
were against taking advantage of the proposed treachery ; but
the marquis listened rather to the promptings of ambition; and
the next year he sent a large force, under his three ablest com-
manders, hoping to find ^ang unprepared for any resistance.
The attempt, however, failed; and the army, on its way back to
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,
was attacked by the forces of Jm, and sustained a terrible

defeat. It was nearly annihilated, and the three commanders

were taken prisoners.

The marquis of m was intending to put these captives to death,

but finally sent them to Kkro., that duke Mft might himself sacri-

fice them to his anger for their want of success. Mu, however,

did no such thing. He went from his capital to meet the dis-

graced generals, and comforted them, saying that the blame of

their defeat was due to himself, who had refused to listen to the

advice of his wise counsellors. Then also, it is said, he made
the speech here preserved for the benefit of all his ministers,

describing the good and bad minister, and the different issues of

listening to them, and deploring how he had himself foolishly

rejected the advice of his aged counsellors, and followed that

of new men
,

a thing which he would never do again.

The duke 1
said, 'Ah! my officers, listen to me

without noise. I solemnly announce to you the

most important of all sayings. (It is this which)
the ancients have said,

" Thus it is with all people,

they mostly love their ease. In reproving others

there is no difficulty, but to receive reproof, and

allow it to have free course, this is difficult." The
sorrow of my heart is, that the days and months

have passed away, and it is not likely they will

come again, (so that I might pursue a different

course.)
' There were my old counsellors 2

. I said,
"
They

will not accommodate themselves to me," and I

hated them. There were my new counsellors, and

I would for the time give my confidence to them 3
.

So indeed it was with me
;>
but hereafter I will

1 The piince of Khvn. was only a marquis ;
but the historio-

graphers or recorders of a state always gave their ruler the higher

title. This shows that this speech is taken from the chronicles of

hm.
9

PSi-1! Hsl and .Oien-shu.
8 ^41-ze and others.*
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take advice from the men of yellow hair, and then

I shall be free from error. That good old officer!

his strength is exhausted, but I would rather

have him (as my counsellor). That dashing brave

officer ! his shooting and charioteering are fault-

less, but I would rather not wish to have him. As
to men of quibbles, skilful at cunning words, and

able to make the good man change his purposes,

what have I to do to make much use of them ?

'

I have deeply thought and concluded. Let me
have but one resolute minister, plain and sincere,

without other ability, but having a straightforward

mind, and possessed of generosity, regarding the

talents of others as if he himself possessed them
;

and when he finds accomplished and sage men,

loving them in his heart more than his mouth ex-

presses, really showing himself able to bear them :

sudi a minister would be able to preserve my
descendants and people, and would indeed be a

giver of benefits.
' But if (the minister), when he finds men of

ability, be jealous and hates them
; if, when he finds

accomplished and sage men, he oppose them and

does not allow their advarfcem&ii; *h't>wing himself

really not able- .-to- bear the*$i'4H*Sek a tn-an will not* ."-..,, 'I *-i -^ - * "* '

be able to protect my' descendants and people; and
will he not be av dangerous* rlfan*?*

"' >?*

' The decline and fall of a- state may arise from

one man. The glory and tranquillity of a state may
also arise from the goodness of one man/
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INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

THE NAME AND CONTENTS OF THE CLASSIC.

i. Among the Chinese classical books next after the Slid

in point of antiquity comes the Shih or Book of Poetry.

The character Shu 1
,
as formed by the combination of

The meaning two others, one of which signified
' a pencil,'

character
an^ t -'ie ot^er '

to speak/ supplied, we saw,

Shih. in its structure, an indication of its primary

significance, and furnished a clue to its different applications.

The character Shih 2 was made on a different principle,

that of phonetical formation, in the peculiar sense of these

words when applied to a large class of Chinese terms. The

significative portion of it is the character for
'

speech/ but

the other half is merely phonetical, enabling us to approxi-

mate to its pronunciation or name. The meaning of the

compound has to be learned from its usage. Its most

common significations are s

poetry,'
' a poem, or poems,' and

a collection of poems.' This last is its meaning when we

speak of the Shih or the Shih King. :

The earliest Chinese utterance that we have on the

subject of poetry is that in the Shu by the ancient Shun,

when he said to his Minister of Music,
'

Poetry is the ex-

pression of earnest thought, and singing is the prolonged

T 2
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utterance of that expression.' To the same effect is the

language of a Preface to the Shih, sometimes ascribed to

Confucius, and certainly older than our Christian era :

'

Poetry is the product of earnest thought. Thought che-

rished in the mind becomes earnest
;
then expressed in words,

it becomes poetry. The feelings move inwardly, and are

embodied in words. When words are insufficient for them,

recourse is had to sighs and exclamations. When sighs and

exclamations are insufficient for them, recourse is had to

the prolonged utterance of song. When this again is in-

sufficient, unconsciously the hands begin to move and the

feet to dance. .... To set forth correctly the successes

and failures (of government), to affect Heaven and Earth,

and to move spiritual beings, there is no readier instrument

than poetry.
5

Rhyme, it may be added here, is a necessary accompani-
ment of poetry in the estimation of the Chinese. Only
in a very few pieces of the Shih is it neglected.

2. The Shih King contains 305 pieces and the titles of

The contents six others. The most recent of them are
of the Shih. assigne{5 to the rejgn of king Ting of the

-S"au dynasty, B.C. 606 to 586, and the oldest, forming a

group of only five, to the period of the Shang dynasty
which preceded that of .ATau, B.C. 1766 to 1133. Of those

five, the latest piece should be referred to the twelfth century
B. c., and the most ancient may have been composed five

centuries earlier. All the other pieces in the Shih have

to be distributed over the time between Ting and king

Wan, the founder of the line of K&\a, The distribution,

however, is not equal nor continuous. There were some

reigns of which we do not have a single poetical fragment.
The whole collection is divided into four parts, called the

Kwo Fang, the Hsiao Ya5 the Ti Ya, and the Sung.
The Kwo Fang, in fifteen Books, contains 160 pieces,

nearly all of them short, and descriptive of manners and
events in several of the feudal states of JsTau. The title

has been translated by The Manners of the Different

States, 'Les Moeurs des Royaumes.,' and, which I prefer,

by Lessons from the States.
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The Hsiao Yd, or Lesser Ya, in eight Books, contains

seventy-four pieces and the titles of six others, sung, at

gatherings of the feudal princes, and their appearances at

the royal court. They were produced in the royal territory,

and are descriptive of the manners and ways of the govern-
ment in successive reigns. It is difficult to find an English
word that shall fitly represent the Chinese Ya as here used.

In his Latin translation of the Shih, P. Lacharme trans-

lated Hsiao Yd by
'

Quod rectum est, sed inferiore ordine,'

adding in a note :

' Siao Yd, latine Parvum Rectum, quia
in hac Parte mores describuntur, recti illi quidem, qui tamen

nonnihil a recto deflectunt.' But the manners described are

not less correct or incorrect, as the case may be, than those

of the states in the former Part or of the kingdom in the

next. I prefer to call
1

this Part ' Minor Odes of the King-

dom,' without attempting to translate the term Ya.

The Ta Ya or Greater Ya, in three Books, contains

thirty-one pieces, sung on great occasions at the royal

court and in the presence of the king. P. Lacharme called

it
'

Magnum Rectum (Quod rectum est superiore ordine).'

But there is the same objection here to the use of the

word '

correct
'

as in the case of the pieces of the previous

Part. I use the name '

Major Odes of the Kingdom/
The greater length and dignity of most of the pieces justify

the distinction of the two Parts into Minor and Major.
The Sung, also in three Books, contains forty pieces,

thirty-one of which belong to the sacrificial services at the

royal court of K&u
; four, to those of the marquises of Lu ;

and five to the corresponding sacrifices of the kings of

Shang. P. Lacharme denominated them correctly
' Paren-

.

tales Cantus.' In the Preface to the Shih, to which I have

made reference above, it is said,
' The Sung are pieces in

admiration of the embodied manifestation of complete

virtue, announcing to the spiritual Intelligences their

achievement thereof.
3 Kb Hsfs account of the Sung was

'Songs for the Music of the Ancestral Temple ;' and that of

./Hang Yung of the present dynasty' Songs for the Music

at Sacrifices.' I have united these two definitions, and call

the Part
' Odes of. the Temple and the Altar/ There is
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a difference between the pieces of Lu and the other two
collections in this Part, to which I will call attention in

giving the translation of them.

From the above account of the contents of the Shih,

Only the pieces
i1: wjl1 be seen ^at ^Y ^ pieces in the

of the fourth last of its four Parts are professedly of* a
Part have

professedly a religious character. Many of those, however,
religious jn the other Parts, especially the second and
character.

.

x J

third, describe religious services, and give

expression to religious ideas in the minds of their authors.

3. Some of the pieces in the Shih are ballads, some are

songs, some are hymns, and of others the nature can hardly

_,. .. .
be indicated by any English denomination.

Classification
J J

.

&

of the pieces
1 hey have often been spoken of by the

^dsty/r
111

eneral name of odes
> understanding by that

term lyric poems that were set to music.

My reason for touching here on this point is the earliest

account of the Shih, as a collection either already formed

or in the process of formation, that we find in Chinese

literature. In the Official Book of Ka.\\, generally supposed
to be a work of the twelfth or eleventh century B. C., among
the duties of the Grand Music-Master there is

'

the teach-

ing/ (that is, to the musical performers,) 'the six classes

of poems: the Fang; the FO
;
the Pi; the Hsing; the

Ya; and the Sung.' That the collection of the Shih, as

it now is, existed so early as the date assigned to the

Official Book could not be
;
but we find the same account

of it given in the so-called Confucian Preface. The Fang,
the Ya, and the Sung are the four Parts of the classic

described in the preceding paragraph, the Ya embracing
both the Minor and Major Odes of the Kingdom. But
what were the Fu, the Pi, and the Hsing? We might
suppose that they were the names of three other distinct

Parts or Books. But they were not so. Pieces so discri-

minated are found in all the four Parts, though there are

more of them in the first two than in the others.

The Ffi may be described as Narrative pieces, in which
the writers tell what they have to say in a simple, straight-
forward manner, without any hidden meaning reserved in
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the mind. The metaphor and other figures of speech enter

into their composition as freely as in descriptive poems
in any other language.
The Pi are Metaphorical pieces, in which the poet has

under his language a different meaning from what it ex-

presses, a meaning which there should be nothing in that

language to indicate. Such a piece may be compared
to the yEsopic fable; but, while it is the object of the

fable to inculcate the virtues of morality and prudence,
an historical interpretation has to be sought for the meta-

phorical pieces of the Shih. Generally, moreover, the

moral of the fable is subjoined to it, which is never done

in the case of these pieces.

The Hsing have been called Allusive pieces. They are

very remarkable, and more numerous than the metaphorical.

They often commence with a couple of lines which are re-

peated without change, or with slight rhythmical changes, in

all the stanzas. In other pieces different stanzas have allusive

lines peculiar to themselves. Those lines are descriptive,

for the most part, of some object or circumstance in the

animal or vegetable world, and after them the poet pro-

ceeds to his proper subject. Generally, the allusive lines

convey a meaning harmonizing with those which follow,

where an English poet would begin the verses with Like or

As. They are really metaphorical, but the difference be-

tween an allusive and a metaphorical piece is this, that

in the former the writer proceeds to state the theme which

his mind is occupied with, while no such intimation is given

in the latter. Occasionally, it' is difficult, not to say im-

possible, to discover the metaphorical idea in the allusive

lines, and then we can only deal with them as a sort of

refrain.

In leaving this subject, it is only necessary to say further

that the allusive, the metaphorical, and the narrative ele~

ments sometimes all occur in the same piece.
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CHAPTER II.

THE SHIH BEFORE CONFUCIUS, AND WHAT, IF ANY
;

WERE HIS LABOURS UPON IT.

i. Sze-rricl ICMen, in his memoir of Confucius, says:
' The old poems amounted to more than 3000. Confucius

removed those which were only repetitions of others, and

selected those which would be serviceable for the inculca-

Statement of tion f propriety and righteousness. Ascend-
Sze-matfMen.

fog as ftgh as Hsieh and Hau-^t, and

descending through the prosperous eras of Yin and Kiu to

the times of decadence under kings Yu and Li, he selected

in all 305 pieces, which he sang over to his lute, to bring
them into accordance with the musical style of the Shao,
the Wu, the Ya, and the Fang.'

In the History of the Classical Books in the Records of

the Sui Dynasty (A. D. 589 to 618), it is said : 'When royal

The writer of
bem'gn mle ceased, and poems were no more

the Records of collected, ICih, the Grand Music-Master of
the Sui Dynasty. T i j j , i i

Lu, arranged m order those that were exist-

ing, and made a copy of them. Then Confucius expur-
gated them; and going up to the Shang dynasty, and

coming down to the state of Lu, he compiled altogether

300 pieces.'

-STu Hsi, whose own standard work on the Shih appeared
in A. D. 1178, declined to express himself positively on the

expurgation of the odes, but summed up his view of

what Confucius did for them in the following words:

Opinion of
(

Royal methods had ceased, and poems were
*fl Hsi. no more counted. Those which were extant

were full of errors, and wanting in arrangement. When
Confucius returned from Wei to Lu, he brought with him
the odes that he had gotten in other states, and digested
them, along with those that were to be found in Lu, into
a collection of 300 pieces.'

I have not been able to find evidence sustaining these
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representations, and must adopt the view that, before the

View of the birth of Confucius, the Book of Poetry existed,
author.

substantially the same as it was. at his death,

and that while he may have somewhat altered the arrange-

ment of its Books and pieces, the service which he rendered

to it was not that of compilation, but the impulse to study it

which he communicated to his disciples.

2, If we place .Oien's composition of the memoir of

Confucius in B.C. 100, nearly four hundred years will have

Groundlessness
elaPsed between the death of the sage and

of JOien's any statement to the effect that he expurgated
statement.

previously existing poems, or compiled the

collection that we now have
;
and no writer in the interval

affirmed or implied any such things. The further state-

ment in the Sui Records about the Music-Master of Lu

is also without any earlier confirmation. But independently

of these considerations, there is ample evidence to prove,

first; that the poems current before Confucius were not

by any means so numerous as K/den says, and, secondly,

that the collection of 300 pieces or thereabouts, digested

under the same divisions as in the present classic, existed

before the sage's time,

3. i. It would not be surprising, if, floating about and

current among the people of China in the sixth century

before our era, there had been more than 3000 pieces of

poetry. The marvel is that such was not the case. But in

the Narratives of the States, a work of the j^au dynasty,

and ascribed by many to 3 ^T/ziu-ming, . there occur

quotations from thirty-one poems, made by statesmen and

others, all anterior to Confucius
;
and of those poems there

are not more than two which are not in the present classic.

Even of those two, one is an ode of it quoted under another

name. Further, in the 3<> J^wan, certainly the work of

.Oiu-ming, we have quotations from not fewer than 2,19

poems, of which only thirteen are not found in the classic.

Thus of 250 poems current in China before the. supposed

compilation of the Shih, 236 are found in it,' and only

fourteen are absent. To use the words of K&.O Yl, a

scholar of the present dynasty,
c
If the poems existing in
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Confucius' time had been more than 3000, the quotations
of poems now lost in these two works should have been
ten times as numerous as the quotations from the 305
pieces said to have been preserved by him, whereas they
are only between a twenty-first and twenty-second part
of the existing pieces. This is sufficient to show that

jOien's statement is not worthy of credit.'

ii. Of the existence of the Book of Poetiy before Con-

fucius, digested in four Parts, and much in the same
order as at present, there may be advanced the following

proofs :
.

First. There is the passage in the Official Book of /ifau,

quoted and discussed in the last paragraph of the preceding

chapter. We have in it a distinct reference to poems,
many centuries before the sage, arranged and classified in

the same way as those of the existing Shih. Our Shih,
no doubt, was then in the process of formation.

Second. In the ninth piece of the sixth decade of the

Shih, Part II, an ode assigned to the time of king Yu,
B. c. 781 to 771, we have the words,

'They sing- the Ya and the Nan,

Dancing to their fltites without error.'

So early, therefore, as the eighth century B.C. there was
a collection of poems, of which some bore the name of

the Nan, which there is much reason to suppose were the

Kau Nan and the Shao Nan, forming the first two Books of

the first Part of the present Shih
;
and of which others bore

the name of the Ya, being, probably, the earlier pieces that
now compose a large portion of the second and third Parts.

Third. In the narratives of $0 /sT/ziu-ming, under the

twenty-ninth year of duke Hsiang, B. c. 544, when Con-
fucius was only seven or eight years old, we have an
account of a visit to the court of Lu by an envoy from
Wu, an eminent statesman of the time, and a man of great
learning. We are told that as he wished to hear the music
of /iTau, which he could do better in Lu than in any other

state, they sang to him the odes of the K&u Nan and the
Shao Nan

; those of Phei, Yung, and Wei
;
of the Royal

Domain
; of Kang ;

of Kh\
;
of Pin

;
of Klim

;
of Wei

; of
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Thang ;
of JT/zan

;
of Kwei

;
and of ^,/ia.o. They sang to

him also the odes of the Minor Ya and the Greater Yd
;

and they sang finally the pieces of the Sung. We have

thus, existing in the boyhood of Confucius, what we may
call the present Book of Poetry, with its Fang, its Ya, and
its Sung. The only difference discernible is slight, in the

order in which the Books of the Fang followed one another.

Fourth. We may appeal in this matter to the words of

Confucius himself. Twice in the Analects he speaks of the

Shih as a collection consisting of 300 pieces
1
. That work

not being made on any principle of chronological order,

we cannot positively assign those sayings to any particular

years of Confucius' life
;
but it is, I may say, the unanimous

opinion of Chinese critics that they were spoken before the

time to which ./if/Hen and A"u Hsi refer his special labour

on the Book of Poetry.
To my own mind the evidence that has been adduced

is decisive on the points which I specified. The Shih,

arranged very much as we now have it, was current in

China before the time of Confucius, and its pieces were

in the mouths of statesmen and scholars, constantly quoted

by them on festive and other occasions. Poems not included

in it there doubtless were, but they were comparatively few.

Confucius may have made a copy for the use of himself

and his- disciples ;
but it does not appear that he rejected

any pieces which had been previously received into the

collection, or admitted any which had not previously found

a place in it.

4. The question now arises of what Confucius did for the

Shih, if, indeed, he did anything at all. The only thing

WT, * r r from which we can hazard an opinion on the
What Confucius L

did for the point we have from himself. In the Analects,
Shihl

IX, xiv, he tells us :

(

I returned from Wei

to Lu, and then the music was reformed, and the pieces in

1 In stating that the odes were 300, Confucius probably preferred to use the

round number. There are, as I said in the former chapter, altogether 305

pieces, which is the number given by Sze-ma Khisn. There are also the titles

of six others. It is contended by JSTu Hsi and many other scholars that these

titles were only the names of tunes. More likely is the view that the text of the

pieces so styled was lost after Confucius' death.
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the Ya and the Sung received their proper places.' The

return from Wei to Lu took place only five years before the

sage's death. He ceased from that time to take an active

part in political affairs, and solaced himself with music, the

study of the ancient literature of his nation3 the writing

of
'

the Spring and Autumn,' and familiar intercourse with

those of his disciples who still kept around him. He
reformed the music, that to which the pieces of the Shih

were sung ;
but wherein the reformation consisted we

cannot tell. And he gave to the pieces of the Ya and

the Sung their proper places. The present order of the

Books in the Fang, slightly differing from what was

common in his boyhood, may have now been determined

by him. More than this we cannot say.

While we cannot discover, therefore, any peculiar and

important labours of Confucius on the Shih, and we have

it now, as will be shown in the next chapter, substantially

as he found it already compiled to his hand, the subse-

quent preservation of it may reasonably be attributed to

the admiration which he expressed for it, and the enthu-

siasm for it with which he sought to inspire his disciples.

It was one of the themes on which he delighted to con-

verse with them 1
. He taught that it is from the poems

that the mind receives its best stimulus 2
. A man ignorant

of them was, in his opinion, like one who stands with his

face towards a wall, limited in his view, and unable to

advance 3
. Of the two things that his son could specify as

enjoined on him by the sage, the first was that he should

learn the odes 4
. In this way Confucius, probably, contri-

buted largely to the subsequent preservation of the Shih,
the preservation of the tablets on which the odes were

inscribed, and the preservation of it in the memory of all

who venerated his authority, and looked up to him as their

master.

1
Analects, VII, xvii.

2
Analects, VIII, viii, XVII, ix.

3
Analects, XVII, x. *

Analects, XVI, xiii.
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CPIAPTER III.

THE SHIH FROM THE TIME OF CONFUCIUS TILL

THE GENERAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE
PRESENT TEXT.

i. Of the attention paid to the study" of the Shih from
the death of Confucius to the rise of the Kh'm dynasty, we

From Con-
^ave abundant evidence in the writings of his

fucius to the grandson 3ze-sze
>
of Mencius, .and of Hsiin

Kkin dynasty. Khvng. One of the acknowledged distinctions

of Mencius is his acquaintance with the odes,

his quotations from which are very numerous
;
and Hsiin

Khmg survived the extinction of the .ATau dynasty, and

lived on into the times of K/i'm.

z. The Shih shared in the calamity which all the other

classical works, excepting the Yi, suffered, when the tyrant
of Khm issued his edict for their destruction. But I have

shown, in the Introduction to the Shu, p. 7, that that edict

was in force for less than a quarter of a century. The
odes were all. or very nearly all

1
, recovered;

The Shih was j r Vu- ^i ,.1.

all recovered a^d the reason assigned for this is, that their

after the fires
preservation depended on the memory of

scholars more than on their inscription on

tablets of bamboo and on silk.

3. Three different texts of the Shih made their appear-

ance early in the Han dynasty, known as the Shih of Lu,

Three different f Kh\
t and of Han

;
that is, the Book of

texts. Poetry was recovered from three different

quarters. Liu Hin's Catalogue of the Books in the

Imperial Library of Han (B. C. 6 to i) commences, on the

Shih King, with a collection of the three textSj in twenty-

eight chapters.

1
All, in fact, unless we except the six pieces of Part II, of which we have

only the titles. It is contended by .Ku Hsl and others that the text of these

had teen lost before the time of Confucius. It may have been lost, however,

after the sage's death; see note on p. 283.
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i. Immediately after the mention of the general collection

in the Catalogue come the titles of two works of com-

mentary on the text of Lu. The former of
The text of Lu. ., , _,._,,-.. 1

them was by a Shan Phei of whom we have

some account in the Literary Biographies of Han. He was

a native of Lu, and had received his own knowledge of the

odes from a scholar of Kh\, called Fau A'/^iu-po. He was

resorted to by many disciples, whom he taught to repeat

the odes. When the first emperor of the Han dynasty was

passing through Lu, Shan followed him to the capital of

that state, and had an interview with him. Subsequently
the emperor Wu- (B. c. 140 to 87), in the beginning of his

reign, sent for him to court when he was more than eighty

years old
;
and he appears to have survived a considerable

number of years beyond that advanced age. The names

of ten of his disciples are given, all of them men of

eminence, and among them Khung An-kwo. Rather later,

the most noted adherent of the school of Lu was Wei

Hsien, who arrived at the dignity of prime minister (from
B. C. 71 to 67), and published the Shih of Lu in Stanzas and

Lines. Up and down in the Books of Han and Wei are

to be found quotations of the odes, tha,t must have been

taken from the professors of the Lu recension
;
but neither

the text nor the writings on it long survived. They are

said to have perished during the ATin dynasty (A. D. 365 to

419). When the Catalogue of the Sui Library was made,
none of them were existing.

ii. The Han Catalogue mentions five different works on

the Shih of Kh\. This text was from a Yiian Ku, a native

^ of Khl, about whom we learn, from the same
The text of Kill.

,, ,. , T . .

'

;
collection of Literary Biographies, that he was

one of the great scholars of the court in the time of the

emperor Alng (B. C. 156 to 141), a favourite with him, and

specially distinguished for his knowledge of the odes and
his advocacy of orthodox Confucian doctrine. He died in

the succeeding reign of Wu, more than ninety years old
;

and we are told that all the scholars of Kh\ who got a
.name in those days for their acquaintance with the Shih

sprang from his school. Among his disciples was the well-
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known name of Hsia-hau Shih-/ang, who communicated

his acquisitions to Hau 3^ang5
a native of the present

Shan-tung province, and author of two of the works in the

Han Catalogue. Hau had three disciples of note, and by
them the Shih of Khl was transmitted to others, whose

names, with quotations from their writings, are scattered

through the Books of Han. Neither text nor commentaries,

however, had a better fate than the Shih of Lu. There

is no mention of them in the Catalogue of Sui. They are

said to have perished even before the rise of the Km
dynasty.

Hi. The text of Han was somewhat more fortunate.

Hin's Catalogue contains the names of four works, all by
The text of Han Ying, whose surname is thus perpetuated
Han Ying.

"m the text of the Shih that emanated from

him. He was a native, we are told, of Yen, and a great

scholar in the time of the emperor Wan (B.C. 179 to 355),

and on into the reigns of /<fing and Wu. ' He laboured,'

it is said,
'

to unfold the meaning of the odes, and published

an Explanation of the Text, and Illustrations of the Poems,

containing several myriads of characters. His text was

somewhat different from the texts of LA and KM, but

substantially of the same meaning/ Of course, Han founded

a school
;
but while almost all the writings of his followers

soon perished, both the works just mentioned continued on

through the various dynasties to the time of Sung. The Sui

Catalogue contains the titles of his Text and two works on

it; the Thang, those of his Text and his Illustrations; but

when we come to the Catalogue of Sung, published under

the Yuan dynasty, we find only the Illustrations, in ten.

books or chapters; and Au-yang Hsiu (A. D. 1017 to

1072) tells us that in his time this was all of Han that

remained. It continues entire, or nearly so, to the present

day. .

-

4. But while those three different recensions of the Shih

all disappeared, with the exception of a single treatise of

Han Ying, their unhappy fate was owing not more to the

convulsions by which the empire was often rent, and the

consequent destruction of literary monuments such as we
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have witnessed in China in our own day, than to the

A fourth text; appearance of a fourth text, which displaced

that of Mao. them by its superior correctness, and the

ability with which it was advocated and commented on.

This was what is called the Text of Mao. It came into the

field rather later than the others j
but the Han Catalogue

contains the Shih of Mao, in twenty-nine chapters, and

a Commentary on it in thirty-nine. According to ATang

Hsiian, the author of this was a native of Lu, known as

Mao Hang or 'the Greater Mao/ who had been a disciple,

we are told by Lii Teh-ming, of Hsiin K/img. The work

is lost. He had communicated his knowledge of the Shih,

however, to another Mao, Mao ATang, 'the Lesser Mao,'

who was a great scholar, at the court of king Hsien of

Ho-/l'ien, a son of the emperor King. King Hsien was one

of the most diligent labourers in the recovery of the ancient

books, and presented the text and work of Hang at the

court of his father, probably in E.G. 129. Mao ^Tang pub-
lished Explanations of the Shin, in twenty-nine chapters,

a work which we still possess; but it was not till the

reign of Phing (A. D. I to 5) that Mdo's recension was re-

ceived into the Imperial College, and took its place along
with those of Lu, KM, and Han Ying,
The Chinese critics have carefully traced the line of

scholars who had charge of Mao's Text and Explanations
down to the reign of Phing. The name's of the men and
their works are all given. By the end of the first quarter
of our first century we find the most famous scholars

addicting themselves to Mao's text, The well-known ^Tia
Khwei (A. D. 30 to 101) published a work on the Meaning
and Difficulties of Mao's Shih, having previously compiled
a digest of the differences between its text and those of
the other, three recensions, at the command of the emperor
Ming (A. D. 58 to

75). The equally celebrated M& Yung
(A. p. 79 to 166) followed with another commentary ; and
we arrive at #ang Hsiian or ^ang Khang-^ang (A.D.
137 to 200), who wrote a Supplementary Commentary

~

to the
^

Shih of Mao, and a Chronological Introduction to
the Shih. The former of these two works complete, and
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portions of the latter, are still extant. After the time of

#ang the other three texts were little heard of, while the

name of the commentators on Mao's text speedily becomes

legion. It was inscribed, moreover, on the stone tablets of

the emperor Ling (A. D. i58 to 189). The grave of Mao
.ang is still shown near the village of ^un-fu, in the

departmental district of Ho~/ien, K'fa-Vt.

5. Returning now to what I said in the second paragraph,
it will be granted that the appearance of three different and

independent texts, soon after the rise of the

Han dynasty, affords the most satisfactory
the genuineness evidence of the recovery of the Book of
of the recovered T, . .. , , ,. , ,- ^

Shih. 1 oetry as it had continued from the time

of Confucius. Unfortunately, only fragments
of those texts remain now

; but they were, while they were

current, diligently compared with one another, and with

the fourth text of Mao, which subsequently got the field to

itself. When a collection is made of their peculiar readings,

so far as it can now be done, it is clear that their varia-

tions from one another and from Maoj
s text arose from

the alleged fact that the preservation of the odes was

owing to their being transmitted by recitation. The rhyme

helped the memory to retain them, and while wood,

bamboo, and silk had all been consumed by the flames

of JsT/an, when the time of repression ceased, scholars would

be eager to rehearse their stores. It was inevitable, and

more so in China han in a countiy possessing an alphabet,

that the same sounds when taken down by different writers

should be represented by different characters.

On the whole, the evidence given above is as full as could

be desired in such a case, and leaves no reason for us to

hesitate in accepting the present received text of the Shih

as a very close approximation to that which was current in

the time of Confucius.

[i] U
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CHAPTER IV.

THE FORMATION OF THE COLLECTION OF THE SHIH;
HOW IT CAME TO BE SO SMALL AND INCOMPLETE

;

THE INTERPRETATION AND AUTHORS OF THE PIECES
;

ONE POINT OF TIME CERTAINLY INDICATED IN IT;
AND THE CONFUCIAN PREFACE.

i. It has been shown above, in the second chapter, that

the Shih existed as a collection of poetical pieces before

the time of Confucius \ In order to complete this Intro-

duction to it, it is desirable to give some account of the

various subjects indicated in the heading of the present
chapter.

How were the odes collected in the first place? In his

Account of a Conversation concerning
{

a Right Regulation
of Governments for the Common Good of MankincV (Edin-
burgh, 1704), p 10, Sir Andrew Fletcher, of Saltoun, tells us
the opinion of ' a very wise man,' that {

if a man were per-
mitted to make all the ballads of a nation, he need not care
who should make its laws/ A writer in the Spectator, no. 503,
refers to a similar opinion as having been entertained in

England earlier than the time of Fletcher. '
I have heard,'

he says, 'that a minister of state in the reign of Elizabeth
had all manner of books and ballads brought to him, of
what kind soever, and took great notice how they took with
the people; upon which he would, and certainly might
very well judge of their present dispositions, and of the
most proper way of applying them according to his own
purposesv
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In harmony with the views thus expressed is the theory

, , r of the Chinese scholars, that it was the dutyThe theory of , .

'
.

J

the Chinese of the ancient kings to make themselves

SoiStionof
ac(luamted with a11 the poems current in the

poems for different states, and to judge from them of

tlie rule exercised by the several princes, so

that they might minister praise or blame,
reward or punishment accordingly.
The rudiments of this theory may be found m the Shu,

in the Canon of Shun
;
but the one classical passage which

is appealed to in support of it is in the Record of Rites,

III, ii, parr. 13, 14 :

c

Every fifth year, the Son of Heaven
made a progress through the kingdom, when the Grand

Music-Master was commanded to lay before him the poems
of the different states, as an exhibition of the manners and

government of the people.* Unfortunately, this Book of

the Li K\, the Royal Ordinances, was compiled only in the

reign of the emperor Wan of the Han dynasty (B.C. 179 to

155). The scholars entrusted with the work did their best,

we may suppose, with the materials at their command.

They made much use, it is evident, of Mencius, and* of the

! Li. The TsTau Li, or the Official Book of Jtau, had not

then been recovered. But neither in Mencius nor in the

1 Li do we meet with any authority for the statement

before us. The Shu mentions that Shun every fifth year

made a tour of inspection ;
but there were then no odes for

him to examine, for to him and his minister Kao-yao is

attributed the first rudimentary attempt at the poetic art.

Of the progresses of the Hsid and Yin sovereigns we have

no information
;
and those of the kings of /sTau were made,

'we know, only once in twelve years. The statement in the

Royal Ordinances, therefore, was probably based only on

tradition.

Notwithstanding the difficulties that beset this passage

of the Li Kl
t
I am not disposed to reject it altogether. It

derives a certain amount of confirmation from the passage

quoted from the Official Book of .ATau on p. 278, showing

that in the /iTau dynasty there was a collection of poems,

under the divisions of the Fang, the Ya, and the Sung,
1

U 2
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which it was the business of the Grand Music-Master to

teach the musicians of the court. It may be accepted then,

that the duke of JHtu, in legislating for his dynasty, enacted

that the poems produced in the different feudal states

should be collected on occasion of the royal progresscvs,

and lodged thereafter among the archives of the bureau

of music at the royal court. The same thing, we may
presume 4 fortiori, would be done, at ceitam other stated

times, with those pioduced within the royal domain itself.

But the feudal states were modelled after the pattern of
the royal state. They also had their music-masters, their

The music-
musiclans

> and
^
their historiographers. The

master of the kings in their progresses did not visit each

tSSs^eS particular state, so that the Grand Music-
state from its Master could have the opportunity to collect
music-roaster, - J -.*.

the odes in it for himself. They met, at well-
known points, the marquises, earls, batons, &c., of the
different quarters of the kingdom ;

there gave audience to
them

; adjudicated on their merits, and issued to them their
orders. We are obliged to suppose that the piinees were
attended

to^
the places of rendezvous by their music-

masters, canying with them the poetical composition*
gatheied in their several regions, to present them to their
superior of the royal court. We can understand how, bymeans of the above arrangement, the poems of the whole
kingdom were accumulated and arranged among the
archives of the capital Was there any provision for dfe.

1" seminatin thence the poems of one state
amon ^ the others? There is sufficient
evidenCG that SUch dlssen"nation was effected
in some way. Throughout the Narratives of

the States, and the details of ^iu-ming on the historyof the Spring and Autumn, the officers of the stales
generally are presented to us as familiar not only with the
orfes of their particular states, but with those of other stales

?arTsL^ rT' "qUaUy Wdl ECqUaintcd with a11 the

whot nA
Ur PreSCnt Shih

> and we saw * ^cwhole of it was sung over to K\^ of Wu, when he visitedthe court of Lu in the boyhood of Confuc us. There was,
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probably, a regular communication from the royal court to

the courts of the various states of the poetical pieces that

for one reason or another were thought worthy of preserva-
tion. This is nowhere expressly stated, but it may be

contended for by analogy from the accounts which I have

given, in the Introduction to the Shu, pp. 4, 5, of the duties

of the royal historiographers or recorders.

2. But if the poems produced in the different states were

thus collected in the capital, and thence again disseminated

throughout the kingdom, we might conclude that the collec-

tion would have been far more extensive.and complete than

How the Shih.
we have it now. The smallness of it is to be

is so small and accounted for by the disorder into which the

kingdom fell after the lapse of a few reigns

from king Wu. Royal progresses ceased when royal govern-
ment fell into decay, and then the odes were no more col-

lected 1
. We have no account of any progress of the kings

during the K/iun K/iiii period. But before that period
there is a long gap of nearly 150 years between kings

Khiing and t, covering the reigns of Khang, K&.Q, Mu,
and Kung, if we except two doubtful pieces among the

Sacrificial Odes of Kau. The reign of Hsiao, who succeeded

to f, is similarly uncommemorated ; and the latest odes are

of the time of Ting, when 100 years of the I/mn KK\&

period had still to run their course. Many odes must have

been made and collected during the 140 and more years

after king AV^ang. The probability is that they perished

during the feeble reigns of 1 and the three monarchs who
followed him. Then came the long and vigorous reign of

Hsiian (B.C. 837 to 782), when we may suppose that the

ancient custom of collecting the poems was revived. After

him all was in the main decadence and confusion. It was

probably in the latter part of his reign that ATang-khao,

an ancestor of Confucius, obtained from the Grand Music-

Master at the court of JsTau twelve of the sacrificial odes

of the previous dynasty, as will be related under the Sacri-

ficial Odes of Shang, with which he returned to Sung,

1 See Mencius, IV, ii, ch, 21.
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which was held by representatives of the line of Shang.

They were used there in sacrificing to the old Shang

kings ; yet seven of the twelve were lost before the time

of the sage.

The general conclusion to which we come is, that the

existing Shih is the fragment of various collections made

during the early reigns of the kings of ^Tau, and added to

at intervals, especially on the occurrence of a prosperous

rule, in accordance with the regulation that has been pre-

served in the Li K\. How it is that we have in Part I

odes of comparatively few of the states into which the

kingdom was divided, and that the odes of those states

extend only over a short period of their history : for these

things we cannot account further than by saying that such

were the ravages of time and the results of disorder. We
can only accept the collection as it is, and be thankful

for It. How long before Confucius the collection was

closed we cannot tell.

3. The conclusions which I have thus sought to esta-

blish concerning the formation of the Shih as a collection

have an important bearing on the interpretation of many
of the pieces. The remark of Sze-md KMen that,' Confucius

Bearing of these selected those pieces which would be service-

.

views on fre able for the inculcation of propriety and
interpretation of .

r r \ .

particular righteousness is as erroneous as the other?*
pieces. tiiat he seiected 305 pieces Out of more than

3000. The sage merely studied and taught the pieces which
he found existing, and the collection necessarily contained
odes illustrative of bad government as well as of good,
of licentiousness as well as of a pure morality. Nothing
has been such a stumbling-block in the way of the recep-
tion ofKu Hst's interpretation of the pieces as the readiness
with which he attributes a licentious meaning to many of
those in the seventh Book of Part I. But the reason, why
the kings had the odes of the different states collected and
presented to them was, 'that they might judge from them
of the manners of the people,' and so come to a decision

regarding the government and morals of their rulers. A
student and translator of the odes has simply to allow them
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to speak for themselves, and has no more reason to be

surprised by references to vice in some of them than

by the language of virtue in many others. Confucius

said, indeed, in his own enigmatical way, that the single

sentence,
'

Thought without depravity,' covered the whole

300 pieces
1

;
and it may very well be allowed that they

were collected and preserved for the promotion of good

government and virtuous manners. The merit attaching

to them is that they give us faithful pictures of what

was good and what was bad in the political state of the

country, and in the social, moral, and religious habits of

the people.

The pieces were of course made by individuals who

possessed the gift, or thought that they possessed the gift,

The writers of of poetical composition. Who they were we
the odes. could tell only on the authority of the pieces

themselves, or of credible historical accounts, contempo-

raneous with them or nearly so. It is not worth our while

to question the opinion of the Chinese critics who attribute

very many of them to the duke of /fau, to whom we owe

so much of the fifth Part of the Shu. There is, however,

independent testimony only to his composition of a single

ode, the second of the fifteenth Book in Part 1
3

. Some of

the other pieces in that Part, of which the historical inter-

pretation may be considered as sufficiently fixed, are written

in the first person ;
but the author may be personating his

subject.

In Part II, the seventh ode of decade 3 was made by a

A"ia-fu, a noble of the royal court, but we know nothing

more about him
;

the sixth of decade 6, by a eunuch

styled Mang-^ze ;
and the sixth of decade 7, from a con-

currence of external testimonies, should be ascribed to duke

Wu of Wei, B.C. 8ia to 758.

In the third decade of Part III, the second piece was

composed by the same duke Wu ;
the third by an earl of

Zui in the royal domain ;
the fourth must have been made

by one of king Hsuan's ministers, to express the king's

1
Analects, II, ji,

a See the ShQ, V, vi, par. 2.
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feelings under the drought that was exhausting the king-

dom
;
and the fifth and sixth claim to be the work of Yin

JH-fu, one of Hsiian's principal officers.

4. The ninth ode of the fourth Book, Part II, gives us

a note of time that enables us to fix the year of its com-

position in a manner entirely satisfactory, and proves also

the correctness, back to that date, of the-
1

ordinary Chinese

chronology. The piece is one of a group which their

contents lead us to refer to the reign of king Yu, the

son of Hsiian, B.C. 781 to 771. When we examine the

chronology of his period, it is said that in his sixth year,

B. C. 776, there was an eclipse of the sun. Now the ode

commences :

'At the conjunction (of the sun and moon) in the tenth

month, on the first day of the moon, which was Hsin-mao,

the sun was eclipsed.
3

This eclipse is verified by calculation as having taken

place in B. C. 776, on August 39th, the very day and

month assigned to it in the poem.

5. In the Preface which appeared along with Mao's text

of the Shih, the occasion and authorship of many of the

odes are given; but I do not allow much weight to its

The Preface to testimony. It is now divided into the Great
theShih. Preface and the Little Preface; but Mao

himself made no such distinction between its parts. It

will be sufficient for me to give a condensed account of

the views of ]& Hsi on the subject :

'Opinions of scholars are much divided as to the author-

ship of the Preface. Some ascribe it to Confucius
;
some

to (his disciple) ^ze-hsl^. ;
and some to the historiogra-

phers of the states. In the absence of clear testimony it.

is impossible to decide the point, but the notice about

Wei Hung (first century) in the Literary Biographies of

Han 1 would seem to make it clear that the Preface was

1 The account is this :
'

Hung became the disciple of Hsieh Man-Ming, who
was famous for his knowledge of Mao's Shih; and he afterwards made the
Preface to it, remarkable for the accuracy with which it gives the meaning of
the pieces in the Fang and the Ya, and which is new current in the world.'
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his work. We must take into account, however, on the
other hand, the statement of King Khang - Mang, that
the Preface existed as a separate document when Mao
appeared with his text, and that he broke it tip, prefixing
to each ode the portion belonging to it. The natural con-
clusion is, that, the Preface had come down from a remote

period, and that Hung merely added to it, and rounded it

off. In accordance with this, scholars generally hold that
the first sentences in the introductory notices formed
the original Preface, which Mao distributed, and that the

following portions were subsequently added.
' This view may appear reasonable; but when we examine

those first sentences themselves, we find that some of them
do not agree with the obvious meaning of the odes to

which they are prefixed, and give only rash and baseless

expositions. Evidently, from the first, the Preface was
made up of private speculations and conjectures on the

subject-matter of the odes, and constituted a document

by itself, separately appended to the text. Then on its

first appearance there were current the explanations of the

odes that were given in connexion with the texts of Lu,

KM, and Plan Ying, so that readers could know that it was
the work of later hands, and not give entire credit to it.

But when Mao no longer published the Preface as a sepa-
rate document, but each ode appeared with the introductory
notice as a portion of the text, this seemed to give it the

authority of the text itself. Then after the other texts

disappeared and Mao's had the field to itself, this means
of testing the accuracy of its prefatory notices no longer
existed. They appeared as if they were the production
of the poets themselves, and the odes seemed to be made
from them as so many themes. Scholars handed down a

faith in them from one to another, and no one ventured to

express a doubt of their authority. The text was twisted

and chiseled to bring it into accordance with them, and no
one would undertake to say plainly that they were the

work of the scholars of the Han dynasty.'

There is no western sinologist, I apprehend, who will



not cordially concur with me in the principle of Kb HsJ

that we must find the meaning of the poems in the poems

themselves, instead of accepting the interpretation
of them

given by we know not whom, and to follow which would

reduce many of them to absurd enigmas.



THE SHIH KING.

ODES OF THE TEMPLE AND THE
ALTAR.

IT was stated in the Introduction, p. 278, that the poems in the

fourth Part of the Shih are the only ones that are professedly

religious; and there are some even of them, it will be seen,

which have little claim on internal grounds to be so considered,

I commence with them my selections from the Shih for the

Sacred Books of the Religions of the East. I will give them

all, excepting the first two of the Praise Odes of Lti, the reason

for omitting which will be found, when I come to that division

of the Part.

The Odes of the Temple and the Altar are, most of them, con-

nected with the ancestral worship of the sovereigns of the Shang
and A'Eu dynasties, and of the marquises of Lfi. Of the ancestral

_,, L , worship of the common people we have almost no
The ancestral . .

r
, . , ,-,,.,

r
, , . ,. ,

worship of information in the Shih. It was binding, however,
the common on ^ an(j two utterances of Confucius may be

peop e.

given in illustration of this. In the eighteenth

chapter of the Doctrine of the Mean, telling how the duke of

JTau, the legislator of the dynasty so called, had '

completed the

virtuous course of Wan and Wu, carrying up the title of king

to Wan's father and grandfather, and sacrificing to the dukes

before them with the royal ceremonies,' he adds, 'And this

rule he extended to the feudal piinces, the great officers, the

other officers, and the common people. In the mourning and

other duties rendered to a deceased father or mother, he allowed

no difference between the noble and the mean.' Again, his

summary in the tenth chapter of the Hsido King, of the duties
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of filial piety, is the following :
'A filial son, in seiving his

parents, in his ordinary intercourse with them, should show the

utmost respect; in supplying them with food, the greatest
de-

light; when they are ill, the utmost solicitude ;
when mourning

for their death, the deepest grief; and when sacrificing to them,

the profoundest solemnity. When these things are all complete,

he is able to serve his parents.'

Of the ceremonies in the loyal worship of ancestors, and perhaps

on some other occasions, we have much information in the

pieces of this Part, and in many others in the second and third

Parts. They were preceded by fasting and various purifications

The royal
on the Part of the kmS and the Parties who

worship of were to assist in the performance of them. There
ancestors,

wag a ^^ concourge Of fte feudal pnnces, and

much importance was attached to the presence among them of

the representatives of former dynasties ;
but the duties of the

occasion devolved mainly on the princes of the same surname

as the royal House. Libations of fragrant spirits were made,

especially in the ^au period, to attract the Spirits,
and their

presence was invoked by a functionary who took his place

inside the principal gate. The principal victim, a red bull in

the temple of Jfiui, was killed by the king himself, using for the

purpose a knife to the handle of which small bells weie attached.

With this he laid bare the hair, to show that the animal was of

the required colour, inflicted the wound of death, and cut away
the fat, which was burned along with southernwood to increase

the incense and fragrance, Other victims were numerous, and
the fifth ode of the second decade, Part II, describes all

engaged in the service as greatly exhausted with what they had
to do, flaying the carcases, boiling the flesh, roasting it, broiling
it, arranging it on trays and stands, and setting it forth. Ladies
from the palace are present to give their assistance; music peals;
the cup goes round. The description is that of a feast as much
as of a sacrifice

; and in fact, those great seasonal occasions were
what we might call grand family reunions, where the dead and
the living met, eating and drinking together, where the living
worshipped the dead, and the dead blessed the living.

This characteristic of these ceremonies appeared most strikingly
in the custom which required that the departed ancestors should
be represented by living relatives of the same surname, choseu
according to certain rules that are not mentioned in the Shih.
These took for the time the place of the dead, received the
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honours which were due to them, and were supposed to be

possessed by their spirits. They ate and drank as those whom

they personated would have done; accepted for them the homage
rendered by their descendants

;
communicated their will to the

principal in the service, and pronounced on him and on his

line their benediction, being assisted in this point by a mediating

priest, as we may call him for want of a more exact term. On
the next day, after a summary repetition of the ceremonies of

the sacrifice, those personators of the dead were specially feasted,

and, as it is expressed in the second decade of Part III, ode 4,
'
their happiness and dignity were made complete.' We have

an allusion to this strange custom in Mencius (VI, i, ch. 5),

showing how a junior member of a family, when chosen to

represent one of his ancestors, was for the time exalted above

his elders, and received the demonstrations of reverence due to

the ancestor.

When the sacrifice to ancestors was finished, the king feasted his

uncles and younger brothers or cousins, that is, all the princes

and nobles of the same surname with himself, in another apart-

ment, The musicians who had discoursed with instrument and

voice during the worship and entertainment of the ancestors,

followed the convivial party
'
to give their soothing aid at the

second blessing.' The viands that had been provided, we have

seen, in great abundance, were brought in Trom the temple,

and set forth anew. The guests ate to the full and drank to

the full, and at the conclusion they all did obeisance, while one

of them declared the satisfaction of the Spirits, and assured the

king of their favour to him and his posterity, so long as they

did not neglect those observances. During the feast the king

showed particular respect to those among his relatives who

were aged, filled their cups again and again, and desired 'that

their old age might be blessed, and their bright happiness ever

increased.'

The above sketch of the seasonal sacrifices to ancestors shows

that they were intimately related to the duty of filial piety, and

were designed mainly to maintain the unity of the family con-

nexion. There was implied in them a belief in the continued

existence of the spirits of the departed ;
and by means of them

the ancestors of the kings were raised to the position of the

Tutelary spirits of the, dynasty; and the ancestors of each family

became its Tutelary spirits. Several of the pieces in PartTV
are appropriate, it will be observed, to sacrifices offered to some
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one monarch. They would be used on particular occasions

connected with his achievements in the past, or when it was

supposed that his help would be valuable in contemplated

enterprises. With regard to all the ceremonies of the ancestral

temple, Confucius gives the following account of the purposes-

which they were intended to serve, hardly adverting to then-

religious significance, in the nineteenth chapter of the Doctrine

of the Mean :

'

By means of them they distinguished the royal

kindred according to their order of descent. By arranging

those present according to their rank, they distinguished the

more noble and the less. By the apportioning of duties at them,

they made a distinction of talents and worth. In the ceremony
of general pledging, the inferiors presented the cup to their

superiors, and thus something was given to the lowest to do.

At the (concluding) feast places were given according to the

hair, and thus was marked the distinction of years.'

The Shih does not speak of the worship which was paid to God,

unless it be incidentally. There were two grand
occasions on which it was rendered by the sove-

reign, the summer and winter solstices. These

two sacrifices were offered on different altars, that in winter

. being often described as offered to Heaven, and that in summer to

Earth; but we have the testimony of Confucius, in the nineteenth

chapter of the Doctrine of the Mean, that the object of them
both was to serve Shang-Ti. Of the ceremonies on these two

occasions, however, I do not speak here, as there is nothing
said about them in the Shih. But there were other sacrifices to

God, at stated periods in the course of the year, of at least two
of which we have some intimation in the pieces of this fourth

Part. The last in the first decade of the Sacrificial Odes ofXdu
is addressed to Hau K\ as having proved himself the correlate

of Heaven, in teaching men to cultivate the grain which God
had appointed for the nourishment of all. This was appropriate
to a sacrifice in spring, offered to God to seek His blessing on
the agricultural labours of the year, Hu K^ as the ancestor of
the House of ^Tau, being associated with Him in it. The seventh

piece of the same decade again was appropriate to a sacrifice

to God in autumn, in the Hall of Light, at a great audience to
the feudal princes, when king Wan was associated with Him as

being the founder of the dynasty of ^Tau.

With these preliminary observations to assist the reader in under-

standing the pieces In this Part, I proceed to give
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I. THE SACRIFICIAL ODES OF SHANG.

THESE odes of Shang constitute the last Book in the ordinary
editions of the Shih. I put them here in the first place, because

they are the oldest pieces in the collection. There are only five

of them.

The sovereigns of the dynasty of Shang occupied the throne from

B.C. 1766 to 1123. They traced their lineage to Hsieh, who

appears in the Shu as Minister of Instruction to Shun. By YSo
or by Shun, Hsieh was invested with the principality of Shang,

corresponding to the small department which is so named in

Shen-hsf. Fourteenth in descent from him came Thien-yt,
better known as ^ang Thang, or Thang the Successful, who
dethroned the last descendant of the line of Hsi&, and became
the founder of a new dynasty. We meet with him first at a

considerable distance from the ancestral fief (which, however,

gave name to the dynasty), having as his capital the southern Po,

which seems correctly referred to the present district of Shang-

kh\&, in the department of Kwei-teh, Ho-nan. Among the

twenty-seven sovereigns who followed Thang, there were three

especially distinguished : Thai I\&, his grandson and successor

(B.C. 1753 to 1721), who received the title of Thai Bung; Thi
M&u (B.C. 1637 to 1563), canonized as JTung $ung; and Wft-

ting (B.C. 1324 to 1266), known as Ka~o Bung- The shrines

of these three sovereigns and that of Thang retained their places

in the ancestral temple ever after they were first set up, and if

all the sacrificial odes of the dynasty had been preserved, most

of them would have been in praise of one or other of the four.

But it so happened that at least all the odes of which Thai Bung
was the subject were lost

;^
and of the others we have only the

small portion that has been mentioned above.

Of how it is that we have even these, we have the following account

in the Narratives of the States, compiled, probably, by a con-

temporary of Confucius. The count of Wei was made duke

of Sung by king Wu of -ffEu, as related in the Shu, V, viii, there

to continue the sacrifices of the House of Shang ; but the govern-

ment of Sung fell subsequently into disorder, and the memorials of

the dynasty were lost. In the time of duke Ta*i (B.C. 799 to 766),

one of his ministers, /iTang-khdo, an ancestor of Confucius, re-

ceived from the Grand Music-Master at the court ofK&a. twelve
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of the sacrificial odes of Shang with which he returned to Sung,

where they were used in sacrificing to the old Shang -kings. It is

supposed that seven of these were lost subsequently, before the

collection of the Shih was formed.

ODE 1. THE NA 1
.

APPROPRIATE TO A SACRIFICE TO THANG, THE FOUNDER OF THE

SHANG DYNASTY, DWELLING ESPECIALLY ON THE MUSIC AND THE

REVERENCE WITH WHICH THE SACRIFICE WAS PERFORMED.

We cannot tell by which of the kings of Shang the sacrifice here

referred to was first performed. He is simply spoken of as
' a

descendant of Thang.' The ode seems to have been composed
by some one, probably a member of the royal House, .who had

taken part in the service.

How admirable ! how complete ! Here are set

our hand-drums and drums. The drums resound

harmonious and loud, To delight our . meritorious

ancestor 2
.

The descendant of Thang invites him with this

music, That he may soothe us with the realization

of our thoughts
3
. Deep is the sound of our hand-

1 The piece is called the NS, because a character so named is

an important part of the first line. So generally the pieces in the
Shih receive their names from a character or phrase occurring in

them. This point will not be again touched on.
2 The 'meritorious ancestor' is Thang. The sacrifices of the

Shang dynasty commenced with music; those of the Altu with
libations of fragrant spirits ; in both cases with the same object,
to attract the spirit, or spirits, sacrificed to, and secure their presence
at

^

the service. KJ&a. Ha^o (Ming dynasty) says, 'The departed
spirits hover between heaven and earth, and sound goes forth,

filling the region of the air. Hence in
sacrificing, the people of

Yin began with a performance of music.'
3 The Li JS3, XXIV, i, parr. 2, 3, tells us, that the sacrificer, as

preliminary to the service, had to fast for some days, and to think
of the person of his ancestor, where he had stood and sat, how
he had smiled and spoken, what had been his cherished aims,
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drums and drums
; Shrilly sound the flutes

;

harmonious and blending together, According to

the notes of the sonorous gem. Oh ! majestic is the

descendant of Thang ; Very admirable is his music.

The large bells and drums fill the ear
;

The
various dances are grandly performed

1
. We have

the admirable visitors 2
,

Who are pleased and

delighted.

From of old, before our time, The former men
set us the example ;

How to be mild and humble

from morning to night, And to be reverent in.

discharging the service.

'

May he regard our sacrifices of winter and

autumn 3
, (Thus) offered by the descendant of

Thang !

ODE 2. THE LIEH 3u.

PROBABLY LIKE THE LAST ODE, APPROPRIATE TO A SACRIFICE TO

THANG, DWELLING ON THE SPIRITS, THE SOUP, AND THE GRAVITY

OF THE SERVICE, AND ON THE ASSISTING PRINCES.

Neither can we tell by which of the kings of Shang this ode was

first used. Kb. Hsf says that the object of the sacrifice was

Thang. The Preface assigns it to Thai Mau, the A'ung Sung,

or second of the three
' honoured ones.' But there is not a

pleasures, and delights ;
and on the third day he .would have a

complete image of him in his mind's eye. Then on the day of

sacrifice, when he entered the temple, he would seem to see him

in his shrine, and to hear him, as he went about in the discharge:

of the service. This line seems to indicate the realization of all this,

1
Dancing thus entered into the service as an accompaniment

of the music. Two terms are employed; one denoting the move-

ments appropriate to a dance of war, th'e other those appropriate

to a dance of peace.
2 The visitors would be the representatives of the lines of Hsifi,

Shun, and Ylo. ,

8 Two of the seasonal sacrifices are thus specified, by synec-

doche, for all the four, . .'
-

M X
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word in praise of Acting Sung, and the f meritorious ancestor
'

of the first line is not to be got over. Still more clearly than

in the case of the former ode does this appear to have been

made by some one \vho had taken part in the service, for in

line 4 he addresses the sacrificing king as
'

you.'

Ah I ah ! our meritorious ancestor ! Permanent

are the blessings coming from him, Repeatedly
conferred without end

; They have come to you
in this place.

The clear spirits are in our vessels, And there

is granted to us the realization of our thoughts.
There are also the well-tempered soups, Prepared

beforehand, with the ingredients rightly propor-
tioned. By these offerings we invite his presence,

without a word, Without (unseemly) contention

(among the worshippers). He will bless us with

the eyebrows of longevity, With the grey hair

and wrinkled face in unlimited degree.

With the naves of their wheels bound with

leather, and their ornamented yokes, With the

eight bells at their horses' bits all tinkling, (The
princes) come to assist at the offerings

1
. We have

received the appointment in all its greatness, And
from Heaven is our prosperity sent down, Fruitful

years of great abundance. (Our ancestor) will come
and enjoy (our offerings), And confer on us happi-
ness without limit.

*

May he regard our sacrifices of winter and

autumn, (Thus) offered by the descendant of

ThangI

1 These lines are descriptive of the feudal princes, who were pre-
sent and assisted at the sacrificial service. The chariot of each was
drawn by four horses yoked abreast, two insides and two outsides,
on each side of the bits of which small bells were attached.
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ODE 3. THE HstfAN Niio.

APPROPRIATE TO A SACRIFICE IK THE ANCESTRAL TEMPLE OF SHANG
;
-

INTENDED SPECIALLY TO DO HONOUR TO THE KING WU-TING.

If this ode were not intended to do honour to Wu-ting, the

3ung of Shang, we cannot account for the repeated mention of

him in it. I& Hsl, however, in his note on it, says nothing
about Wu-ting, but simply that the piece belonged to the

sacrifices in the ancestral temple, tracing back the line of the

kings of Shang to
i^s origin, and to its attaining the sovereignty of

the kingdom. Not at all unlikely is the view of jang Hstian,

that the sacrifice was in the third year after the death of Wu-ting,

and offered to him in the. temple of Hsieh, the ancestor of the

Shang dynasty.

Heaven commissioned the swallow, To descend

and give birth to (the father of our) Shang
1

. (His

descendants) dwelt in the land of Yin, and became

great. (Then) long ago God appointed the martial

Thang, To regulate the boundaries throughout the

four quarters (of the kingdom).

(In those) quarters he appointed the princes,

And grandly possessed the nine regions
2

. The

1 The father of Shang is Hsieh, who has already been men-

tioned. The mother of Hsieh was a daughter of the House of the

ancient state of Sung, and a concubine of "the ancient ruler KM
(B.

c, 2435). According to M&o, she accompanied Khu, at the

time of the vernal equinox, when the swallow made its appear-

ance, to sacrifice and pray to the first match-maker, and the

result was the birth of Hsieh. Sze-ma' JfMen and ./fTang make

Hsieh' s birth more marvellous: The lady was bathing in some

open place, when a swallow made its appearance, and dropt an

egg, which she took and swallowed; and from this came Hsieh.

The editors of the imperial edition of the Shih, of the present

dynasty, say we need not believe the legends; the important

point is to believe that the birth of Hsieh was specially ordered by;

Heaven.
8 'The nine regions' are the nine provinces into which Yii

divided the kingdom. ; .;

X 2
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first sovereign of Shang
1 Received the appoint-

ment without any element of instability in it,

And it is (now) held by the descendant of Wu-

ting
2
.

The descendant of Wu-ting Is a martial sove-

reign, equal to every emergency. Ten princes,

(who came) with their dragon-emblazoned banners,

Bear the large dishes of millet,

The royal domain of a thousand II Is where

the people rest; But the boundaries that reach

to the four seas commence there.

From the four seas 8
they come (to our sacri-

fices); They come in multitudes. -STing has the

Ho for its outer border 4
. That Yin 6 should have

received the appointment (of Heaven) was entirely

right; (Its sovereign) sustains all its dignities.

ODE 4. THE KHANG FL
CELEBRATING HSIEH, THE ANCESTOR OF THE HOUSE OF SHANG

,'

HSIANG-THU, HIS GRANDSON, THANG, THE FOUNDER OF THE DYNASTY;
AND i-YiN, THANG'S CHIEF MINISTER AND ADVISER.

It does not appear on occasion of what sacrifice this piece was
made. The most probable view is that of Ma"o, that it was the

1 That is, Thang.
2 If this ode were used, as Ji&ng supposes, in the third year

after Wu-ting's death, this
' descendant

'
would be his son 3u-

kang, B.C. 1265 to 1259*
3 This expression, which occurs also in the Shu, indicates that

the early Chinese believed that their country extended to the sea,

east, west, north, and south.
*

JEfc HsJ says he did not understand this line; but there is

ground in the Qo ^Van for our believing that JTmg was the
name of a hill in the region where the capital of Shang was.

We saw in the Shft that the name Shang gave place to Yin
after the time of Pan-ka"ng, B.C. 1401 to 1374. Wu-ting's reign
was subsequent to that of Pan-kang.
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'great Tf sacrifice/ when the principal object of honour would

be the ancient Khfl, the father of Hsieh, with Hsieh as his

correlate, and all the kings of the dynasty, with the earlier lords

of Shang, and their famous ministers and advisers, would, have

their places at the service. I think this is the oldest of the odes

of Shang.
'

.

Profoundly wise were (the lords of) Shang, And

long had there appeared the omens (of their dignity).

When the waters of the deluge spread vast

abroad, Yu arranged and divided the regions of

the land, And assigned to the exterior great states

their boundaries, With their borders extending all

over (the kingdom). (Even) then the chief of Sung
was beginning to be great, And God raised up the

son (of his daughter), and founded (the line of)

Shang
1

.

The dark king . exercised an effective sway \

Charged with a small state, he commanded success ;

Charged with a large state, he commanded success 3
.

He followed his rules of conduct without error;

Wherever he inspected (the people), they responded

(to his instructions)
4

. (Then came) Hsiang-thu all

ardent 5
,
And all within the four seas, beyond (the

middle regions), acknowledged his restraints.

1 This line refers to the -birth of Hsieh, as described in the

previous ode, and his being made lord of Shang.
a

It would be hard to say why Hsieh is here called
' the dark

king.' There may be an allusion to the legend about the con-

nexion of the swallow,
' the dark bird/ with- his birth. He never

was 'a king;' but his descendants here represented him as such.

8 All that is meant here is, that the territory of Shang was

enlarged under Hsieh.
* There is a reference here to Hsieh's appointment by Shun to

be Minister of Instruction.

6
Hsiang-thu appears in the genealogical lists as grandson of

Hsieh. We know nothing of him but what is related here.



The favour of God did not leave (Shang), And
in Thang was found the fit object for its display.

Thang was not born too late, And his wisdom

and reverence daily advanced: Brilliant was the

influence of his character (on Heaven) for long.

God he revered, And God appointed him to be the

model for the nine regions.

He received the rank-tokens of the states, small

and large, Which depended on him like the pen-
dants of a banner : So did he receive the blessing
of Heaven, He was neither violent nor remiss,

Neither hard nor soft. Gently he spread his

instructions abroad, And all dignities and riches

were concentrated in him.

He received the tribute of the states, small and

large, And he supported them as a strong steed

(does its burden) : So did he receive the favour of

Heaven. He displayed everywhere his valour,

Unshaken, unmoved, Unterrified, unscared : All

dignities were united in him.

The martial king displayed his banner, And
with reverence grasped his axe. It was like (the
case of) a blazing fire which no one can repress.
The root, with its three shoots, Could make no

progress, no growth
1
. The nine regions were

effectually secured by Thang. Having smitten (the

princes of) Wei and Ku, He dealt with (him of)
.STun-wu and with JTieh of Hsia.

Formerly, in the middle of the period (before

1
By

' the root
' we are to understand Thang's chief opponent,

JTieh, the last king of Hsil Mich's three great helpers were '
the

three shoots/ the princes of Wei, Ku, and.ffun-^ft; but the exact
sites of theii principalities cannot be made out,
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Thang), There was a time of shaking and peril
1

.

But truly did Heaven (then) deal with him as a son,

And sent him down a high minister, Namely,

A-hang
2

,
Who gave his assistance to the king of

Shang.

ODE 5. THE YIN Wi>.

CELEBRATING THE WAR OF WU-TING AGAINST KWG-KHft, ITS SUCCESS,

AND THE GENERAL HAPPINESS AND VIRTUE OF HIS REIGN
J MADE,

PROBABLY, WHEN A SPECIAL AND PERMANENT TEMPLE WAS BUILT

FOR HIM AS THE ' HIGH AND HONOURED '

KING OF SHANG.

The concluding lines indicate that the temple was made on the

occasion which I thus assign to it. After Wu-ting's death, his

spirit-tablet would be shrined in the ancestral temple, and he

would have his share in the seasonal sacrifices; but several

reigns would elapse before there was any necessity to make any
other arrangement, so that his tablet should not be removed,

and his share in the sacrifices -not be discontinued. Hence the

composition of the piece has been referred to the time of Ti-yi,

the last but one of the kings of Shang.

Rapid was the warlike energy of (our king of)

Yin, And vigorously did he attack K'mg-Khfo.
3

.

1 We do not know anything of this time of decadence in the

fortunes of Shang between Hsieh and Thang.
2
A-hang is 1 Yin, who plays so remarkable a part in the

Shfi, IV, Books iv, v, and vi.
' 3

-fflng, or Kh&, or .STing-ZM, as the two names are combined

here, was a large and powerful half-savage state, having its capital

in the present Wu-pei. So far as evidence goes, we should say,

but for this ode, that the name of Kh& was not in use till long

after the Shang dynasty. The name King appears several times

in 'the Spring and Autumn' in the annals of duke .ffwang (B.C. 693

to 662), and then it gives place to the name Khfa. in the first year

of duke Hsf (B. c. 659), and subsequently disappears itself alto-

gether. In consequence of this some critics make this piece out

to have been composed under the K&u. dynasty. The point cannot

be fully cleared upj but on the whole I accept the words of the

ode as sufficient proof against the silence of other documents.



Boldly he entered its dangerous passes, And

brought the multitudes of -#ing together, Till the

country was reduced under complete restraint :

Such was the fitting achievement of the descendant

of Thang !

' Ye people/ (he said),
' of K'mg-Khb, Dwell in

the southern part of my kingdom. Formerly, in

the time of Thang the Successful, Even from the

tj&Tiang of T! 1
, They dared not but come with their

offerings; (Their chiefs) dared not but come to

seek acknowledgment
2

: Such is the regular rule

of Shang.'

Heaven had given their appointments (to the

princes), But where their capitals had been as-

signed within the sphere of the labours of Yu,
For the business of every year they appeared
before our king

3
, (Saying),

' Do not punish nor

reprove us; We have not been remiss m our

husbandry.'

When Heaven by its will is inspecting (the king-

dom), The lower people are to be feared, (Our
king) showed no partiality (in rewarding), no excess

(in punishing); He dared not to allow himself in

indolence : So was his appointment (established)

1 The Tf -Slang, or JTiang of Tf, still existed in the time of the
Han dynasty, occupying portions of the present Kan-sfl.

8 The chiefs of the wild tribes, lying beyond the nine provinces
of the kingdom, were required to present themselves once in their
lifetime at the royal court. The rule, in normal periods, was for
each chief to appear immediately after he had succeeded to the
headship of his tribe.

3 The feudal lords had to appear at court every year. They
did so, we may suppose, at the court of Wu-ting, the more so
because of his subjugation
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over the states, And he made his happiness

grandly secure.

The capital of Shang was full of order, The
model for all parts of the kingdom. Glorious was

(the king's) fame
;

Brilliant his energy. Long lived

he and enjoyed tranquillity, And so he preserves

us, his descendants.

We ascended the hill of AHng
l

,
Where the pines

and cypresses grew symmetrical. We cut them

down and conveyed them here
;
We reverently

hewed them square. Long are the projecting beams

of pine ; Large are the many pillars. The temple
was completed, the tranquil abode (of the mar-

tial king of Yin).

II. THE SACRIFICIAL ODES OF

IN this division we have thirty-one sacrificial odes of

arranged in three decades, the third of which, however, contains

eleven pieces. They belong mostly to the time of king Wan,
the founder of the J&n dynasty, and to the reigns of his son

and grandson, kings Wu and .Oang. The decades are named
from the name of the first piece in each.

The First Decade, or that of A^ing- Mio.

ODE 1. THE ATffiNG MIAO.

CELEBRATING THE REVERENTIAL MANNER IN WHICH A SACRIFICE TO

KING WAN WAS PERFORMED, AND FURTHER PRAISING HIM.

Chinese critics agree in assigning this piece to the sacrifice men-
tioned in the Shu, in the end of the thirteenth Book of Part V,

when, the building of Lo being finished, king .Oang came to

1 See on the last line but two of ode 3.



the new city, and offered a red bull to Wan, and the same to

Wu. It seems to me to have been sung in honour of Wan,

after the seivice was completed. This determination of the

occasion of the piece being accepted, we should refer it to

B.C. 1108.

Oh! solemn is the ancestral temple in its pure

stillness. Reverent and harmonious were the dis-

tinguished assistants 1
,

Great was the number of

the officers
2

: (All) assiduous followers of the virtue

of (king Wan). In response to him in heaven,

Grandly they hurried about in the temple. Distin-

guished is he and honoured, And will never be

wearied of among men.

ODE 2. THE WEI THIEN Km MING.

CELEBRATING THE VIRTUE OF KING WIN AS COMPARABLE TO THAT

OF HEAVEN, AND LOOKING TO HIM FOR BLESSING IN THE FUTURE.

According to the Preface, there is an announcement here of the

realization of complete peace throughout the kingdom, and some

of the old critics refer the ode to a sacrifice to king Wan by the

duke of J&a, when he had completed the statutes for the new

dynasty. But there is nothing to authorize a more definite

argument of the contents than I have given.

The ordinances of Heaven, How deep are they

and unintermitting ! And oh ! how illustrious Was
the singleness of the virtue of king Wan 3

!

How does he (now) show his kindness ? We will

receive it, Striving to be in accord with him, our

1 These would be the princes who were assembled on the

occasion, and assisted the king in the service.

a That is, the officers who took part in the libations, prayers,

and other parts of the sacrifice.

3 See what Qze-sze says on these four lines in the Doctrine of

the Mean, XXVI, par. 10.
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king Wan ;
And may his remotest descendant be

abundantly the same !

ODE 3. THE WEI

APPROPRIATE AT SOME SACRIFICE TO KING VAN, AND CELEBRATING HIS

STATUTES.

Nothing more can, with any likelihood of truth, be said of this

short piece, which moreover has the appearance of being a

fragment.

Clear and to be preserved bright, Are the sta-

tutes of king Wan. From the first sacrifice (to

him), Till now when they have issued in our com-

plete state, They have been the happy omen of

(the fortunes of)

ODE 4. THE LIEH

A SONG IN PRAISE OF THE PRINCES WHO HAVE ASSISTED AT A SACRIFICE,

AND ADMONISHING THEM.

The Preface says 'that this piece was made on the occasion of

king .bang's accession to the government, when he thus ad-

- dressed the princes who had assisted him in the ancestral

temple, ^u Hst considers that it was a piece for general use

in the ancestral temple, to be sung when the king presented

a cup to his assisting guests, after they had thrice presented the

cup to the representatives of the dead. There is really nothing

in it to enable us to decide in favour of either view.

Ye, brilliant and accomplished princes, Have

conferred on me this happiness. Your favours to

me are without limit, And my descendants will

preserve (the fruits of) them.

Be not mercenary nor extravagant in your states,

And the king will honour you. Thinking of this



great service, He will enlarge the dignity of your

successors.

What is most powerful is the being the man :

Its influence will be felt throughout your states.

What is most distinguished is the being virtuous :

It will secure the imitation of all the princes. Ah !

the former kings cannot be forgotten !

ODE 5. THE THIEN 3o.

APPROPRIATE TO A SACRIFICE TO KING THAI.

We cannot tell what the sacrifice was
; and the Preface, indeed,

says that the piece was used in the seasonal sacrifices to all the

former kings and dukes of the House of K&u. King Thdi

was the grandfather of king Wan, and, before he received that

title, was known as 'the ancient duke Than-fu.' In B.C. 1327,
he moved with his followers from Pin, an earlier seat of his

House, and settled in the plain of Kht> about fifty It to the

north-east of the present district city of ^t-shan, in Shen-hsi.

Heaven made the lofty hill 1
,

And king Thai

brought (the country about) it under cultivation.

He made the commencement with it, And king
Wan tranquilly (carried on the work), (Till) that

rugged (mount) Khi Had level roads leading to it.

May their descendants ever preserve it !

ODE 6. THE HAo TIIIEN vti A//XNG MING.

APPROPRIATE TO A SACRIFICE TO KING AY/XtfG.

was the honorary title of Sung, the son and successor of

king Wu, B.C. 1115 to 1079.

Heaven made its determinate appointment, Which
our two sovereigns received 2

. King Kk&&% did not
dare to rest idly in it, But night and day enlarged

1

Meaning mount KJ&. wan and WQ.
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piece was, when those compilations were made, considered to

be the work of the duke of K&M
; and, no doubt, it was made

by him soon after the accession of Wu to the kingdom, and

when he was making a royal progress in assertion of his

being appointed by Heaven to succeed to the rulers of Shang.
The '

I
'

in the fourteenth line is, most probably, to be taken

of the duke of -au, who may have recited the piece on

occasion of the sacrifices, in the hearing of the assembled

princes and lords.

Now is he making a progress through his states
;

May Heaven deal with him as its son !

Truly are the honour and succession come from

it to the" House of A'au. To his movements All

respond with tremulous awe. He has attracted

and given rest to all spiritual beings \ Even to

(the spirits of) the Ho and the highest hills.

Truly is the king our sovereign lord.

Brilliant and illustrious is the House of A"au.

He has regulated the positions of the. princes ;

He has called in shields and spears; He has re-

turned to their cases bows and arrows 2
. I will

cultivate admirable virtue, And display it through-
out these great regions. Truly will the king pre-
serve the appointment.

1 '
All spiritual beings

'

is, literally,
'
the hundred spirits,' mean-

ing the spirits presiding, under Heaven, over all nature, and

especially the spirits of the rivers and hills throughout the kingdom.
Those of the Ho and the lofty mountains are mentioned, because
if their spirits were satisfied with Wu, those of all other mountains
and hills, no doubt, were so.

8
Compare with these lines the last chapter of 'the Completion

of the War '

in the Shu.



ODE 9. THE
AN ODE APPROPRIATE IN SACRIFICING TO THE KINGS w6, KffjfaSG, AND

KHANG.

The Chinese critics differ in the interpretation of this ode, the

Preface and older scholars restricting it to a sacrifice to king

Wu, while Kb. Hsf and others find reference in it, as to me
also seems most natural, to .Oang and Khang, who succeeded

him.

The arm of king Wu was full of strength ;
Irre-

sistible was his ardour. Greatly illustrious were

Kfaa.ng and Khang
x
, Kinged by God.

When we consider how jOang and Khang
Grandly held all within the four quarters (of the

kingdom), How penetrating was their intelli-

gence !

The bells and drums sound in harmony; The

sounding-stones and flutes blend their notes ;

Abundant blessing is sent down.

Blessing is sent down in large measure. Careful

and exact is all our deportment; We have drunk,

and we have eaten, to the full
;
Our happiness and

dignity will be prolonged,

ODE 10. THE SZE WAN,

APPROPRIATE TO ONE OP THE BORDER SACRIFICES, WHEN HAU-^i

WAS WORSHIPPED AS THE CORRELATE OF GOD, AND CELEBRATING

HIM.

H&u-yfcf was the same as KJ&, who appears hi Part II of the Shu, as

Minister of Agriculture toYo and Shun, and co-operating with

1 If the whole piece be understood only of a sacrifice to Wu,

this line will have to be translated
' How illustrious was he, who

completed (his great work), and secured its tranquillity/ We must

deal similarly with the next line. This construction is very forced;

nor is the text clear on the vie_w of Kb. Hsf.
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Yii in his labours on the flooded land. The name Hdu belongs to

him as lord of Thai
;
that of JSTi, as Minister ofAgriculture. How-

ever the combination arose, Hau-<i became historically the name

of Kh\ of the time of Ydo and Shun, the ancestor to whom the

kings ofK& traced their lineage. He was to the people the

Father of Husbandry, who first taught men to plough and sow

and reap. Hence, when the kings offered sacrifice and prayer

to God at the commencement of spring for his blessing on

the labours of the year, they associated Hau-<i with him at the

service.

O accomplished Hau-/i, Thou didst prove thy-

self the correlate of Heaven. Thou didst give

grain-food to our multitudes : The immense gift of

thy goodness. Thou didst confer on us the wheat

and the barley, Which God appointed for the

nourishment of all. And without distinction of

territory or boundary, The rules of social duty,

'were diffused throughout these great regions.

The Second Decade, or that of Kk&n Kung.

ODE 1. THE J^HAN KUNG.

INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO THE OFFICERS OF HUSBANDRY.

The place of this piece among the sacrificial odes makes us assign
it to the conclusion of some sacrifice; but what the sacrifice

was we cannot tell. The Preface says that it was addressed,

at the conclusion of the spring sacrifice to ancestors, to the

princes who had been present and taken part in the service.

JTu Hst says nothing but what I have stated in the above

argument of the piece.

Ah ! ah ! ministers and officers, Reverently attend

to your public duties. The king has given you
perfect rules

; Consult about them, and consider

them.

Ah! ah! ye assistants, It is now the end of
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spring
1

;
And what have ye to seek for ? (Only)

how to manage the new fields and those of the third

year. How beautiful are the wheat and the barley 1

The bright and glorious God < Will in them give us

a good year. Order all our men To be provided
with their spuds and hoes : Anon we shall see the

sickles at work.

ODE 2. THE 1 Hsl.

FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS TO THE OFFICERS OF HUSBANDRY.

Again there is a difficulty in determining to -what sacrifice this

piece should be referred. The Preface says it was sung on the

occasions of sacrifice by the king to God, in spring and summer,
for a good year But the note on the first two lines will show

that this view cannot be accepted without modification.

Oh! yes, king AT^ang
2

Brightly brought him-

self near 2
. Lead your husbandmen To sow their

various kinds of grain, Going vigorously to work

1
It is this line which makes it difficult to determine after

what sacrifice we are to suppose these instructions to have been~

delivered. The year, during the Hsia* dynasty, began with the

first month of spring, as it now does in China, in consequence of

Confucius having said that that was the proper time. Under the

Shang dynasty, it commenced a month earlier
;
and during the

JT^u period, it ought always to have begun with the new moon

preceding the winter solstice, between our November 22 and

December 22. But in the writings of the K&a. period we find

statements of time continually referred to the calendar of Hsia",

as here.
a These first two lines are all but unmanageable. The old

critics held that there was no mention of king JT/fcang in them ;

but the text is definite on this point. We must suppose that a

special service had been performed at his shnne, asking him to

intimate the day when the sacrifice after which the instructions

were given should be performed; and that a directing oracle had

been received.

[i] Y
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on your private fields 1
,

All over the thirty It
2

.

Attend to your ploughing, With your ten thousand

men all in pairs.

ODE 3. THE A'AU LTJ.

CELEBRATING THE REPRESENTATIVES OF FORMER DYNASTIES, WHO
HAD COME TO COURT TO ASSIST AT A SACRIFICE IN THE ANCESTRAL

TEMPLE.

This piece may have been used when the king was dismissing his

distinguished guests in the ancestral temple. See the intro-

ductory note to this Part, pp. 300, 301.

A flock of egrets is flying, About the marsh

there in the west 3
. My visitors came, With an

(elegant) carriage like those birds.

There, (in their states), not disliked, Here, (in

^fau), never tired of; They are sure, day and

night, To perpetuate their fame.

1 The mention of '
the private fields' implies that there were

also
' the public fields,' cultivated by the husbandmen in common,

in behalf of the government. As the people are elsewhere intro-

duced, wishing that the rain might first fall on '
the public fields/

to show their loyalty, so the king here mentions only
'

the private

fields,' to show his sympathy and consideration for the people.
2 For the cultivation of the ground, the allotments of single

families were separated by a small ditch; ten allotments, by a

larger ;
a hundred, by what we may call a brook ;

a thousand, by
a small stream; and ten thousand, by a river. The space occupied

by 10,000 families formed a square of a little more than thirty-two
It. We may suppose that this space was intended by the round
number of thirty 11 in the text. So at least JTang Khang-^ang
explained it.

3 These two lines make the piece allusive. See the Intro-

duction, p. 279.
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ODE 4. THE FNG NIEN.

AN ODE OF THANKSGIVING FOR A PLENTIFUL YEAR.

The Preface says the piece was used at sacrifices in autumn and
winter. Kb Hst calls it an ode of thanksgiving for a good
year, without any specification of time. He supposes, however,
that the thanks were given to the ancient Shan-nang, 'the

father of Agriculture/ mu-t 'the first Husbandman,' and the

spints presiding over the four quarters of the heavens To this

the imperial editors rightly demur, saying that the blessings
which the piece speaks of could come only from God.

Abundant is the year with much millet and much
rice; And we have our high granaries, With

myriads, and hundreds of thousands, and millions

(of measures in them) ;
For spirits and sweet spirits,

To present to our forefathers, male and female, And
to supply all our ceremonies. The blessings sent

down on us are of every kind.

ODE 5. THE Yti Ktt.

THE BLIND MUSICIANS OF THE COURT OF K&G
',

THE INSTRUMENTS

OF MUSIC J
AND THEIR HARMONY

The critics agree in holding that this piece was made on occasion

of the duke of ^lu's completing his instruments of music for

the ancestral temple, and announcing the fact at a grand per-

formance in the temple of king Wan. It can hardly be regarded
as a sacrificial ode.

There are the blind musicians ; there are the

blind musicians
;

In the court of (the temple of)

1 The blind musicians at the court of A'du were numerous

The blindness of the eyes was supposed to make the ears more

acute in heanng, and to be favourable to the poweis of the voice.

In the Official Book of -/Tdu, III, i, par. 22, the enumeration of

Y 2
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There are (the music-frames with their) face-

boards and posts, The high toothed-edge (of the

former), and the feathers stuck (in the latter) ;
With

the drums, large and small, suspended from them
;

And the hand-drums and sounding-stones, the in-

strument to give the signal for commencing, and the

stopper. These being all complete, the music is

struck up. The pan-pipe and the double flute begin
at the same time 1

.

Harmoniously blend their sounds
;

In solemn

unison they give forth their notes. Our ancestors

will give ear. O ur visitors will be there
; Long to

witness the complete performance.

ODE 6. THE .&IEN.

SUNG IN THE LAST MONTH OF -WINTER, AND IN SPRING, WHEN THE
KING PRESENTED A FISH IN THE ANCESTRAL TEMPLE.

Such is the argument of this piece given in the Preface, and in

which the critics generally concur. In the LI 1, IV, vi, 49, it

is recorded that the king,' in the third month of winter, gave
orders to his chief fisher to commence his duties, and went
himself to see his operations. He partook of the fish first

captured, but previously presented some as an offering in the
back apartment of the ancestral temple. In the third month of

spring, again, when the sturgeons began to make their appearance
(Li JTr, IV, i, 25), the king presented one in the same place. On

these blind musicians gives 2 directors of the first rank, and 4
of the second; 40 performers of the first grade, 100 of the

second, and 160 of the third; with 300 assistants who were

possessed of vision. But it is difficult not to be somewhat in-
credulous as to this great collection of blind musicians about the
court of A'au.

1 All the instruments here enumerated were performed on in
the open court below the hall. Nothing is said of the stringed
instruments which were used in the hall itself; nor is the enumera-
tion of the instruments in the courtyard complete.
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these passages, the prefatory notice was, no doubt, constiucted.

Choice specimens of the earliest-caught fish were presented by
the sovereign to his ancestors, as an act of duty, and an acknow-

ledgment that it was to their favour that he and the people were

indebted foi the supplies of food, which they received from the

wateis.

Oh! in the Khi and the .ATM, There are many
fish in the warrens

; Sturgeons, large and snouted,

Thryssas, yellow-jaws, mud-fish, and carp; For

offerings, for sacrifice, That our bright happiness

may be increased.

ODE 7. THE YUNG.

APPROPRIATE, PROBABLY, AT A SACRIFICE BY KING wQ TO HIS FATHER

WAN.

From a icference in the Analects, III, ii, to an abuse of this ode

in the time of Confucius, we learn that it was sung when the

sacrificial vessels and their contents were being removed.

They come full of harmony ; They are here in

all gravity ;
The princes assisting, While the Son

of Heaven looks profound.

(He says), 'While I present (this) noble bull,

And they assist me in setting forth the sacrifice,

O great and august Father, Comfort me, your

filial son.

'With penetrating wisdom thou didst play the man,

A sovereign with the gifts both of peace and war,

Giving rest even to great Heaven 1
,
And ensuring

prosperity to thy descendants.

1 To explain this line one commentator refers to the seventh

Stanza of the first piece in the Major Odes of the Kingdom, where

it is said, 'God surveyed the four quarters of the kingdom, seeking

for some one to give settlement and rest to the people;' and adds,

Thus what Heaven has at heart is the settlement of the people.

When they have rest given to them, then Heaven is at rest.*
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' Thou comfortest me with the eyebrows of lon-

gevity ;
Thou makest me great with manifold

blessings, I offer this sacrifice to my meritorious

father, And to my accomplished mother 1
.'

ODE 8. THE SAI HSIEN.

APPROPRIATE TO AN OCCASION WHEN THE FEUDAL PRINCES HAD BEEN

ASSISTING KING AV/ANG AT A SACRIFICE TO HIS FATHER.

They appeared before their sovereign king, To
seek from him the rules (they were to observe).

With their dragon
- emblazoned banners, flying

bright, The bells on them and their front-boards

tinkling, And with the rings on the ends of the

reins glittering, Admirable was their majesty and

splendour.

He led them to appear before his father shrined

on the left 2
, Where he discharged his filial duty,

and presented his offerings ;
That he might have

granted to him long life, And ever preserve (his

dignity). Great and many are his blessings. They
are the brilliant and accomplished princes, Who
cheer him with his many sources of happiness,

1 At sacrifices to ancestors, the spirit tablets of wives were

placed along with those of their husbands in their shrines, so
that both shared in the honours of the service. So it is now
in the imperial ancestral temple in Peking. The '

accomplished
mother' here would be Thai Sze, celebrated often in the pieces of
the first Book of Part.I, and elsewhere.

2
Among the uses of the services of the ancestral temple,

specified by Confucius and quoted on p. 302, was the
distinguishing

the order of descent in the royal House. According to the rules
for that purpose^ the characters here used enable us to determine
the subject of this line as king Wu;

in opposition to his father
Wan.
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Enabling him to perpetuate them in their bright-

ness as pure blessing.

ODE 9. THE Yti KHO.

CELEBRATING THE DUKE OF SUNG ON ONE OF HIS APPEARANCES

AT THE CAPITAL TO ASSIST AT THE SACRIFICE IN THE ANCESTRAL

TEMPLE OF JTA"U
',

SHOWING HOW HE WAS ES1EEMED AND CHERISHED

BY THE KING

The mention of the white hoises heie in the cbaiiot of the

visitoi sufficiently substantiates the account m the Preface that

he was the famous count of Wei, mentioned in the Shu, IV, xi,

and whose subsequent investiture with the duchy of Sung, as

the representative of the line of the Shang kings, is also related

in the Shu, V, viu With the dynasty of Shang white had been

the esteemed and sacred colour, as red was with Kau, and

hence the duke had his carnage diawn by white horses.
' The

language,' says one cntic,
'
is all in praise of the visitor, but it

was sung in the temple, and is nghtly placed therefore among
the Sung/ There is, in the last line, an indication of the

temple in it.

The noble visitor! The noble visitor' Drawn,

like his ancestors, by white horses ! The reverent

and dignified, Polished members of his suite !

The noble guest will stay (but) a night or two !

The noble guest will stay (but) two nights or four !

Give him ropes, To bind his horses *.

I will convoy him (with a parting feast) ;
I will

comfort him in every possible way. Adorned with

such great dignity, It is very natural that he should

be blessed.

1 These four lines simply express the wish of the king to detain

his visitor, fiom the delight that his presence gave him. Compare

the similar language in the second ode of the fourth decade of

Part II.
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ODE 10. THE Wu.

SUNG IN THE ANCESTRAL TEMPLE TO THE MUSIC REGULATING THE

DANCE IN HONOUR OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF KING WU.

This account of the piece, given in the Preface, is variously cor-

roborated, and has not been called in question by any critic.

Perhaps this brief ode was sung as a prelude to the dance, or

it may be that the seven lines are only a fragment. This, indeed,

is most likely, as we have several odes in the next decade, all

said to have been used at the same occasion.

Oh ! great wast thou, O king Wu, Displaying
the utmost strength in thy work. Truly accom-

plished was king Wan, Opening the path for his

successors. Thou didst receive the inheritance from

him. Thou didst vanquish Yin, and put a stop to

its cruelties
; Effecting the firm establishment of

thy merit.

The Third Decade, or that of Min Yu Hsiao 3ze.

ODE 1. THE MIN Yti.

APPROPRIATE TO THE YOUNG KING A'#ANG, DECLARING HIS SENTIMENTS

IN THE TEMPLE OF HIS FATHER.

The speaker in this piece is, by common consent, king JOang.
The only question is as to the date of its composition, whether
it was made for him, in his minority, on his repairing to the

temple when the mourning for his father was completed, or
after the expiration of the regency of the duke of ^u. The
words '

little child,' according to their usage, are expressive of

humility and not of age. They do not enable us to determine
the above point.

Alas for me, who am a little child, On whom has
devolved the unsettled state ! Solitary am I and full

of distress. Oh ! my great Father, All thy life long,
thou wast filial.

Thou didst think ofmy great grandfather, (Seeing
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him, as it were) ascending and descending in the

court, I, the little child, Day and night will be
as reverent.

Ohl ye great kings, As your successor, I will

strive not to forget you.

ODE 2. THE FANG Lo.

THE YOUNG KING TELLS OF HIS DIFFICULTIES AND INCOMPETENCIES
J

ASKS FOR COUNSEL TO KEEP HIM TO COPY THE EXAMPLE OF HIS

FATHER j STATES HOW HE MEANT TO DO SO
J
AND CONCLUDES WITH

AN APPEAL OR PRAYER TO HIS FATHER.

This seems to be a sequel to the former ode. We can hardly say

anything about it so definite as the statement in the Preface,

that it relates to a council held by -Oang and his ministers in

the ancestral temple.

I take counsel at the beginning of my (rule),

How I can follow (the example of) my shrined

father. Ahl far-reaching (were his plans), And
I am not yet able to carry them out. However
I endeavour to reach to them, My continuation

of them will still be all-deflected. I am a little

child, Unequal to the many difficulties of the

state. Having taken his place, (I will look for him)
to go up and come down in the court, To ascend

and descend in the house. Admirable art thou,

O great Father, (Condescend) to preserve and

enlighten me.

ODE 3. THE J^THJG Km.
KING ATtfANG SHOWS HIS SENSE OF WHAT WAS REQUIRED OF HIM TO

PRESERVE THE FAVOUR OF HEAVEN, A CONSTANT JUDGE ; INTIMATES

HIS GOOD PURPOSES; AND ASKS THE HELP OF HIS MINISTERS TO

BE ENABLED TO PERFORM THEM.

Let me be reverent ' Let me be reverent ! (The
way of) Heaven is evident, And its appointment
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is not easily preserved
1

. Let me not say that it

is high aloft above me. It ascends and descends

about our doings; It daily inspects us wherever

we are.

I am a little child, Without intelligence to be

reverently (attentive to my duties) ;
But by daily

progress and monthly advance, I will learn to hold

fast the gleams (of knowledge), till I arrive at bright

intelligence. Assist me to bear the burden (of my

position), And show me how to display a virtuous

conduct.

ODE 4. THE HSIAO Pi.

KING KffANG ACKNOWLEDGES THAT HE HAD ERRED, AND STATES HIS

PURPOSE TO BE CAREFUL IN THE FUTURE J
HE W.ILL GUARD AGAINST

THE SLIGHT BEGINNINGS OF EVIL
J

AND IS PENETRATED WITH A

SENSE OF HIS OWN INCOMPETENCIES.

This piece has been considered by some critics as the conclusion

of the council in the ancestral temple, with which the previous

two also are thought to be connected. The Preface says that

the king, asks in it for the assistance of his ministers, but no such

request is expressed. I seem myself to see in it,
with Su -Oeh

and others, a reference to the suspicions which -ffMng at one

time, we know, entertained of the fidelity of the duke of /sfau,

when he was inclined to believe the rumours spread against

him by his other uncles, who joined in rebellion with the son

of the last king of Shang.

I condemn myself (for the past), And will be on

my guard against future calamity. I will have

nothing to do with a wasp, To seek for myself

its painful sting. At first indeed it seemed to be

1 The meaning is this :

' The way of Heaven is very clear, to

bless the good, namely, and punish the bad. But its favour is

thus dependent on men themselves, and hard to preserve.'
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(but) a wren 1
, But it took wing, and became a

large bird. I am unequal to the many difficulties

of the kingdom, And am placed in the midst of

bitter experiences.

ODE 5. THE 3Ai Snft.

THE CULTIVATION OF THE GROUND FROM THE FIRST BREAKING OF IT

UP, TILL IT YIELDS ABUNDANT HARVESTS
,

AVAILABLE SPECIALLY

FOR SACRIBICES AND FESTIVE OCCASIONS WHETHER INTENDED TO

BE USED ON OCCASIONS OF THANKSGIVING, OR IN SPRING WHEN
PRAYING FOR A GOOD YEAR, CANNOT BE DETERMINED.

The Preface says that this ode was used in spring, when the king
in person turned up some funows in the field set apait for that

purpose* and prayed at the altars of the spirits of the land and

the gram, for an abundant year /fTd Hst says he does not know
on -what occasion it was intended to be used; but comparing
it with the fourth ode of the second decade, he is inclined to

rank it with that as an ode of thanksgiving. There is nothing

in the piece itself to determine us in favour of either view. It

bnngs before us a series of pleasing pictures of the husbandry
of those early times The editors of the imperial edition say

that its place in the Sung makes it clear that it was an accom-

paniment of some royal sacrifice. We need not controvert this ,

but the poet evidently singled out some large estate, and describes

the labour on it, from the first bringing it under cultivation to

the state in which it was before his eyes, and concludes by saying

that the picture which he gives of it had long been applicable

to the whole country.

They clear away the grass and the bushes ;
And

the ground is laid open by their ploughs.

In thousands of pairs they remove the roots,

Some in the low wet land, some along the dykes.

1 The Chinese characters here mean, literally, 'peach-tree insect/

or, as Dr. Williams has it,
'

peach-bug/ Another name for the

bird is 'the clevei wife,' from the artistic character of its nest,

which would point it out as the small '
tailor bud,' But the name

is applied to various small birds.
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There are the master and his eldest son; His

younger sons, and all their children ;
Their strong

helpers, and their hired servants. How the noise of

their eating the viands brought to them resounds !

(The husbands) think lovingly of their wives;

(The wives) keep close to their husbands. (Then)
with their sharp ploughshares They set to work

on the south-lying acres.

They sow their various kinds of grain, Each

seed containing in it a germ of life.

In unbroken lines rises the blade, . And, well

nourished, the stalks grow long.

Luxuriant looks the young grain, And the weed-

ers go among it in multitudes.

Then come the reapers in crowds, And the grain
is piled up in the fields, Myriads, and hundreds of

thousands, and millions (of stacks) ;
For spirits and

for sweet spirits, To offer to our ancestors, male

and female, And to provide for all ceremonies.

Fragrant is their aroma, Enhancing the glory of

the state. Like pepper is their smell, To give
comfort to the aged.

It is not here only that there is this (abundance) ;

It is not now only that there is such a time :

From of old it has been thus.

ODE 6. THE LIANG SZE.

PRESUMABLY, AN ODE OF THANKSGIVING IN THE AUTUMN TO THE

SPIRITS OF THE LAND AND GRAIN.

Very sharp are the excellent shares, With which

they set to work on the south-lying acres.

They sow their various kinds of grain, Each
seed containing in it a germ of life.
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There are those who come to see them, With
their baskets round and square, Containing the

provisions of millet.

With their light splint hats on their heads, They
ply their hoes on the ground, Clearing away the

smartweed on the dry land and wet.

The weeds being decayed, The millets grow
luxuriantly.

They fall rustling before the reapers. The

gathered crop is piled up solidly, High as a wall,

United together like the teeth of a comb
;
And

the hundred houses are opened (to receive the

grain) *.

Those hundred houses being full, The wives and

children have a feeling of repose.

(Now) we kill this black-muzzled tawny bull 2
,

with* his crooked horns, To imitate and hand down,

To hand down (the observances of) our ancestors.

ODE 7. THE SZE 1.

AN ODE APPROPRIATE TO THE PREPARATIONS AND PROGRESS OF A

FEAST AFTER A SACRIFICE.

The Preface and the editors of the Yung-^ang Shih say that the

piece has reference to the entertainment given, the day after a

1 'The hundred houses,' or chambers m a hundied family

residences, ate those of the hundred families, cultivating the space

which was bounded by a brook ;
see note on the second ode of

the preceding decade. They formed a society, whose members

helped one another in their field work, so that their harvest might

be said to be carried home at the same time Then would come

the threshing or treading, and winnowing, after which the gram

would be brought into the houses.

a It has been observed that under the Mil dynasty, red was the
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sacrifice, in the ancestral temple, to the personators of the dead,

described on p. 301. Kt\ Hsi denies this, and holds simply that

it belongs to the feast after a sacrifice., without further specifying

what sacrifice. The old view is probably the more correct.

In his silken robes, clean and bright, With his

cap on his head, looking so respectful, From the

hall he goes to the foot of the stairs, And (then)

from the sheep to the oxen 1
. (He inspects) the

tripods, large and small, And the curved goblet

of rhinoceros horn 2
. The good spirits are mild,

(But) there is no noise, no insolence : An auspice

(this) of great longevity.

ODE 8. THE KQ.

AN ODE IN PRAISE OF KING WU,' AND RECOGNISING THE DUTY TO

FOLLOW HIS COURSE.

This was sung, according to the Preface, at the conclusion of the

dance in honour of king Wu; see on the last piece of the

second decade.

Oh ! powerful was the king's army, But he

nursed it, in obedience to circumstances, while the

colour of the sacrificial victims. So it was for the ancestral temple ;

but in sacrificing to the spirits of the land and grain, the victim

was a
'

yellow' bull Avith black lips.
1 The subject of these lines must be an ordinary officer, for to

such the silk robes and a purple cap were proper, when he was

assisting at the sacrifices of the king or of a feudal prince. There
were two buildings outside the principal gate leading to the ancestral

temple, and two corresponding inside, in which the personators
of the departed ancestors were feasted. We must suppose the

officer in question descending from the upper hall to the vestibule

of the gate, to inspect the dishes, arranged for the feast, and then

proceeding to see the animals, and the tripods for boiling the

flesh, &c.
2 The goblet of rhinoceros horn was to be drained, as a penalty,

by any one offending at the feast against the rules of propriety ;

but here there was no occasion for it.
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time was yet dark. When the time was clearly

bright, He thereupon donned his grand armour.

We have been favoured to receive What the martial

king accomplished. To deal aright with what we
have inherited, We have to be sincere imitators

of thy course, (O king).

ODE 9. THE HWAN.

CELEBRATING THE MERIT AND SUCCESS OF KING wtf

According to a statement in the 3o ^wan, this piece also was

sung m connexion with the dance of Wu. The Pieface says

it was used in declarations of war, and m sacrificing to God
and the Father of Wai. Perhaps it came to be used on such

occasions
;
but we must refer it in the fiist place to the reign

of king ^%ang.

There is peace throughout our myriad regions.

There has been a succession of plentiful years :

Heaven does not weary in its favour. The martial

kingWu Maintained (the confidence of) his officers,

And employed them all over the kingdom, So

securing the establishment of his family. Oh!

glorious was he in the sight of Heaven, Which

kinged him in the room (of Shang).

ODE 10. THE LAi.

CELEBRATING THE PRAISE OF KING WJiN.

This is the only account of the piece that can be given from itself
(

The 3o -ffwan, however, refers it to the dance of king Wu j

and the Preface says it contains the words with which Wu
accompanied his grant of fiefs and appanages in the ancestral

temple to his puncipal followers

King Wan laboured earnestly -Right is it we

should have received (the kingdom). We will dif-

fuse (his virtue), ever cherishing the thought of
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him; Henceforth we will seek only the settlement

(of the kingdom). It was he through whom came

the appointment of K&u. Oh! let us. ever cherish

the thought of him.

ODE 11. THE PAN.

CELEBRATING THE GREATNESS OF KAU, AND ITS FIRM POSSESSION OF

THE KINGDOM, AS SEEN IN THE PROGRESSES OF ITS REIGNING SOVE-

REIGN.

In the eighth piece of the first decade we have an . ode akin to

this, relating a tentative progress of king Wu, to test the accept-

ance of his sovereignty. This is of a later date, and should be

referred, probably, to the reign of king .S^ang, when the dynasty

was fully acknowledged. Some critics, however, make it, like

the three preceding, a portion of what was sung at the Wu
dance.

Oh! great now is Jsfau.
.
We ascend the high

hills, Both those that are long and narrow, and

the lofty mountains. Yes, and (we travel) along,

the regulated Ho, All under the sky, Assembling
those who now respond to me. Thus it is that the

appointment belongs to

III. THE PRAISE ODES OF Lft.

IT is not according to the truth of things to class the Sung of Lu
among the sacrificial odes, and I do not call them. such. .ATu

Hsf says:
'

King .Mng, because of the great services rendered

by the duke of -STau, granted to 'Po-khin, (the duke's eldest son,
and first marquis of Lu), the privilege of using the royal cere-

monies and music, in consequence of which Lu had its Sung,
which were sung to the music in its ancestral temple. After-

wards, they made in Lu other odes in praise of their rulers,
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which they also called Sung.' In this way it is endeavouied

to account for there being such pieces in this part of the Shih

as the four in this division of it. Confucius, it is thought, found

them in Lu, bearing the name of Sung, and so he classed them

with the true sacrificial odes, bearing that designation. If we
were to admit, contiary to the evidence m the case, that the

Shih was compiled by Confucius, this explanation of the place
of the Sung of Lu in this Fait would not be complimentary to

his discrimination.

Whethei such a privilege as .ATu states was really granted to the

first marquis of Lu, is a point very much controverted. Many
contend that the royal ceremonies were usurped in the state, in

the time of duke Hst (B c 659 to 627). But if this should be

conceded, it would not affect the application to the odes in this

division of the name of Sung They are totally unlike the Sung
of Shang and of .ffa'u. It has often been asked why there are

no Fang of Lu in the first Part of the Shih. The pieces here

are really the Fang of Lu, and may be compared especially with

the Fang of Pin.

Lti was one of the states in the east, having its capital in jOu-

f^u, which is still the name of a district in the department of

Yen-Mu, Shan-tung. According to .ffu, king jOang invested

the duke of JSf&u's eldest son with the territory. According to

Sze-ma
1

.Oien, the duke of jSTiHu was himself appointed marquis

of Lu , but being unable to go there in consequence of his

duties at the royal court, he sent his- son instead. After the

expiration of his regency, the tenitory was largely augmented,

but he still remained in Ju.
I pass over the first two odes, which have no claim to a place

among
' sacred texts/ And only m one stanza of the third is

theie the expression of a religious sentiment. I give it entire,

however.

ODE 3. THE PHAN SHUI.

IN PRAISE OF SOME MARQUIS OF LU, CELEBRATING HIS INTEREST IN

THE STATE COLLEGE, WHICH HE HAD, PROBABLY, REPAIRED, TESTI-

FYING HIS VIRTUES, AND AUSPICING FOR HIM A COMPLETE TRIUMPH

OVER THE TRIBES OF THE HW-fa, WHICH WOULD BE CELEBRATED

IN THE COLLEGE.

The marquis here celebrated was, probably, Shan, or
' duke Hsl/

mentioned above. The immediate occasion of its composition

CO z
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must have been some opening or inauguration service in con-

nexion with the repair of the college.

1. Pleasant is the semicircular water 1
,
And we

gather the cress about it. The marquis of Lft is

coming to it, And we see his dragon-figured

banner. His banner waves in the wind, And the

bells of his horses tinkle harmoniously. Small

and great, All follow the prince in his progress

to It.

2. Pleasant is the semicircular water, And we

gather the pondweed in it.

*

The marquis of Lu has

come to it, With his horses so stately. His horses

are grand ;
His fame is brilliant. Blandly he looks

and smiles
;
Without any impatience he delivers his

instructions.

3. Pleasant is the semicircular water, And we

gather the mallows about it. The marquis of Lft

has come to it, And in the college he is drinking.

He is drinking the good spirits. May there be

1
It is said in the tenth ode of the first decade of the Major Odes

of the Kingdom, that king Wu in his capital of Hao built
'
his hall

with its circlet of water/ That was the royal college built in the

middle of a circle of water
;
each state had its grand college with a

semicircular pool in front of it, such as may now be seen in front of

the temples of Confucius in the metropolitan cities ofthe provinces.

It is not easy to describe all the purposes which the building served.

In this piece the marquis of Lu appears feasting in it, delivering

instructions, taking counsel with his ministers, and receiving the

spoils and prisoners of war. The Li K$, VIII, ii, 7, refers to

sacrifices to Hau-/i in connexion with the college of Lu. There

the officers of the state in autumn learned ceremonies ; in winter,

literary studies
;

in spring and summer, the use of arms
;
and in

autumn and winter, dancing. There were celebrated trials of

archery; there the aged were feasted; there the princes held

council with their ministers. The college was in the western

suburb of each capital.
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given to him such old age as is seldom enjoyed!

May he accord with the grand ways, So subduing
to himself all the people !

4. Very admirable is the marquis of Lu, Reve-

rently displaying his virtue, And reverently watching
over his deportment, The pattern of the people.
With great qualities, both civil and martial, Bril-

liantly he affects his meritorious ancestors 1
. In

everything entirely filial, He seeks the blessing
that is sure to follow.

5. Very intelligent is the marquis of Lu, Making
his virtue illustrious. He has made this college

with its semicircle of water, And the tribes of the

Hwai will submit to him 2
. His martial-looking

tiger-leaders Will here present the left ears (of

their foes)
3

. His examiners, wise as Kao-yao
4

,

Will here present the prisoners.

6. His numerous officers, Men who have en-

larged their virtuous minds, With martial energy

conducting their expedition, Will drive far away
those tribes of the east and south. Vigorous and

1 The meaning is that the fine qualities of the marquis 'icached

to
'

and affected his ancestors hi their spirit-state, and would draw

down their protecting favour. Their blessing, seen in his pros-

perity, was the natural result of his filial piety.
2 The Hwai rises in the department of Nan-yang, Ho-nan, and

flows eastward to the sea South of it, down to the time of this-

ode, were many rude and wild tribes that gave frequent occupa-

tion to the kings of K&u.
8 When prisoners refused to submit, their left ears were cut off,

and shown as trophies.
* The ancient Shun's Minister of Crime. The 'examiners'

Vrere officers who questioned the prisoners, especially the moie

important of them, to elicit information, and decide as to ,the

amount of their guilt and punishment.

Z 2
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grand, Without noise or display, Without appeal
to the judges

1
, They will here present (the proofs

of) their merit

7. How they draw their bows adorned with bone !

How their arrows whiz forth! Their war chariots

are very large! Their footmen and charioteers

never weary! They have subdued the tribes of

Hwai, And brought them to an unrebellious sub-

mission. Only lay your plans securely, And all

the tribes of the Hwai will be won 2
.

8. They come flying on the wing, those owls,
And settle on the trees about the college ; They
eat the fruit of our mulberry trees, And salute us
with fine notes 3

. So awakened shall be those tribes

of the Hwai. They will come' presenting their

precious things, Their large tortoises, and their

elephants' teeth, And great contributions of the

southern metals 4
.

1 The 'judges' decided all questions of dispute in the army,
and on the merits of different men who had distinguished them-
selves.

^"
In this stanza the poet describes a battle with the wild

tribes, as if it were going on before his eyes.
3 An .owl is a bird with a disagreeable scream, instead of a

beautiful note; but the mulberries grown about the college would
make them sing delightfully. And so would the influence of Lu,
going forth from the college, transform the nature of the tribes
about the Hwai

4 That is, according to 'the Tribute of Yu,' in the Shu, from
u and
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ODE 4. THE PI KUNG.

IN PRAISE OF DUKE Hst, AND AUSPICING FOR HIM A MAGNIFICENT

CAREER OF SUCCESS, WHICH WOULD MAKE L0 ALL THAT IT HAD
EVER BEEN : WRITTEN, PROBABLY, ON AN OCCASION WHEN HSi HAD
REPAIRED THE TEMPLES OF THE STATE, OF WHICH PIOUS ACT HIS

SUCCESS WOULD BE THE REWARD.

There is no doubt that duke Hst is the hero of this piece. He is

mentioned in the third stanza as *
the son of duke JTwang,' and

the Hsi-sze referred to in the last stanza as the aichitect under
whose superintendence the temples had been repaired was his

biother, whom we meet with elsewhere as ' duke's son, Yu.' The
descriptions of various sacrifices prove that the lords of Lu,
whether permitted to use royal ceremonies or not, did really

do so. The writer was evidently in a poetic rapture as to

what his ruler was, and would do. The piece is a genuine
bardic effusion.

The poet traces the lords of Lu to -ATiang Ytian and her son

HSu-^t. He then comes to the establishment of the .ATau

dynasty, and under it of the marquisate of Lu
; and finally to

duke Hst, dilating on his sacrificial services, the military power
of Lu, and the achievements which he might be expected to

accomplish in subjugating all the territory lying to the east, and

a long way south, of Lu.

i. How pure and still are the solemn temples,
In their strong solidity and minute completeness 1

Highly distinguished was .ATiang Yuan
1

,
Of virtue

undeflected. God regarded her with favour, And
without injury or hurt, Immediately, when her

months were completed, She gave birth to Hau-/$i!

On him were conferred all blessings, (To know)
how the (ordinary) millet ripened early, and the

sacrificial millet late ;
How first to sow pulse

1 About -Slang YUan and her conception and birth of

see the first piece in the third decade of the Major Odes of the

Kingdom. There also Ha"u-$'s teaching of husbandry is more

fully described.
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and then wheat. Anon he was invested with an

inferior state, And taught the people how to sow

and to reap, The (ordinary) millet and the sacri-

ficial, Rice and the black millet ; Ere long over

the whole country : (Thus) continuing the work

of Yll.

2. Among the descendants of Hau-/l, There

was king Thai 1

, Dwelling on the south of (mount)

Kki, Where the clipping of Shang began. In

process of time Wan and Wu Continued the work

of king Thai, And (the purpose of) Heaven was

carried out in its time, In the plain of Mu 2
.

' Have
no doubts, no anxieties,' (it

was said),
' God is with

you
3
.' Wu disposed of the troops of Shang ;

He
and his men equally shared in the achievement.

(Then) king (^Oang) said,
'

My uncle *, I will set

up your eldest son, And make him marquis of Lu.
I will greatly enlarge your territory there, To be
a help and support to the House of .ATau.'

3. Accordingly he appointed (our first) duke of

Lu, And made him marquis m the east, Giving
him the hills and rivers, The lands and fields, and
the attached states 5

. The (present) descendant of
the duke of ^Tau, The son of duke ^/wang, With

dragon-emblazoned banner, attends the sacrifices,

(Grasping) his six reins soft and pliant. In spring

1 See on the Sacrificial Odes of Js&u, decade
i, ode 5

2 See the Shu, V, iii.

3

Shang-ffi, one of Wu's principal leaders, encouraged him at
the battle of Mu with these words. . ,

4 That is, the duke ofKu.
5 That is, small territories, held by chiefs of other surnames, but

acknowledging the jurisdiction of the lords ofLu, and dependent
on them for introduction to the royal court.
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and autumn he is not remiss ; His offerings are

all without error 1
. To the great and sovereign

God, And to his great ancestor Hau-/l, He
offers the victims, red and pure

2
. They enjoy, they

approve, And bestow blessings in large number.

The duke of ^Tau, and (your other) great ancestors,

Also bless you.

4. In autumn comes the sacrifice of the season s
,

But the bulls for it have had their horns capped
in summer 4

; They are the white bull and the red

one fi

. (There are) the bull-figured goblet in its

dignity
6

; Roast pig, minced meat, and soups , The
dishes of bamboo and wood, and the large stands r

,

And the dancers all complete. The filial descendant

1 These lines refer to the seasonal sacrifices in the temple of

ancestors, two seasons being mentioned for all the four, as m
some of the odes of Shang.

a Fiom the seasonal sacrifices the poet passes to the sacrifice to

God at the border altar in the spring, no doubt the same which is

referred to in the last ode of the first decade of the Sacrificial

Odes of Kfa.
8 The subject of the seasonal sacrifices is resumed.
* A piece of wood was fixed across the horns of the victim-

bulls, to prevent their injuring them by pushing or rubbing

against any hard substance. An animal injured in any way was

not fit to be used in sacrifice.

5 In sacrificing to the duke of &&u, a white bull was used by

way of distinction. His great services to the dynasty had ob-

tained for him the privilege of being sacrificed to with royal

ceremonies. A white bull, such as had been offered to the kings

of Shang, was therefore devoted to him
;

while for Po-Min, and

the other marquises (or dukes as spoken of by their own sub-

jects), a victim of the oithodox K&o. colour was employed.
6 This goblet, fashioned in the shape of a bull, or with a bull

pictured on it, must have been well known in connexion with

these services.

7 'The large stand' was "of a size to support half the roasted

body of a victim.
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will be blessed. (Your ancestors) will make you

gloriously prosperous, They will make you long-

lived and good, To preserve this eastern region,

Long possessing the state of Lu, Unwanmg, un-

fallen, Unshaken, undisturbed! They will make

your friendship with your, three aged (ministers)
1

Like the hills, like the mountains.

5. Our prince's chariots are a thousand, And (in

each) are (the two spears with their) vermilion

tassels, and (the two bows with their) green bands.

His footmen are thirty thousand, With shells on

vermilion strings adorning their helmets 2
. So

numerous are his ardent followers, To deal with

the tribes of the west and north, And to punish
those of A'ing and Shu 3

, So that none of them
will dare to withstand us, (The spirits, of your

ancestors) shall make you grandly prosperous; They

1

Referring, probably, to the three principal ministers of the
state.

2 These lines describe Hsi's resources for war. A thousand
chariots was the regular force which a great state could at the
utmost bring into the field. Each chariot contained three
mailed men

;
the charioteer in the middle, a spearman on the

right, and an archer on the left. Two spears rose aloft with
vermilion tassels, and there were two bows, bound with green
bands to frames in their cases. Attached to every chariot were
seventy-two foot-soldiers and twenty-five followers, making with
the three men in

it,
100 in all; so that the whole force would

amount to 100,000 mea But in actual service the force of a
great state was restricted to three 'armies' or 375 chariots, attended
by 37,500 men, of whom 27,500 were

foot-soldiers, put down
here in round numbers as 30,000.

s

King is the JTmg-A&ft of the last of the Sacrificial Odes of
Shang, and the name Shu was applied to several half- civilized states
to the east of it, which it brought, during the JSTfow JTM period
one after another under its jurisdiction.

'
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shall make you long-lived and wealthy. The hoary
hair and wrinkled back, Marking the aged men,
shall always be in your service. They shall grant

you old age, ever vigorous, For myriads and thou-

sands of years, With the eyebrows of longevity,
and ever unharmed.

6. The mountain of Thai is lofty, Looked up to

by the state of Lti 1
. We grandly possess also Kwei-

and Mang 2
;
And we shall extend to the limits

of the east, Even the states along the sea. The
tribes of the Hwai will seek our alliance ; All

will proffer their allegiance: Such shall be the

achievements of the marquis of Lu.

7. He shall maintain the possession of Hu and

Yi 8
,
And extend his sway to the regions of

Hsu 4
,

Even to the states along the sea. The
tribes of the Hwai, the Man, and the Mo 6

,
And

those tribes (still more) to the south, All will

proffer their allegiance ;
Not one will dare not to

answer to his call, Thus showing their obedience

to the marquis of Lu.

8. Heaven will give great blessing to our prince,

So that with the eyebrows of longevity he shall

1 Mount Thi is well known, the eastern of the four great

mountains of China in the time of Shun. It is in the depart-

ment of ThSi-an, Shan-tung.
2 These were two smaller hills in Lu.
1 These were two hills of Lu, in the present district of %&u.
* Hsu was the name of one of Yu's nine provinces, embracing

portions of the present Shan-tung, Jaang-su, and An-hui.

8 Mo was properly the name of certain wild tribes in the

north, as Man was that of the tribes of the south. But we

cannot suppose any tribes to be meant here but such as lay

south of LA.
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maintain Lu. He shall possess ./Tang and Hsii l
,

And recover all the territory of the duke of A"au.

Then shall the marquis of Lu feast and be glad,

With his admirable wife and aged mother ;
With

his excellent ministers and all his (other) officers 2
.

Our region and state shall he hold, Thus receiving

many blessings, To hoary hair, and with teeth ever

renewed like a child's.

9. The pines of 3u-lai
3

,
And the cypresses of

Hsin-fu 3
,

Were cut down and measured, With

the cubit line and the eight cubits' line. The pro-

jecting beams of pine were made very large ;
The

grand inner apartments rose vast. Splendid look

the new temples, The work of Hsi-sze, Very
wide and large, Answering to the expectations of

all the people.

1
./Tang was a city with some adjacent territory, in the present

district of Thang, that had been taken from Lfl by Kh\, Hsii,

called in the Spring and Autumn c

the fields of Hsii/ was west

from Lu, and had been granted to it as a convenient place for its

princes to stop at on their way to the royal court
; but it had been

sold or parted with to .ffang in the first year of duke Hwan
(B.C. 711). The poet desires that Hst should recover these and
all other territory which had at any time belonged to Lu.

2 He would feast with the ladies in the inner apartment of

the palace, suitable for such a purpose ; with his ministers in the

outer banqueting-room,
3 These were two hills, in the present department of Thai-an,
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PIECES AND STANZAS ILLUSTRATING THE RELIGIOUS

VIEWS AND PRACTICES OF THE WRITERS AND
THEIR TIMES.

The First Decade, or that of Lu-ming.

ODE 5, STANZA 1. THE FA MU,

THE F& MU IS A FESTAL ODE, WHICH WAS SUNG AT THE ENTERTAIN-

MENT OF FRIENDS;- INTENDED TO CELEBRATE THE DUTY AND VALUE

OF FRIENDSHIP, EVEN TO THE HIGHEST.

On the trees go the blows /ang-ang; And
the birds cry out ying-ying. One issues from the

dark valley, And removes to the lofty tree. Ying
goes its cry, Seeking with its voice its companion.
Look at the bird, Bird as it is, seeking with its

voice its companion ;
And shall a man Not seek

to have his friends ? Spiritual beings will then

hearken to him 1
;
He shall have harmony and

peace.

ODE 6. THE THIEN PAo.

A FESTAL ODE, RESPONSIVE TO ANY OF THE FIVE THAT PRECEDE IT.

THE KING'S OFFICERS AND GUESTS, HAVING BEEN FEASTED BY HIM,

CELEBRATE HIS PRAISES, AND DESIRE FOR HOT THE BLESSING OF

HEAVEN AND HIS ANCESTORS.

Asciibed, like the former, to the duke

Heaven protects and establishes thee, With the

greatest security; Makes thee entirely virtuous.

1 This line and the following show the power and value of the

cultivation of friendship in affecting spiritual beings. That desig-

nation is understood in the widest sense.
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That thou mayest enjoy every happiness ;
Grants

thee much increase, So that thou hast all in

abundance.

Heaven protects and establishes thee. It grants

thee all excellence, So that thine every matter is

right, And thou receivest every Heavenly favour.

It sends down to thee long-during happiness, Which

the days are not sufficient to enjoy.

Heaven protects and establishes thee, So that in

everything thou dost prosper. Like the high hills

and the mountain masses, Like the topmost ridges

and the greatest bulks, Like the stream ever

coming on, Such is thine increase.

With happy auspices and purifications thou bring-

est the offerings, And dost filially present them,

In spring, summer, autumn, and winter, To the

dukes and former kings
1

;
And they say,

' We give

to thee myriads of years, duration unlimited 2
.'

The spirits come 3
,

And confer on thee many

blessings. The people are simple and honest, Daily

enjoying their meat and drink. All the black-haired

race, in all their surnames, Universally practise thy
virtue.

Like the moon advancing to the full, Like the

sun ascending the heavens, Like the everlasting

southern hills, Never waning, never falling, Like

1 These dukes and former kings are all the ancestors of the

royal House of .ffau, sacrificed to at the four seasons of the year.
2 Here we have the response of the dukes and kings communi-

cated to the sacrificing king by the individuals chosen to represent
them at the service.

3 The spirits here are, of course, those of the former dukes and

kings,
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the luxuriance of the fir and the cypress , May
such be thy succeeding line !

ODE 9, STANZA 4. THE T! T&

THE it I'd IS AN ODE OF CONGRATULATION, INTENDED FOR THE MEN

WHO HAVE RETURNED FROM MILITARY DUTY AND SERVICE ON THE

FRONTIERS.

The congratulation is given in a description of the anxiety and

longing of the soldiers' wives for their return. We must suppose
one of the wives to be the speaker throughout. The fourth

stanza shows how she had resorted to divination to allay her

fears about her husband.

They have not packed up, they do not come.

My sorrowing heart is greatly distressed. The
time is past, and he is not here, To the multipli-

cation of my sorrows. Both by the tortoise-shell

and the reeds have I divined, And they unite in

saying he is near. My warrior is at hand.

The Fourth Decade, or that of Khi fu.

ODE 5, STANZAS 5 TO 9. THE SZE KAN.

THE SZE KAN WAS PROBABLY MADE FOR A FESTIVAL ON THE COM-

PLETION OF A PALACE, CONTAINING A DESCRIPTION OF IT, AND

PROCEEDING TO GOOD WISHES FOR THE BUILDER AND HIS POSTE-

RITY. THE STANZAS HERE GIVEN SHOW HOW DIVINATION WAS RE-

SORTED TO FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF DREAMS.

The piece is referred to the time of king Hsttan (B.C. 827 to 782).

Level and smooth is the courtyard, And lofty

are the pillars around it. Pleasant is the exposure

of the chamber to the light, And deep and wide

are its recesses. Here will our noble lord repose,

On the rush-mat below and that of fine bamboos

above it, May he repose in slumber ! May he sleep
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md awake, (Saying),
' Divine for me my dreams 1

.

What dreams are lucky ? They have been of bears

ind grisly bears
; They have been of cobras and

(other) snakes/

The chief diviner will divine them. ' The bears

and grisly bears Are the auspicious intimations of

sons
; The cobras and (other) snakes Are the

auspicious intimations of daughters
2
.'

Sons shall be born to him : They will be put to

sleep on couches
; They will be clothed in robes ;

'

They will have sceptres to play with; Their cry
will be loud. They will be (hereafter) resplendent
with red knee-covers, The (future) king, the princes
of the land.

Daughters shall be born to him : They will be

put to sleep on the ground ; They will be clothed

with wrappers ; They will have tiles to play with 3
.

It will be theirs neither to do wrong nor to do

good
4

. Only about the spirits and the food will

1 In the Official Book of JTau, ch. 24, mention is made of the
Diviner of Dreams and his duties : He had -to consider the season
of the year when a dream occurred, the day of the cycle, and the
then predominant influence of the two powers of nature. By
the positions of the sun, moon, and planets in the zodiacal spaces
he could determine whether any one of the six classes of dreams
was lucky or unlucky. Those six classes were ordinary and regular
dreams, terrible dreams, dreams of thought, dreams in waking,
dreams of joy, and dreams of fear.

2 The boy would have a sceptre, a symbol of dignity, to play with
;

the girl, a tile, the symbol of woman's work, as, sitting with a tile
on her knee, she twists the threads of hemp.

3 That is, the red apron of a king and of the prince of a state.
* The woman has only to be obedient. That is her whole duty.The line does not mean, as it has been said, that

'
she is incapable

of good or evil;' but if is not her part to take the initiative even
in what is good.
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they have to think, And to cause no sorrow to

their parents.

ODE 6, STANZA 4. THE Wft YANG.

THE wti YANG IS SUPPOSED TO CELEBRATE THE LARGENESS AND

EXCELLENT CONDITION OF KING HSUAN's FLOCKS AND HERDS. THE

CONCLUDING STANZA HAS REFERENCE TO THE DIVINATION OF THE

DREAMS OF HIS HERDSMEN.

Your herdsmen shall dream, Of multitudes and

then of fishes, Of the tortoise -and- serpent, and

then of the falcon, banners 1
. The chief diviner

will divine the dreams
;
How the multitudes, dis-

solving into fishes, Betoken plentiful years ; How
the tortoise-and-serpent, dissolving into the falcon,

banners, Betoken the increasing population of the

kingdom.

ODE 7. THE J^IEH NAN SHAN.
*

A LAMENTATION OVER THE UNSETTLED STATE OF THE KINGDOM }

DENOUNCING THE INJUSTICE AND NEGLECT OF THE CHIEF MINISTER,

BLAMING ALSO THE CONDUCT OF THE KING, "WITH APPEALS TO

HEAVEN, AND SEEMINGLY CHARGING IT WITH CRUELTY AND INJUS-

TICE.

This piece is referred to the time of king Yu (B.C. 781 to

the unworthy son of king Hstian. The 'Grand-Master' Ym
must have been one of the 'three Kung/ the highest ministers

at the court of JTiu, and was, probably, the chief of the three,

and administrator of the government under Y$.

Lofty is that southern hill
2

,
With its masses of

rocks! Awe-inspiring are you, O (Grand-)Master

1 The tortoise-and-serpent banner marked the presence in a

host of its leader on a military expedition. On its field were the

figures of tortoises, with snakes coiled round them. The falcon

banners belonged to the commanders of the divisions of the host

They bore the figures of falcons on them,
a 'The southern bill' was also called the JTung-nan, and rose

right to the south of the western capital of JTaU
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Yin, And the people all look to you ! A fire burns

in their grieving hearts ; They do not dare to speak
of you even in jest. The kingdom is verging to

extinction
;

How is it that you do not consider the

state of things ?

Lofty is that southern hill, And vigorously

grows the vegetation on it ! Awe-inspiring are

you, O (Grand-)Master Yin, But how is it that you
are so unjust ? Heaven is continually redoubling
its inflictions

;
Deaths and disorder increase and

multiply; No words of satisfaction come from

the people ;
And yet you do not correct nor be-

moan yourself.

The Grand-Master Yin Is the foundation of our

-ffau, And the balance of the kingdom is in his

hands. He should be keeping its four quarters

together; He should be aiding the. Son of Heaven,
So as to preserve the people from going astray.

O unpitying great Heaven, It is not right he

should reduce us all to such misery!

He does nothing himself personally, And the

people have no confidence in him. Making no en-

quiry about them,, and no trial of their services,

He should not deal deceitfully with superior men.
If he dismissed them on the requirement of justice,
Mean men would not be endangering (the common-

weal); And his mean relatives Would not be in

offices of importance.

Great Heaven, unjust, Is sending down these

exhausting disorders. Great Heaven, unkind, Is

sending down these great miseries. Let superior
men come (into office), And that would bring rest .

to the people's hearts. Let. superior men execute
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their justice, And the animosities and angers would

disappear
1

.

unpitying great Heaven, There is no end to

the disorder ! With every month it continues to

grow, So that the people have no repose. I am
as if intoxicated with the grief of my heart. Who
holds the ordering of the kingdom ? He attends

not himself to the government, And the result is

toil and pain to the people.

1 yoke my four steeds, My four steeds, long-

necked. I look to the four quarters (of the king-

dom) ;
Distress is everywhere ;

there is no place

I can drive to.

Now your evil is rampant
2

,
And I can see your

spears. Anon you are pacified and friendly as if

you were pledging one another.

From great Heaven is the injustice, And our

king has no repose. (Yet) he will not correct his

heart, And goes on to resent endeavours to rectify

him.

I, <&Tia-fu, have made this poem, To lay bare

the king's disorders. If you would but change

your heart, Then would the myriad regions be

nourished.

1 In this stanza, as in the next and the last but one, the -writer

complains of Heaven3 and charges it foolishly He does so by way
of appeal, however, and indicates the true causes of the misery of

the kingdom, the reckless conduct, namely, of the king and his

minister.

9 The parties spoken of here are the followers of the minister,

'mean men,' however high in place and great in power, now

friendly, now hostile to one another.

[i] A a
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ODE 8, STANZAS 4, 5, AND 7. THE A"ANG YUEH.

THE A'ANG YUEH IS, LIKE THE PRECEDING ODE, A LAMENTATION OVER

THE MISERIES OF THE KINGDOM, AND THE RUIN COMING ON IT
;

WITH A SIMILAR, BUT MORE HOPEFULLY EXPRESSED, APPEAL TO

HEAVEN, 'THE GREAT GOD.'

Look into the middle of the forest
;

There are

(only) large faggots and small branches in it
1

. The

people now amidst their perils Look to Heaven,
all dark

;
But let its determination be fixed, And

there is no one whom it will not overcome. There
is the great God, Does he hate any one ?

If one say of a hill that it is low, There are its

ridges and its large masses. The false calumnies

of the people, How is it that you do not repress
them 2

? You call those experienced ancients, You
consult the diviner of dreams. They all say,

' We
are very wise, But who can distinguish the male
and female crow 3

?
'

Look at the rugged and stony field ; Luxuriantly
rises in it the springing grain. (But) Heaven moves
and shakes me, As if it could not overcome me 4

.

1

By introducing the word '

only,' I have followed the view of
the older interpreters, who consider the forest, with merely some
faggots and twigs left in it, to be emblematic of the ravages of

oppressive government in the court and kingdom. Kb. Hsi takes
a different view of them :

'

In a forest you can easily distinguish
the large faggots from the small branches, while Heaven appears
unable to distinguish between the good and bad.'

2 The calumnies that were abroad were as absurd as the asser-
tion in line r, and yet the king could not, or would not, see through
them and repress them.

3 This reference to the diviners of dreams is in derision of their

pretensions.
* That is, the productive energy of nature manifests itself in the

most unlikely places; how was it that 'the great God, who hates

no^one/ was contending so with the -writer?
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They sought me (at first) to be a pattern (to them),

(Eagerly) as if they could not get me ; (Now) they

regard me with great animosity, And will not use

my strength.

ODE 9. THE SIIIH Y(JEH EIH jK'iAo.

THE LAMENTATION OF AN OFFICER OVER THE PRODIGIES CELESTIAL

AND TERRESTRIAL, ESPECIALLY AN ECLIPSE OF THE SUN, THAT

WERE BETOKENING THE RUIN OF ATAU. HE SETS FORTH WHAT HE

CONSIDERED TO BE THE TRUE CAUSES OF THE PREVAILING MISERY,

WHICH WAS BY NO MEANS TO BE CHARGED ON HEAVEN.

Attention is called in the Introduction, p. 296, to the date of the

solar eclipse mentioned in this piece

At the conjunction (of the sun and moon) in the

tenth month, On the first day of the moon, which

was hsin-mao, The sun was eclipsed, A thing
of very evil omen. Before, the moon became small.

And now the sun became small. Henceforth the

lower people Will be in a very deplorable case.

The sun and moon announce evil, Not keeping
to their proper paths. Throughout the kingdom
there is no (proper) government, Because the good
are not employed. For the moon to be eclipsed

Is but an ordinary matter. Now that the sun has

been eclipsed, How bad it is !

Grandly flashes the lightning of the thunder.

There is a want of rest, a want of good. The
streams all bubble up and overflow. The crags on

the hill-tops fall down. High banks become valleys;

Deep valleys become hills. Alas for the men of

this time 1 How does (the king) not stop these

things ?

Hwang-fft is the President ; Fan is the Minister

A a 2
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of Instruction; ATia-po is the (chief) Administrator;

.ATung-yttn is the chief Cook ; 3&u is the Recorder

of the Interior ;
Khwei is Master of the Horse ;

Yti is Captain of the Guards ; And the beautiful

wife blazes, now in possession of her place *.

This Hwang-fu Will not acknowledge that he

is acting out of season. But why does he call us

to move, Without coming and consulting with us ?

He has removed our walls and roofs
;
And our

fields are all either a marsh or a moor. He says,
'

I am not injuring you ;
The laws require that

thus it should be/

Hwang-fu is very wise; He has built a great

city for himself in Hsiang. He chose three men
as his ministers, All of them possessed of great
wealth. He could not bring himself to leave a

single minister, Who might guard our king. He
(also) selected those who had chariots and horses,

To go and reside in Hsiang
2

.

1 We do not know anything from history of the ministers of Yft

mentioned in this stanza. Hwang-fu appears to have been the leading
minister of the government at the time when the ode was written,

and, as appears from the next two stanzas, was very crafty, oppres-

sive, and selfishly ambitious. The mention of '
the chief Cook '

among the high ministers appears strange j but we shall find that

functionary mentioned in another ode
;
and from history it appears

that
{ the Cook,' at the royal and feudal courts, sometimes played

an important part during the times of Jf&a..
' The beautiful

wife,' no doubt, was the well-known Sze of Pio, raised by king Yu
from her position as one of his concubines to be his queen, and
whose insane folly and ambition led to her husband's death, and

great and disastrous changes in the kingdom.
a
Hsiang was a district of the royal domain, in the present dis-

trict of Mang, department of Hwdi-^/zing, Ho-nan. It had been

assigned to Hwang-fu, and he was establishing himself there, with-

out any loyal regard to the king. As a noble in the royal domain,
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N

I have exerted myself to discharge my service,

And do not dare to make a report of my toils.

Without crime or offence of any kind, Slanderous

mouths are loud against me. (But) the calamities

of the lower people Do not come down from

Heaven. A multitude of (fair) words, and hatred

behind the back; The earnest, strong pursuit of

this is from men.

Distant far is my village, And my dissatisfaction

is great. In other quarters there is ease, And
I dwell here, alone and sorrowful. Everybody is

going into retirement, And I alone dare not seek

rest The ordinances of Heaven are inexplicable,

But I will not dare to follow my friends, and leave

my post

ODE 10, STANZAS 1 AND 3. THE Yo wti ^ANG.

THE WRITER OF TIIIS PIECE MOURNS OVER THE MISERABLE STATE

OF THE KINGDOM, THE INCORRIGIBLE COURSE OF THE KING, AND

OTHER EVILS, APPEALING ALSO TO HEAVEN, AND SURPRISED THAT

IT ALLOWED SUCH THINGS TO BE.

Great and wide Heaven, How is it you have

contracted your kindness, Sending down death

and famine, Destroying all through the kingdom?

Compassionate Heaven, arrayed in terrors, How
is it you exercise no forethought, no care ? Let

alone the criminals: They have suffered for their

guilt. But those who have no crime Are indis-

criminately involved in ruin.

he was entitled only to two ministers, but he had appointed three

as in one of the feudal states, encouraging, raoicover, the resort to

himself of the wealthy and powerful, while the court was left weak

and unprotected.
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How is it, O great Heaven, That the king will

not hearken to the justest words? He is like a

man going (astray), Who knows not where he

will proceed to. All ye officers, Let each of

you attend to his duties. How do ye not stand

in
'

awe of one another ? Ye do not stand in

awe of Heaven.

The Fifth Decade, or that of Hsiao Min.

ODE 1, STANZAS 1, 2, AND 3. THE HSIAO MIN.

A LAMENTATION OVER THE RECKLESSNESS AND INCAPACITY OF THE

KING AND HIS COUNSELLORS. DIVINATION HAS BECOME OF NO

AVAIL, AND HEAVEN IS DESPAIRINGLY APPEALED TO.

This is referred, like several of the pieces in the fourth decade, to

the time of king Yu. *

The angry terrors of compassionate Heaven
Extend through this lower world. (The king's)
counsels and plans are crooked and bad

; When
will he stop (in his course) ? Counsels that are

good he will not follow, And those that are not

good he employs. When I look at his counsels

and plans, I am greatly pained.

Now they agree, and now they defame one an-

other; The case is greatly to be deplored. If a

counsel be good, They are all found opposing it.

If a counsel be bad, They are all found according
with it. When I look at such counsels and plans,
What will they come to ?

Our tortoise-shells are wearied out, And will

not tell us anything about the plans. The coun-
sellors are very many, But on that account nothing-
is accomplished. The speakers fill the court, But
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who dares to take any responsibility on himself?

We are as if we consulted (about a journey) without

taking a step in advance, And therefore did not

get on on the road.

ODE 2, STANZAS 1 AND 2. THE HSIAO YtfAN.

SOME OFFICER IN A TIME OF DISORDER AND MISGOVERNMENT URGES
ON HIS BROTHERS THE DUT7 OF MAINTAINING THEIR OWN VIRTUE,
AND OF OBSERVING THE GREATEST CAUTION.

Small is the cooing dove, But it flies aloft to

heaven. My heart is wounded with sorrow, And
I think of our forefathers. When the dawn is

breaking, and I cannot sleep, The thoughts in my
breast are of our parents.

Men who are grave and wise, Though they
drink, are mild and masters of themselves ; But
those who are benighted and ignorant Become
devoted to drink, and more so daily. Be careful,

each of you, of your deportment ; What Heaven

confers, (when once lost), is not regained *.

The greenbeaks come and go, Picking up grain
about the stackyard. Alas for the distressed and

the solitary, Deemed fit inmates for the prisons I

With a handful of grain I go out and divine 8
, How

I may be able to become good.

1 ' What Heaven confeis' is, probably, the good human nature,

which by vice, and especially by drunkenness, may be irretrievably

ruined.

8 A religious act is here refened to, on which we have not suffi-

cient information to be able to throw much light. It was the

practice to spread some finely ground nee on the ground, in con-

nexion with divination, as an offering to the spirits. The poet

represents himself here as using a handful of grain for the pur-

pose, probably on account of his poverty.
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ODE 3, STANZAS 1 AND 3. THE HSIAO PAN.

THE ELDEST SON AND HEIR-APPARENT OF KING Yft BEWAILS HIS DEGRA-

DATION, APPEALING TO HEAVEN AS TO HIS INNOCENCE, AND COM-

PLAINING OF ITS CASTING HIS LOT IN SUCH A TIME.

It is allowed that this piece is clearly the composition of a banished

son, and there is no necessity to call in question the tradition

preserved in the Preface which prefers it to 1-Mu, the eldest

son of king Yu. His mother was a princess of the House of

Shan ; but when Yu became enamoured of Sze of Psio, the queen
was degraded, and the son banished to Shan.

With flapping wings the craws Come back, flying
all in a flock 1

. Other people are happy, And I

only am full of misery. What is my offence against
Heaven ? What is my crime ? My heart is sad

;

What is to be done ?

Even the mulberry trees and the rottleras Must
be regarded with reverence 2

; But no one is to be
looked up to like a father, No one is to be de-

pended on as a mother. Have I not a connexion
with the hairs (of my father) ? Did I not dwell
in the womb (of my mother) ? O Heaven, who
gave me birth! How was it at so inauspicious
a time ?

1 The sight of the crows, all together, suggests to the prince his
own condition, solitary and driven from court.

2 The mulberry tree and the rottlera were both planted about
the farmsteadings, and are therefore mentioned here. They carried
the thoughts back to the father or grandfather, or the more remote
ancestor, who first planted them, and so a feeling of reverence
attached to themselves,
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ODE 4, STANZA 1. THE AfkiAo YEN.

SOME ONE, SUFFERING FROM THE KING THROUGH SLANDER, APPEALS

TO HEAVEN, AND GOES ON TO DWELL ON THE NATURE AND EVTL

OF SLANDER.

This piece has been referred to the time of king Lf, B c. 878
to 828.

O vast and distant Heaven, Who art called our

parent, That, without crime or offence, I should

suffer from disorders thus great! The terrors of

great Heaven are excessive, But indeed I have

committed no crime. (The terrors of) great
Heaven are very excessive, But indeed I have

committed no offence.

ODE 6, STANZAS 5 AND 6. THE HSIANG Po.

A EUNUCH, HIMSELF THE VICTIM OF SLANDER, COMPLAINS OF HIS FATE,
AND WARNS AND DENOUNCES HIS ENEMIES; APPEALING AGAINST

THEM, AS HIS LAST RESORT, TO HEAVEN.

The proud are delighted, And the troubled are

in sorrow. O azure Heaven ! O azure Heaven !

Look on those proud men, Pity those who are

troubled.

Those slanderers ! Who devised their schemes

for them ? I would take those slanderers, And
throw them to wolves and tigers. If these refused

to devour them, I would cast them into the north 1
.

If the north refused to receive them, I would

throw them into the hands of great (Heaven)
2

.

1 ' The north,' i.e the region where there aie the rigours ofwinter

and the barrenness of the desert.

I 'Great Heaven;' 'Heaven' has to be supplied here, but there
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ODE 9. THE TA TUNG.

AN OFFICER OF ONE OF THE STATES OF THE EAST DEPLORES THE

EXACTIONS MADE FROM THEM BY THE GOVERNMENT, COMPLAINS

OF THE FAVOUR SHOWN TO THE WEST, CONTRASTS THE MISERY OF

THE PRESENT WITH THE HAPPINESS OF THE PAST, AND APPEALS TO

THE STARS OF HEAVEN IDLY BEHOLDING THEIR CONDITION.

I give the whole of this piece, because it is an interesting instance

of Sabian views. The writer, despairing of help from men,

appeals to Heaven
;
but he distributes the Power that could help

him among many heavenly bodies, supposing that there are

spiritual beings in them, taking account of human affairs.

Well loaded with millet were the dishes, And

long and curved were the spoons of thorn-wood.

The way to -ATau was like a whetstone, And

straight as an arrow. (So) the officers- trod it,

And the common people looked on it. When I

look back and think of it, My tears run down in

streams.

In the states of the east, large and small, The
looms are empty. Then shoes of dolichos fibre

Are made to serve to walk on the hoar-frost.

Slight and elegant gentlemen
l Walk along that

road to A"au. Their going and coming makes my
heart sad.

Ye cold waters, issuing variously from the spring,

Do not soak the firewood I have cut. Sorrowful

I awake and sigh ;
Alas for us toiled people !

The firewood has been cut
;

Would that it were

is no doubt as to the propriety of doing so
; and, moreover, the

peculiar phraseology of the line shows that the poet did not rest

in the thought of the material heavens.
1 That is, 'slight-looking,' unfit for toil; and yet they are

obliged to make their journey on foot.
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conveyed home ' Alas for us the toiled people !

Would that we could have rest 1
!

The sons of the east Are summoned only (to

service), without encouragement; While the sons

of the west Shine in splendid dresses. The sons of

boatmen Have furs of the bear and grisly bear.

The sons of the poorest families Form the officers

in public employment.

If we present them with spirits, They regard
them as not fit to be called liquor. If we give
them long girdle pendants with their stones, They
do not think them long enough.

There is the Milky Way in heaven 2
,
Which looks

down on us in light; And the three stars together
are the Weaving Sisters {

, Passing in a day through
seven stages (of the sky).

Although they go through their seven stages,

They complete no bright work for us. Brilliant

shine the Draught Oxen *, But they do not serve

to draw our carts. In the east there is Lucifer 5
;

In the west there is Hesperus*; Long and curved

1 This stanza de&cribes, directly 01 by symbol, the exactions

fiom which the people of the east weic suffering.
2 'The Milky Way' is heie called simply the Han,= in the sky

what the Han nver is m China.
3 ' The Weaving Sisters, 01 Ladies/ are three stars in Lyia, that

form a triangle. To explain what is said of their passing through

seven spaces, it is said- 'The stars seem to go lound the circum-

ference of the heavens, divided into twelve spaces, in a day and

night. They would accomplish six: of them in a day ; but as their

motion is rather in advance of that of the sun, they have entered

into the seventh space by the time it is up with them again/
* ' The Draught Oxen' is the name of some stars in the neck of

Aquila.

Liu t (Sung dynasty) says :
c The metal star (Venus) is in the
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is the Rabbit Net of the sky
1

;
But they only

occupy their places.

In the south is the Sieve 2
,

But it is of no use

to sift. In the north is the Ladle 3
,

But it lades

out no liquor. In the south is the Sieve, Idly

showing its mouth. In the north is the Ladle,

Raising its handle in the west.

The Sixth Decade, or that of Pei Shan,

ODE 3, STANZAS 1, 4, AND 5. THE HSIAO MING.

AN OFFICER, KEPT LON_G ABROAD ON DISTANT SERVICE, APPEALS TO

HEAVEN, DEPLORING THE HARDSHIPS OF HIS LOT, AND TENDERS

GOOD ADVICE TO HIS MORE FORTUNATE FRIENDS AT COURT.

O bright and high Heaven, Who enlightenest
and rulest this lower world ! I marched on this

expedition to the west, As far as this wilderness

of -Oiit From the first day of the second month,
I have passed through the cold and the heat. My
heart is sad

; The poison (of my lot) is too bitter.

I think of those (at court) in their offices, And my
tears flow down like rain. Do I not wish to return ?

But I fear the net for crime.

Ah ! ye gentlemen, Do not reckon on your rest

east in the morning, thus "opening the brightness of the day;"
and it is in the west in the evening, thus "prolonging the day/"
The author of the piece, however, evidently took Lucifer and Hes-

perus to be two stars.

1 ' The Rabbit Net' is the Hyades.
2 'The Sieve' is the name of one of the twenty-eight constel-

lations of the zodiac, part of Sagittarius.
1 3 'The Ladle' is the constellation next to 'the Sieve,' also part

of Sagittarius.
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being permanent. Quietly fulfil the duties of your
offices, Associating with the correct and upright;
So shall the spirits hearken to you, And give you
good.

Ah 1 ye gentlemen, Do not reckon on your

repose being permanent. Quietly fulfil the duties

of your offices, Loving the correct and upright;
So shall the spirits hearken to you, And give you
large measures of bright happiness.

ODE 5. THE KH$ S^ZE.

SACRIFICIAL AND FESTAL SERVICES IN THE ANCESTRAL TEMPLE
J AND

THEIR CONNEXION WITH ATTENTION TO HUSBANDRY.

See the lemaiks on the Services of tfie Ancestral Temple,
pp. 300, 301.

Thick grew the tribulus (on the ground), But

they cleared away its thorny bushes. Why did they
this of old ? That we might plant our millet and

sacrificial millet; That our millet might be abun-

dant, And our sacrificial millet luxuriant. When
our barns are full, And our stacks can be counted

by tens of myriads, We proceed to make spirits

and prepared grain, For offerings and sacrifice.

We seat the representatives of the dead, and urge
them to eat J

: Thus seeking to increase our bright

happiness.

1 The poet hurries on to describe the sacrifices in progress

The persons selected to peisonate the departed were necessarily

inferior in rank to the principal sacnficer, yet for the time they

were superior to him. This circumstance, it was supposed, would

make them feel uncomfortable; and therefore, as soon as they

appeared in the temple, the director of the ceremonies instructed

the sacrificer to ask them to be seated, and to place them at ease
;

after which they were urged to take some refreshment.
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With correct and reverent deportment, The bulls

and rams all pure, We proceed to the winter and

autumnal sacrifices. Some flay (the victims) ;
some

cook (their flesh) ;
Some arrange (the meat) ;

some

adjust (the pieces of
it).

The officer of prayer

sacrifices inside the temple gate
1

,
And all the

sacrificial service is complete and brilliant. Grandly

come our progenitors ;
Their spirits happily enjoy

the offerings ; Their filial descendant receives bless-

ing : They will reward him with great happiness,

With myriads of years, life without end.

They attend to the furnaces with reverence ;

They prepare the trays, which are very large;

Some for the roast meat, some for the broiled. Wives

presiding are still and reverent 2
, Preparing the

numerous (smaller) dishes. The guests and visitors 3

Present the cup all round 4
. Every form is accord-

ing- to rule ; Every smile and word are as they

should be. The spirits quietly come, And respond

1 The K\\, who is mentioned here, was evidently an officer,
' one

who makes or recites prayers.' The sacrifice he is said to offer

was, probably, a libation, the pouring out fragrant spirits, as a part

of the general service, and likely to attract the hovering spirits of

the departed, on their approach to the temple. Hence his act

was performed just inside the gate.
2 ' Wives presiding,' i. e. the wife of the sacrificer, the principal

in the service, and other ladies of the harem. The dishes under

their care, the smaller dishes, would be those containing sauces,

cakes, condiments, &c.
3 l The guests and visitors

'

would be nobles and officers of dif-

ferent surnames from the sacrificer, chosen by divination to take

part in the sacrificial service.

4 ' Present the cup all round
'

describes the ceremonies of drink-

ing, which took place between the guests and visitors, the repre-
sentatives of the dead, and the sacrificer.
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with great blessings, Myriads of years as the

(fitting) reward.

We are very much exhausted, And have per-

formed every ceremony without error. The able

officer of prayer announces (the will of the spirits)
l
,

And goes to the filial descendant to convey it
1

:

'

Fragrant has been your filial sacrifice, And the

spirits have enjoyed your spirits and viands. They
confer on you a hundred blessings ;

Each as it is

desired, Each as sure as law. You have been exact

and expeditious ;
You have been correct and care-

ful
; They will ever confer on you the choicest

favours, In myriads and tens of myriads/

The ceremonies having thus been completed,
And the bells and drums having given their warn-

ing
2

,
The filial descendant goes to his place

a
,

And the able officer of prayer makes his announce-

ment, 'The spirits have drunk to the full.' The

great representatives of the dead then rise, And
the bells and drums escort their withdrawal, (On

which) the spirits tranquilly return (to whence they

came) *. All the servants, and the presiding wives,

Remove (the trays and dishes) without delay. The

1 The officer of prayer had in the first place obtained, or pro-

fessed to have obtained, this answer of the progenitors from their

personators.
8 The music now announced that the saciificial service in the

temple was ended.
8 The sacrificer, or principal in the service, now left the place

which he had occupied, descended from the hall, and took his

position at the foot of the steps on the east, the place appropriate

to him in dismissing his guests.
* Where did they return to ? According to JST&ig Hsttan,

' To
heaven.'
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(sacrificer's) uncles and cousins All repair to the

private feast \

The musicians all go in to perform, And give

their soothing aid at the second blessing
2

. Your 3

viands are set forth
;

There is no dissatisfaction,

but all feel happy. They drink to the full, and eat

to the full ;
Great and small, they bow their heads,

(saying), 'The spirits enjoyed your spirits and

viands, And will cause you to live long. Your

sacrifices, all in their seasons, Are completely dis-

charged by you. May your sons and your grand-

sons Never fail to perpetuate these services !

'

ODE 6. THE HSIN NAN SHAN.

HUSBANDRY TRACED TO ITS FIRST AUTHOR; DETAILS ABOUT IT, GOING

ON TO THE SUBJECT OF SACRIFICES TO ANCESTORS.

The Preface refers this piece to the reign of king Yft ; but there

is nothing in it to suggest the idea of its having been made in

a time of disorder and misgovernment.
' The distant descendant

'

in the first stanza is evidently the principal in the sacrifice of the

last two stanzas : according to JTu, a noble or great landholder

in the royal domain ; according to others, some one of the kings
of Jfau. I incline myself to this latter view. The three pieces,

1 These uncles and cousins were all present at the sacrifice, and
of the same surname as the principal. The feast to them was to

show his peculiar affection for his relatives.

8 The feast was given in the apartment of the temple behind the

hall where the sacrifice had been performed, so that the musicians

are represented as going in to continue at the feast the music they
had discoursed at the sacrifice.

3 The transition to the second person here is a difficulty. We
can hardly make the speech, made by some one of the guests on
behalf of all the others, commence here. We must come to the

conclusion that the ode was written, in compliment to the sacrificer,

by one of the relatives who shared in the feast
; and so here he

addresses him directly.
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of which this is the middle one, seem all to be royal odes. The
mention of ' the southern hill

'

strongly confirms this view.

Yes, (all about) that southern hill Was made

manageable by Yu *. Its plains and marshes being

opened up, It was made into fields by the distant

descendant. We define their boundaries, We
form their smaller divisions, And make the acres

lie, here to the south, there to the east.

The heavens overhead are one arch of clouds,

Snowing in multitudinous flakes ;
There- is super-

added the drizzling rain. When (the land) has

received the moistening, Soaking influence abun-

dantly, It produces all our kinds of gram.

The boundaries and smaller divisions are nicely

adjusted, And the millets yield abundant crops,

The harvest of the distant descendant. We pro-

ceed to make therewith spirits and food, To

supply our representatives of the departed, and

our guests; To obtain long life, extending over

myriads of years.

In the midst of the fields are the huts 2
,
And

1 Theie is here a recognition of the work of the great Yu, as

the real founder of the kingdom of China, extending the territory

of former elective chiefs, and opening up the country. 'The

southern hill' bounded the prospect to the south from the capital

of -ATau, and hence the writer makes mention of it He does not

mean to confine the work of Yu to that part of the country ; but,

on the other hand, there is nothing m his language to afford a con-

fiimation to the account given in the third Part of the Shu of that

hero's achievements.
3 In every ./Ting, or space of 900 Chinese acres or mau, assigned

to eight families, there weie in the centre 100 mdu of
'

public

fields,' belonging to the government, and cultivated by the hus-

bandmen in common. In this space of 100 mdu, two mu and

a half were again assigned to each family, and on them were

[i] Bb
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along the bounding divisions are gourds. The fruit

is sliced and pickled, To be presented to our great

ancestors, That their distant descendant may have

long life, And receive the blessing of Heaven l
.

We sacrifice (first) with clear
"

spirits, And then

follow with a red bull
; Offering them to our an-

cestors, (Our lord) holds the knife with tinkling

bells, To lay open the hair of the victim, And
takes the blood and fat 2

.

Then we present, then we offer; All round the

fragrance is diffused. Complete and brilliant is the

sacrificial service
; Grandly come our ancestors..

They will reward (their descendant) with great

blessing, Long life, years without end.

ODE 7. THE Pnft THIEN.

PICTURES OF HUSBANDRY, AND SACRIFICES CONNECTED WITH IT. HAPPY

UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND THEIR SUPERIORS.

It is difficult to say who the
{
I

'

in the piece is, but evidently he

and the '
distant descendant' are different persons.

"

I suppose
he may have been an officer, who had charge of the farms, as we

may call them, in the royal domain.

Bright are those extensive fields, A tenth of

whose produce is annually levied 3
. I take the old

erected the huts in which they lived, while they were actively

engaged in their agricultural labours.
1
Here, as in so many other places, the sovereign Power, ruling

in the lots of men, is referred to as Heaven.
a The fat was taken from the victim, and then burnt along

with fragrant herbs, so as to form a cloud of incense. On the

taking of the 'blood,' it is only said, that it was done to enable

the sacrificer to announce that a proper victim had been slain.

3 This line, literally, is, 'Yearly are taken ten (and a) thousand
;

'

meaning the produce of ten acres in. every hundred, and of a

thousand in every ten thousand.
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stores, And with them feed the husbandmen. From
of old we have had good years ;

And now I go to

the south-lying acres, Where some are weeding,
and some gather the earth about the roots. The
millets look luxuriant ; And in a spacious resting-

place, I collect and encourage the men of greater

promise
1

.

With my vessels full of bright millet, And my
pure victim-rams, We sacrificed at the altar of the

spirits of the land, and at (the altars of those of the

four) quarters
2

. That my fields are in such good
condition Is matter of joy to the husbandmen.

With lutes, and with drums beating, We will invoke

the Father of Husbandry
3

,
And pray for sweet

rain, To increase the produce of our millets, And
to bless my men and their wives.

The distant descendant comes, When their wives

and children Are bringing food to those (at work)
in the south-lying acres. The surveyor of the

jfields (also) comes and is glad. He takes (of the

food) on the left and the right, And tastes whether

1 The general rule was that the sons of husbandmen should

continue husbandmen; but their superior might select those among
them in whom he saw promising abilities, and facilitate their

advancement to the higher grade of officers.

a The sacrifices here mentioned were of thanksgiving at the

end of the harvest of the preceding year. The one was to

'

sovereign Earth,' supposed to be the supreme Power in correla-

tion with Heaven, or, possibly, to the spirits supposed to preside

over the productive energies of the land
; the other to the spirits

presiding over the four quarters of the sky, and ruling all atmo-

spherical influences.

8 This was the sacrifice that had been, or was about to be,

offered in spring to
' the Father of Husbandry,' probably the

ancient mythical TJ, Shan Nang.

B b 2
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it be good or not. The grain is well cultivated, all

the acres over ; Good will it be and abundant. The

distant descendant has no displacency ;
The hus-

bandmen are encouraged to diligence.

The crops of the distant descendant Look (thick)

as thatch, and (swelling) like a carriage-cover. His

stacks will stand like islands and mounds. He will

seek for thousands of granaries ;
He will seek for

tens of thousands of carts. The millets, the paddy,

and the maize Will awake the joy of the husband-

men
; (And they will say),

'

May he be rewarded

with great happiness, With myriads of years, life

without end !

'

ODE 8. THE TA THIEN.

FURTHER PICTURES OF HUSBANDRY, AND SACRIFICES CONNECTED WITH IT.

Large are the fields, and various is the work to be

done. Having selected the seed, and looked after

the implements, So that all preparations have been

made for our labour, We take our sharp plough-

shares, And commence on the south-lying acres.

We sow all the kinds of grain, Which grow up

straight and large, So that the wish of the distant

descendant is satisfied.

It ears and the fruit lies soft in its sheath; It

hardens and is of good quality ; There is no wolf's-

tail grass nor darnel. We remove the insects that

eat the heart and the leaf, And those that eat the

roots and the joints, So that they shall not hurt

the young plants of our fields. May the spirit, the

Father of Husbandry
l

, Lay hold of them, and put
them in the blazing fire!

1 The ancient Shan Nang, as in the preceding ode.
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The clouds form in dense masses, And the rain

comes down slowly. May it first rain on our public

fields \ And then come to our private
1

! Yonder

shall be young grain unreaped, And here some

bundles ungathered ;
Yonder shall be handfuls left

on the ground, And here ears untouched: For

the benefit of the widow 2
.

The distant descendant will come, When their

wives and children Are bringing food to those

(at work) on the south-lying acres. The surveyor

of the fields (also) will come and be glad. They
will come and offer pure sacrifices to (the spirits

of the four) quarters, With their victims red and

black 3
,

With their preparations of millet : Thus

offering, thus sacrificing, Thus increasing our bright

happiness.

The Seventh Decade, or that of Sang Hu.

ODE 1, STANZA 1. THE SANG Htf.

THE KING, ENTERTAINING THE CHIEF AMONG THE FEUDAL PRINCES,

EXPRESSES HIS ADMIRATION OF THEM, AND GOOD WISHES FOR THEM

They flit about, the greenbeaks *, With their

1 These are two famous lines, continually quoted as showing the

loyal attachment of the people to their superiors in those ancient

times
a
Compare the legislation of Moses, in connexion with the har-

vest, for the benefit of the poor, in Deuteronomy xxiv. 19-22.
8
They would not sacrifice to these spmts all at once, or all

in one place, but in the several quarters as they went along on

their progress through the domain. For each quarter the colour

of the victim was different. A red victim was offered to the spirit

of the south, and a black to that of the north.

* The greenbeaks appeared in the second ode of the fifth

decade. The bird had many names, and a beautiful plumage,
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variegated wings. To be rejoiced in are these

princes ! May they receive the blessing of Heaven 1
1

ODE 6, STANZAS 1 AND 2. THE PIN JTIH KHU YEN.

AGAINST DRUNKENNESS. DRINKING ACCORDING TO RULE AT ARCHERY

CONTESTS AND THE SEASONAL SACRIFICES, AND DRINKING TO
EXCESS.

There are good grounds for referring the authorship of this piece
to duke Wu of Wei (B.C. 812 to 758), who played an important

part in the kingdom, during the affairs which terminated in

the death of king Yu, and the removal of the capital from
HEIO to Lo. The piece, we may suppose, is descriptive of

things as they were at the court of king Yu.

When the guests first approach the mats 2
, They

take their places on the left and the right in an

orderly manner. The dishes of bamboo and wood,
are arranged in rows, With the sauces and kernels

displayed in them. The spirits are mild and good,
And they drink, all equally reverent. The bells and
drums are properly arranged

3
, And they raise their

pledge-cups with order and ease .*. (Then) the great

made use of here to compliment the princes on the elegance of
their manners, and perhaps also the splendour of their equipages.
The bird is here called the 'mulberry Hu/ because it appeared
when the mulberry tree was coming into leaf.

1 This line is to be understood, with ^u Hsl, as a prayer of
the king to Heaven for his lords.

a The mats were spread on the floor, and also the viands of the
feast, Chairs and tables were not used in that early time.

* The archery took place in the open court, beneath the hall or
raised apartment, where the entertainment was given. Near the

steps leading up to the hall was the regular place for the bells and
drums, but it was necessary now to remove them more on one side,
to leave the ground clear for the archers.

4 The host first presented a cup to the guest, which the latter

drank, and then he returned a cup to the host. After this pre-
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target is set up ;
The bows and arrows are made

ready for the shooting. The archers are arranged
in classes ;

' Show your skill in shooting/ (it is said

by one).
'

I shall hit that mark '

(is the response),
' And pray you to drink the cup V
The dancers move with their flutes to the notes

of the organ and drum, While all the instruments

perform in harmony. All this is done to please
the meritorious ancestors, Along with the observ-

ance of all ceremonies. When all the ceremonies

have been fully performed, Grandly and fully,

(The personators of the dead say), 'We confer on

you great blessings, And may your descendants

also be happy 1

'

These are happy and delighted,

And each of them exerts his ability. A guest
2

draws the spirits ; An attendant enters again with

a cup, And fills it, the cup of rest 2
. Thus are

performed your seasonal ceremonies 3
.

liminary ceremony, the company all drank to one another,
' took

up their cups,' as it is here expressed.
1 Each defeated archer was obliged to diink a large cup of

spirits as a penalty.
2 This guest was, it is supposed, the eldest of all the scions of

the royal House present on the occasion. At this point, he pre-

sented a cup to the chief among the personators of the ancestors,

and received one in return. He then proceeded to draw more

spirits from one of the vases of supply, and an attendant came in

and filled other cups, we may suppose for all the other person-

ators. This was called 'the cup of repose or comfort;' and the

sacrifice was thus concluded, in all sobriety and decency.
! The three stanzas that follow this, graphically descriptive of the

drunken level, are said to belong to the feast of the royal relatives

that followed the conclusion of the sacrificial service, and is called

' the second blessing
'

in the sixth ode of the preceding decade.

This opinion probably is correct ; but as the piece does not itself

say so, and because of the absence from the text of religious senti-

ments, I have not given the stanzas here,
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The Eighth Decade, or that of Po Hwa.

ODE 5, STANZAS 1 AND 2. THE Po HWA.

THE QUEEN OF KING vD COMPLAINS OF BEING DEGRADED AND

FORSAKEN.

The fibres from the white-flowered rush Are

bound with the white grass
1

. This man's sending
me away makes me dwell solitary.

The light and brilliant clouds Bedew the rush

and the grass
2

. The way of Heaven is hard and

difficult 3
; This man does not conform (to good

principle).

1 The stalks of the rush were tied with the grass in bundles, in

order to be steeped ;
an operation which ladies in those days might

be supposed to be familiar with. The two lines suggest the idea

of the close connexion between the two plants, and the necessa-

riness of the one to the other; as it should be between husband
and wife.

2 The clouds bestowed their dewy influence on the plants, while
her husband neglected the speaker.

3 ' The way of Heaven
'

is equivalent to our ' The course of
Providence.' The lady's words are, literally, 'The steps of Heaven.'
She makes but a feeble wail

;
but in Chinese opinion discharges

thereby, all the better, the duty of a wife.



THE MAJOR ODES OF THE KINGDOM.

PIECES AND STANZAS ILLUSTRATING THE RELIGIOUS

VIEWS AND PRACTICES OF THE WRITERS AND
THEIR TIMES.

The First Decade, or that of W&n Wang.

ODE 1. THE WAN WANG.

CELEBRATING KING WAN, DEAD AND ALIVE, AS THE FOUNDER OF THE

DYNASTY OF ATAU, SHOWING HOW HIS VDRTUES DREW TO HIM THE

FAVOURING REGARD OF HEAVEN OR GOD, AND MADE HIM A BRIGHT

PATTERN TO HIS DESCENDANTS AND THEIR MINISTERS.

The composition of this and the other pieces of this decade is

attributed to the duke of J&a, king Wan's son, and was intended

by him foi the benefit of his nephew, the young king .ST/fcang.

Wan, it must be borne in mind, was never actually king of

China. He laid the foundations of the kingly power, which was

established by his son king Wu, and consolidated by the duke

of JS&Q. The title of king was given to him and to others by
the duke, according to the view of filial piety, that has been

referred to on p. 299.

King Wan is on high. Oh I bright is he in

heaven. Although K&u. was an old country, The

(favouring) appointment lighted on it recently
1
.

Illustrious was the House of lu, And the

1 The family of JK&&, according to its traditions, was very ancient,

but it did not occupy the territory of -/Tdu, from which it subse-

quently took its name, till B.C. 1326; and it was not till the tune

of Wan (B. c, 1231 to njg) that the divine purpose concerning

its supremacy in the kingdom was fully manifested.
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appointment of God came at the proper season.

King Wan ascends and descends On the left and

the right of God \

Full of earnest activity was king Wan, And his

fame is without end. The gifts (of God) to ATau

Extend to the descendants of king Wan, In the

direct line and the collateral branches for a hundred

generations
2

. All the officers of K\L Shall (also)

be illustrious from age to age.

'

They shall be illustrious from age to age, Zeal-

ously and reverently pursuing their plans. Admir-

able are the many officers, Born in this royal

kingdom. The royal kingdom is able to produce

them, The supporters of (the House of) K&\.\.

Numerous is the array of officers, And by them

king Wan enjoys his repose.

Profound was king W
r

an
;

Oh ! continuous and

bright was his feeling of reverence. Great is the

appointment of Heaven ! There were the descend-

ants of (the sovereigns of) Shang
3 The descendants

of the sovereigns of Shang Were in number more

1

According to jfu Hsf, the first and last two lines of this

stanza are to be taken of the spirit of Wan in heaven. Attempts
have been made to explain them otherwise, or rather to explain
them away. But language could not more expressly intimate the

existence of a supreme personal God, and the continued existence

of the human spirit.
2 The text, literally, is, 'The root and the branches:' the root

(and stem) denoting the eldest sons, by the recognised queen, suc-

ceeding to the throne; and the branches, the other sons by the

queen and concubines. The former would grow up directly from
the root; and the latter, the chief nobles of the kingdom, would
constitute the branches of the great -au tree.

3 The Shang or Yin dynasty of kings superseded by
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than hundreds of thousands. But when God gave
the command, They became subject to .ATau.

They became subject to K&U., (For) the appoint-

ment of Heaven is not unchangeable. The officers

of Yin, admirable and alert, Assist at the liba-

tions in our capital
1
. They assist at those

libations, Always wearing the hatchet-figures on

their lower garments and their peculiar cap
2
.

O ye loyal ministers of the king, Ever think

of your ancestor!

Ever think of your ancestor, Cultivating your

virtue, Always seeking to accord with the will

(of Heaven): So shall you* be seeking for much

happiness, Before Ym lost the multitudes, (Its

kings) were the correlates of God 8
. Look to Yin

as a beacon ; The great appointment is not easily

preserved.

The appointment is not easily (preserved) : Do
not cause your own extinction. Display and make

bright your righteousness and fame, And look

at (the fate of) Yin in the light of Heaven. The

doings of high Heaven Have neither sound nor

1 These officers of Yin would be the descendants of the Yin

kings and of their pi incipal nobles, scions likewise of the Yin stock.

They would assist, at the court of J&a, at the services in the an-

cestral temple, which began with a libation of fragrant spirits to

bring down the spirits of the departed.
2
These, differing from the dress worn by the representatives

of the luling House, were still worn by the officers of Yin or Shang,

by way of honour, and also by way of warning.
* There was God in heaven hating none, desiring the good of

all the people , there were the sovereigns on earth, God's vicegerents,

maintained by him so long as they carried out in their government

his purpose of good,
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smell l
. Take your pattern from "king Wan, And

the myriad regions will repose confidence in you.

ODE 2. THE TA MING.

HOW THE APPOINTMENT OF HEAVEN OR GOD CAME FROM HIS FATHER

TO KING WAN, AND DESCENDED TO HIS SON, KING WU, WHO OVER-

THREW THE DYNASTY OF SHANG BY HIS VICTORY AT MU
J

CELE-

BRATING ALSO THE MOTHER AND WIFE OF KING WAN.

The illustration of illustrious (virtue) is required

below, And the dread majesty is on high
2

. Heaven
is not readily to be relied on

;
It is not easy to be

king. Yin's rightful heir to the heavenly seat Was
not permitted to possess the kingdom.

Zan, the second of the princesses of .ATm 3
,
From

(the domain of) Yin-shang, Came to be married

to (the prince of) ./sTau, And became his wife in his

1 These two lines are quoted in the last paragraph of the

Doctrine of the Mean, as representing the ideal of perfect virtue.

They are indicative of Power, operating silently, and not to be

perceived by the senses, but resistless in its operations.
2 ' The first two lines,' says the commentator Yen Qfa-n,

' con-

tain a general sentiment, expressing the principle that governs the

relation between Heaven and men. According to line i, the good
or evil of a ruler cannot be concealed

; according to 2, Heaven, in

giving its favour or taking it away, acts with strict decision. When
below there is the illustrious illustration (of virtue), that reaches

up on high. When above there is the awful majesty, that exer-

cises a survey below. The relation between Heaven and men
ought to excite our awe.'

8 The state of^ih must have been somewhere in the royal domain
of Yin. Its lords had the surname of -Zan, and the second daughter
of the House became the wife of-t of JSTSu. She is called in the

eighth line Thai-san, by which name she is still famous in China.
'She commenced/ it is said, 'the instruction of her child when he
was still in her womb, looking on no improper sight, listening to

no licentious sound, uttering no word of pride.
1
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capital. Both she and king Ki Were entirely

virtuous. (Then) Thai-^an became pregnant, And

gave birth to our king Wan.

This king Wan, Watchfully and reverently, With

entire intelligence served God, And so secured the

great blessing. His virtue was without deflection ;

And in consequence he received (the allegiance of)

the states from all quarters.

Heaven surveyed this lower world; And its

appointment lighted (on king Wan). In his early

years, It made for him a mate 1
;
On the north

of the Hsia, On the banks of the Wei. When

king Wan would marry, There was the lady in

a large state 2
.

In a large state was the lady, Like a fair

denizen of heaven. The ceremonies determined

the auspiciousness (of the union)
3
, And in person

he met her on the Wei. Over it he made a

bridge of boats
; . The glory (of the occasion) was

illustrious.

The favouring appointment was from Heaven,

Giving the throne to our king W&n, In the capital

of Ja. The lady-successor was from Hsin, Its

eldest daughter, who came to marry him. She was

blessed to give birth to king Wu, Who was pre-

served, and helped, and received (also) the appoint-

1 Heaven is here repiesented as arranging for the fulfilment of

its purposes beforehand,
a The name of the state was Hsin, and it must have been near

the Hsia* and the Wei, somewheie in the south-east of the present

Shen-hst
3 ' The ceremonies

' would be vaiious ; first of all, divination by

means of the toitoise-shell.
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merit, And in accordance with it smote the great

Shang.

The troops of Yin-shang Were collected like a

forest, And marshalled in the wilderness of Mu.

We rose (to the crisis) ;

' God is with you,' (said

Shang-fu to the king),
' Have no doubts in your

heart V
The wilderness of Mu spread out extensive

;

Bright shone the chariots of sandal ; The teamso '

of bays, black-maned and white-bellied, galloped

alone; The Grand-Master Shang--fu Was like anO ' C>

eagle on the wing, Assisting king Wu, Who at

one onset smote the great Shang. That morning's
encounter was followed by a clear, bright (day).

ODE 3. THE MIEN.

SMALL BEGINNINGS AND SUBSEQUENT GROWTH OF THE HOUSE OF A'AU

IN A'AU. ITS REMOVAL FROM PIN UNDER THAN-FU, WITH ITS FIRST

SETTLEMENT IN A'AU, WITH THE PLACE THEN GIVEN TO THE BUILDING

OF THE ANCESTRAL TEMPLE, AND THE ALTAR* TO THE SPIRITS OF THE

LAND. CONSOLIDATION OF ITS FORTUNES BY KING WAN.

The ancient duke Than-fta
' was the grandfather of king Wan,

and was canonized by the duke of ^au as 'king Thai.' As
mentioned in a note on p. 316, he was the first of his family to

settle in j5fau, removing there from Pin, the site of their earlier

settlement,
'
the country about the Kh& and the

In long trains ever increasing grow the gourds
2

.

Mien (our) people first sprang, From the country
ibout the 'Kfm and the Khi 3

,
The ancient duke

1 See the account of the battle of Mu, in the third Book of the

.fth Part of the Shu. Shang-fft was one of WuY principal leaders

nd counsellors, his ' Grand-Master Shang-fu
'

in the next stanza.
2 As a gourd grows and extends, with a vast development of its

jndrils and leaves, so had the House of J5Tau increased.
3 These were two rivers in the territory of Pin, which name still
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Than-fu Made for them kiln-like huts and caves,

Ere they had yet any houses 1
,

The ancient duke Than-fu Came in the morning,

galloping his horses, Along the banks of the western

rivers, To the foot of mount Khi z
; And there he

and the lady ^Tiang
3 Came and together looked

out for a site.

The plain of A"au looked beautiful and rich,

With its violets, and sowthistles (sweet) as dump-

lings. There he began by consulting (with his

followers) ;
There he singed the tortoise-shell, (and

divined). The responses were there to stay and

then ; And they proceeded there to build 4
.

He encouraged the people, and settled them
j

Here on the left, there on the right. He divided

the ground, and subdivided it; He dug the ditches,

he defined the acres. From the east to the west,

There was nothing which he did not take in hand B
.

remains in the small department of Pin K&o., in Shen-hsl. The

flows into the Lo, and the KMi into the Wei.
1
According to this ode then, up to the time of Than-fu, the

people had only had the dwellings here described
, but this

is not easily reconciled with othei accounts, or even with other

stanzas of this piece.
a See a graphic account of the circumstances in which this

migration took place, in the fifteenth chapter of the second Part

of the first Book of Mencius, very much to the honour of the

ancient duke.
8 This lady is known as Thi-&ang, the worthy predecessor of

Th&i-g&n.
4 This stanza has reference to the choice by council and

divination of a site for what should be the chief town of the

new settlement.
6 This stanza describes the general arrangements for the

occupancy and cultivation of the plain of JSTdu, and the distribution

of the people over it.
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He called his Superintendent of Works ;
He

called his Minister of Instruction
;

And charged
them with the rearing of the houses. With the

line they made everything straight; They bound
the frame-boards tight, so that -they should rise

regularly : Uprose the ancestral temple in its

solemn grandeur
1

.

Crowds brought the earth in baskets
; They

threw it with shouts into the frames
; They beat

it with responsive blows. They pared the walls

repeatedly, till they sounded strong. Five thou-

sand cubits of them arose together, So that the

roll of the great drums, did not overpower (the

noise of the builders)
2

.

They reared the outer gate (of the palace), Which
rose in lofty state. They set up the gate of au-

dience, Which rose severe and exact. They reared

the great altar to the spirits of the land, From
which all great movements should proceed

3
.

1 This stanza describes the preparations and processes for

erecting the buildings of the new city. The whole took place

under the direction of two officers, in whom we have the germ

probably of the Six Heads of the Boards or Departments, whose

functions are described in the Shu and the Official Book of .STau.

The materials of the buildings were earth and lime pounded

together in frames, as is still to be seen in many parts of the

country. The first great building taken in hand was the ancestral

temple. Than-fu would make a home for the
spirits

of his fathers,

before he made one for himself. However imperfectly directed,

the religious feeling asserted the supremacy which it ought to

possess.
2 The bustle and order of the building all over the city is here

graphically set forth.

8 Than-fu was now at leisure to build the palace for himself,

which appears to have been not a very large building, though the

Chinese names of its gates are those belonging to the two which
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Thus though he could not prevent the rage
of his foes l

,
He did not let fall his own fame.

The oaks and the buckthorns were (gradually)

thinned, And roads for travellers were opened.

The hordes of the Khwan disappeared, Startled

and panting.

(The chiefs of) Yii and Zui"* were brought to an

agreement By king Wan's stimulating their natural

virtue. Then, I may say, some came to him, pre-

viously not knowing him
; Some, drawn the last

by the first; Some, drawn by his rapid suc-

cesses ; And some by his defence (of the weak)
from insult.

weie peculiar to the palaces of the kings of jSTau in the subsequent

times of the dynasty. Outside the palace weie the altars appro-

priate to the spirits of the four quaiteis of the land, the 'great'

01 royal altai being peculiar to the kings, though the one built by

Than-fu is here so named. All great undertakings, and such as

required the co-operation of all the people, were preceded by a

solemn sacrifice at this altar

1
Referring to Than-fu's relations with the wild hordes, descnbed

by Mencius, and which obliged him to leave Pm. As the new

settlement in -SUu grew, they did not dare to trouble it.

8 The poet passes on here to the time of king Wan. The story of

the chiefs ofYu and-Ziu (two states on the east of the Ho) is this:

They had a quarrel about a strip of territory, to which each of them

laid claim. Going to lay their dispute before the lord of^TSu, as soon

as they entered his terntoiy, they saw the ploughers readily yielding

the furrow, and travellers yielding the path, while men and women

avoided one another on the road, and old people had no burdens

to carry At his court, they beheld the officers of each inferior

grade' giving place to those above them. They became ashamed

of their own quarrel, agreed to let the disputed ground be an open

territory, and withdrew without presuming to appear before Wan.

When this affair was noised abroad, more than forty states, it

is said, tendered their submission to

[i]
c c
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ODE 4, STANZAS 1 AND 2. THE Yi PHO.

IN PRAISE OF KING WAN, CELEBRATING HIS INFLUENCE, DIGNITY IN

TEMPLE SERVICES, ACTIVITY, AND CAPACITY TO RULE,

Abundant is the growth of the buckthorn jand

shrubby trees, Supplying firewood
; yea, stores

of

it V Elegant and dignified was our prince and fcing ;

On the left and the right they hastened to himj

Elegant and dignified \vas our prince and kmg>
On his left and his right they bore their half-

mace (libation-cups)
2

: They bore them with solemn

gravity, As beseemed such eminent officers.

ODE 5. THE HAN Lfj.

IN PRAISE OF THE VIRTUE OF KING WAN, BLESSED BY HIS ANCESTORS,

AND RAISED TO THE HIGHEST DIGNITY WITHOUT SEEKING OF HIS

Look at the foot of the Han 3
,
How abundantly

grow the hazel and arrow-thorn 4
. Easy and self-

possessed was our prince, In his pursuit of dignity

(still) easy and self-possessed.

Massive is that libation-cup of jade, With the

1
It is difficult to trace the connexion between these allusive

lines and the rest of the piece.
2 Here we have the lord of Kan in his ancestral temple, assisted

by his ministers or great officers in pouring out the libations to the

spirits of the departed. The libation-cup was fitted with a handle

of jade, that used by the king having a complete kwei, the obelisk-

like symbol of rank, while the cups used by a minister had for a

handle only half a kw e i,

3 Where mount Haii was cannot now be determined.
4 As the foot of the hill was favourable to vegetable growth,

so were king Wan's natural qualities to his distinction and
advancement.
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yellow liquid sparkling in it
1

. Easy and self-pos-

sessed was our prince, The fit recipient of blessing
and dignity.

The hawk flies up to heaven, The fishes leap
in the deep

2
. Easy and self-possessed was our

prince : Did he not exert an influence on men ?

His clear spirits were in the vessels; His red

bull was ready
3

; To offer, to sacrifice, To increase

his bright happiness.

Thick grow the oaks and the buckthorn, Which
the people use for fuel 4

. Easy and self-possessed
was our prince, Cheered and encouraged by the

spirits
4
.

Luxuriant are the dolichos and other creepers,

Clinging to the branches and stems. Easy and self-

possessed was our prince, Seeking for happiness

by no crooked ways.

ODE 6. THE SZE

THE VIRTUE OF W.&N, WITH HIS FILIAL PIETY AND CONSTANT REVERENCE,
AND THEIR "WONDERFUL EFFECTS. THE EXCELLENT CHARACTER OF

HIS MOTHER AND WIFE.

Pure and reverent was Thai Zan 5
,
The mother

of king Wan. Loving was she to K&u jKiang
6

;

1 As a cup of such quality was the proper receptacle for the

yellow, herb-flavoured spirits, so was the character of Wan such

that all blessing must accrue to him.
2

It is the nature of the hawk to fly and of fishes to swim, and so

there went out an influence from Wan unconsciously to himself.
3
Red, we have seen, was the proper colour for victims in the

ancestral temple of ^au.
4 As it was natural for the people to take the wood and use it,

so it was natural for the spirits of his ancestors, and spiritual

beings generally, to bless king Wan.
E Thai /Tan is celebrated, above, in the second ode.
fl K&u jSTiang is

' the lady JTiang
'

of ode 3, the wife of Than-fft or

C C 2
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A wife becoming the House of K&u., Thai Sze 1

inherited her excellent fame, And from her came

a hundred sons 2
.

He conformed to the example of his ancestors,

And their spirits had no occasion for complaint.

Their spirits had no occasion for dissatisfaction ;

And his example acted on his wife, Extended to

his brethren, And was felt by all the clans and

states.

Full of harmony was he in his palace ;
Full of

reverence in the ancestral temple. Unseen (by

men), he still felt that he was under inspection
3

:

Unweariedly he maintained his virtue.

Though he could not prevent (some) great calami-

ties, H is brightness and magnanimity were without

stain. Without previous instruction he did what

was right ; Without admonition he went on (in the

path of goodness).

So, grown up men became virtuous (through him),

And young men made (constant) attainments. (Our)
ancient prince never felt weariness, And from him

were the fame and eminence of his officers.

'king Thai, who came with him from Pia She is here called

as having married the lord of .ffau.
1 Thai Sze, the wife of Wan, we are told in ode 2, was from the

state of Hsin. The surname Sze shows that its lords must have
been descended from the Sreat Yii.

3 We are not to suppose that Thai Sze had herself a hundred
sons. She had ten, and her freedom from jealousy so encouraged
the fruitfulness

-

of the harem, that all the sons born in it are

ascribed to her.
3 Where there was no human eye to observe him, Wan still

felt that he was open to the observation of spiritual beings.
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ODE 7. THE HWANG I.

SHOWING THE RISE OF THE HOUSE OF ArAu TO THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE
KINGDOM THROUGH THE FAVOUR OF GOD. THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF

KINGS THAI AND Kl, AND ESPECIALLY OF KING wXN.

Great is God, Beholding this lower world in

majesty. He surveyed the four quarters (of the

kingdom), Seeking for some one to give establish-

ment to the people. Those two earlier dynasties
1

Had failed to satisfy him with their government;
So, throughout the various states, He sought and

considered For one on whom he might confer the

rule. Hating all the great states, He turned his

kind regards on the west, And there gave a settle-

ment (to king Thai).

(King Thai) raised up and removed The dead

trunks and the fallen trees. He dressed and regu-

lated The bushy clumps and the (tangled) rows.

He opened up and cleared The tamarisk trees and

the stave trees. He hewed and thinned The moun-

tain mulberry trees. God having brought about

the removal thither of this intelligent ruler, The
Kwan hordes fled away

2
. Heaven had raised up

a helpmeet for him, And the appointment he had

received was made sure.

God surveyed the hills, Where the oaks and the

buckthorn were thinned, And paths made through

the firs and cypresses. God, who had raised the

1 Those of Hsia and Shang.
2 The same as 'the hordes of the Khwan' in ode 3. Mr.T. W.

Kingsmill says that
' Kwan' here should be '

Chun,' and charges

the transliteration Kwan with error (Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society for April, 1878). He had not consulted his dictionary for

the proper pronunciation of the Chinese character.
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state, raised up a proper ruler 1 for it, From the

time of Thai-po and king Ki (this
was done)

1
.

Now this king^Ti In his heart was full of brotherly

duty. Full of duty to his elder brother, He gave

himself the more to promote the prosperity (of the

country), And secured to him the glory (of his act)
a

.

He accepted his dignity and did not lose it, And

(ere long his family) possessed the whole kingdom,

This king Ki Was gifted by God with the power
of judgment, So that the fame of his virtue silently

grew. His virtue was highly intelligent, Highly

intelligent, and of rare discrimination ; Able to lead,

able to rule, To rule over this great country ;

Rendering a cordial submission, effecting a cordial

union 3
. When (the sway) came to king Wan, His

1

King Wan is
' the proper ruler

'

intended here, and the next

line intimates that this was determined befoie there was any
likelihood of his becoming the ruler even of the teintoiy of A'ilu j

another instance of the foieseeing providence ascnbcd to God.

Thal-po was the eldest son of king Thai, and king A"i was,

perhaps, only the third. The succession ought to have conic to

Thfii-po; but he, seeing the sage vutucs of A7/ang (afterwards

king Wan), the son of A3, and seeing also that king Thai was

anxious that this boy should ultimately become ruler of A'&u,

voluntarily withdrew from AT&u altogether, and left the state to

lift and his son. See the lemaik of Confucius on Thai-po's

conduct, in the Analects, VJII3
i.

8 The lines from six to ten speak of king A1 in his relation to

his elder bother. He accepted Thdi-po's act without any failure

of his own duty to him, and by his own improvement of it, made
his bother more gloiious tmought it. His feeling of biothcrly

duty was simply the natural instinct of his heart. Having accepted
the act, it only made him the moie anxious to piomotc the good
of the state, and thus he made his brothci moie glorious by show-

ing what advantages accrued from his rcbignation and withdrawal

from jSTdu.

8 This line icfers to A'i's maintenance of his own loyal duty
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virtue left nothing to be dissatisfied with, He re-

ceived the blessing of God, And it was extended

to his descendants.

God said to king Wan \
' Be not like those who

reject this and cling to that; Be not like those who

are ruled by their likings and desires;' So he grandly

ascended before others to the height (of virtue). The

people of Mi 2 were disobedient, Daring to oppose
our great country, And invaded Yuan, marching to

Kung
3
. The king rose, majestic in his wrath

;
He

marshalled his troops, To stop the invading foes
;

To consolidate the prosperity of A'au
;
To meet

the expectations of all under heaven.

He remained quietly in the capital, But (his
'

troops) went on from the borders of Yuan. They
ascended our lofty ridges, And (the enemy) arrayed

no forces on our hills, On our hills, small or large,

Nor drank at our springs, Our springs or our

pools. He then determined the finest of the plains,

And settled on the south of Kh, On the banks of

to the dynasty of Shang, and his making all the states under his

presidency loyal also.

1 The statement that 'God spake to king Wan/ repeated in

stanza 7, vexes the Chinese critics, and they find in it simply

an intimation that Wan's conduct was 'in accordance with the

will of Heaven.
5

I am not prepared to object to that view of

the meaning; but it is plain that the writer, in giving such a form

to his meaning, must have conceived of God as a personal Being,

knowing men's hearts, and able to influence them.

2 Mt or Mt-hsii was a state in the present -STIng-ning .ATau, of

Phing-liang department, Kan-su. _
8 Yuan was a state adjacent to Mt, the present Sing Aau,

and Kung must have been a place or district in it.

4 Wan, it appears, made now a small change in the site of his

capital, but did not move to Fang, where he finally settled.
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the Wei, The centre of all the states, The resort

of the lower people.

God said to king Wan,
'

I am pleased with your

intelligent virtue, Not loudly proclaimed nor pour-

trayed, Without extravagance or changeableness,
Without consciousness of effort on your part, In

accordance with the pattern of God.' God said to

king Wan,
* Take measures against the country of

your foes. Along with your brethren, Get ready

your scaling ladders, And your engines of onfall

and assault, To attack the walls of /^ung V
The engines of onfall and assault were (at first)

gently plied, Against the walls of Kk\m.g high and
and great ; Captives for the question were brought
in, one after another

; The left ears (of the slain)
were taken leisurely

2
. He had sacrificed to God

and to the Father of War 3
, Thus seeking to induce

was a state, in the present district of Hu, department
Hsf-an, Shen-hst. His conquest of ./Oiing was an important
event in the history of king Wan. He moved his capital to it,

advancing so much farther towards the east, nearer to the domain
of Shang. According to Sze-ma JOien the marquis of jOung
had slandered the lord of ,/Tau, who was president of the states
of the west, to ^u-hsin, the king of Shang, and our hero was
put in prison. His friends succeeded in effecting his deliverance

by means of various gifts to the tyrant, and he was reinstated
in the west with more than his former power. Three years, after-

wards he attacked the marquis of ^ung.
* So far the siege was prosecuted slowly and, so to say, tenderly,Wan hoping that the enemy would be induced to surrender with-

out great sacrifice of life.

* The sacrifice to God had been offered in %u, at the com-
mencement of the expedition; that to the Father of War on the
army's arriving at the borders of ^ung. We can hardly tell who
is intended by the Father of War. A'u Hst and others would

'

require the plural
'

Fathers,' saying the sacrifice was to Hwang TJ
and KKi\i Yu

; who are found engaged in hostilities far back in the
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submission, And throughout the region none had

dared to insult him. The engines of onfall and

assault were (then) vigorously plied, Against the

walls of -Oung very strong. He attacked it, and

let loose all his forces; He extinguished (its sacri-

fices)
1

,
and made an end of its existence ;

And

throughout the kingdom none dared to oppose him.

ODE 9. THE HSIA Wtf.

IN PRAISE OF KING WU, WALKING IN THE WAYS OF HIS FOREFATHERS,

AND BY HIS FILIAL PIETY SECURING THE THRONE TO HIMSELF AND

HIS POSTERITY.

Successors tread in the steps (of their predecessors)

in our ATau. For generations there had been wise

kings ;
The three sovereigns were in heaven 2

;

And king (Wu) was their worthy successor in his

capital
a
.

King (Wu) was their worthy successor in his

capital, Rousing himself to seek for the hereditary

virtue, Always striving to be in accordance with the

mythical period of Chinese history. But JOih Yu appears as a

rebel, or opposed to the One man in all the country who was then

fit to rule. It is difficult to imagine how they could be associated,

and sacrificed to together.
1 The extinction of its sacrifices was the final act in the extinc-

tion of a state. Any members of its ruling House who might

survive could no longer sacrifice to their ancestors as having been

men of princely dignity. The family was reduced to the ranks

of the people.
2 ' The three sovereigns,' or

' wise kings,' are to be understood

of the three celebrated in ode 7, Thai, K\, and Wan. We are

thus obliged, with all Chinese scholars, to understand this ode

of king Wu. The statement that
'

the three kings were in heaven'

is very express.
3 The capital here is Hao, to which Wu removed in B.C. 1134,

the year after his father's death. It was on the east of the river

Fang, and only about eight miles from Wan's capital of Fang.
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will (of Heaven); And thus he secured the con-

fidence due to a king.

He secured the confidence due to a king, And
became the pattern of all below him. Ever thinking

how to be filial, His filial mind was the model

(which he supplied).

Men loved him, the One man, And responded

(to his example) with a docile virtue. Ever thinking
how to be filial, He brilliantly continued the doings

(of his fathers).

Brilliantly ! and his posterity, Continuing to walk

in the steps of their forefathers, For myriads of

years, Will receive the blessing of Heaven.

They will receive the blessing of Heaven, And
from the four quarters (of the kingdom) will

felicitations come to them. For myriads of years
Will there not be their helpers ?

ODE 10. THE WAN WANG vtj SHANG.

THE PRAISE OF KINGS WAN AND WU I HOW THE FORMER DISPLAYED HIS

MILITARY PROWESS ONLY TO SECURE THE TRANQUILLITY OF THE

PEOPLE
J
AND HOW THE LATTER, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE RESULTS

OF DIVINATION, ENTERED IN HIS NEW CAPITAL OF HAD, INTO THE

SOVEREIGNTY OF THE KINGDOM WITH THE SINCERE GOOD WILL OF

ALL THE PEOPLE.

King Wan is famous
; Yea, he is very famous.

What he sought was the repose (of the people) ;

What he saw was 'the completion (of his work). A
sovereign true was king Wan!

King Wan received the appointment (from Hea-

ven), And achieved his martial success. Having
overthrown fftiung

1 He fixed his (capital) city in

Fang
2

. A sovereign true was king Wan !

1 As related in ode 7.
2

Fang had, probably, been the capital of 7i7mng, and Wan
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He repaired the walls along the (old) moat His

establishing himself in Fang was according to (the

pattern of his forefathers), It was not that he was
in haste to gratify his wishes

;
It was to show the

filial duty that had come down to him, A sovereign
true was the royal prince !

His royal merit was brightly displayed By those

walls of Fang. There were collected (the sympathies
of the people of) the four quarters, Who regarded
the royal prince as their protector. A sovereign
true was the royal prince !

The Fang-water flowed on to the east (of the

city), Through the meritorious labour of Yii. There
were collected (the sympathies of the people of) the

four quarters, Who would have the great king as

their ruler. A sovereign true was the great king
1

!

In the capital of Hao he built his hall with its

circlet of water 2
. From the west to the east, From

the south to the north,
'

There was not a thought
but did him homage. A sovereign true was the

great king!

He examined and divined, did the king, About

settling in the capital of Hao. The tortoise-shell

decided the site 3
,
And king Wu completed the

city. A sovereign true was king Wu !

removed to it, simply making the necessary repairs and alterations.

This explains how we find nothing about the divinations which

should have preceded so important a step as the -founding of

a new capital.
1 The writer has passed on to Wu, who did actually become

king.
2 See on the third of the Praise Odes of Lu in Part IV.

3 Ha~o was built by Wu, and hence we have the account of his

divining about the site and the undertaking.
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By the Fang-water grows the white millet l
;

Did not king Wu show wisdom in his employ-
ment of officers ? He would leave his plans to his

descendants, And secure comfort and support to

his son. A sovereign true was king Wu !

The Second Decade, or that of Shang Min.

ODE 1. THE SHANG Mm.

'THE LEGEND OF HAU-A'l : 'HIS CONCEPTION; HIS BIRTH; THE PERILS

OF HIS INFANCY; HIS BOYISH HABITS OF AGRICULTURE; HIS SUBSE-

QUENT METHODS AND TEACHING OF AGRICULTURE; HIS FOUNDING
OF CERTAIN SACRIFICES

J
AND THE HONOURS OF SACRIFICE PAID TO

HIM BY THE HOUSE OF

Of Hau-& there is some notice on the tenth ode of the first

decade of the Sacrificial Odes of^u. To him the Icings of

K&o. traced their lineage. Of JTiang Yuan, his mother, our

knowledge is very scanty. It is said that she was a daughter
of the House of Thai, which traced its lineage up to Shan-nung
in prehistoric times. From the first stanza of this piece it

appears that she was married, and had been so for some time

without having any child. But who her husband was it is

impossible to say with certainty. As the If&u surname was AT,
he must have been one of the descendants of Hwang Ti.

The first birth of (our) people
2 Was from A'iang

Ytian. How did she give birth to (our) people ?

She had presented a pure offering and sacrificed :

\

1 ' The white millet,' a valuable species, grown near the Fang,
suggests to the writer the idea of all the men of ability whom Wfi
collected around him.

2 Our 'people' is of course the people of Ardu. The whole

piece is about the individual from whom the House of Aau sprang,
of which were the kings of the dynasty so called.

To whom ./Hang Yuan sacrificed and prayed we are not told,
but I receive the impression that it was to God,- see the next

stanza, and that she did so all alone with the special object which
is mentioned.
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That her childlessness might be taken away. She
then trod on a toe-print made by God, and was
moved 1

,
In the large place where she rested. She

became pregnant ;
she dwelt retired ; She gave

birth to, and nourished (a son), Who was Hau-^i.

When she had fulfilled her months, Her first-

born son (came forth) like a lamb. There was. no

bursting, nor rending, No injury, no hurt; Show-

ing how wonderful he would be. Did not God give
her the comfort ? Had he not accepted her pure

offering
r

and sacrifice, So that thus easily she

brought forth her son ?

He was placed in a narrow lane, But the sheep
and oxen protected him with loving care 2

. He was

placed in a wide forest, Where he was met with by
the wood-cutters. He was placed on the cold ice,

And a bird screened and supported him with its

wings. When the bird went away, Hau-/t began
to wail. His cry was long and loud, So that his

voice filled the whole way
2

.

1 The 'toe-print made by God
'

has occasioned much speculation

of the critics. We may simply draw the conclusion that the poet

meant to have his readers believe with him that the conception of

his hero was supernatural. We saw in the third of the Sacrificial

Odes of Shang that there was also a legend assigning a preter-

natural birth to the father of the House of Shang.
2

It does not appear from the ode who exposed the infant to

these various perils; nor did Chinese tradition ever fashion any

story on the subject. Mdo makes the exposure to have been made

by JTiang Ytian's husband, dissatisfied with what had taken place;

#ang, by the mother herself, to show the more the wonderful

character of her child. Readers will compare the accounts with

the Roman legends about Romulus and Remus, their mother and

her father
;
but the two legends differ according to the different

characters of the Chinese and Roman peoples.
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When he was able to crawl, He looked majestic

and intelligent When he was able to feed himself,

He fell to planting beans. The beans grew luxu-

riantly ;
His rows of paddy shot up beautifully ;

His hemp and wheat grew strong and close
;

His

gourds yielded abundantly.

The husbandry of Hau-/i Proceeded on the plan
of helping (the growth). Having cleared away the

thick grass, He sowed the ground with the yellow
cereals. .He managed the living grain, till it was

ready to burst; Then he used it as seed, and it

sprang up ;
It grew and came into ear

;
It became

strong and good ;
It hung down, every grain com-

plete ;
And thus he was appointed lord of Thai J

.

He gave (his people) the beautiful grains ; The
black millet and the double-kernelled, The tall red

and the white. They planted extensively the black

and the double-kernelled, Which were reaped and
stacked on the ground. They planted extensively
the tall red and the white, Which were carried on
their shoulders and backs, Home for the sacrifices

which he founded 2
.

And how as to our sacrifices (continued from him) ?

1 Hanoi's mother, we have seen, was a princess of Thai, in the

present district of Wft-kung, JOien JTau, Shen-hsl This may have
led to his appointment to that principality, and the transference of
the lordship from Jiangs to fa. Evidently he was appointed to
that dignity for his services in the promotion of agriculture. Still

he has not displaced the older Shan-nung, with whom on his father's
side he had a connexion, as

'

the Father of Husbandry/
2 This is not to be understood of sacrifice in general, as if there

had been no such thing before Hau-/-i; but of the sacrifices of the
House of J&.U, those in the ancestral temple and others, which
began with him as its great ancestor.
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Some hull (the grain) ;
some take it from the

mortar; Some sift it; some tread it. It is rattling

in the dishes ; It is distilled, and the steam floats

about. We consult 1
;
we observe the rites of puri-

fication ; We take southernwood and offer it with

the fat
;
We sacrifice a ram to the spirit of the

path
2

;
We offer roast flesh and broiled : And

thus introduce the coming year
3

.

We load the stands with the offerings, The stands

both of wood and of earthenware. As soon as the

fragrance ascends, God, well pleased, smells the

sweet savour. Fragrant it is, and in its due season 4
.

Hau-/! founded our sacrifices, And no one, we

presume, has given occasion for blame or regret in

regard to them, Down to the present day.

ODE 2. THE HSIN WEI.

A FESTAL ODE, CELEBRATING SOME ENTERTAINMENT GIVEN BY THE

KING TO HIS RELATIVES, WITH THE TRIAL OF ARCHERY AFTER THE

FEAST; CELEBRATING ESPECIALLY THE HONOUR DONE ON SUCH

OCCASIONS TO THE AGED.

This ode is given here, because it is commonly taken as a prelude

to the next. Kb. Hst interprets it of the feast, given by the

1 That is, we divine about the day, and choose the officers to

take part in the service.

2 A sacrifice was offered to the spirit of the road on commencing
a journey, and we see here that it was offered also in connexion

with the king's going to the ancestral temple or the border altar.

3
It does not appear clearly what sacrifices the poet had in view

here. I think they must be all those in which the kings of Jf&u

appeared as the principals or sacrificers. The concluding line is

understood to intimate that the kings were not to forget that a pros-

perous agriculture was the foundation of their prosperity.
4 In this stanza we have the peculiar honour paid to Hau-^t by

his descendants at one of the great border sacrifices to God, the

same to which the last ode in the first decade of the Sacrificial

Odes of -^lu belongs,
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king, at the close of the sacrifice in the ancestral temple, to the

princes of his own surname. There are difficulties in the inter-

pretation of the piece on this view, which, however, is to be

preferred to any other.

In thick patches are those rushes, Springing by
the way-side : Let not the cattle and sheep trample

them. Anon they will grow up ;
anon they will be

completely formed, With their leaves soft and

glossy
1
. Closely related are brethren

;
Let none

be absent, let all be near. For some there are

mats spread ;
For some there are given stools 2

.

The mats are spread, and a second one above
;

The stools are given, and there are plenty of ser-

vants, (The guests) are pledged, and they pledge

(the host) in return
;
He rinses the cups (and refills

them, but the guests) put them down, Sauces and

pickles are brought in, With roasted meat and

broiled. Excellent provisions there are of tripe and

palates ;
With singing to lutes, and with drums.

The ornamented bows are strong, And the four

arrows are all balanced. They discharge the arrows,

and all hit, And the guests are arranged accord-

ing to their skill. The ornamented bows are drawn

to the full, And the arrows are grasped in the

hand. They go straight to the mark as if planted

1 In the rushes growing -up densely from a common root we
have an emblem of brothers all sprung from the same ancestor

;

and in the plants developing so finely, when preserved from in-'

jury, an emblem of the happy fellowships of consanguinity, when

nothing is allowed to interfere with mutual confidence and good

feeling.
2 In a previous note I have said that chairs and tables had not

come into use in those early times. Guests sat and feasts were

spread on mats on the floor; for the aged, however, stools were

placed on which they could lean forward.
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in it, And the guests are arranged according to

the humble propriety of their behaviour.

The distant descendant presides over the feast
;

His sweet spirits are strong. He fills their cups
from a large vase, And prays for the hoary old

(among his guests) : That with hoary age and
wrinkled back, They may lead on one another (to

virtue), and support one another (in it) ;
That so

their old age may be blessed, And their bright

happiness ever increased.

ODE 3. THE Ki Sui.

RESPONSIVE TO THE LAST : THE UNCLES AND BRETHREN OF THE KING

EXPRESS THEIR SENSE OF HIS KINDNESS, AND THEIR WISHES FOR HIS

HAPPINESS, MOSTLY IN THE WORDS IN WHICH THE PERSONATORS OF

THE DEPARTED ANCESTORS HAD CONVEYED THEIR SATISFACTION

WITH THE SACRIFICE OFFERED TO THEM, AND PROMISED TO HIM

THEIR BLESSING.

You have made us drink to the full of your spirits;

You have satiated us with your kindness. May you

enjoy, O our lord, myriads of years ! May your

bright happiness (ever) be increased !

You have made us drink to the full of your spirits ;

Your viands were set out before us. May you enjoy,

O our lord, myriads of years ! May your bright

intelligence ever be increased!

May your bright intelligence become perfect,

High and brilliant, leading to a good end! That

good end has (now) its beginning : The personators

of your ancestors announced it in their blessing.

What was their announcement ?
'

(The offerings)

in your dishes of bamboo and wood are clean and

[i]
D d
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fine. Your friends 1
, assisting in the service, Have

done their part with reverent demeanour.

'Your reverent demeanour was altogether what

the occasion required ;
And also that of your filial

son 2
. For such filial piety, continued without ceasing,

There will ever be conferred blessings upon you.'

What will the blessings be ?
' That along the

passages of your palace, You shall move for ten

thousand years, And there will be granted to you
for ever dignity and posterity.'

How as to your posterity ? 'Heaven invests you
with your dignity; Yea, for ten thousand years,

The bright appointment is attached (to your line).'

How is it attached ?
' There is given you a

heroic wife. There is given you a heroic wife, And
from her shall come the (line of) descendants.'

ODE 4. THE Hu I.

AIT ODE APPROPRIATE TO THE FEAST GIVEN TO THE PERSONATORS OF

THE DEPARTED, ON THE DAY AFTER THE SACRIFICE IN THE ANCES-

TRAL TEMPLE.

This supplementary sacrifice on the day after the principal service

in the temple appeared in the ninth Book of the fourth Part of

the Shft
;
and of the feast after it to the personators of the dead

I have spoken on p. 301.

The wild-ducks and widgeons are on the JZ'mg
3

;

1 That is, the guests, visitors, and officers of the court.
2 Towards the end of the sacrificial service, the eldest son of

the king joined in pledging the representatives of their ancestors.
3 The JTing is an affluent of the Wei, not far fromWu's capital

of Hao. The birds, feeling at home in its waters, on its sands, &c.,

serve to introduce the parties feasted, in a situation where they

might relax from the gravity of the preceding day, and be happy.
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The personators of your ancestors feast and are

happy. Your spirits are clear
;

Your viands are

fragrant. The personators of your ancestors feast

and drink
;

Their happiness and dignity are made

complete.

The wild-ducks and widgeons are on the sand ;

The personators of the dead enjoy the feast, their

appropriate tribute. Your spirits are abundant ;

Your viands are good. The personators of your
ancestors feast and drink; Happiness and dignity

lend them their aids.

The wild-ducks and widgeons are on the islets ;

The personators of your ancestors feast and enjoy

themselves. Your spirits are strained ;
Your viands

are in slices. The personators of your ancestors

feast and drink ; Happiness and dignity descend

on them.

The wild-ducks and widgeons are where the

waters meet
;

The
"

personators of your ancestors

feast and are honoured. The feast is spread in the

ancestral temple, The place where happiness and

dignity descend. The personators of your ancestors

feast and drink
;

Their happiness and dignity are

at the highest point

The wild-ducks and widgeons are in the gorge;

The personators of your ancestors rest', full of

complacency. The fine spirits are delicious
;
Your

meat, roast and broiled, is fragrant. The personators

of your ancestors feast and drink
;

No troubles will

be theirs after this.

r> d 2
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ODE 5, STANZA 1. THE KiL Lo.

IN PRAISE OF SOME KING, WHOSE VIRTUE SECURED TO HIM THE

FAVOUR OF HEAVEN.

Perhaps the response of the feasted personators of the ancestors.

Of our admirable, amiable sovereign Most illus-

trious is the excellent virtue. He orders rightly

the people, orders rightly the officers, And receives

his dignity from Heaven, Which protects and helps

him, and (confirms) his appointment, By repeated
acts of renewal from heaven.

ODE 8, THE AHUAN A.

ADDRESSED, PROBABLY, BY THE DUKE OF SHA.O TO KING 7sT#ANG, DESIRING

FOB. HIM LONG PROSPERITY, AND CONGRATULATING HIM, IN ORDER

TO ADMONISH HIM, ON THE HAPPINESS OF HIS PEOPLE, THE NUMBER
OF HIS ADMIRABLE OFFICERS, AND THE AUSPICIOUS OMEN ARISING

FROM THE APPEARANCE OF THE PHCENIX.

The duke of Shao was the famous Shih, who appears in the fifth

and other Books of the fifth Part of the Shu, the colleague of the

duke of JTau in the early days of the Kiv, dynasty. This piece

may have been composed by him, but there is no evidence in it

that it was so. The assigning it to him rests entirely on the

authority of the preface. The language, however, is that in

which an old statesman of that time might express his com-

placency jn his young sovereign.

Into the recesses of the large mound Came the

wind, whirling from the south. There was (our)

happy, courteous sovereign, Rambling and singing;
And I took occasion to give forth my notes.

'

Full of spirits you ramble
; Full of satisfaction

you rest. O happy and courteous sovereign, May
you fulfil your years, And end them like your
ancestors !

' Your territory is great and glorious, And per-
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fectly secure. O happy and courteous

May you fulfil your years, As the host of all the

spirits
1

1

'You have received the appointment long acknow-

ledged, With peace around your happiness and

dignity. O happy and courteous sovereign, May
you fulfil your years, With pure happiness your
constant possession !

' You have helpers and supporters, Men of filial

piety and of virtue, To lead you on, and act as

wings to you, (So that), O happy and courteous

sovereign, You are a pattern to the four quarters

(of the kingdom).
' Full of dignity and majesty (are they), Like a

1 'Host of the hundred i.e., of all the spirits' is one of the

titles of the sovereign of China. It was and is his prerogative to

offer the great
' border sacrifices' to Heaven and Earth, or, as Con-

fucius explains them, to God, and to the spirits of his ancestors in

his ancestral temple ;
and in his progresses (now neglected), among

the states, to the spirits of the hills and rivers throughout the king-

dom. Every feudal prince could only sacrifice to the hills and

streams within his own territory. Under the changed conditions of

the government of China, the sacrificial ritual of the emperor still

retains the substance of whatever belonged to the sovereigns in

this respect from the earliest dynasties. On the text here, Khung

Ying-td of the Thang dynasty said, 'He who possesses all under the

sky, sacrifices to all the spirits, and thus he js the host of them all.'

Kb. Hst said on it,
'And always be the host of (the spirits of)

Heaven and Earth, of the hills and rivers, and of the departed.'

The term 'host' does not imply any superiority of rank on the

part of the entertainer. In the greatest sacrifices the emperor

acknowledges himself as 'the servant or subject of Heaven.' See.

the prayer of the first of the present Manchau line of emperors, in

announcing that he had ascended the throne, at the altar of Heaven

and Earth, in 1644, as translated by the Rev. Dr. Edkins in the

chapter on Imperial Worship, in the recent edition of his 'Religion

in China.'
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jade-mace(in its purity), The subject of praise, the

contemplation of hope. O happy and courteous

sovereign, (Through them) the four quarters (of

the kingdom) are guided by you.

1 The male and female phoenix fly about l
,

Their

wings rustling, While they settle in their proper

resting-place. Many are your admirable officers,

king, Ready to be employed by you, Loving

you, the Son of Heaven.

' The male and female phoenix fly about, Their

wings rustling, As they soar up to heaven. Many
are your admirable" officers, O king, Waiting for

your commands, And loving the multitudes of the

people.

'The male and female phcenix give out their

notes, On that lofty ridge. The dryandras grow,

On those eastern slopes. They grow luxuriantly ;

And harmoniously the notes resound.

1 The phcenix (so the creature has been named) is a fabulous

bird, 'the chief of the 360 classes of the winged tribes.' It is

mentioned in the fourth Book of the second Part of the Shu, as

appearing in the courtyard of Shun
;

and the appearance of a

pair of them has always been understood to denote a sage on the

throne and prosperity in the country. Even Confucius (Analects,

IX, viii)
could not express his hopelessness about his own times

more strongly than by saying that
'

the phoenix did not make its

appearance.' He was himself also called
' a phosnix,' in derision, by

one of the recluses of his time (Analects, XVIII, v). The type of

the bird was, perhaps, the Argus pheasant, but the descriptions

of it are of a monstrous creature, having
' a fowl's head, a swallow's

chin, a serpent's neck, a fish's tail,' &c. It only lights on the

dryandra cordifolia, of which tree also many marvellous

stones are related. The poet is not to be understood as saying
that the phosnix actually appeared; but that the king was sage
and his government prosperous, as if it had appeared.
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' Your chariots, O sovereign, Are numerous,

many. Your horses, O sovereign, Are well trained

and fleet. I have made my few verses, In pro-

longation of your song.'

ODE 9, STANZA 1. THE MIN LAo.

IN A TIME OF DISORDER AND SUFFERING, SOME OFFICER OF DISTINC-

TION CALLS ON HIS FELLOWS TO JOIN WITH HIM TO EFFECT A

REFORMATION IN THE CAPITAL, AND PUT AWAY THE PARTIES WHO
WERE THE CAUSE OF THE PREVAILING MISERY.

With the .Oiian A, what are called the '
correct' odes of Part III,

or those belonging to a period of good government, and the

composition ofwhich is ascribed mainly to the duke ofK&&, come

to an end; and those that follow are the 'changed' Major Odes

of the Kingdom, or those belonging to a degenerate period, com-

mencing with this. Some among them, however, are equal to

any of the former class. The Min Lao has been assigned to

duke Mu of Shao, a descendant of duke Khang, the Shih of the

Shu, the reputed author of the J5TMan A, and was directed

against king LI/B. c. 878 to 828.

The people indeed are heavily burdened, But

perhaps a little relief may be got for them. Let

us cherish this centre of the kingdom, To secure

the repose of the four quarters of it.
- Let us give

no indulgence to the wily and obsequious, In order

to make the unconscientious careful, And to repress

robbers and oppressors, Who have no fear of the

clear will (of Heaven) \ Then let us show kindness

to those who are distant, And help those who are

nearj_Thus establishing (the throne of) our king.

1 ' The clear will,' according to A"u Hsi, is
'

the clear appointment

of Heaven;' according to A""u Kung-Mien,
'

correct principle/

They both mean the law of human duty, as gathered from the

nature of man's moral constitution conferred by Heaven.
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ODE 10. THE PAN.

AN OFFICER OF EXPERIENCE MOURNS OVER THE PREVAILING MISERY J

COMPLAINS OF THE WANT OF SYMPATHY WITH HIM SHOWN BY OTHER

OFFICERS; ADMONISHES THEM, AND SETS FORTH THE DUTY RE-

QUIRED OF THEM, ESPECIALLY IN THE ANGRY MOOD IN WHICH IT

MIGHT SEEM THAT HEAVEN WAS.

This piece, like the last, is assigned to the time of king Lt.

God has reversed (his usual course of procedure)
l

,

And the lower people are full of distress. The

words which you utter are not right; The plans

which you form are not far-reaching. As there are

not sages, you think you have no guidance ;
You

have no real sincerity. (Thus) your plans do not

reach far, And I therefore strongly admonish you.

Heaven is now sending down calamities; Do not

be so complacent. Heaven is now producing such

movements
;

Do not be so indifferent. If your

words were harmonious, The people would become

united. If your words were gentle and kind, The

people would be settled.

Though my duties are different from yours, I am

your fellow-servant. I come to advise with you,

And you hear me with contemptuous indifference.

My words are about the (present urgent) affairs
;

Do not think them matter for laughter. The ancients

had a saying :

( Consult the gatherers of grass

and firewood 2
.'

1 The proof of God's having reversed his usual course of pro-

cedure was to be found in the universal misery of the people,

whose good He was understood to desire, and for the securing of

which government by righteous kings was maintained by him.
2 If ancient worthies thought that persons in such mean employ-

.ments were to be consulted, surely the advice of the writer deserved

to be taken into account by his comrades.
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Heaven is now exercising oppression ;
Do not in

such a way make a mock of things. An old man,

(I speak) with entire sincerity; -But you, my juniors,

are full of pride. It is not that my words are those

of age, But you make a joke of what is sad. But

the troubles will multiply like flames, Till they
are beyond help or remedy.

Heaven is now displaying its anger ;
Do not be

either boastful or flattering, Utterly departing from

all propriety of demeanour, Till good men are

reduced to personators of the dead 1
. . The people

now sigh and groan, And we dare not examine

(into the causes of their trouble). The ruin and

disorder are exhausting all their means of living,

And we show no kindness to our multitudes.

Heaven enlightens the people
2

,
As the bamboo

flute responds to the earthen whistle
;
As two half-

maces form a whole one ; As you take a thing,

and bring it away in your hand, Bringing it away,
without any more ado. The enlightenment of the

people is very easy. They have (now) many per-

versities; Do not you set up your perversity

before them.

Good men are a fence
;

The multitudes of the

people are a wall; Great states are screens
; Great

families are buttresses
;

The cherishing of virtue

1

During all the time of the sacrifice, the personators of the dead

said not a word, but only ate and drank. To the semblance of

them good men were now reduced.

a The meaning is, that Heaven has so attuned the mind to virtue,

that, if good example were set before the people, they would cer-

tainly and readily follow it. This is illustrated by various instances

of things, in which the one succeeded the other freely and as if

necessarily ;
so that government by virtue was really very easy.
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secures repose ;
The circle of (the king's) relatives

is a fortified wall. We must not let the fortified

wall get destroyed ; We must not let (the king)

be solitary and consumed with terrors.

Revere the anger of Heaven, And presume not

to make sport or be idle. Revere the changing
moods of Heaven, And presume not to drive about

(at your pleasure). Great Heaven is intelligent,

And is with you in all your goings. Great Heaven
is clear-seeing, And is with you in your wanderings
and indulgences.

The Third Decade, or that of Tang.

ODE 1, THE TANG.

WARNINGS, SUPPOSED TO BE ADDRESSED TO KING LI, ON THE ISSUES

OF THE COURSE WHICH HE WAS PURSUING, SHOWING THAT THE
MISERIES OF THE TIME AND THE IMMINENT DANGER OF RUIN WERE
TO BE ATTRIBUTED, NOT TO HEAVEN, BUT TO HIMSELF AND HIS

MINISTERS.

This ode, like the ninth of the second decade, is attributed to duke
Mu of Sha\x The structure of the piece is peculiar, for, after

the first stanza, we have king Wan introduced delivering a series

of warnings to J^u-hsin, the last king of the Shang dynasty.

They are put into Wan's mouth, in the hope that Li, if, indeed,
he was the monarch whom the writer had in view, would
transfer the figure of .ATSu-hsin to himself, and alter his course

so as to avoid a similar ruin.

How vast is God, The ruler of men below! How
arrayed in terrors is God, With many things irre-

gular in his ordinations. Heaven gave birth to

the multitudes of the people, But the nature it

confers is not to be depended on. All are (good)
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at first, But few prove themselves to be so at

the last 1
.

King Wan said,
' Alas ! Alas ! you sovereign.

of Shang, That you should have such violently

oppressive ministers, That you should have such

extortionate exactors, That you should have them
in offices, That you should have them in the conduct

of affairs! "Heaven made them with their insolent

dispositions;" But it is you who employ them, and

give them strength.'

King Wan said,
' Alas ! Alas ! you (sovereign

of) Yin-shang, You ought to employ such as are

good, But (you employ instead) violent oppressors,

who cause many dissatisfactions. They respond
to you with baseless stories, And (thus) robbers

and thieves are in your court. Hence come oaths

and curses, Without limit, without end/

King Wan said, 'Alas ! Alas ! you (sovereign of)

Yin-shang, You show a strong fierce will in the

centre of the kingdom, And consider the con-

tracting of enmities a proof of virtue. All-unintelli-

gent are you of your (proper) virtue, And so you
have no (good) men behind you, nor by your side.

Without any intelligence of your (proper) virtue,

You have no (good) intimate adviser or minister/

King Wan said, 'Alas! Alas ! you (sovereign of)

Yin-shang, It is not Heaven that flushes your face

with spirits, So that you follow what is evil and

imitate it. You go wrong in all your conduct
;
You

make no distinction between the light and the

1 The meaning seems to be that, whatever miseries might pre-

vail> and be ignorantly ascribed to God, they were in reality owing

to' men's neglect of the law of Heaven inscribed on their hearts.
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darkness
;

But amid clamour and shouting, You

turn the day into night V

King Wan said, 'Alas ! Alas ! you (sovereign of)

Yin-shang, (All round you) is like the noise of

cicadas, Or like the bubbling of boiling soup.

Affairs, great and small, are approaching to ruin,

And still you (and your creatures) go on in this

course. Indignation is rife against you here in the

Middle Kingdom, And extends to the demon

regions
2
.'

King Wan said,
' Alas ! Alas ! you (sovereign of)

Yin-shang, It is not God that has caused this evil

time, But it arises from Yin's not using the old

(ways). Although you have not old experienced

men, There are still the ancient statutes and laws.

But you will not listen to them, And so your great

appointment is being overthrown/

King Wan said, 'Alas ! Alas ! you (sovereign of)

Shang, People have a saying, "When a tree falls

utterly, While its branches and leaves are yet un-

injured, It must first have been uprooted." The
beacon of Yin is not far distant

;
It is in the age

of the (last) sovereign of Hsia.'

1 We speak of '

turning night into day.' The tyrant of Shang
turned day into night. Excesses, generally committed in darkness,

were by him done openly.
2 These 'demon regions' are understood to mean the seat of

the Turkic tribes to the north of China, known from the earliest

times by various names 'The hill Zung,' 'the northern Lt/ 'the

Hsien-yun,' &c. Towards the beginning of our era, they were

called Hsiung-nu, from which, perhaps, came the name Huns;
and some centuries later, Thu-tieh (Thuh-Meh), from which
came Turk. We are told in the Yt, under the diagram K\-ti,
that Kao Qmig (B.C. 1324-1266) conducted an expedition against
the demon regions, and in three years subdued them.
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ODE 2. THE Yt

CONTAINING VARIOUS COUNSELS WHICH DUKE WU OF WEI MADE TO

ADMONISH HIMSELF, WHEN HE WAS OVER HIS NINETIETH YEAR
J

ESPECIALLY ON THE DUTY OF A RULER TO BE CAREFUL OF HIS

OUTWARD DEMEANOUR, FEELING THAT HE IS EVER UNDER THE IN-

SPECTION OF SPIRITUAL BEINGS, AND TO RECEIVE WITH DOCILITY

INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED TO HIM.

The sixth ode in the seventh decade of the Minor Odes of the

Kingdom is attributed to the same duke ofWei as this; and the

two bear traces of having proceeded from the same writer, The

external authorities for assigning this piece to duke Wu are the

statement of the preface and an article in the 'Narratives of the

States/ a work already referred to as belonging to the period of

the 7sTau dynasty. That article relates how Wu, at the age of

ninety-five, insisted on all his ministers and officers being instant,

in season and out of season, to admonish him on his conduct,

and that
' he made the warnings in the I to admonish himself.'

The 1 is understood to be only another name for this Yi. Thus

the speaker throughout the piece is Wu, and '

the young son/

whom he sometimes addresses, is himself also. The conception

of the writer in taking such a method to admonish himself, and

give forth the lessons of his long life, is very remarkable
;
and

the
1 execution of it is successful.

Outward demeanour, cautious and grave, Is an

indication of the (inward) virtue. People have the

saying,
' There is no wise man who is not (also)

stupid/ The stupidity of the ordinary man Is

determined by his (natural) defects. The stupidity

of the wise man Is from his doing violence (to

liis proper character).

What is most powerful is the being the man l
;

1 Wu writes as the marquis of Wei, the ruler of a state; but

what he says is susceptible of universal application. In every

smaller sphere/and in the largest, 'being the man/ displaying,

that is, the proper qualities of humanity, will be appreciated and

felt.
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In all quarters (of the state) men are influenced by
it. To an upright virtuous conduct All in the four

quarters of the state render obedient homage. With

great counsels and determinate orders. With far-

reaching plans and timely announcements, And with

reverent care of his outward demeanour, One will

become the pattern of the people.

As for the circumstances of the present time,

You are bent on error and confusion in your govern-
ment. Your virtue is subverted ;

You are besotted

by drink 1
. Although you thus pursue nothing but

pleasure, How is it you do not think of your rela-

tion to the past, And do not widely study the

former kings, That you might hold fast their wise

laws ?

Shall not those whom great Heaven does not

approve of, Surely as the waters flow from a spring,

Sink down together in ruin ? Rise early and go
to bed late, Sprinkle and sweep your courtyard ; .

So as to be a pattern to the people
2

. Have in good
order your chariots and horses, Your bows and

arrows, and (other) weapons of war; To be pre-

pared for warlike action, To keep at a distance

(the hordes of) the south.

Perfect what concerns your officers and people ;

1 Han Ying (who has been mentioned in the Introduction) says
that Wu made the sixth ode of the seventh decade of the former
Part against drunkenness, when he was repenting of his own giving
way. to that vice. His mention of the habit here, at the age of

ninety-five, must be understood as a warning to other rulers.
2 Line 3 describes things important to the cultivation of one's

self
; and line 4, things important to the regulation of one's family.

They may seem unimportant, it is said, as compared with the

defence of the state, spoken of in the last four lines of the stanza;
but the ruler ought not to neglect them.
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Be careful of your duties as a prince (of the king-

dom). To be prepared for unforeseen dangers, Be

cautious of what you say ;
Be reverentially careful

of your outward behaviour; In all things be mild

and correct. A flaw in a mace of white jade May
be ground away ;

But for a flaw in speech Nothing
can be done.

Do not speak lightly; your words are your own 1
.

Do not say,
' This is of little importance ; No one

can hold my tongue for me.' Words are not to be

cast away. Every word finds its answer
; Every

good deed has its recompense. If you are gracious

among your friends, And to the people, as if they
were your children, Your descendants will continue

in unbroken line, And all the people will surely

be obedient to you.

Looked at in friendly intercourse with superior

men, You make your countenance harmonious and

mild; Anxious not to-do anything wrong. Looked

at in your chamber, You ought to be equally free

from shame before the light which shines in. Do
not say, 'This place is not public ;

No one can see

me here.' The approaches of spiritual beings

Cannot be calculated beforehand; But the more

should they not be slighted
2

.

1 And therefore every one is himself responsible for his words.
2
.ATu Hst says that from the fourth line this stanza only speaks of

the constant care there should be in watching over one's thoughts ;

but in saying so, he overlooks the consideration by which such

watchful care is enforced. Compare what is said of king Wan in

the third stanza of the sixth ode of the first decade. King Wan

and duke Wu were both influenced by the consideration that their

inmost thoughts, even when 'unseen by men/ were open .to the

inspection of spiritual beings.
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O prince, let your practice of virtue Be en-

tirely good and admirable. Watch well over your

behaviour, And allow nothing wrong in your

demeanour. Committing no excess, doing nothing-

injurious, There are few who will not in such a

case take you for their pattern. When one throws

to me a peach, I return to him a plum-
1

. To look

for horns on a young ram Will only weary you,

my son 3
.

The tough and elastic wood Can be fitted with

the silken string
3

. The mild and respectful man

Possesses the foundation of virtue. There is a

wise man
;

I tell him good words, And he yields

to them the practice of docile virtue. There is a

stupid man; He says on the contrary that my
words are not true: So different are people's

minds.

Oh ! my son, When you did not know what was

good, and what was not good, Not only did I lead

you by the hand, But I showed the difference

between them by appealing to instances. Not (only)

did I charge you face to face, But I held you by
the ear 4

. And still perhaps you do not know,

Although you have held a son in your arms. If

people be not self-sufficient, Who comes to a late

maturity after early instruction ?

Great Heaven is very intelligent, And I pass

1 That is, every deed, in fact, meets with its recompense.
a See the conclusion of duke Wu's ode against drunkenness.

Horns grow as the young ram grows. Effects must not be

expected where there have not been the conditions from which

they naturally spring.
3 Such wood is the proper material for a bow.
4 That is, to secure your attention.
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my life without pleasure. When I see you so dark

and stupid, My heart is full of pain. I taught you
with assiduous repetition, And you listened to

me with contempt. You would not consider me
as your teacher, But regarded me as trouble-

some. Still perhaps you do not know; But you
are very old.

Oh! my son, I have told you the old ways. Hear
and follow my counsels : Then shall you have no

cause for great regret. Heaven is now inflicting

calamities, And is destroying the state. My illus-

trations are not taken from things remote : Great

Heaven makes no mistakes. If you go on to dete-

riorate in your virtue, You will bring the people to

great distress.

ODE 3, STANZAS 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 1. THE SANG ZAu.

THE WRITER MOURNS OVER THE MISERY AND DISORDER OF THE TIMES,

WITH A VIEW TO REPREHEND THE MISGOVERNMENT OF KING L!,

APPEALING ALSO TO HEAVEN TO HAVE COMPASSION.

King Li is not mentioned by name in the piece, but the second

line of stanza 7 can only be explained of him. He was driven

from the throne, in consequence of his misgovernment, in B. c. 842,

and only saved his life by flying to ./Tin, a place in the present

Ho J&u, department Phing-yang, Shan-hsf, where he remained

till his death in B.C. 828. The government in the meantime was

carried on by the dukes of Shio and K&u, whose administration,

called the period of 'Mutual Harmony/ forms an important

chronological era in Chinese history. On the authority of

a reference in the 3 Kwan, the piece is ascribed to an earl

of ZuL

Luxuriant is that young mulberry tree, And

beneath it wide is the shade; But they will pluck

its leaves till it is quite destroyed
1

. The distress

1 These three lines are metaphorical of the once flourishing

kingdom, which was now brought to the verge of ruin.

i Ee
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inflicted on these (multitudes of the) people, Is an

unceasing sorrow to my heart
; My commiseration

fills (my breast). O thou bright and great Heaven,

Shouldest thou not have compassion on us ?

The four steeds (gallop about), eager and strong
1

;

The tortoise-and-serpent and the falcon banners fly

about. Disorder grows, and no peace can be secured.

Every state is being ruined
; There are no black

heads among the people
2

. Everything is reduced

to ashes by calamity. Oh ! alas ! The doom of the

kingdom hurries on.

There is nothing to arrest the doom of the king-
dom

;
Heaven does not nourish us. There is no

place in which to stop securely ;
There is no place

to which to go. Superior men are the bonds (of the

social state)
3

, Allowing no love of strife in their

hearts. Who reared the steps of the dissatisfaction 4
,

Which has reached the present distress ?

The grief of my heart is extreme, And I dwell

on (the condition of) our land. I was born at an

unhappy time, To meet with the severe anger of

Heaven. From the west to the east, There is no

quiet place of abiding. Many are the distresses I

meet with
; Very urgent is the trouble on our

borders.

Heaven is sending down death and disorder, And

1 That is, the war-chariots, each drawn by its team of four
horses.

2 The young and able-bodied of the people were slain or absent
on distant expeditions, and only old and gray-headed men were to
be seen.

3

Intimating that no such men were now to be found in office.
4

Meaning the king by his misgovernment and employment of
bad men.
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has put an end to our king. It is (now) sending
down those devourers of the grain, So that the

husbandry is all in evil case. Alas for our middle

states 1
1 All is in peril and going to ruin. I have

no strength (to do anything), And think of (the
Power in) the azure vault.

ODE 4. THE YUN HAN.

KING HSUAN, ON OCCASION OF A GREAT DROUGHT, EXPOSTULATES WITH
GOD AKD ALL THE SPIRITS, WHO MIGHT BE EXPECTED TO HELP HIM

AND HIS PEOPLE; ASKS THEM WHEREFORE THEY WERE CONTENDING

WITH HIM
;
AND DETAILS THE MEASURES HE HAD TAKEN, AND WAS

STILL TAKING, FOR THE REMOVAL OF THE CALAMITY.

King Hsiian does not occur by name in the ode, though the remark-

able prayer which it relates is ascribed to a king in stanza i. All

critics have admitted the statement of the Preface that the piece

was made, in admiration of king Hsuan, by Zang Shu, a great

officer, we may presume, of the court. The standard chronology

places the commencement of the drought in B.C. 822, the sixth

year of Hstian's reign. How long it continued' we cannot tell.

Bright was the milky way, Shining and revolving
in the sky. The king said,

' Oh ! What crime is

chargeable on us now, That Heaven (thus) sends

down death and disorder ? Famine comes again
and again. There is no spirit I have not sacrificed

to 2
; There is no victim I have grudged ;

Our

1 We must translate here in the plural, 'the middle states' mean-

ing all the states subject to the sovereign of JTau.

2 In the Official Book of f&u, among the duties of the Minister

of Instruction, or, as Biot translates the title,
' the Director of the

Multitudes/ it is stated that one of the things he has to do, on

occurrences of famine, is
'

to seek out the spirits/ that is, as ex-

plained by the commentators, to see that sacrifices are. offered. to

all the spirits, even such as may have been discontinued. This

rule had, no doubt} been acted on during the drought which this

ode describes. ;

3E e 2
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jade symbols, oblong and round, are exhausted l
;

How is it that I am not heard ?

' The drought is excessive
;

Its fervours become

more and more tormenting. I have not ceased

offering pure sacrifices
; From the border altars

I have gone to the ancestral temple
2

. To the

(Powers) above and below I have presented my
offerings and then buried them 3

;
There is no

spirit whom I have not honoured. H&u-l is not

equal to the occasion
;

God does not come to us.

This wasting and ruin of our country, Would that

it fell (only) on me !

* The drought is excessive, And I may not try
to excuse myself. I am full of terror, and feel the

peril, Like the clap of thunder or the roll. Of the

remnant of K&i, among the black-haired people,
There will not be half a man left

;
Nor will God

from his great heaven exempt (even) me. Shall

1 We have, in the sixth Book of the fifth Part of the Shu, an
instance of the use of the symbols here mentioned in sacrificing to

the spirits of departed kings. The Official Book, among the

duties of the Minister of Religion, mentions the use of these and
other symbols in all six, of different shapes and colours at the

different sacrifices.

a
By 'the border altars' we are to understand the altars in the

suburbs of the capital, where Heaven and Earth were sacrificed

to; the great services at the solstices, and any other seasons.
The mention of Ha~u-$ in the seventh line makes us think espe-
cially of the service in the spring, to pray for a good year, when
Htu-^t was associated with' God.

3 'The (Powers) above and below' are Heaven and Earth. The
offerings, during the progress of the service, were placed on the

ground, or on the altars, and buried in the earth at the close of it.

This explains what the king says in the first stanza about the

offerings of jade being exhausted.
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we not mingle our fears together ? (The sacrifices

to) my ancestors will be extinguished
1

.

' The drought is excessive, And it cannot be

stopped. More fierce and fiery, It is leaving me
no place. My end is near; I have none to look

up, none to look round, to. The many dukes and

their ministers of the past
2 Give me no help.

O ye parents and (nearer) ancestors 3
,
How can

ye bear to see me thus ?

' The drought is excessive
;

Parched are the

hills, and the streams are dried. The demon of

drought exercises his oppression, As if scattering

flames and fire 4 My heart is terrified with the

heat
; My sorrowing heart is as if on fire. The

1
Equivalent to the extinction of the dynasty.

2 The king had sacrificed to all the early lords of K&XL.
' The

many dukes' may comprehend kings Thai and Ki, He had also

sacrificed to their ministers. Compare what Pan-kang says in the

Shu, p. 109, about his predecessors and their ministers. Some

take 'the many dukes, and the ministers,' of all princes of states

who had signalised themselves by services to the people and

kingdom.
3 The king could hardly hope that his father, the oppressive Lt,

would in his spirit-state give him any aid
j
but we need only find in

his words the expression of natural feeling. Probably it was the

consideration of the character of Li which has made some critics

understand by 'parents' and 'ancestors' the same individuals,

namely, kings Wan and Wu,
'
the ancestors

'

of Hstian, and who

had truly been 'the parents' of the people.
4 Khung Ying-ta, from ' the Book of Spirits and Marvels,' gives

the following account of ' the demon of drought :' In the southern

regions there is a man, two or three cubits in height, with the

upper part of his body bare, and his eyes in the top of his head.

He runs with the speed of the wind, and is named Po. In what-

ever state he appears, there ensues a great drought.' The Book

of Spirits and Marvels, however, as it now exists, cannot be older

than our fourth or fifth century.
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many dukes and their ministers of the past Do not

hear me. O God, from thy great heaven, Grant

me the liberty to withdraw (into retirement 1

).

' The drought is excessive
;

I struggle aTnd fear

to go away. How is it that I am afflicted with this

drought ? I cannot ascertain the cause of it. In

praying for a good year I was abundantly early
2

.

I was not late (in sacrificing) to (the spirits of)
the four quarters and of the land 3

. God in great
heaven Does not consider me. Reverent to the

intelligent spirits, I ought not to be thus the

object of their anger.
' The drought is excessive

;
All is dispersion,

and the bonds of government are relaxed. Reduced
to extremities are the heads of departments ;

Full

of distress are my chief ministers, The Master of

the Horse, the Commander of the Guards, The
chief Cook 4

,
and my attendants. There is no one

who has not (tried to) help (the people) ; They
have not refrained on the ground of being unable.

I look up to the great heaven
; Why am I plunged

in this sorrow ?

'

I look up to the great heaven, But its stars

sparkle bright. My great officers and excellent men,
Ye have reverently drawn near (to Heaven) with all

1 That is, to withdraw and give place to a more worthy
sovereign.

2 This was the border sacrifice to God, when HauVtf was
associated with him. Some critics add a sacrifice in the first

month of winter, for a blessing on the ensuing year, offered to
'the honoured ones of heaven/ the sun, moon, and zodiacal
constellations.

3 See note 2 on p. 371.
4 See note i on p, 356.
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your powers. Death is approaching, But do not

cast away what you have clone. You are seeking

not for me only, But to give rest to all our depart-

ments. I look up to the great heaven; When
shall Ibe favoured with repose ?

'

ODE 5, STANZAS 1, 2, AND 4. THE SUNG KAO.

CELEBRATING THE APPOINTMENT BY KING HSUAN OF A RELATIVE TO

BE THE MARQUIS OF SHAN, AND DEFENDER OF THE SOUTHERN

BORDER OF THE KINGDOM, WITH THE ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR

HIS ENTERING ON HIS CHARGE.

That the king who appears in this piece was king Hslian is -suffi-

ciently established. He appears in it commissioning
'
his great

uncle,' an elder brother, that is, of his mother, to go and rule, as

marquis of Shan, and chief or president of the states in the

south of the kingdom, to defend the borders against the en-

croaching hordes of the south, headed by the princes of Kh\\

whose lords had been rebellious against the middle states even

in the time of the Shang dynasty ;
see the last of the Sacrificial

Odes of Shang.

Grandly lofty are the mountains, With their

large masses reaching to the heavens. From those

mountains was sent down a spirit, Who produced

the birth of (the princes of) Fu and Shan l
. Fu and

1 Shan was a small marquisate, a part of what is the present

department of Nan-yang, Ho-nan. Fu, which was also called

Lii, was another small territory, not far from Shan. The princes

of both, were Jiangs, descended from the chief minister of Yo,

called in the first Book of the Shu,
' the Four Mountains.' Other

states were ruled by his descendants, particularly the great state of

Kh\. When it is said here that a spirit was sent down from the

great mountains, and produced the birth of (the princes of)Fu and

Shan, we have, probably, a legendary tradition concerning the

birth 'of Yao's minister, which was current among all his descend-

ants
;'
and with which we may compare the legends that have come

under our notice about the supernatural births of the ancestors ol

the founders of the Houses of Shang and ^au The character for
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Shan Are the support of ^au, Screens to all

the states, Diffusing (their influence) over the four

quarters of the kingdom.

Full of activity is the chief of Shan, And the

king would employ him to continue the services (of

his fathers), With his capital in Hsieh \ Where he

should be a pattern to the states of the south. The

king gave charge to the earl of Shao, To arrange

all about the residence of the chief of Shan, Where

he should do what was necessary for the regions of

the south, And where his posterity might maintain

his merit.

Of the services of the chief of Shan The founda-

tion was laid by the earl of Shao, Who first built

the walls (of his city), And then completed his

ancestral temple
2

. When the temple was completed,

wide and grand, The king conferred on the chief of

Shio Four noble steeds, With the hooks for the

trappings of the breast-bands, glittering bright
i!

.

' mountains' in lines i and 3 is the same that occurs in the title of

Y&o's minister. On the statement about the mountains sending

down a spirit, Hwang Hsiin, a critic of the Sung dynasty, says that

'it is merely a personification of the poet, to show how high

Heaven had a mind to revive the fortunes of ^Tau, and that we

need not trouble ourselves about whether there was such a spirit

or not.'

1 Hsieh was in the present Fang ^Tau of the department of

Nan-yang.
2
Compare with this the account given, in ode 3 of the first

decade, of the settling of 'the ancient duke Than-fu' in the plain

of .#au. , Here, as there, the great religious edifice, the ancestral

temple, takes precedence of all other buildings in the new city.
3 The steeds with their equipments were tokens of the royal

favour, usually granted on occasions of investiture. The con-

ferring of them was followed immediately by the departure of the

newly-invested prince to his charge.
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ODE Q, STANZAS 1 AND 7. THE ./TANG MIN.

CELEBRATING THE VIRTUES OF ^TUNG SHAN-Fft, WHO APPEARS TO HAVE

BEEN ONE OF THE PRINCIPAL MINISTERS OF KING HStJAN, AND HIS

DESPATCH TO THE EAST, TO FORTIFY THE CAPITAL OF THE STATE

OF KHl.

Heaven, in giving birth to the multitudes of the

people, To every faculty and relationship annexed

its law. The people possess this normal nature,

And they (consequently) love its normal virtue 1
.

Heaven beheld the ruler of A"au, Brilliantly affect-

ing it by his conduct below, And to maintain him,

its Son, Gave birth to A'ung Shan-fu 2
.

.ATung Shan-fu went forth, having sacrificed to the

spirit of the road 3
. His four steeds were strong;

1 We get an idea of the meaning which has been attached to

these four lines from a very early time by Mencius' quotation

of them (VI, i, ch. 6) in support of his doctrine of the goodness of

human nature, and the remark on the piece which he attributes

to Confucius, that
' the maker of it knew indeed the constitution

(of our nature).' Every faculty, bodily or mental, has its function

to fulfil, and every relationship its duty to be discharged. The func-

tion and the duty are the things which the human being has to

observe : the seeing clearly, for instance, with the eyes, and hearing

distinctly with the ears
;
the maintenance of righteousness between

ruler and minister, and of affection between parent and child

This is the 'normal nature,' and the 'normal virtue' is the nature

fulfilling the various laws of its constitution.

2 The connexion between these four lines and those that pre

cede is this : that while Heaven produces all men with the gooc

nature there described, on occasions it produces others with virtu

and powers in a super-eminent degree. Such an occasion wa

presented by the case of king Hsiian, and therefore, to mark it

appreciation of him, and for his help, it now produced JsTunj

Shan-fu.
3 This was a special sacrifice at the commencement of a journej

or of an expedition. See note 2 on p. 399.
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His men were alert, He was always anxious lest

he should not be equal to his commission; His

steeds went on without stopping, To the tinkling

of their eight bells. The king had given charge

to /sfung Shan-fu, To fortify the city there in

the east.

ODE 7, STANZAS 1 AND PART OF 3. THE HAN Yi.

CELEBRATING THE MARQUIS OF HAN : HIS INVESTITURE, AND THE KING"'s

CHARGE TO HIM ; THE GIFTS HE RECEIVED, AND THE PARTING FEAST

AT THE COURT
;

HIS MARRIAGE
;
THE EXCELLENCE OF HIS TERRI-

TORY
J
AND HIS SWAY OVER THE REGIONS OF THE NORTH.

Only one line the first of stanza 3 in this interesting piece

serves to illustrate the religious practices of the time, and needs

no further note than what has been given on the first line of

stanza 7 in the preceding ode. The name of the marquisate
of Han remains in, the district of Han-/('Mng, department of

Hst-an, Shen-hsi, in which also is mount Liang.

Very grand is the mountain of Liang, Which was

made cultivable by Yti. Bright is the way from it,

(Along which came) the marquis of Han to receive

investiture. The king in person gave the charge :

'

Continue the services of your ancestors
;

Let not

my charge to you come to nought. Be diligent early
and late, And reverently discharge your duties :

So shall my appointment of you not change. Be a

support against those princes who do not come to

court, Thus assisting your sovereign.'

When the marquis of Han left the court, he

sacrificed to the spirit of the road. He went forth,

and lodged for the night in Tu.
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ODE 8, STANZAS 4 AND 5. THE /^IANG HAN.

CELEBRATING AN EXPEDITION AGAINST THE SOUTHERN TRIBES OF THE

HWAI, AND THE WORK DONE FOR THE KING IN THEIR COUNTRY, BY

HUj THE EARL OF SH^O, WITH THE MANNER IN WHICH THE KING

REWARDED HIM, AND HE RESPONDED TO THE ROYAL FAVOUR.

Hu was probably the same earl of Shao, who is mentioned in

ode 5, as building his capital of Hsieh for the new marquis of

Shan. The lords of Shao had been distinguished in the service

of^u ever since the rise of the dynasty.

The king gave charge to Hu of Shao :

' You
have everywhere made known (and carried out my
orders). When (the kings) Wan and Wu received

their appointment, The duke of Shao was their

strong support. You not (only) have a regard to

me the little child, But you try to resemble that

duke of Shao. You have commenced and earnestly

displayed your merit
;
And I will make you happy.

'

I give you a large libation-cup of jade
1

,
And a

jar of herb-flavoured spirits from the black millet 2
.

I have made announcement to the Accomplished
one 3

,
And confer on you hills, lands, and fields.

In (K/i\-}k&\.\ shall you receive investiture, Accord-

ing as your ancestor received his.' Hu bowed with

1 See note 2 on p. 386.
2 The cup and the spirits would be used by the earl when

sacrificing in his ancestral temple. Compare the similar gift from

king /i7/ang to the duke of 7iTau, in the Shu, p. 194. More sub-

stantial gifts are immediately specified.
* 'The Accomplished one' is understood to be king Wan (=' the

Accomplished king ').
He was the founder of the ^Tau dynasty

To him the kingdom had first come by the appointment and gift

of Heaven. It was the duty therefore of his successors, in making

grants of territory to meritorious officers, to announce them to him

in JOt-/^u, the old territory of the family, and obtain, as it were,

his leave for what they were doing.
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his head to the ground (and said),
'

May the Son

of Heaven live for ever!'

ODE 10, STANZAS 1, 5, 6, AND 7. THE ^AN ZANG.

THE WRITER DEPLORES, WITH AN APPEALING WAIL TO HEAVEN, THE

MISERY AND OPPRESSION THAT PREVAILED, AND INTIMATES THAT

THEY WERE CAUSED BY THE INTERFERENCE OF WOMEN AND EUNUCHS

IN THE GOVERNMENT.

The king addressed in this piece was most probably Yu. It suits

his character and reign.

I look up to great Heaven, But it shows us no

kindness. Very long have we been disquieted, And
these great calamities are sent down (upon us).

There is nothing settled in the country; Officers

and people are in distress. Through the insects

from without and from within, There is no peace
or limit (to our misery). The net of crime is not

taken up
l

,
And there is no peace nor cure (for

our state).

Why is it that Heaven is (thus) reproving (you) ?

Why is it that Heaven is not blessing (you) ? You

neglect your great barbarian (foes), And regard
me with hatred. You are regardless of the evil

omens (that abound 2

),
And your demeanour is all

unseemly. (Good) men are going away, And the

country is sure to go to ruin.

Heaven is letting down its net, And many (are

the calamities in
it). (Good) men are going away,

And my heart is sorrowful. Heaven is letting down

1

By 'the net of crime' we are to understand the multitude of

penal laws, to whose doom people were exposed. In stanza 6,

Heaven is represented as letting it down.
2
Compare ode 9 of the fourth decade in the former Part.
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its net, And soon (all will be caught in
it). (Good)

men are going away, And my heart is sad.

Right from the spring comes the water bubbling,

Revealing its depth. The sorrow of my heart, Is

it (only) of to-day ? Why were these things not

before me ? Or why were they not after me ? But

mysteriously great Heaven Is able to strengthen

anything. Do not disgrace your great ancestors :

This will save your posterity
1

.

ODE 11, STANZAS 1 AND 2. THE SHAO MIN.

THE WRITER APPEALS TO HEAVEN, BEMOANING THE MISERY AND RUIN

WHICH WERE GOING ON, AND SHOWING HOW THEY WERE DUE TO THE

KING'S EMPLOYMENT OF MEAN AND WORTHLESS CREATURES.

Compassionate Heaven is arrayed in angry terrors.

Heaven is indeed sending down ruin, Afflicting us

with famine, So that the people are all wandering

fugitives. In the settled regions, and on the borders,

all is desolation.

Heaven sends down its net of crime; Devour-

ing insects, who weary and confuse men's minds,

Ignorant, oppressive, negligent, Breeders of con-

fusion, utterly perverse : These are the men

employed.

1 The writer in these concluding lines ventures to summon the

king to repentance, and to hold out a hope that there might come

a change in their state. He does this, believing that all things are

possible with Heaven.



LESSONS FROM THE STATES.

ODES AND STANZAS ILLUSTRATING THE RELIGIOUS

VIEWS AND PRACTICES OF THE WRITERS AND

THEIR TIMES.

IT has been stated in the Introduction, p. 276, that the first Part

of the Shih, called the Kwo* Fang, or ' Lessons from the

States/ consists of 160 pieces, descriptive of manners and

events in several of the feudal states into which the kingdom
of K&u. was divided. Nearly all of them are short

;
and the

passages illustrating the religious views and practices of their

times are comparatively few. What passages there are, however,
of this nature will all be found below. The pieces are not

arranged in decades, as in the Odes of the Kingdom, but in

Books, under the names of the states in which they were

produced.

Although the Kwo Fang form, as usually published, the first Part

of the Shih, nearly all of them are more recent in their origin
than the pieces of the other Parts. They bring us face to face

with the states of the kingdom, and the ways of their officers and

people for several centuries, of the dynasty of Altu.

BOOK II. THE ODES OF SnAo AND THE SOUTH.

THE Shfi and previous portions of the Shih have made us familiar

with Shao, the name of the appanage of Shih, one of the prin-

cipal ministers at the court of Alb in the first two reigns of the

dynasty. The site of the city of Shao was in the present depart-
ment, of Fang-Mang, Shen-hsl The first possessor of it,

along with the still more famous duke of A%i, remained at

court, to watch over the fortunes of the new dynasty. They were
known as

'

the highest dukes 'and '

the two great chiefs,' the
duke of H&u. having charge of the eastern portions of the king-
dom, and the other of the western. The pieces in this Book are

supposed to have been produced in Sha~o, and the principalities
south of it within his jurisdiction, by the duke.
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ODE 2. THE ZH&I FAN.

CELEBRATING THE INDUSTRY AND REVERENCE OF A PRINCE'S WIFE,

ASSISTING HIM IN SACRIFICING.

We must suppose the ladies of a harem, in one of the states of the

south, admiring 'and praising in these simple stanzas the way in

which their mistress discharged her duties. A view of the ode

maintained by many is that the lady gathered the southernwood,
not to use it in sacrificing, but in the nurture of the silkworms

under her care
;
but the evidence of the characters in the text is,

on the whole, in favour of the more common view. Constant

reference is made to the piece by Chinese moralists, to show that

the most trivial things are accepted in sacrifice, when there are

reverence and sincerity in the presenting of them.

One critic asked 7iL Hst whether it was conceivable that the wife

of a prince did herself what is here related, and he replied that

the poet said so. Another has observed that if the lady ordered

and employed others, it was still her own doing. But that the

lady did it herself is not incredible, when we consider the sim-

plicity of those early times, in the twelfth century B. c.

She gathers the white southernwood, By the

ponds, on the islets. She employs it, In the

business of our prince.

She gathers the white southernwood, Along
the streams in the valleys. She employs it, In

the temple
1 of our prince.

1 If the character here translated 'temple* had no other signifi-

cation but that, there would be an end of the dispute about the

meaning of the piece. But while we find it often used of the

ancestral temple, it may also mean any building, especially one of

a large and public character, such as a palace or mansion ; and

hence some contend that it should be interpreted here of ' the silk-

worm house/ We are to conceive of the lady, after having

gathered the materials for sacrificial use, then preparing them

according to rule, and while it is yet dark on the morning of the

sacrificial day, going with them into the temple, and setting them

forth in their proper vessels and places.
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With head-dress reverently rising aloft, Early,

while yet it is night, she is in the prince's (temple).

In her head-dress, slowly retiring, She returns (to

her own apartments).

ODE 4. THE ZuLi PIN.

CELEBRATING THE DILIGENCE AND REVERENCE OF THE YOUNG WIFE OF

AN OFFICER, DOING HER PART IN SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS.

She gathers the large duckweed, By the banks
of the stream in the southern valley. She gathers
the pondweed, In those pools left by the floods.

She deposits what she gathers, In her square
baskets and round ones. She boils it, In her tripods
and pans.

She sets forth her preparations, Under the window
in the ancestral chamber 1

. Who superintends the
business ? It is (this) reverent young lady.

1 ' The ancestral chamber' was a room behind the temple of the
family, dedicated specially to the ancestor of the officer whose wife
is the subject of the piece. The princes of states were succeeded
as a rule, by the eldest son of the wife proper. Their sons by
other wives were called .' other sons.' The eldest son by the wife
proper of one of them became the 'great ancestor

1

of the clan
descended from him, and 'the ancestral chamber' was an apart-
ment dedicated to him. W.o and other

interpreters, going on cer-
tain statements as to the training of daughters in the business of
sacrificing in this apartment for three months previous to their
marriage, contend that the lady spoken of here was not yet
married, but was only undergoing this preparatory education
It is not necessary, however, to adopt this interpretation The
lady appears doing the same duties as the wife in the former
piece.
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BOOK III. THE ODES OF PHEI.

WHEN king Wu overthrew the dynasty of Shang, the domain of its

kings was divided into three portions, the northern portion being

called Phei, the southern Yung, and the eastern Wei, the rulers

of which last in course of time absorbed the other two. It

is impossible to say why the old names were retained in the ,

arrangement of the odes in this Part of the Shih, for it is acknow-

ledged on all hands that the pieces in Books iii and iv, as well

as those of Book v, are all odes of Wei.

ODE 4. THE ZAH YUEH.

SUPPOSED TO BE THE COMPLAINT AND APPEAL OF A'WANG .CTANG, A

MARCHIONESS OF WEI, AGAINST THE BAD TREATMENT SHE RECEIVED

FROM HER HUSBAND.

All the Chinese critics give this interpretation of the piece. -S"wang

7Tiang was a daughter of the house of Khi, about the middle of

the eighth century B. c., and was married to the marquis Yang,

known in history as
' duke /sTwang,' of Wei. She was a lady of

admirable character, and beautiful; but her husband proved

faithless and unkind. In this ode she makes her subdued moan,

appealing to the sun and moon, as if they could take cognizance

of the way in which she was treated. Possibly, however, the

addressing those bodies may simply be an instance of proso-

popoeia.

O sun, O moon, Which enlighten this lower

earth! Here is this man, Who treats me not ac-

cording to the ancient rule. How can he get his

mind settled ? Would he then not regard me ?

O sun, O moon, Which overshadow this lower

earth! Here is this man, Who will not be friendly

with me. How can he get his mind settled ? Would

he then not respond to me ?

O sun, O moon, Which come forth from the

east 1 Here is this man, With virtuous words, but

really not good.
* How can he get his mind settled ?

Would he then -allow me to be forgotten ?

[i] Ff
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sun, O moon, From the east that come forth !

O father, O mother, There is no sequel to your

nourishing of me. How can he get his mind settled?

Would he then respond to me contrary to all reason ?

ODE 15, STANZA 1. THE PEI MAN.

AN OFFICER OF WEI SETS FORTH HIS HARD LOT, THROUGH DISTRESSES

AND THE BURDENS LAID UPON HIM, AND HIS SILENCE UNDER IT IN

SUBMISSION TO HEAVEN.

1 go out at the north gate, With my heart full

of sorrow. Straitened am I and poor, And no one

takes knowledge of my distress. So it is ! Heaven

has done it
l

;
What then shall I say ?

BOOK IV. THE ODES OF YUNG.

See the preliminary note on p. 433.

ODE 1. THE PAI ^Au.

PROTEST OF A WIDOW AGAINST BEING URGED TO MARRY AGAIN, AND

HER APPEAL TO HER MOTHER AND TO HEAVEN.

THIS piece, it is said, was made by Kung Hiang, the widow of

Kung-po, son of the marquis Hsi ofWei (B.C. 855-814). Kung-
po having died an early death, her parents (who must have been

the marquis ofJfhi and his wife or one of the ladies of his harem)
wanted to force her to a second marriage, against which she

protests. The ode was preserved, no doubt, as an example of

1 The (

Complete Digest of Comments on the Shih' warns its

readers not to take 'Heaven' here as synonymous with Ming,
'what is decreed or commanded.' The writer -does not go on

to define the precise idea which he understood the character to

convey. This appears to be what we often mean by
'

Providence/
when we speak of anything permitted, rather than appointed, by
the supreme ruling Power.
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what the Chinese have always considered a great virtue, the

refusal of a widow to . marry again.

It floats about, that boat of cypress wood, There

in the middle of the Ho 1
. With his two tufts of

hair falling over his forehead 2
,
He was my mate

;

And I swear that till death I will have no other.

O mother, O Heaven 3
, Why will you not under-

stand me ?

It floats about, that boat of cypress wood, There

by the side of the Ho. With his two tufts of hair

falling over his forehead, He was my only one
;

And I swear that till death I will not do the evil

thing. O mother, O Heaven, Why will you not

understand me ?

ODE 3, STANZA 2. THE .ATuN-SzE KTER LAO.

CONTRAST BETWEEN THE BEAUTY AND SPLENDOUR OF HStfAN A'lANG

AND HER VICIOUSNESS.

Hsiian Alang was a princess of Kh\, who, towards the close of the

seventh century B.C., became wife to the marquis of Wei, known

as duke Hsiian. She was beautiful and unfortunate, but various

things are related of her indicative of the grossest immoralities

prevailing in the court of Wei.

How rich and splendid Is her pheasant-figured

1 These allusive lines, probably, indicate the speaker's widow-

hood, which left her like
' a boat floating about on the water/

2 Such was the mode in which the hair was kept, while a boy or

young man's parents were alive, parted.into two tufts from the pia

mater, and brought down as low as the eyebrows on either side

of the forehead.
3 Mao thought that the lady intended her father by 'Heaven;'

while Aru held that her father may have been dead, and that the

mother is called Heaven, with reference to the kindness and pro-

tection that she ought to show. There seems rather to be in the

term a wild, and not very intelligent, appeal to the supreme Power

in heaven, /

F f 2
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robe 1
! Her black hair in masses like clouds, No

false locks does she descend to. There are her ear-

plugs of jade, Her comb-pin of ivory, And her

high forehead, so white. She appears like a visitant

from heaven ! She appears like a goddess
2

.

ODE 6, STANZAS 1 AND 2. THE TING KIR FANG

CELEBRATING THE PRAISE OF DUKE WAN ;
-HIS DILIGENCE; FORESIGHT,

USE OF DIVINATION, AND OTHER QUALITIES.

The state ofWei was reduced to extremity by an irruption of some

northern hordes in B. c. 660, and had nearly disappeared from

among the states of -STa'u. Under the marquis Wei, known in

history as duke Wan, its fortunes revived, and he became a sort

of second founder of the state.

When Ting culminated (at night-fall)
8

,
He

began to build the palace at _A7m 4
, Determining

1 The lady is introduced arrayed in the gorgeous robes worn by
the princess of a state in the ancestral temple.

2 P. Lacharme translated these two concluding lines by
' Tu

primo aspectu coelos (pulchritudine), et imperatorem (majestate)

adaequas,' without any sanction of the Chinese critics ;
and more-

over there was no Tt ('m) in the sense of imperator then in

China. The sovereigns of -S"au were wang or kings, Itfi Hst

expands the lines thus : 'Such is the beauty of her robes and

appearance, that beholders are struck with awe, as if she were

a spiritual being.' Hsu Khitn. (Yiian dynasty) deals with them

thus:
' With such splendour of beauty and dress, how is it that she

is here ? She has come down from heaven I She is a spiritual

being !'

3
Ting is the name of a small space in the heavens, embracing

a Markab and another star of Pegasus. Its culminating at night-fall

was the signal that the labours of husbandry were over for the

year, and that building operations should be taken in hand. Great

as was the urgency for the building of his new capital, duke Wan
would not take it in hand till the proper time for such a labour

was arrived.

*
Kh&, or Khh-khi&, was the new capital of Wei, in the pre-

sent district of JHng-wu, department 3^o-Hu, Shan-tung.
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its aspects by means of the sun. He built the

palace at Kh&. He planted about it hazel and

chesnut trees, The I, the Thung, the 3ze, and the

varnish tree. Which, when cut down, might afford

materials for lutes.

He ascended those old walls, And thence sur-

veyed (the site of) Kh&. He surveyed Kkh and

Thang
1

,
With the lofty hills and high elevations

about. He descended and examined the mulberry
trees. He then divined by the tortoise-shell, and

got a favourable response
2

;
And thus the issue

has been truly good.

BOOK V. THE ODES OF WEI.

IT has been said on the title of Book Hi, that Wei at first was the

eastern portion of the old domain of the kings of Shang. With

this a brother of king Wu, called Khang-shu, was invested. The

principality was afterwards increased by the absorption of Phei

and Yung. It came to embrace portions of the present pro-

vinces of JTih-lf, Shan-tung, and Ho-nan. It outlasted the

dynasty of K& itself, the last prince of Wei being reduced to

the ranks of the people only during the dynasty of Khin..

ODE 4, STANZAS 1 AND 2. THE MANG.

AN UNFORTUNATE WOMAN, WHO HAD BEEN SEDUCED INTO AN IMPROPER

CONNEXION, NOW CAST OFF, RELATES AND BEMOANS HER SAD CASE.

An extract is given from the pathetic history here related, because

it shows how divination was used among the common people,

and entered generally into the ordinary affairs of life.

. A simple-looking lad you were, Carrying cloth

1
Thang was the name of a town, evidently not far from

2 We have seen before how divination was resorted to on occa-

sion of new undertakings, especially in proceeding to rear a city.
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to exchange it for silk. (But) you came not so

to purchase silk
;

You came to make proposals to

me. I convoyed you through the KM. 1
,

As far

as Tun-Mu 2
,

'

It is not I,' (I said), 'who would

protract the time
;

But you have had no good go-

between. I pray you be not angry, And let autumn

be the time.'

I ascended that ruinous wall, To look towards

Fu-kwan 3
;

And when I saw (you) not (coming

from) it, My tears flowed in streams. When I did

see (you coming from) Fu-kwan, I laughed and

I spoke. You had consulted, (you said), the tortoise-

shell and the divining stalks, And there was nothing
unfavourable in their response

4
. 'Then come,' (I

said),
'

with your carriage, And I will remove with

my goods.'

BOOK VI. THE ODES OF THE ROYAL DOMAIN.

KING Wan, it has been seen, had for his capital the city of Fang,
from which his son, king Wu, moved the seat of government
to HSo. In the time of king -A'/zang, a city was built by the duke

1 The Kh\ was a famous river of Wei.
2 Tun-^iii was a well-known place

'

the mound or height of
Tun 'south of the Wei.

3 Fti-kwan must have been the place where the man lived,

according to Kb., Rather, it must have been a pass (Fu-kwan
may mean 'the gate or pass of Fu'}, through which he would corne,
and was visible from near the residence of the woman.

4
Ying-td observes that the man had never divined about the

matter, and said that he had done so only to complete the process
of seduction. The critics dwell on the inconsistency of divination

being resorted to in such a case :

'

Divination is proper only if

used in reference to what is right and moral.'
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of ^lu, near the present Lo-yang, and called
' the eastern

capital.' Meetings of the princes of the states assembled there
;

but the court continued to be held at Hdo till the accession of

king Phing in B. c. 770. From that tinie, the kings of .Zfau sank

nearly to the level of the princes of the states, and the poems
collected in their domain were classed among the ' Lessons of

Manners from the States,' though still distinguished by the

epithet
'

royal' prefixed to them.

ODE 1, STANZA 1. THE SH{J Lt.

AN OFFICER DESCRIBES HIS "MELANCHOLY AND REFLECTIONS ON SEEING

THE DESOLATION OF THE OLD CAPITAL OF A'AU, MAKING HIS MOAN

TO HEAVEN BECAUSE OF IT.

There is no specific mention of the old capital of -STau in the piece,

but the schools of Mao and ^fu are agreed in this interpreta-

tion, \vhich is much more likely than any of the others that have

been proposed.

There was the millet with its drooping heads
;

There was the sacrificial millet coming into blade 1
.

Slowly I moved about, In my heart all-agitated.

Those who knew me Said I was sad at heart

Those who did not know me, Said I was seeking

for something. O thou distant and azure Heaven 2
!

By what man was this (brought about)
3
?

1 That is, there where the ancestral temple and other grand

buildings of Hio had once stood.

2 ' He cried out to Heaven,
5

says Yen 3-^an,
' and told (his dis-

tress), but he. calls it distant in its azure brightness, lamenting that

his complaint was not heard.' This is, probably, the correct expla-

nation of the language. The speaker would by it express his grief

that the dynasty of .ffau and its people were abandoned and un-

cared for by Heaven.
3
Referring to king Yu, whose reckless course had led to the

destruction of Hao by the 2ung, and in a minor degree to his

son, king Phing, who had subsequently removed to the eastern

capital.
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ODE 9, STANZAS 1 AND 3. THE TA ATti.

A LADY EXCUSES HERSELF FOR NOT FLYING TO HER LOVER BY HER

FEAR OF A SEVERE AND VIRTUOUS MAGISTRATE, AND SWEARS TO HIM

THAT SHE IS SINCERE IN HER ATTACHMENT TO HIM.

His great carnage rolls along, And his robes of

rank glitter like the young sedge. Do I not think

of you ? But I am afraid of this officer, and dare

not (fly to you).

While living we may have to occupy different

apartments; But, when dead, we shall share the

same grave. If you say that I am not sincere, By
the bright sun I swear that I am J

.

BOOK X. THE ODES OF THANG.

THE odes of Thang were really the odes of Qin, the greatest of the

fiefs of K& until the rise of JfMn. King .Oang, in B. c. 1107,
invested his younger brother, called Shu-yii, with the territory

where Yao was supposed to have ruled anciently as the marquis
of Thang, in the present department of Thai-yiian, Shan-hsi,

the fief retaining that ancient name. Subsequently the name of

the state was changed to ftm, from the river $in in the southern

part of it.

ODE 8, STANZA 1. THE PAO Yii.

THE MEN OF glN, CALLED OUT TO WARFARE BY THE KING'S ORDER,
MOURN OVER THE CONSEQUENT SUFFERING OF THEIR PARENTS, AND
LONG FOR THEIR RETURN TO THEIR ORDINARY AGRICULTURAL PUR-

SUITS, MAKING THEIR APPEAL TO HEAVEN.

Sti-su go the feathers of the wild geese, As

1 In the 'Complete Digest' this oath is expanded in the fol-

lowing way :

* These words are from my heart. If you think that

they are not sincere, there is (a Power) above, like the bright sun,

observing me ; how should my words not be sincere ?
'
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they settle on the bushy oaks l
. The king's affairs

must not be slackly discharged, And (so) we cannot

plant our millets
;

What will our parents have to

rely on? O thou distant and azure Heaven 2
!

When shall we be in our places again ?

ODE 11. THE Ko SHANG.

A WIFE MOURNS THE DEATH OF HER HUSBAND, REFUSING TO BE COM-

FORTED, AND DECLARES THAT SHE WILL CHERISH HIS MEMORY TILL

HER OWN DEATH.

It is supposed that the husband whose death is bewailed in this

piece had died in one of the military expeditions of which duke

Hsien (B.C. 676-651) was fond. It may have been so, but there

is nothing in the piece to make us think of duke Hsien. I give

it a place in the volume, not because of the religious sentiment

in it, but because of the absence of that sentiment, where we

might expect it. The lady shows the grand virtue of a Chinese

widow, in that she will never marry again. And her grief would

not be assuaged. The days would all seem long summer days,

and the nights all long winter nights ;
so that a hundred long

years would seem to drag their slow course. But there is not

any hope expressed of a re-union with her husband in another

state. The ' abode
'

and the ' chamber' of which she speaks are

to be understood of his grave ;
and her thoughts do not appear

to go beyond it.

The dolichos grows, covering the thorn trees
;

The convolvulus spreads all over the waste 3
. The

1 Trees are not the proper place for geese to rest on ;
and the

attempt to do so is productive ofmuch noise and trouble to the birds.

The lines would seem to allude to the hardships of the soldiers' lot,

called from their homes to go on a distant expedition.
2 See note 2 on ode i of Book vi, where Heaven is appealed to

in the same language.
8 These two lines are taken as allusive, the speaker being led

by the sight of the weak plants supported by the trees, shrubs, and

tombs, to think of her own desolate, unsupported condition. But

they may also be taken as narrative, and
'

descriptive of the battle-

ground, where her husband had met his death,
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man of my admiration is no more here; With

whom can I dwell ? I abide alone.

The dolichos grows, covering the jujube trees
;

The convolvulus spreads all over the tombs. The
man of my admiration is no more here

;
With

whom can I dwell ? I rest alone.

How beautiful was the pillow of horn ! How
splendid was the embroidered coverlet 1

! The man
of my admiration is no more here

;
With whom can

I dwell ? Alone (I wait for) the morning.

Through the (long) days of summer, Through
the (long) nights of winter (shall I be alone), Till

the lapse of a hundred years, When I shall go
home to his abode.

Through the (long) nights of winter, Through
the (long) days of summer (shall I be alone), Till

the lapse of a hundred years, When I shall go
home to his chamber.

BOOK XL THE ODES OF

THE state of Khin took its name from its earliest principal city, in the

present district of -Oing-shui, in JAia. .ATau, Kan-su. Its chiefs

claimed to be descended from Yi, who appears in the Shu as

the forester of Shun, and the assistant of the great Yti in his

labours on the flood ofYao. The history of his descendants

is very imperfectly related till we come to a Fei-jze, who had

charge of the herds of horses belonging to king Hsi&o (B.C. 909-
)>

and in consequence of his good services was invested with

1 These things had been ornaments of the bridal chamber
;
and

as the widow thinks of them, her grief becomes more intense,
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the small territory of Khva., as an attached state. A descendant

of his, known as duke Hsiang, in consequence of his loyal ser-

vices, when the capital was moved to the east in B.C. 770, was

raised to the dignity of an earl, and took his place among the

great feudal princes of the kingdom, receiving also a large

portion of territory, which included the ancient capital of the

House of Jsfau. In course of time JZhm, as is well known, super-

seded the dynasty of J&u, having gradually moved its capital

more and more to the east. The people of J57zin were, no doubt,

mainly composed of the wild tribes of the west.

ODE 6, STANZA 1. THE HWANG NIAO.

LAMENT FOR THREE WORTHIES OF AV/IN, WHO WERE BURIED IN THE

SAME GRAVE WITH DUKE MU.

There is no difficulty or difference in the interpretation of this

piece ;
and it brings us down to B. c. 621. Then died duke Mu,

after playing an important part in the north-west of China for

thirty-nine years. The 3 A'wan, under the sixth year of duke

Wan, makes mention of Mu's requiring that the three brothers

here celebrated should be buried with him, and of the compo-

sition of this piece in consequence. Sze-ma" ^7nen says that

this barbarous practice began with Mu's predecessor, with whom

sixty-six persons were buried alive, and that' one hundred and

seventy-seven in all were buried with Mil The death of the last

distinguished man of the House of-Oin, the emperor I, was sub-

sequently celebrated by the entombment with him of all the

inmates of his harem.

They flit about, the yellow birds, And rest upon

the jujube trees 1
. Who followed duke Mu in the

grave ? 3ze-/ii Yen-hsi. And this Yen-hsl Was

a man above a hundred. When he came to the

1 It is difficult to see the relation between these two allusive

lines and the rest of the stanza. Some say that it is this, that the

people loved the three victims as they liked the birds
;
others that

the birds among the trees were in their proper place, very different

from the brothers in the grave of duke Mu,
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grave, He looked terrified and trembled. Thou

azure Heaven there! Could he have been redeemed,

We would have given a hundred (ordinary) men

for him *.

BOOK XV. THE ODES OF PIN.

DUKE Lift, an ancestor of the -A"au family, made a settlement, ac-

cording to its traditions, in B.C. 1797, in. Pin, the site of which

is pointed out, 90 li to the west of the present district city of

San-shui, in Pin Zfm, Shen-hsi, where the tribe remained till the

movement eastwards of Than-fu, celebrated in the first decade

of the Major Odes of the Kingdom, ode 3. The duke of J&u,

during the minority of king .AT/tang, made, it is supposed, the

first of the pieces in this Book, describing for the instruction of

the young monarch, the ancient ways of their fathers in Pin ;

and subsequently some one compiled other odes made by the

duke, and others also about him, and brought them together

under the common name of
'

the Odes of Pin/

ODE 1, STANZA 8. THE KHI YUEH.

DESCRIBING LIFE IN PIN IN THE OLDEN TIME
;
THE PROVIDENT ARRANGE-

MENTS THERE TO SECURE THE CONSTANT SUPPLY OF FOOD AND

RAIMENT, WHATEVER WAS NECESSARY FOR THE SUPPORT AND COM-

FORT OF THE PEOPLE.

If the piece was made, as the Chinese critics all suppose, by the

duke of Jau, we must still suppose that he writes in the person
of an old farmer or yeoman of Pin. The picture which it gives

of the manners of the Chinese people, their thrifty, provident

ways, their agriculture and weaving, nearly 3,700 years ago, is

1 This appeal to Heaven is like what we met with in the first

of the Odes of the Royal Domain, and the eighth of those of

Thang.
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full of interest; but it is not till we come to the concluding stanza

that we find anything bearing on their religious practices.

In the days of (our) second month, they hew out

the ice with harmonious blows l
;

And in those of

(our) third month, they convey it to the ice-houses,

(Which they open) in those of (our) fourth, early in

the morning A lamb having been offered in sacri-

fice with scallions 2
. In the ninth month, it is cold,

with frost. In the tenth month, they sweep clean

their stack-sites. (Taking) the two bottles of spirits

to be offered to their ruler, And having killed their

lambs and 'sheep, They go to his hall, And raising

1

They went for the ice to the deep recesses of the hills, and

wherever it was to be found in the best condition.

2
It is said in the last chapter of '

the Great Learning/ that
'

the

family which keeps its stores of ice does not rear cattle or sheep/

meaning that the possessor of an ice-house must be supposed to

be very wealthy, and above the necessity of increasing his means

in the way described. Probably, the having ice-houses by high

ministers and heads of clans was an innovation on the earlier cus-

tom, according to which such a distinction was proper only to the

king, or the princes of states, on whom it devolved as
'

the fathers

of the people/ to impart from their stores in the hot season as

might be necessary. The third and fourth lines of this stanza are

to be understood of what was done by the orders of the ruler of

the tribe of K&o. in Pin. In the Official Book of jSTsh, Part I,

ch. g, we have a description of the duties of '

the Providers of Ice/

and the same subject is treated in the sixth Book of ' the Record

of Rites/ sections 2 and 6. The ice having been collected and

stored in winter, the ice-houses were solemnly opened in the spring.

A sacrifice was offered to
' the Ruler of Gold, the Spirit of the

Ice/ and of the first ice brought forth an offering was set out in

the apartment behind the principal hall of the ancestral temple.

A sacrifice to the same Ruler of Cold, it is said, had also been

offered when the ice bega^ to be collected. The ceremony may be

taken as an illustration of the manner in which religious services

entered into the life of the ancient Chinese.
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the cup of rhinoceros horn, Wish him long life,

that he may live for ever 1
.

1 The custom described in the five concluding lines is mentioned

to show the good and loyal feeling of the people of Pin towards

their chief. Having finished all the agricultural labours of the

year, and being now prepared to enjoy the results of their industry,

the first thing they do is to hasten to the hall of their ruler, and

ask him to share in their joy, and express their loyal wishes for his

happiness.
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INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

THE NAME OF THE CLASSIC
;

ITS EXISTENCE BEFORE
THE HAN DYNASTY

;
ITS CONTENTS, AND BY WHOM

IT- WAS WRITTEN.

i. The Chinese character pronounced Hsiao, which. we
translate by

'

Filial Piety,' and which may also perform the

part of an adjective,
'

filial/ of a verb,
c to be filial/ or of

Meaning of the
an adverb

> 'filially,' is one of the composite
character characters whose meaning is suggested by the

meanings of their constituent parts combined

together. It is made up of two others, one signifying
' an old man '

or c old age,' and beneath it the character

signifying
c a son.' It thus, according to the Shwo Wan,

the oldest Chinese dictionary (A. D. 100), presents to the

eye 'a son bearing up an old man,' that is, a child sup-

porting his parent. Hsiao also enters as their phonetical

element into at least twenty other characters, so that it

must be put down as of very early formation. The cha-

racter King has been explained in the Introduction to

the Shil King, p. 2
;
and the title, Hsiao King, means ' the

Classic of Filial Piety.'

a. Many Chinese critics contend that this brief treatise

was thus designated by Confucius himself, and that] it

received the distinction of being, styled a King before

W .
G g

'
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any of the older and more important classics. For the

preservation of the text as we now have it, we
Was the treatise

i T . i , TT ^ / * -^ **^\
called the Hsiao are indebted to Hsuan Sung (A.D. 713-755;,
King by Can- one of t}ie emperors of the Thang dynasty.

fucuis? r
. ,

In the preface to his commentary on it there

occurs this sentence :

' The Master said 3

" My aim is seen

In the Kkun K/iiii
; my (rule of) conduct is in the Hsiao

King-."
3 The imperial author quotes the saying, as if it

were universally acknowledged to have come from the

sage. It is found at a much earlier date in the preface

of Ho Hsiu (A. D. 129-182) to his commentary on the

7iT//un Kki\\. as transmitted and annotated by Kung-yang.
The industry of scholars has traced it still farther back,

and in a more extended form, to a work called Hsiao King

JTii-ming ATiieh, a production, probably, of the first cen-

tury of our era, or of the century before it. It was one of

a class of writings on the classical books, full of mysterious

and useless speculations, that never took rank among the

acknowledged expositions. Most of them soon disappeared,

but this subsisted down to the Sui dynasty (A. D. 581-618),
for there was a copy of it then in the Imperial Library. It

is now lost, but a few passages of it have been collected

from quotations in the Han writers. Among them is this :

' Confucius said,
"
If you wish to see my aim in dispensing

praise or blame to the feudal lords, it is to be found in the

.Oun K/iiu
;
the courses by which I would exalt the social

relations are in the Hsiao King."
' The words thus ascribed

to Confucius were condensed, it is supposed, into the form

in which we have them, first from Ho Hsiu, and afterwards

from the emperor Hsiian >$ung. Whether they were really

used by the sage or not, they were attributed to him as

early as the beginning of our Christian era, and it was then

believed that he had given to our classic the honourable

name of a King.

3. But the existence of the Hsiao King can be traced

several hundred years farther back
; to within less than a

The Hsiao King century after the death of Confucius.
Sze-maL_

existed before AYzien, in his history of the House of Wei,
the Han dynasty. ,.,, , . . .,,

one of the three marquisates into which the
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great state of KIM was broken up in the fifth century B. C.,

tells us that the marquis Wan received, in B. C. 407, the

classical books from Pti 3ze-hsia, and mentions the names
of twj3 other disciples of Confucius, with whom he was on
intimate terms of friendship. There remains the title of

a commentary on the Hsiao King by this marquis Wan ;

and the book was existing in the time of ghai Yung (A. D.

133-192), who gives a short extract from it in one of his

treatises.

4. The recovery of our classic after the fires of Kk'm will

be related in the next chapter. Assuming here that it was

recovered, we look into it, and find a con-
The contents of . , , r ,

the classic, and versation, or memoranda, perhaps, of several

by whom it
conversations, between Confucius and his dis-

was written.

ciple Bang-jze. The latter, however, is little

more than a listener, to whom the sage delivers his views

on Filial Piety in its various relations. There are two

recensions of the text ;
one in eighteen chapters, and the

other in twenty-two. As edited in eighteen chapters, each

of them has a very brief descriptive heading. I have given

this in the subjoined translation, but the headings cannot

be traced back beyond the commentary of the emperor
Hsiian.

The saying attributed by Ho Hsiu and others to Con-

fucius would seem to indicate that he had himself composed
the work, but the reader of it sees at once that it could not

have proceeded from him. Nor do the style and method

of the treatise suggest a view which has had many advo-

cates, that it was written by 3ang-gze, under the direction

of the master. There is no reason, however, why we should

not accept the still more common account, that the Hsiao

came from the school of 3ang-$ze. J use the words of

Hu Yin, an author of the first half of our twelfth cen-

tury : 'The Classic of Filial Piety was not made by

3ang-jze himself. When he retired from his conversation

(or conversations) with ^Tung-ni on the subject of Filial

Piety, he repeated to the disciples of his own school what

(the master) had said, and they classified the sayings, and

formed the treatise.'

Gg 2
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CHAPTER II.

THE RECOVERY OF THE HsiAo KING UNDER THE HAN

DYNASTY, AND ITS PRESERVATION DOWN TO THE

PUBLICATION OF THE COMMENTARY OF THE THANG
EMPEROR HSUAN SUNG.

i. The Hsido King suffered, like all the other Confucian

books except the Yi, from the fires of Klim. Its subse-

quent recovery was very like that of the Shu, described on

pp. 7, 8. We have in each case a shorter and a longer

copy, a modern text and an ancient text.

In the Catalogue of the Imperial Libraiy; prepared by
Liu Hin immediately before the commencement of our

Recovery of the Christian era, there are two copies of the
Hsiao King. Hsiao .__ the old text of the Khung family/

which was in twenty-two chapters, according to a note by
Pan Ku (died A. D. 93), the compiler of the documents in

the records of the western Han
;
and another copy, which

was, according to the same authority, in eighteen chapters,
and was subsequently styled

'

the modern text.' Immedi-

ately following the entry of these two copies, we find
'

Expositions of the Hsiao by four scholars/ whose sur-

names were ^fang-sun, ^Tiang, Yi, and Hau. 'They all/

says Pan Ku, 'had laboured on the shorter text.
3

The copy in eighteen chapters therefore, we must pre-

The shorter or sume, had been the first recovered; but of
modem text, ^ow this came about we have no account

till we come to the records of the Sui dynasty. There
It is said that, when the VT/zin edict for the destruction of
the books was issued, his copy of the Hsiao was hidden

by a scholar called Yen K\h, a member, doubtless, of the
Yen family to which Confucius' favourite disciple Yen Hui
had belonged. When the edict was abrogated in a few
years, /fan, a son of 7Gh, brought the copy from its hiding-
place. This must have been in the second century B. c,,
and the copy, transcribed, probably by /sfan, in the form
of the characters then used, would pass into the charge of
the board of (

great scholars
'

appointed to preserve the
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ancient books, in the reigns of the emperors Wan and /sTing,

B.C. 179-141.-

The copy in the ancient text was derived from the

tablets found in the wall of the Confucian house in the

The old or time of the emperor Wu (B. C. 140-87), and
longer text. js commonly said to have been deciphered,

as in the case of the tablets of the Shu, by Khung An-kwo.
An-kwo wrote a commentary himself on the Hsiao, which
does not appear in Hin's Catalogue, just as no mention is

made there of his commentary on the Shu. We find it

entered, however, among the books in the Sui Library with

the following note :

' The work of An-kwo disappeared

during the troubles of the Liang dynasty (A.D. 503-556),
and continued unknown till the time of Sui, when a copy
was found in the capital, and came into the possession of

a scholar called Liu Hsu'an.' Hsu'an made his treasure

public, and ere long it was acknowledged by the court,

while many scholars contended that it was a forgery of

his own, and ascribed by him to An-kwo. Whatever

opinion we may form on this matter, the discovery of the

old text, and the production of a commentary on it by

Khung An-kwo, can hardly be called in question,

It might be argued, indeed, that another copy in the

old text was found in the first century B. C. In a memorial

addressed about the Shwo Wan dictionary to the emperor

An, in A.D. 131, by Hsu' ./Tung, a son of the author, he says

Was another
*-hzt ^e Hsiao King which his father used was

copy in the old a copy of that presented, by
' a very old man

text discovered?
Qf^ to ^ emperor^ (B> c> 86-74)

*

Many Chinese critics, and especially Wang Ying-lm

1 The language of th'e memorial is: 'The Hsiao King' (used by my
father in the composition of his dictionary) 'was what San lao of Lu pre-

sented in the time of the emperor Xao.' The San lao most readily suggests to

the reader the idea of 'three old men ;' but the characters may also mean, in

harmony with Chinese idiom,
' the three classes of old men,' or ' an individual

from those three classes.' The classical passage to explain the phrase is par. 18

in the first section of the sixth Book in the Li JEi, where it is said that ting

Wan feasted the San lao and Wti kang, 'the three classes of old men and

five classes of men of experience,' in his royal college. The three classes of old

men were such as were over So, 90, and 100 years respectively. It was from

a man of one of these classes that the emperor received the Hsiao in the old
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(better known as Wang Po-hau, A.D. 1233-1296), say that

this is a different account of the recovery of the old text

from that with which the name of Khung An-kwo is con-

nected. It is difficult to reconcile the two statements, as

will be seen on a- reference to the note below 1
;
and yet it

text. According to the account given in the next note this man was Khung

3ze-hui ; and in the Books of Sui that is given as the name of the individual of

the Khung family, who had hidden the tablets on the appearance of the Shin

edict for the destruction of all the old books.

1 The Catalogue Raisonne of the Imperial Libraries commences its account

of the copies of the Hsiao -with a description of 'the Old Text of the Hsiao

with the Commentary of Khung An-kwo,' obtained from Japan ;
but the editors

give good reasons for doubting its genuineness. There is a copy of this work in

the Chinese portion of the British Museum, an edition printed in Japan in 1732,

which I have carefully examined, with, the help of Professor R. K. Douglas and

Mr. A. Wylie. It contains not only the commentary of Khung An-kwo, but

what purports to be the original preface of that scholar. There it is said that

the bamboo tablets of the copy in
'

tadpole characters,' found in the wall of

Cohfuciiis' old '

lecture hall, in a stone case,' were presented to the emperor by
Khung Sze-hui,

' a very old man of Lu.' The emperor, it is added, caused two

copies to be made in the current characters of the time by
'

the great scholars,'

one of which was given to 3ze-hui, and the other to General Ho Kwang, a
minister of war and favourite, who greatly "valued it, and placed it among the

archives of the empire, where it was jealously guarded.
This account makes the meaning of the phrase 'the San lao of Lu' quite

clear ; but there are difficulties in the way of our believing that it proceeded
from Khung An-kwo. No mention is made of him in it, whereas, according to
the current narrations, the tablets with the tadpole characters were first de-

ciphered by him ; nor is the name of the emperor to whom Khung ^ze-hui
presented the tablets given. No doubt, however, this emperor was Ka.o, with
whom Ho Kwang was a favourite. If the preface were genuine, of course An-
kwo was alive after 3ze-hui went to court with the tablets. Now, the tablets
were discovered in the period Thien-han, B.C. 100-97, and _Eao reigned from
B. c. 86 to 74. An-kwo died at the age of sixty, but in what year we are not
told. He had studied the Shih under Shan Kung, whose death can hardly be
placed later than in B.C. 135. If An-kwo were born in B.C. 150^ he would
have been more than sixty years old the age assigned to him at his death
at the accession of Ka.o. I cannot believe, therefore, that the preface in the
Japanese Hsiao was written by him; and if we reject the preface, we must also
reject the commentary before which it stands.

The text of the Hsiao in the work is nearly identical with that of Sze-ma
Kwang, mentioned below on p. 458; but to the chapters there are prefixed the
headings (which Kwang did not adopt), that cannot be traced farther back than
the Thang dynasty. This might be got over, but the commentary throws no
new light on the text. <

It is shallow and poor,' say the editors of the Cata-
logue Raisonne,

' and not in the style of the Han scholars.' I must think with
them that Khung An-Kwo's commentary, purporting to have been preserved in
Japan is a forgery.
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is possible that the difficulty would disappear, if the details

of the discovery and the subsequent dealing with the tablets

had come down to us complete.

Certainly, in the first century B. C. there were two copies

of the Hsiao King in the Imperial Library of Han. If those

copies, catalogued by Liu Hin, were the actual text, pre-

sented by Yen /fan, and a faithful transcript in the current

Han characters of the ancient text discovered in the wall of

Confucius' old lecture hall, we should be able to say that

Can we rely
tne evidence for the recovery of the Hsiao, as

fully on the ft had existed during the Kau dynasty, was
copies cata-

i i i i 1

logued by Liu as satisfactory as we could desire
;
but there

Hm?
are some considerations that are in the way

of our doing so.

According to the records of Sui, after the old text came

into the possession of the court, and the differences between

it and the text earlier recovered were observed, Liu Hsiang

(B.C. 80-9), the father of Hin, was charged by the emperor

(ATMng, B.C. 32-7) to compare the two. The result of his

examination of them was that ' he removed from the modern

text what was excessive and erroneous, and fixed the number

of the chapters at eighteen.' It does not appear that pre-

viously there was any division of /fan's copy into chapters.

What Hsiang did in the case of the old text we are not told.

A note by Yen Sze-ku of the Thang dynasty, appended

to Hin's Catalogue, quotes from him that
' one chapter of

the modern text was divided into two in the old, another

into three;
and that the old had one chapter which did not

appear in the other.' This missing chapter, it is understood,

was the one beginning, 'Inside the smaller doors leading to

the inner apartments,' which I have appended, from the cur-

rent old text, to my translation of the classic as published

by Hsuan Sung ;
and yet the Sui account says that that

chapter was in the Hsiao of /fang-sun, one of the four

early commentators on the modern text.

The copies catalogued by Hin were made after the exa-

mination and revision of the two texts by his father. There

are suspicious resemblances between the style and method

of the present classic and those of the original works of
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Hsiang that have. come down to us. It is impossible to

say, from the want of information, what liberties he took

with the documents put into his charge. The differences

between the two texts as we now have them are trivial.

I believe that the changes made in them by Hsiang
were not important ;

but having them as they came from

his revision, we have them at second hand, and this has

afforded ground for the dealing with them by Kk. Hsi

and others in the manner which will be described in the

next chapter.

2. I have said above (p. 450) that for the text of the

classic, the modern text, that is, as we now have it, we
are indebted to the labours of the emperor Hsu'an Bung of

the Thang dynasty. K\\ i-tsun, of the KMen-lung period

(1736-1795), in his work on the classics and the writings
on them, has adduced the titles of eighty-sixFrom Khung ,. ._ e> J

An-kwo to different works on our classic, that appeared

Hsuriung.
between KhunS An-kwo and Hsiian Sung.
Not a single one of all these now survives

; but
the enumeration of them shows that the most distinguished
scholars during the intervening centuries exercised their

powers on the treatise, and would keep a watch on one
another in the preservation of the text. Moreover, several
of the works continued through the Thang dynasty, and on
into that of Sung. The Catalogue of the Sui Library con-
tains the titles of nineteen in its list.

The emperor Hsiian says, in his preface, .that in the
Hsiian Bung's making of his commentary he had freely used

work- the commentaries of six earlier writers, whom
he names. They were, Wei JTao, Wang Su, Yii Fan, and
Liu Shao, all of our second and third centuries; Liu Hsiian,
of our sixth century, who laboured on the commentary of
Khung An-kwo, which, as I have already stated, is said
to have been discovered in his time and presented to him
and Lti /^ang, rather earlier than Liu, who dealt

criticallywith the commentary attributed to ^ang Khang-^ang.'

But/ says the imperial author, 'if a comment be right in
reason, why need we enquire from whom it came? We
have therefore taken those six writers, considered wherein
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they agreed and differed, and decided between their inter-

pretations by reference to the general scope of the five

(great) King. In compendious style, but with extensive

examination of the subject, we have made the meaning of

the classic clear.'

The emperor says nothing himself about the differences

between the ancient and modern texts, though we know
that that subject was vehemently agitated among the

scholars of his court. The text as commented on by him
is in eighteen chapters, which do not include the chapter
to which I have referred on p. 455 as having been in the

copy of /fang-sun in the first century B.C. It is said,

and on sufficient authority, that this chapter was excluded

through the influence of the scholar and minister Sze-ma
JTan. To each of his chapters the emperor prefixed a brief

heading or argument, which I have retained in the transla-

tion. These headings, probably, were selected by him from

a variety proposed by the scholars about the court.

The text employed in this imperial commentary might
now be considered as sufficiently secured. It was engraved,

in less than a century after, on the stone tablets of Thang,
which were completed in the year 837, and set up in Hsi-an,

the Thang capital, where they remain, very little damaged,
to this day

1
. And not only so. The emperor was so

pleased with the commentary which he had made, that

he caused the whole of it to be engraved on four large

tablets or pillars of stone in 745. They are still to be

seen at Hsi-an, in front of the Confucian College.

1 These tablets are commonly said to contain the thirteen classics (Shih-san

King). They, contained, however, only twelve different works, the Yl, the

Shu, the Shlh, the KSn Lf, the t Lt, the Li Zi, and the amplifications of the

Khun Khi\.\, by 3 -K^nl-ming, by Rung-yang, and by KvL-liang. These form
' the nine King.' In addition to these there were the Lun Yii, the Hsiao King,

and the R Ya. According to Ku Yen-wu (1613-1682), the characters on the

tablets were in all 650,252. Mr. T. W. Rhys Davids (Buddhism, p. 19) esti-

mates that our English Bible contains between 900,000 and 950,000 words.

The first Psalm, in what is called the Delegates' version, very good and con-

cise, contains 100 Chinese characters, and in our English version 130 words.

The classics of the Thang tablets, if the translator were a master of both lan-

guages, might be. rendered in English so as to form a volume not quite so large

as our Bible.
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It Is hardly necessary to say more on the preservation

The work of of the HsiAo King. In A. D. 996 the second

HsingPing. emperor of the Sung dynasty gave orders

for an annotated edition of it to be prepared. This was

finally completed in 1001, under the superintendence of

Hsing Ping (932-1010), with a large critical apparatus, and

a lengthened exposition, both of the text and of Hsiian

Sung's explanation. This work has ever since been current

in China.

CHAPTER III.

CRITICISM OF THE HSIAO SINCE THE THANG DYNASTY.

i. Notwithstanding the difficulty about one chapter
which has been pointed out on p. 455, Hsiian Bung's text

was generally accepted as the representative of that in

modern characters, recovered in the second century B. C.

There were still those, however, who continued to advo-

Works on the ca^e ^ne claims of
' the old text.

3

Sze-mi
old text by Kwang. a distinguished minister and scholar

Sze-ma Kwang r , , ,

and Fan of the Sung dynasty (1009-1000), presented
3u-yu. to tjie cour t- in Io^4 his

'

Explanations of the

Hsiao King according to the Old Text,' arguing, in his

preface and in various memorials, for the correctness of that

text, as recovered by Liu Hsiian in the sixth century*.

Fan 3u-yii (1041-1098), a scholar of the same century,
and in other things a collaborates of Kwang, produced,
towards the end of his life, an (

Exposition of the Hsiao

King according to the Old Text.' He says in his preface :

'

Though the agreement between the ancient and modern
texts is great, and the difference small, yet the ancient

deserves to be preferred, and my labour upon it may not

be without some little valueV

1 In the Hsiao King, as now frequently published in China, either separately
by itself, or bound up with Eft Hsl's Hsiao Hsio, 'the Teaching for the

Young,' we find the old text, without distinction of chapters. The commen-
taries of Hsiian Sung and Sze-ma Kwang, and the exposition of Fan 3^-yii,
however, follow one another at the end of the several clauses and paragraphs.
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3. But our classic had still to pass the ordeal of the scep-

Sce tical ~ti
^ca^ C1"iticism t^at set m during the Sung

cism. Views dynasty. The most notable result of this
ofzfiHst.

wag < the Hsi K}ng Expurgated,
3

pub-
lished by Kb Hsi in n85. He tells us that when he first

saw a statement by Hu Hung (a minister in the reign of

Kao 3ung, 1127-1163), that the quotations from the Book
of Poetry in the Hsiao were probably of later introduction

into the text, he was terror-struck. Prolonged examina-

tion, however, satisfied him that there were good grounds
for Hu's statement, and that other portions of the text

were also open to suspicion. He found, moreover, that

another earlier writer, Wang Ying-Man, in the reign of

Hsiao Bung (1163-1189), had come to the conclusion that

much of the Hsiao had been fabricated or interpolated in

the Han dynasty. The way was open for him to give

expression to his convictions, without incurring the charge
of being the first to impugn the accepted text.

The fact was, as pointed out by the editors of the Cata-

logue Raisonne" ofthe Imperial Libraryof the present dynasty,

that Kb had long entertained the views which he indicated

in his expurgated edition of the Hsiao, and his references

to HCi and Wang were simply to shield his own boldness.

He divided the treatise into one chapter of classical text,

and fourteen chapters of illustration and commentary.
But both parts were freely expurgated. His classical text

embraces the first six chapters in my translation, and is

supposed -by him to form one continuous discourse by Con-

fucius. The rest of the treatise should not be attributed

to the sage at all. The bulk of it may have come from

3ang-jze, or from members of his school, but large inter-

polations were made by the Han scholars. Adopting the

old text, Kb. discarded from it altogether 323 characters.

Attention will be called, under the several chapters, to

Some portions also are in a different order from the arrangement of Hsiian.

Sung and Using Ping, which I have followed in my translation. As has been

already said, the difference between its text and that of the Thang emperor is

slight, hardly greater than the variations in the different recensions of our

Gospels and the other books of the New Testament, :
. .
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some of the passages which, he suppressed, and to the

reasons, generally satisfactory, which he advanced for his

procedure. Evidently he was influenced considerably by
the way in which /(TMng 1 (1033-1107), whom he called

'his master,
5

had dealt with the old text of
( the Great

Learning;' but he made his innovations with a bolder

pencil and on a more extensive plan, not merely altering

the arrangement of paragraphs, and supplementing what

was plainly defective, but challenging the genuineness of

large portions of the treatise, and removing them without

scruple.

Under the Yuan dynasty, Wu AT/zang (1249-1333), the
'

Views of greatest of its scholars, followed in the wake
\Vft A'Aang. of jfa f^si, yet with the independence charac-

teristic of himself. As Ku. had preferred the old text,Wu
decided and, I believe, more correctly in favour of the

modern, arguing that the copy of Khung An-kwo's text

and commentary, said to have been recovered and pub-
lished in the sixth century by Lift Hsiian, was a fabrication.

He adopted, therefore, Hsiian Bung's text as the basis of

his revision, which appeared with the title of ' the Hsiao

King, in paragraphs and sentences 1
.' He adopted ATu's

division of the treatise into classical text and commentary.
The chapter of classical text is the same as ATu's

;
the

chapters of commentary are only twelve. He discarded,
of course, the chapter peculiar to the old text, which rfas

been referred to more than once, united Hsiian 3ung
j
s

eleventh chapter with another, and arranged the other

chapters differently from K&. His revision altogether had

346 characters fewer than the old text.

3. JCu t-tsun gives the titles of nearly 130 works on our

classic that appeared after the volume of Wu .Oang,
Later works bringing its literary history down to the end
on the Hsiao. of fa& Ming dynasty. The scholars of the

present dynasty have not been less abundant in their

labours on it than their predecessors. Among the col-

1 The title of this work in the Catalogue of the Imperial Libraries is
'

Settle-
meat of the Text of the Hsiao King.

1
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lected works of Mio /f/zi-ling (1623-1713) is one called
'

Questions about the Hsiao King,
3

in which, with his usual

ability, and, it must be added, his usual acrimony, he

defends the received text. He asserts and in this he is

correct that there is no difference of any importance
between the ancient and modern texts

;
when he asserts

further that there never was any such difference, what he

affirms is incapable of proof. He pours scorn on K& Hsi

and Wu .Oang ;
but he is not so successful in defending

the integrity of the Hsiio as I have allowed him to be in

vindicating the portions of the Shu that we owe to Khung
An-kwo.

The Hsiao King has always been a favourite with the

emperors of China. Before Hsiian Bung took it in hand,

the first and eighth emperors of the eastern Kin dynasty

(3 1 7-41 9), the first and third of the Liang (502-556), and the

ninth of the northern Wei (386-534) had published their

labours upon it. The Manchau rulers of the present dynasty

have signalised themselves in this department. In 1656 the

first emperor produced in one chapter his (

Imperial Com-

mentary on the Hsiio King,' and in 1728 the third pub-

lished a
' Collection of Comments' on it. Between them was

the long reign known to us as the Khang-hsf period (1662-

1722), during which there appeared under the direction of

the second emperor, the most distinguished of his line,

his 'Extensive Explanation of the Hsiao King,' in 100

chapters. The only portion of the text which it gives in

full is Kb Hsfs chapter of Confucian text; but most of

the topics touched on in ATu's supplementary chapters,

added, as he supposed, by some later hand, are dealt with

in the course of the work, the whole of which will amply

repay a careful study.

4. It will have been seen that the two great scholars, Kb.

Conclusion Hst and Wu jOang, who have taken the

regarding the
greatest liberties with the text of our classic,

anTtategrity allow that there is a Confucian element in it,

of the Hsiao. and ^^ more than a fifth part of the whole,

containing, even as expurgated by Kb, about 400 characters,

may be correctly ascribed to the sage. I agree with them
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in this. All the rest of the treatise, to whomsoever it may
be ascribed, from Sang-jze, the immediate disciple of Confu-

cius, down to Liu Hsiang (B. C, 80-9), took its present form

in the first century before our Christian era. The reader

will fail to see in. it a close connexion between the dif-

ferent chapters, and think that the author or authors try

to make more of Filial Piety than can be made of it. The

whole, however, is a valuable monument of antiquity, and

an exhibition of the virtue which Chinese moralists and

rulers, from the most ancient times, have delighted to cele-

brate as the fundamental principle of human virtue, the

great source of social happiness, and the bond of national

strength and stability.

NOTE ON THE TRANSLATION.

In preparing the translation of the Hsiao King for the

present work., I have made frequent reference to four

earlier translations.

Two of them were made by myself; the one about

thirty years ago, simply as an exercise for my own im-

provement in Chinese
;

the other four years ago, when
I was anxious to understand fully the Confucian teaching
on the subject of Filial Piety, but without reference to my
earlier version.

The third is a translation in the fourth volume of the
Chinese Repository, pp. 345-353 (1835), for the accuracy
of which much cannot be said. Very few notes are ap-
pended to it. The fourth is in the ' Memoires concernant
les Chinois

'

(Paris, 1779), being part of a long treatise on
the Ancient and Modern Doctrine of the Chinese about
Filial Piety/ by P. Cibot. In a preliminary notice to his
version of our classic, he says :

'

P. Noel formerly trans-
lated the Hsiao King into Latin. Our translation will

necessarily be different from his. He laboured on the
old text, and we on the new, which the scholars of the

Imperial College have adopted. Besides this, he has
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launched out into paraphrase, and we have made it our

business to present the text in French such as it is in

Chinese.' I have not been able to refer to P. Noel's trans-

lation in preparing that now given to the public ;
but I had

his work before me when writing out my earliest version.

The difference between the old and modern texts is too

slight to affect the character of translations of them, but

P. Noel's version is decidedly periphrastic. The title of

his work -is:
' SlNENSIS IMPERIL LlBRI CLASSICI SEX,

nimirum Adultorum Schola, Immutabile Medium, Liber

sententiarum, Mencius, Filialis Observantia, Parvulorum

Schola, e Sinico idiomate in Latinum traducti a P. Fr.

Noel, S. J. (Prague, 1711).' The present version, I believe,

gives the text in English, such as it is in Chinese, more

accurately and closely than P. Cibot's does in French.
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CHAPTER I.

THE SCOPE AND MEANING OF THE TREATISE.

(ONCE), when A'ung-n!
1 was unoccupied, and his

disciple 3ang
2 was sitting by in attendance on him,

the Master said,
'

Shan, the ancient kings had a per-

fect virtue and all-embracing rule of conduct, through
which they were in accord with all under heaven,

By the practice of it the people were brought to live

in peace and harmony, and there was no ill-will be-

tween superiors and inferiors. Do you know what

it was 3
?' Sang rose from his mat, and said,

' How

1
.Afung-nl was the designation or marriage-name of Confucius,

We find it twice in the Doctrine of the Mean (chh. 2 and 30),

applied to the sage by 3ze-sze, n js grandson, the reputed author

of that treatise. . By his designation, it is said, a grandson might

speak of his grandfather, and therefore some scholars contend

that the Classic of Filial Piety should also be ascribed to 3ze ~sze
'>

but such a canon cannot be considered as sufficiently established.

On the authorship of the Classic, see the Introduction, p. 451.
2
3ang-jze, named Shan, and styled Sze-yti, was one of the most

distinguished of the disciples of Confucius. He was a favourite

with the sage, and himself a voluminous writer. Many incidents

and sayings are related, illustrative of his filial piety, so that it was

natural for the master to enter with him on the discussion of
that^

virtue. He shares in the honour and worship still paid to Confu-

cius, and is one of his 'Four Assessors' in his temples.
3 Both the translator in the Chinese Repository and P. Cibot

have rendered this opening address of Confucius very
'

imperfectly.

[i] H.h
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should I, Shan, who am so devoid of intelligence,

be able to know this ?
' The Master said,

'

(It was

filial piety). Now filial piety is the root of (all)

virtue 1
,
and (the stem) out of which grows (all moral)

teaching. Sit down again, and I will explain the

subject to you. Our bodies to every hair and bit

of skin are received by us from our parents, and we

must not presume to injure or wound them : this

is the beginning of filial piety. When we have esta-

blished our character by the practice of the (filial)

course, so as to make our name famous in future

ages, and thereby glorify our parents : this is the

end of filial piety. It commences with the service

The former has :

' Do you understand how the ancient kings,

who possessed the greatest virtue and the best moral principles,

rendered the whole empire so obedient that the people lived in

peace and harmony, and no ill-will existed between superiors and

inferiors?' The other: 'Do you know what was the pre-emi-
nent virtue and the essential doctrine which our ancient monarchs

taught to all the empire, to maintain concord among their subjects,

and banish all dissatisfaction between superiors and inferiors?'

P. Cibot comes the nearer to the meaning of the text, but he has

neglected the characters corresponding to 'through which they
were in accord with all under heaven,' that are expounded clearly

enough by Hsiian Sung. The sentiment of the sage is, as he has

tersely expressed it in the Doctrine of the Mean (ch. 13), that the

ancient kings
'

governed men, according to their nature, with what
is proper to them/

1 'All virtue' means the five virtuous principles, the constituents

of humanity,
'

benevolence, righteousness, propriety, knowledge,
and fidelity.' Of these, benevolence is the chief and fundamental,
so that Mencius says (VII, ii, ch. 16), 'Benevolence is man.' In

man's nature, therefore, benevolence is the root of filial piety ;

while in practice filial piety is the root of benevolence. Such
is the way in which Ku Hsl and other critical scholars recon-
cile the statements of the text here and elsewhere with their theory
as to the constituents of humanity.
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of parents ;
it proceeds to the service of the

ruler
;

it is completed by the establishment of

the character.
(

It is said in the Major Odes of the Kingdom,
" Ever think of your ancestor,

Cultivating your virtue 1
."

'

CHAPTER II,

FILIAL, PIETY IN THE SON OF HEAVEN.

He who loves his parents will not dare (to incur

the risk of) being hated by any man, and he who
reveres his parents will not dare (to incur the risk of)

being contemned by any man
2

. When the love and

reverence (of the Son of Heaven) are thus carried to

the utmost in the service of his parents, the lessons

of his virtue affect all the people, and he becomes

1 See the Shih King, III, i, ode 2, stanza 4. Kft. Hsi commences

his expurgation of our classic with casting out this concluding para-

graph; and rightly so. Such quotations of the odes and other pas-

sages in the ancient classics are not after the manner of Confucius.

The application made of them, moreover, is often far-fetched, and

away from their proper meaning.
2 The

: thing thus generally stated must be understood specially

of the sovereign, and only he who stands related to all other men
can give its full manifestation. Previous translators have missed

the peculiarity of the construction in each of the clauses. Thus

P. Cibot gives :

' He who loves his parents will not dare to hate

any one,' &c. But in the second member we have a well-known

form in Chinese to give the force of the passive voice. Attention

is called to this in the Extensive Explanation of the

H silo. (see p. 461): 'Wu yii zan does not mean merely to

hate men; it indicates an anxious apprehension lest the hatred

of men should light on me, and my parents thereby be involved

in it.'

H h 2
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a pattern to (all within) the four seas :
: this is the

filial piety of the Son of Heaven 2
.

It is said in (the Marquis of) Fu on Punishments 3
,

' The One man will have felicity, and the millions

of the people will depend on (what ensures his hap-

piness)/

CHAPTER III.

FILIAL PIETY IN THE PRINCES OF STATES.

Above others, and yet free from pride, they dwell

on high, without peril ; adhering to economy, and

carefully observant of the rules and laws, they are

full, without overflowing. To dwell on high without

peril is the way long to preserve nobility; to be full

without overflowing is the way long to preserve
riches. When their riches and nobility do not leave

their persons, then they are able to preserve the

altars of their land and grain, and to secure the

harmony of their people and men in office 4
: this

is the filial piety of the princes of states.

1 Chinese scholars make 'the people' to be the subjects of the

king, and 'all within the four seas' to be the barbarous tribes out-
side the four borders of the kingdom, between them and the seas
or oceans within which the habitable earth was contained accord-

ing to the earliest geographical conceptions. All we have to find
in the language is the unbounded, the universal, influence of ' the
Son of Heaven.'

2 The appellation 'Son of Heaven' for the sovereign was un-
known in the earliest times of the Chinese nation. It cannot be
traced beyond the Shang dynasty.

3 See the Shu, V, xxvii, 4, and the note on the name of that

Book, p. 254.
1 In the Chinese Repository we have for this :

'

They will be
able to protect their ancestral possessions with the produce of
their lands;

1

'They will make sure the supreme rank to their
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It is said in the Book of Poetry
1

,

' Be apprehensive, be cautious,

As if on the brink of a deep abyss,

As if treading on thin ice.'

CHAPTER IV. FILIAL PIETY IN HIGH MINISTERS

AND GREAT OFFICERS.

They do not presume to wear robes other than

those appointed by the laws of the ancient kings
2

;

nor to speak words other than those sanctioned by
their speech ;

nor to exhibit conduct other than that

exemplified .by their virtuous ways. Thus none of

their words being contrary to those sanctions, and

none of their actions contrary to the (right) way,

families.' But it is better to retain the style of the original. The

king had a great altar to the spirit (or spirits) presiding over the

land. The colour of the earth in the centre of it was yellow ;

that on each of its four sides differed according to the colours

assigned to the four quarters of the sky. A portion of this earth

was cut away, and formed the nucleus of a corresponding altar

in each feudal state, according to their position relative to the

capital.
The prince of the state had the prerogative of sacrificing

there. A similar rule prevailed for the altars to the spirits pre-

siding over the grain. So long as a family ruled in a state, so

long its chief offered those sacrifices
;
and the extinction of the

sacrifices was an emphatic way of describing the ruin and extinc-

tion of the ruling House.

i See the Shih, II, v, ode i, stanza 6.

2 The articles of dress, to be worn by individuals according to

their rank, from the sovereign downwards, in their ordinary attire,

and on special occasions, were the subject of attention and enact-

ment in China from the earliest times. We find references to them

in the earliest books of the Shu (Part II, Books iii, iv). The words

to be spokens
and conduct to be exhibited, on every varying

occasion, could not be so particularly described; but the example

of the ancient kings would suffice for these, as their enactments

for the dress.
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from their mouths there comes no exceptionable

speech, and in their conduct there are found no

exceptionable actions. Their words may fill all

under heaven, and no error of speech will be found

in them. Their actions may fill all under heaven,

and no dissatisfaction or dislike will be awakened by

them. When these three things (their robes, their

words, and their conduct) are all complete as they

should be, they can then preserve their ancestral

temples
1

: this is the filial piety of high ministers

and great officers.

It is said in the Book of Poetry
2

,

' He is never idle, day or night,

In the service of the One man.'

CHAPTER V. FILIAL PIETY IN INFERIOR OFFICERS.

As they serve their fathers, so they serve their

mothers, and they love them equally. As they

serve their fathers, so they serve their rulers, and

they reverence them equally. Hence love is what

is chiefly rendered to the mother, and reverence is

what is chiefly rendered to the ruler, while both of

these things are given to the father. Therefore

when they serve their ruler with filial piety they are

loyal ;
when they serve their superiors with rever-

ence they are obedient. Not failing in this loyalty

1 Their ancestral temples were to the ministers and grand
officers what the altars of their land and grain were to the feudal

lords. Every great officer had three temples or shrines, in which

he sacrificed to the first chief of his family or clan
;
to his grand-

father, and to his father. While these remained, the family re-

mained, and its honours were perpetuated.
2 See the Shin, III, iii, ode 6, stanza 4.
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and obedience in serving those above them, they
are then able to preserve their emoluments and

positions, and to maintain their sacrifices x
: this is

the filial piety of inferior officers
2

.

It is said in the Book of Poetry
3

,

'

Rising early and going to sleep late,

Do not disgrace those who gave you birth.'

CHAPTER VI.

FILIAL PIETY IN THE COMMON PEOPLE.

They follow the course of heaven (in the re-

volving seasons) ; they distinguish the advantages

1 These officers had their
'

positions
'

or places, and their pay.

They had also their sacrifices, but such as were private or per-

sonal to themselves, so that we have not much information about

them.
2 The Chinese Repository has here,

' Such is the influence of

filial duty when performed by scholars;' and P. Cibot, 'Voifo

sommairement ce qui caracte'rise la Pie'te' Filiale du LettreY But

to use the term 'scholar
5

here is to translate from the standpoint

of modern China, and not from that of the time of Confucius. The
Shih of feudal China were the younger sons of the higher classes,

and men that by their ability were rising out of the lower, and who

were all in inferior situations, and looking forward to offices of

trust in the service of the royal court, or of their several states,

Below the 'great officers' of ch. 4, three classes of Shih the

highest, middle, lowest were recognised, all intended in this

chapter. When the feudal system had passed away, the class of

'scholars' gradually took their place. Shih (-) is one of the

oldest characters in Chinese, but the idea expressed in its formation

is not known. Confucius is quoted in the Shwo Wan as making

it to be from the characters for one ( ) and ten (-P). A very

old definition of it is
' The denomination of one entrusted with

affairs.'

8 See the Shih, II, iii,
ode 2, stanza 6r
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afforded by (different) soils 1
; they are careful of

their conduct and economical in their expendi-

ture ;
in order to nourish their parents : this is

the filial piety of the common people.

Therefore from the Son of Heaven down to the

common people, there never has been one whose

filial piety was without its beginning and end on

whom calamity did not come.

CHAPTER VII.

FILIAL PIETY IN RELATION TO THE THREE POWERS 2
.

The disciple 3ang said,
' Immense indeed is the

greatness of filial piety!' The Master replied
3

,

1 These two sentences describe the attention of the people to

the various processes of agriculture, as conditioned by the seasons

and the qualities of different soils.

With this chapter there ends what Kb. Hsi regarded as the only

portion of the Hsiao in which we can rest as having come from Con-

fucius. So far, it is with him a continuous discourse that proceeded
from the sage. And there is, in this portion, especially when we

admit .STu's expurgations, a certain sequence and progress, without

logical connexion, in the exhibition of the subject which we fail to

find in the chapters that follow,

2 { The Three Powers
'

is a phrase which is first found in two

of the Appendixes to the Yi King, denoting Heaven, Earth, and

Man, as the three great agents or agencies in nature, or the circle

of being.
3 The whole of the reply of Confucius here, down to

'

the advan-

tages afforded by earth,' is found in a narrative in the Qo -STwan,

under the twenty-fifth year of duke Kh&o (B. c. 517), with the im-

portant difference that the discourse is there about
'

ceremonies,'
and not about filial piety. Plainly, it is an interpolation in the

Hsiao, and is rightly thrown out by Jsft. and Wu JSTMng. To my
own mind it was a relief to find that the passage was not genuine,
and had not come from Confucius. The discourse in the 3o
JTwan, which is quite lengthy, these sentences being only the com-
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'

Yes, filial piety is the constant (method) of Heaven,
the righteousness of Earth, and the practical duty of

Man x
. Heaven and earth invariably pursue the

course (that may be thus described), and the people
take it as their pattern. (The ancient kings) imi-

tated- the brilliant luminaries of heaven, and acted

in accordance with the (varying) advantages afforded

by earth, so that they were in. accord with all under

heaven
;'
and in consequence their teachings, without

being severe, were successful, and their government,
without being rigorous, secured perfect order.

mencement of it, is more than sufficiently fanciful ;
but it is con-

ceivable that what is here predicated of filial piety might be spoken
of ceremonies, while I never could see what it could have to do

with filial piety, or filial piety with it. After the long discourse in

the 3o .STwan one of the interlocutors in it exclaims,
'

Immense,

indeed, is the greatness of ceremonies !

'

the same terms with

which gang-jze is made to commence this chapter, saving that we

have ' ceremonies
'

instead of '

filial piety.' There can be no doubt

that the passage is interpolated ; and yet the first part of it is

quoted by Pan Ku (in our first century), in a note to Lift Hin's

Catalogue, and also in the Amplification of the First Precept of the

Khang-hsi Sacred Edict (in our eighteenth century). Pan Kfi may
not have been sufficiently acquainted with the 3 -wan to detect the

forgery ; that Chinese scholars should still quote the description as

applicable to filial piety shows how liable they are to be carried

away by fine-sounding terms and mysterious utterances.

P. Cibot gives a correct translation of the first part in a note, but

adds that it carries the sense of the text much too high, and would

bring it into collision with the prejudices of the west, and he has

preferred to hold to the more common explanation :

' Ce qu'est

la re'gularite' des monuments des astres pour le firmament, la fer-

tilite' des campagnes pour la terre, la Pie'te' Filiale Test constam-

ment pour les peuples!'
1 An amusing translation of this sentence is found in Samuel

Johnson's ' Oriental Religions, China/ p.. 208, beginning, 'Filial

Piety is the Book of Heaven 1' Mr. Johnson does not say where

he got this version,
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' The ancient kings, seeing how their teachings
l

could transform the people, set before them there-

fore an example of the most extended love, and

none of the people neglected their parents ; they set

forth to them (the nature of) virtue and righteous-

ness, and the people roused themselves to the. prac-

tice of them
; they went before them with reverence

and yielding courtesy, and the people had no con-

tentions
; they led them on by the rules of propriety

and by music, and the people were harmonious and

benignant ; they showed them what they loved and

what they disliked, and the people understood their

prohibitions.
'

It is said in the Book of Poetry
2

,

"
Awe-inspiring are you, O Grand-Master Yin,

And the people all look up to you."
'

CHAPTER VIII. FILIAL PIETY IN GOVERNMENT.

The Master said,
'

Anciently, when the intelligent

kings by means of filial piety ruled all under heaven,

they did not dare to receive with disrespect the min-
isters of small states

; how much less would they
do so to the dukes, marquises, counts, and barons !

'

Thus it was that they got (the princes of) the myriad
states with joyful hearts (to assist them) in the (sacri-

ficial) services to their royal predecessors
3

.

1 Sze-md Kwang changes the character for 'teachings' here into
that for 'filial piety.' There is no external evidence for such a

reading; and the texture of the whole treatise is so loose that we
cannot insist on internal evidence.

2 See theJShih, II, iv, ode 7, stanza i.
3 Under the Kiu. dynasty there were five orders of nobility, and

the states belonging to their rulers varied proportionally in size.
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' The rulers of states did not dare to slight wife-

less men and widows
;

how much less would they

slight their officers and the people ! Thus it was
that they got all their people with joyful hearts

(to assist them) in serving the rulers, their prede-
cessors l

.

' The heads of clans did not dare to slight their

servants and concubines
;

how much less would

they slight their wives and sons ! Thus it was that

they got their men with joyful hearts (to assist them)
in the service of their parents.

' In such a state of things, while alive, parents

reposed in (the glory of) their sons
; and, when sacri-

ficed to, their disembodied spirits enjoyed their

offerings
2

. Therefore all under heaven peace and

harmony prevailed ;
disasters and calamities did not

occur
;
misfortunes and rebellions did not arise.

'

It is said in the Book of Poetry
3
,

" To an upright, virtuous conduct

All in the four quarters of the state render obedient

homage."
'

There were besides many smaller states attached to these. The
feudal lords at stated times appeared at the royal court, and one

important duty which then devolved on them was to take part in

the sacrificial services of the sovereign in the ancestral temple.
1 These services were also the sacrifices in the ancestral temples

of the rulers of the states and of the chiefs of clans, the feudal

princes and the ministers and great officers of chapters 3 and 4.
2 In the Chinese Repository we read here :

' Parents enjoyed

tranquillity while they lived, and after their decease sacrifices were

Offered to their disembodied spirits/ To the same effect P.Cibot :

||es peres et meres dtoient heureux pendant la vie, et apres leur

m'ort leurs dmes e'toient consoles par des Tsf (sacrifices).' I be-

lieve that I have caught the meaning more exactly.
:

.

8 See the Shih, III, iii, ode 2, stanza 2.
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CHAPTER IX. THE GOVERNMENT OF THE SAGES 1
.

The disciple 3ang said, 'I venture to ask whether

in the virtue of the sages there was not something

greater than filial piety.' The Master replied,
' Of

all (creatures with their different) natures produced

by Heaven and Earth, man -is the noblest. Of all

the actions of man there is none greater than filial

piety. In filial piety there is nothing greater than

the reverential awe of one's father. In the rever-

ential awe shown to one's father there is nothing

greater than the making him the correlate of

Heaven 2
. The duke of .A"au was the man who

(first) did this 3
.

1 ' The sages' here must mean the sage sovereigns of antiquity,

who had at. once the highest wisdom and the highest place.
2 See a note on p. 99 on the meaning of the phrase

'

the fel-

low of God,' which is the same as that in this chapter, translated
'

the correlate of God.' P. Cibot goes at length into a discussion

of the idea conveyed by the Chinese character P'ei, but without

coming to any definite conclusion
;
and indeed Tai Thung, author

of the dictionary Lift Shu Ku, says that 'its original significancy
has baffled investigation, while its classical usage is in the sense of
"
mate,"

"
fellow."

' The meaning here is the second assigned to

it on p. 99. In the Chinese Repository we find : As a mark of

reverence there is nothing more important than to place the father

on an equality with heaven ;' which is by no means the idea, while

the author further distorts the meaning by the following note :

'Tien, "Heaven," and ShangTt, the "Supreme Ruler," seem to

be perfectly synonymous ; and whatever ideas the Chinese attach
to them, it is evident that the noble lord of JTau regarded his an-

cestors, immediate and remote, as their equals, and paid to the one
the same homage as the other. In thus elevating mortals to an

equality with the Supreme Ruler, he is upheld and approved by
Confucius, and has been imitated by myriads of every generation
of his countrymen down to the present day/"

It is difficult to say in what the innovation of the duke
3
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'

Formerly the duke of A"au at the border altar

sacrificed to Hau-/i as the correlate of Heaven,
and in the Brilliant Hall he honoured king Wan,
and sacrificed to him as the correlate of God 1

. The

consisted. The editors of the Extensive Explanation of the
Hsi^o say: 'According to commentators on our classic, Shun

thinking only of the virtue of his ancestor did not sacrifice to him at

the border altar. The sovereigns of Hsia and Yin were the first to

sacrifice there to their ancestors
;
but they had not the ceremony of

sacrificing to their fathers as the correlates of Heaven. This began
with the duke of If&u..' To this explanation of the text the editors

demur, and consider that the noun '

father
'

in the previous sen-

tence should be taken, in the case of the duke of K&u, both of

HELU-/&I and king Wan.
1 The reader of the translations from the Shih must be familiar

with Hau-^'t, as the ancestor to whom the kings of ^au traced

their lineage, and with king Wan, as the acknowledged founder of

their dynasty in connexion with his son, king Wu. Was any greater

honour done to Hau-^i in making him the correlate of Heaven
than to king Wan in making him the correlate of God ? We must

say. No. As is said in the Extensive Explanation,
' The words

Heaven and God are different, but their meaning is one and the

same/ The question is susceptible of easy determination. Let

me refer the reader to the translations from the Shih on pp. 317

and 329. The tenth piece on the latter was sung, at the border

sacrifice to Heaven, in honour of Hau-^t
;
and the first four lines

of it are to the effect

'0 thou, accomplished, great Ha"u-/i I

To thee alone 'twas given

To be, by what we trace to thee,

The correlate of Heaven;'

while the fifth and sixth lines are

'God had the wheat and barley meant

To nourish all mankind.

None would have fathomed His intent,

But for thy guiding mind.'

The seventh piece on the former page was used at the sacrifice, in

the Brilliant Hall, to king Wan, as the correlate of God/ The

first three lines have been versified by >
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consequence was that from (all the states) within

the four seas, every (prince) came in the discharge

of his duty to (assist in those) sacrifices. In the

virtue of the sages what besides was there greater

than filial piety ?

' Now the feeling of affection grows up at the

parents' knees, and as (the duty of) nourishing those

parents is exercised, the affection daily merges in

awe. The sages proceeded from the (feeling of)

awe to teach (the duties of) reverence, and from

(that of) affection to teach (those of) love. The

teachings of the sages, without being severe, were

successful, and their government, without being rigo-

'My offerings here are given,

A ram, a bull.

Accept them, mighty Heaven,

All-bountiful;'

and the sixth and seventh lines by
' From Wan comes blessing rich ;

Now on the right

He owns those gifts to which

Him I invite.'

Since ' Heaven' and ' God' have the same reference, why are they
used here as if there were some opposition between them ? The
nearest approach to an answer to this is found also in the Exten-
sive Explanation, derived mainly from JOan Hsiang-tto, of the

Sung dynasty, and to the following effect :
' Heaven (Tien) just is

God (Ti). Heaven is a term specially expressive of honour,
and Hau-/6i was made the correlate of Heaven, because he was
remote, far distant from the worshipper. God is a term expressive
of affection, and king Wan was made the correlate of God, be-
cause he was nearer to, the father of, the duke of ^Tau.' Hsiang-tdo
concludes by saying that the sacrifice at the border altar was an
old institution, while that in the Brilliant Hall was first appointed
by the duke of JSTgu. According to this view, Heaven would
approximate to the name for Deity in the absolute, Jehovah, as

explained in Exodus xv. 14- while TJ is God, 'our Father in
heaven/
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rous, was effective. What they proceeded from was
the root (of filial piety implanted by Heaven).

' The relation and duties between father and son,

(thus belonging to) the Heaven-conferred nature

(contain in them the principle of) righteousness
between ruler and subject

1
. The son derives his

life from his parents, and no greater gift could

possibly be transmitted
;

his ruler and parent (in

one), his father deals with him accordingly, and no

generosity could be greater than this. Hence, he

who does not love his parents, but loves other men,
is called a rebel against virtue

;
and he who does

not revere his parents, but reveres other men, is

called a rebel against propriety. When (the ruler)

himself thus acts contrary to (the principles) which

should place him in accord (with all men), he pre-

sents nothing for the people to imitate. He has

nothing to do with what is good, but entirely and

only with what is injurious to virtue. Though he

may get (his will, and be above others), the superior
man does not give him his approval.

1 We find for this in the Chinese Repository :

' The feelings

which ought to characterise the intercourse between father and son

are of a heavenly nature, resembling the bonds which exist between

a prince and his ministers.' P. Cibot gives :

( Les rapports im-

muable de pere et de fils decoulent de Pessence mSme du Tien,
et offrent la premiere ide*e de prince et de sujet;' adding on the

former clause this note :

' Les commentateurs ne disent que des

mots sur ces paroles; mais comment pourroient ils les bien expliquer,

puisqu'ils ne sauroient en entrevoir le sens supreme et ineffable ?

Quelque"s-uns ont pris le parti de citer le texte de Tao-teh King
(ch. 42), "Le Tao est vie et unite"

;
le premier a engendr^ le second ;

les deux ont prqduit le troisieme; le trois ont fait toutes choses;"

c'est-a-dire, qu'ils ont ta:ch d'expliquer un texte qui les passe, par
un autre ou ils ne comprennent rien.' But there is neither difficulty

in the construction of the text here, nor mystery in its meaning.
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'

It is not so with the superior man. He speaks,

having thought whether the words should be spoken ;

he acts, having thought whether his actions are sure

to give pleasure. His virtue and righteousness are

such as will be honoured
;
what he initiates and does

is fit to be imitated
;
his deportment is worthy of

contemplation ;
his movements in advancing or re-

tiring are all according to the proper rule. In this

way does he present himself to the people, who both

revere and love him, imitate and become like him.

Thus he is able to make his teaching of virtue suc-

cessful, and his government and orders to be carried

into effect \
'

It is said in the Book of Poetry
2

,

" The virtuous man, the princely one,

Has nothing wrong in his deportment.'"

CHAPTER X. AN ORDERLY DESCRIPTION OF THE
ACTS OF FILIAL PIETY.

The Master said,
' The service which a filial son

does to his parents is as follows: In his general
conduct to them, he manifests the utmost reverence

;

in his nourishing of them, his endeavour is to give
them the utmost pleasure ;

when they are ill, he
feels the greatest anxiety; in mourning for them

(dead), he exhibits every demonstration of grief ;

in
sacrificing to them, he displays the utmost so-

lemnity. When a son is complete in these five

things (he may be pronounced) able to serve his

parents.

1 This paragraph may be called a mosaic, formed by piecing
together passages from the Qo JTwan.

2 See the Shih, I, xiv, ode 3, stanza 3.
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' He who (thus) serves his parents, in a high

situation, will be free from pride ;
in a low situation,

will be free from insubordination
;
and among his

equals, will not be quarrelsome. In a high situation

pride leads to ruin; in a low situation insubordina-

tion leads to punishment ; among equals quarrel-

someness leads to the wielding of weapons,
'

If those three things be not put away, thougr.
a son every day contribute beef, mutton, and pork

:

to nourish his parents, he is not filial.'

CHAPTER XI. FILIAL PIETY IN RELATION TO

THE FIVE PUNISHMENTS.

The Master said,
' There are three thousan<

offences against which the five punishments ar

'directed 2
,
and there is not one of them greate

than being unfilial.

' When constraint is put upon a ruler, that is th

disowning of his superiority ;
when the authority c

the sages is disallowed, that is the disowning c

(all)
law

;
when filial piety is put aside, that is th

disowning of the principle of affection. These (thre

things) pave the way to anarchy.'
'

CHAPTER. XII. AMPLIFICATION OF 'THE ALI

EMBRACING RULE OF CONDUCT
'

IN CHAPTER I,

The Master said,
' For teaching the people to I

affectionate and loving there is nothing better the

Filial Piety ;
for teaching them (the observance c

propriety and submissiveness there is nothing bett

than Fraternal Duty; for changing their manne

1
Compare with this the Confucian Analects, II, vii.

2 See the'SWVp. 43; and especially pp. 255, 256.

i i
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and altering their customs there is nothing better

than Music
;
for securing the repose of superiors and

'

the good order of the people there is nothing better

than the Rules of Propriety.
' The Rules of Propriety are simply (the develop-

ment of) the principle of Reverence. Therefore the

reverence paid to a father makes (all) sons pleased ;

the reverence paid to an elder brother makes (all)

younger brothers pleased ;
the reverence paid to

a ruler makes
(all) subjects pleased

l
. The rever-

ence paid to one man makes thousands and myriads
of men pleased. The reverence is paid to a few,

and the pleasure extends to many ;
this is what is

meant by an "
All-embracing Rule of Conduct."

'

CHAPTER XIII. AMPLIFICATION OF
' THE PERFECT

VIRTUE' IN CHAPTER I.

The Master said,
* The teaching of filial piety by

the superior man
2 does not require that he should

go to family after family, and daily see the members
of each. His teaching of filial piety is a tribute of

reverence to all the fathers under heaven ; his

teaching of fraternal submission is a tribute of

reverence to all ,the elder brothers under heaven
;

his teaching of the duty of a subject is a tribute of

reverence to all the rulers under heaven.

1 We must understand that the 'reverence' here is to be under-

stood as paid by the sovereign. In reverencing his father (or an

uncle may also in Chinese usage be so styled), he reverences the

idea of fatherhood, and being
'

in accord with the minds of all

under heaven,' his example is universally powerful. And we may
reason similarly of the other two cases of reverence specified.

2 The A"un-jze, or
'

superior man/ here must be taken of the

sovereign. P. Cibot translates it by
' un prince.'
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'

It is said in the Book of Poetry
1

,

" The happy and courteous sovereign
Is the parent of the people."

'

If it were not a perfect virtue, how could it I

recognised as in accordance with their nature by tl

people so extensively as this ?
'

CHAPTER XIV. AMPLIFICATION OF ' MAKING ou

NAME FAMOUS' IN CHAPTER I.

The Master said,
c The filial piety with which tl

superior man serves his parents may be transfern

as loyalty to the ruler
;
the fraternal duty with whi<

he serves his elder brother may be transferred

submissive deference to elders ; his regulation
his family may be transferred as good governme
in any official position. Therefore, when his condi

is thus successful in his inner (private) circle, 1

name will be established (and transmitted) to futi;

generations.'

CHAPTER XV. FILIAL PIETY IN RELATION TO

REPROOF AND REMONSTRANCE.

The disciple 3ang said,
'

I have heard your
structions on the affection of love, on respect a

reverence, on giving repose to (the minds of) c

parents, and on making our name famous
;

I woi

venture to ask if (simple) obedience to the orders

one's father can be pronounced filial piety.' 1

Master replied, 'What words are these ! what wo

are these ! Anciently, if the Son of Heaven 1

seven ministers who would remonstrate with h

1 See the Shih, III, ii,
ode 7, stanza i. The two lines of

Shih here are, possibly, not an interpolation.

I 12
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although he had not right methods of government,
he would not lose his possession of the kingdom ;

if the prince of a state had five such ministers,

though his measures might be equally wrong, he

would not lose his state
;

if a great officer had three,

he would not, in a similar case, lose (the headship

of) his clan ;
if an inferior officer had a friend who

would remonstrate with him, a good name would

not cease to be connected with his character
;
and

the father who had a son that would remonstrate

with him would not sink into the gulf of unrighteous
deeds 1

. Therefore when a case of unrighteous con-

duct is concerned, a son must by no means keep
from remonstrating with his father, nor a minister

from rerrJaaBt^ating with his ruler. Hence, since

remonst^ic^ts required in the case of unrighteous

conduc^ l\c^7 can (simple) obedience to the orders of

a fatfier be accounted filial piety
2

?
'

XVI. THE INFLUENCE OF FILIAL PIETY
f

'"\.

AND THE RESPONSE TO IT.

&T*?The Master said,
'

Anciently, the intelligent kings
served their fathers with filial piety, and therefore

they served Heaven with intelligence ; they served
their mothers with filial piety, and therefore they
served Earth with discrimination 3

. They pursued

1 The numbers 7, 5, 3, i cannot be illustrated by examples, nor
should they be insisted on. The higher the

dignity, the greater
would be the risk, and the stronger must be the support that was
needed.

2

Compare the Analects, IV, xviii, and the U K\, X, i, 15.8
This chapter is as difficult to grasp as the seventh, which treated

of Filial Piety in Relation to
'

the Three Powers/ It is indeed a

sequel to that. Heaven and Earth appear as two Powers, or as
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the right course with reference to their (own) sen

and juniors, and therefore they secured the reg

tion of the relations between superiors and i

riors (throughout the kingdom).
'When Heaven and Earth were served with int

gence and discrimination, the spiritual intellige]

displayed (their retributive power
1

).

'Therefore even the Son of Heaven must r.

some whom he honours
;
that is, he has his un

of his surname. He must have some to whorr

concedes the precedence ;
that is, he has his cou:

who bear the same surname, and are older i

himself. In the ancestral temple he manifests

utmost reverence, showing that he does not fo

his parents ; he cultivates his person and is ca:

of his conduct, fearing lest he should disgrace

predecessors.
* When in the ancestral temple he exhibits

a dual Power, taking the place of Heaven or God. We car

degree follow the treatise in transferring the reverence ps

a son to his father to loyalty shown by him to his ruler
;

bi

more difficult to understand the development of filial piet;

religion that is here assumed and described. Was it in

pressing of this virtue too far, the making more of it than <

made, that tended to deprave religion during the K&u. dynast

to mingle with the earlier monotheism a form of nature-wors

Hsing Ping, in his 'Correct Meaning,' makes the '

discrimir

here to be ' an ability to distinguish the advantages of the ear

showing how he had the sixth and seventh chapters in his m
1 ' The Spiritual Intelligences' here are Heaven and Eart

ceived of as Spiritual Beings. They responded to the i

service of the intelligent kings, as Hsing Ping says, wit

harmony of the active and passive principles of nature, seas

winds and rain, the absence of epidemic sickness.- and. plagi

the repose of all under heaven.' Compare with this what

in 'the Great Plan
'

of the Shu, pp. 147, 148.
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utmost reverence, the spirits of the departed mani-

fest themselves \ Perfect filial piety and fraternal

duty reach to (and move) the spiritual intelligences,

and diffuse their light on all within the four seas
;

they penetrate everywhere.
'

It is said in the Book of Poetry
2

,

" From the west to the east,

From the south to the north,

There was not a thought but did him homage."
'

CHAPTER XVII. THE SERVICE OF THE RULER.

The Master said,
' The superior man s serves his

ruler in such a way, that when at court in his pre-

sence his thought is how to discharge his loyal duty

to the utmost
;
and when he retires from it, his

thought is how to amend his errors. He carries

out with deference the measures springing from his

excellent qualities, and rectifies him (only) to save

him from what are evil. Hence, as the superior

and inferior, they are able to have an affection for

each other.

'It is said in the Book of Poetry
4

,

" In my heart I love him
;

And why should I not say so ?

In the core of my heart I keep him,

And never will forget him."
'

1 The reader will have noticed many instances of this, or what

were intended to be instances of it, in the translations from the

Shih, pp. 365-368, &c.
2 See the Shih, III, i, ode 10, stanza 6.

3 ' The superior man' here can only be the good and intelligent

officer in the royal domain or at a feudal court.
4 See the Shih, II, viii, ode 4, stanza 4.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

FILIAL PIETY IN MOURNING FOR PARENTS.

The Master said,
' When a filial son is mourni

for a parent, he wails, but not with a prolong

sobbing ;
in the movements of ceremony he pays

attention to his appearance ;
his words are with<

elegance of phrase ;
he cannot bear to wear f

clothes; when he hears music, he feels no delio-'' ' o"

when he eats a delicacy, he is not conscious of

flavour : such is the nature of grief and sorrow.
' After three days he may partake of food

;

thus the people are taught that the living sho

not be injured on account of the dead, and t

emaciation must not be carried to the extinctior

life : such is the rule of the sages. The perioc

mourning does not go beyond three years, to si

the people that it must have an end.
' An inner and outer coffin are made

;
the gra

clothes also are -put on, and the shroud
;
and

(

body) is lifted (into the coffin). The sacrifi

vessels, round and square, are (regularly) set fo

and (the sight of them) fills (the mourners) v

(fresh) distress 1
. The -women beat their brea

and the men stamp with their feet, wailing ;

weeping, while they sorrowfully escort the cc

to the grave. They consult the tortoise-shell

determine the grave and the ground about it,

1 These vessels were arranged every day by the coffin, \vh

continued in the house, after the corpse was put into it.

practice was a serving of the dead as the living had been se

It is not thought necessary to give any details as to. the <

different rites of mourning which are mentioned. They wi

found> with others, in the translations from the k? JV '
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there they lay the body in peace. They prepare
the ancestral temple (to receive the tablet of the

departed), and there present offerings to the disem-

bodied spirit. In spring and autumn they offer

sacrifices, thinking of the deceased as the seasons

come round.
' The services of love and reverence to parents

when alive, and those of grief and sorrow to them

when dead : these completely discharge the funda-

mental duty of living men. The righteous claims

of life and death are all satisfied, and the filial son's

service of his parents is completed/

The above is the Classic of Filial Piety, as published by the

emperor Bsuan in A.D. 722, with the headings then prefixed to the

eighteen chapters. Subsequently, in the eleventh century, Sze-mS

Kwang (A.D. 1009-1086), a famous statesman and historian, pub-
lished what he thought was the more ancient text of the Classic in

twenty-two chapters,-with 'Explanations' by himself, without indi-

cating, however, the different chapters, and of course without

headings to them. This work is commonly published along with

an 'Exposition' of his views, by Fan 3^-yu, one of his contempo-
raries and friends. The differences between his text and that of

the Thang emperor are insignificant. He gives, however, one
additional chapter, which would be the nineteenth of his arrange-
ment. It is as follows :

'

Inside the smaller doors leading to the

inner apartments are to be found all the rules (of government).
There is awe for the father, and also for the elder brother. Wife
and children, servants and concubines are like the common people,

serfs, and underlings.'
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